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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Eastside Proposal
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 3:10:07 PM

From: Aaron Zeigler [mailto:aaronz@emediamusic.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2016 14:32
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Eastside Proposal
 
Dear Councilmembers,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green
option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside
proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy
(CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and
a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts

businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 
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We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Sincerely

Aaron Zeigler
14609 SE 46th St 
Bellevue, WA 98006



From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: OBJECTION: PSE Energize Eastside
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 3:09:47 PM

From: Aileen W. [mailto:akmc2@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2016 12:46
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: OBJECTION: PSE Energize Eastside
 
Dear Councilmembers,

 I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in
the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am
part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000
followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines
to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our
only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to
transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities
worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.
 

Aidong Wu
4431 145th AVE SE
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  From: Andrea Wohlan [mailto:wohlan.andrea@gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 10:35 AM 

To:  Council  <Council@bellevuewa.gov> 

Subject: NO to PSE Mega Towers!! 

 
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option 
in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I 
am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 
3,000 followers. 
 
We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 
20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high 
transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option. 

 

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be 
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility 
to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing 
cities worldwide. 
 
CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" 
which: 

· Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability. 
· Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental 

stewardshipby employing advanced energy management technologies and 
robust conservation. 

· Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires. 
· Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts 

businesses and employees to the Eastside. 
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, 
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

 
We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan 
for our future. 

 
Sincerely 
 
Andrea Wohlan 



 

Andrea Wohlan 
woblao aodrea@gmail  com 





























From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Reject Alternative 1 Approve Alternative 2 for Energize Eastside
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:15:13 PM

From: amsutey@comcast.net [mailto:amsutey@comcast.net] 
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2016 12:58
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: Sue Stronk <ssbuds@comcast.net>; Prevette, Lynne <lynnepre@comcast.net>
Subject: Reject Alternative 1 Approve Alternative 2 for Energize Eastside
 
To the Bellevue City Council EIS
 
We were very disappointed that Alternative 2 was rejected and Alternative 1 or
Do Nothing were approved as Options for Energize Eastside by the Bellevue
City Council EIS. 
If Bellevue wants or needs an upgraded Power Substation, they should
proceed with a design to implement that plan --- but, it Must Not Destroy
homes and the community of Newcastle by building unneeded high powerlines
through our area.  Believe me, Bellevue and PSE will receive strong legal
opposition to increasing the height of the power lines and dangerously
doubling the voltage of the lines over an existing petroleum pipeline in a major
earthquake fault-line zone through Newcastle.
 
Respectfully,
Dr Anthony Sutey and Alicejean Sutey
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Letter from Bellevue
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 10:19:40 AM

From: Barbara Braun [mailto:bbraun@stratery.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 2:14 PM
To: krwallace@bellevuewa.gov; vslatter@bellevuewa.gov; lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov;
j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov; clee@bellevuewa.gov; jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov;
council@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; jstokes@bellevuewa.gov;
KStannert@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Cc: donmarsh@cense.org; Loretta Lopez; Barbara Braun
Subject: FW: Letter from Bellevue
 
Thank you for your response Kyle.  I must confess I am very disappointed to understand that the City
Council is not involved in the review or approval of Energize Eastside.  I guess this is the public’s
assumption as it is not clear, or easily researched, who is responsible for the review and approval. 
As the host City in the EIS, I would think that the City of Bellevue would strive for more transparency
on this critical role.
 
More tactically, if Alternative 2B, or any other alternatives, other than No Action and Transmission
Lines are in scope for Phase 2, it is entirely not clear by the Phase 2 document posted on line.  This is
very misleading and I suggest the City take pains to formally add Alternative 2B to the scoping
document and make this clear to the public that it is in scope.
 
Copied from the document: http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/scoping.html
Phase 2 Draft EIS Proposed Alternatives

No Action 
Action Alternatives (PSE’s Proposal): New Substation at Lakeside (Richards Creek) and New 230
kV Transmission Lines 

 
Lastly as the options are not clear to the public, I suggest the City extend the comment period by
the number of days that the website was not clear and thus confusing to public.
 
Thank you!
Barbara Braun

13609 SE 43rd Place
Bellevue WA 98006
CENSE Member
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Fw: PSE adds scope to EE EIS. Time for another 45 days to review 
1 message

CHelland@bellevuewa.gov <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 10:16 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

From: Barry Zimmerman <baz@starboarddev.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2016 7:15 PM 
To: Miyake, Brad; Stokes, John 
Cc: Matz, Nicholas; Helland, Carol; Robertson, Jennifer S.; ddanner@utc.wa.gov; Sla쀁ꬅer, Vandana 
Subject: PSE adds scope to EE EIS. Time for another 45 days to review
 

I am greatly disturbed by the heretofore demonstrated inability of the City of Bellevue and the
SEPA responsible City official to hold Puget Sound Energy (PSE) accountable when it comes to
dealing with required process and the public regarding the Energize Eastside proposals. 

 

Today, May 31, 2016, at 4:07 pm, we received an emailed notice that PSE has increased in the EE
project scope by adding another route option for oversized transmission lines through our City in a
Park.  This is less than eight hours before the midnight “deadline” for the public to submit
comments on the socalled Phase 2 scope of the Energize Eastside EIS. 

 

To change scope without adding another 45 days to the public comment period so the
public can evaluate the new/modified scope is simply unacceptable.  Changing scope after
business hours less than eight hours before the cutoff for public comments ?  Really?  Are
you going to just let that kind of dirty politics go?  That is not what we elected you to do!

 

I am also writing to ask that the city hold Ms. Carol Helland accountable for mismanaging the
entire SEPA review process.  She has failed to accomplish even the most basic requirement of the
project:  to correctly and completely define the scope and rationale for the contemplated $200
million project proposed by the petitioner.  She also has failed to obtain real empirical data on the
Eastside power load growth over the past 25 years.  How can she accept a $200 million proposal
for new capacity without a clue as to loadgrowth over Bellevue’s massive growth since the 80’s? 
This isn’t holding PSE accountable. This is rollingover and accepting every manufactured data
point PSE throws out to justify their project.  Real, hard data exists.  Get it, and use it!  Show the
involved cities and the public actual power load growth over the past 25 years on the Eastside. 

 

PSE is attempting to build a regional/international oversized Transmission line by representing it
as required just for the Eastside.  The Eastside does not need a 3x increase in current capacity to
address a few peakload days over the coming two decades.   The EIS scoping was permitted to
advance to Phase II well prior to satisfactory disposition of issues raised in extensive public input
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to Phase I.   

 

PSE is not to drive the EIS schedule, yet they evidently are.  The EIS must be complete, and
comments, costbenefit analysis, safety engineering etc. must be addressed prior to elimination of
any of the proposed options from the Phase I document.  No matter how long it takes.

 

It is time to replace Ms. Helland with someone who knows more about the subject matter, and who
is able to remain neutral in order to standup to PSE when required so that the needs of the five
Cities who will suffer 50+ years of serious damage should the proposed industrial blight be built. 
 Hundreds of volunteer citizens have donated time and money over the past two years to help our
City officials find facts and raise questions, but Ms. Helland refuses to utilize assets outside of the
PSE employee roster, and consultants who benefit from their own direct business relationships
with PSE.  There is no demonstrable accountability taking place! 

 

Ms. Helland has referred to PSE as “her client” at public scoping meetings.  She meets regularly
with PSE, but never with those who have views that don’t align with PSE’s.  And she is clearly
permitting PSE to drive the schedule for EIS review instead of holding PSE’s feettothefire to
adequately address all concerns raised in Phase 1 prior to moving to Phase 2.  The SEPA process
is not currently being conducted in the spirit of holding a petitioner accountable for accurate and
complete information.  As a result, the City of Bellevue looks silly as a “Lead” in the region, as
smaller cities who depend on a thorough and complete, job are led to believe that Bellevue is able
to execute this responsibility with current staff.  Newcastle has realized the Bellevue is failing as a
lead and imposed their own moratorium while investigating the truth.

 

The City of Bellevue council should take an example from the EBCC, who has taken the time to
completely research impact of PSE’s halfbaked proposals, drawn upon both internal and external
technical and process resources to construct and enforce an informed position that has withstood
the test of a trip to the courts. 

 

There are many alternatives to a billiondollar lifecycle investment in ugly overhead wires through
18 miles of Eastside communities.  Our region is growing, but we still recognize the value of
keeping our region’s character.  Just look at the expensive tunneling for Rt 99 and Rapid Transit
being done to preserve neighborhood character.  We can do the same for ugly wires on 135 foot
towers at much lower cost than eight lanes of highway by holding the petitioner accountable for
misrepresenting the project and assuming they can destroy our neighborhoods. 

 

Citizens are not at all satisfied with the job being done on behalf of Bellevue and other cities on the
proposed route for huge overhead wires.   You’ve heard this before in other public forums.  I add
my voice to the chorus.  We can do better.  A lot better. 

 

Please see to it that the public comment period on the Energize Eastside EIS is extended another
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45 days to accommodate studies on the scope and additional route change announced this
afternoon at 4:07pm.  And please start challenging the manufactured data coming from PSE on
load flows.  It is not supported by historical data during our last 25 years of rapid growth, and not
supported by realistic assumptions in forwardlooking load analysis.   

 

Sincerely,

 

Barry A. Zimmerman

5007 Somerset Drive SE

Bellevue, WA 98006
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May 31, 2016 

Barry A. Zimmerman 
5007 Somerset Drive SE 
Bellevue, WA  98006 

 

 I have been a resident and homeowner in Bellevue since 1977, where I have raised my family, and 

developed my business.  I have greatly appreciated the quality of life supported by a caring, capable and 

effective City Council and city Land Use policies.  I am a graduate Electrical Engineer, and have been 

engaged in with the Power Industry for part of my career as a management and technical consultant.  I 

am greatly disturbed to see that a rogue private utility company owned by foreign interests has been 

able to advance an expensive proposal for a destructive regional / international transmission line 

through 18 miles and twenty‐nine Eastside residential areas in five cities. 

TODAY, at 4:07pm, PSE released a new route recommendation for inclusion into the EIS.  This is less 

than eight hours before Phase II EIS comments are due, yet no extension to the comment period is part 

of the message about added/changed scope.  This un‐acceptable behavior is just another example of the 

consistently disingenuous approach taken by PSE to justify this unaffordable project.   

My comments regarding the Phase 2 EIS scope are relatively simple.   

 This project EIS doesn’t belong in Phase 2 as Phase 1 has not been satisfactorily completed.  

Responses provided to the issues raised in Phase 1 within an April 14, 2016 comment summary 

report are inadequate and incomplete to proceed with elimination of Alternatives, Options and 

movement to a Phase 2.   

 None of the Alternatives being considered includes even a most basic cost‐benefit analysis, even 

the PSE preferred overhead transmission lines through 18 miles of residential neighborhoods.  

Informed decisions are not possible with the information provided to date.   

 Safety concerns about building oversized transmission lines in the same corridor as a 50 year old 

high‐pressure petroleum pipeline have not been adequately addressed 

 The Phase 1 document referenced “industry standards for utility planning” as being included in 

Appendix A.  No such detail of “industry standards” were included.  They are still missing, 

therefore  PSE’s load‐flow data and assumptions cannot be substantiated by the public against 

any established procedural benchmarks or so‐called “industry standards”.   

 Empirical data for power load growth in the subject communities over the past 25 years is still 

not published, making it impossible for any stakeholder or government entity to correlate actual 

load growth with actual population growth in the impacted communities during a robust period 

of growth since 1990.  This is un‐acceptable.  Actual load‐flow growth data exists.  Failure to 

utilize the empirical data for the past 25+ years is nothing short of dereliction of duty. The SEPA 

process and any other government review cannot be completed by ignoring it.   

 The EIS cites “statutory and regulatory obligations” to provide power to Canada without 

supplying detailed bibliographic citations or justification as to why PSE ratepayers should sustain 
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a $1.2 billion estimated lifecycle cost to adhere to the un‐cited “obligations” for the next 40+ 

years.  Powerex, BC Hydro’s marketing arm, threw in the towel on participation with Cal ISO in 

2015.  There is no contracted “source” for Canadian power to be conveyed to California, yet 

power flow assumptions that justify oversized 230Kv lines for the project still include it.   

 Alternative 2 was eliminated without adequate study or cost‐benefit analysis.  Alternative 2 was 

the most viable of all options presented in the Phase 1 DEIS.   Unlike Alternative 3, the 

Integrated Resource Approach Alternative 2 wasn’t a SEPA‐Lead red‐herring fantasy option 

added to the Draft EIS at the last minute with little thought and nearly zero engineering.   

Alternative 2 represents the future of smart, sustainable and cost‐effective distributed power.  It 

requires further development and consideration over Alternative 1a which call for un‐necessary, 

risky and very expensive 230Kv transmission lines based on 19th century tech.   

 

PSE dismisses Alternative 2 saying it contains “elements that have limited feasibility” and “could 

not be reliably implemented or approved by NERC”.   This is insufficient detail for removing the 

most cost‐effective and viable option from the Phase 1 DEIS, most particularly with respect to 

exactly what solutions NERC would try to implement or approve or what conditions NERC would 

impose on Alternative 2.   

 Alternative 1 Option C should also be retained for further development as PSE makes money 

through Capital expenses used to build infrastructure.  A more expensive undergrounding 

project would facilitate even better shareholder returns, while mitigating concerns over safety, 

EMF radiation, reliability, earthquake proofing, and lengthy legal challenges associated with the 

oversized international Alternative 1 Option A being deliberately misrepresented to PSE 

ratepayers.    

 

DELAY THIS PROJECT UNTIL PSE COMES CLEAN WITH HISTORICAL LOAD-GROWTH 

DATA, THE REAL NUMBERS BEHIND LOAD GROWTH PROJECTIONS AND THE 

BIZZARE ASSUMPTIONS USED IN FLOW STUDIES, AND COST DATA.  THE CITY OF 

BELLEVUE CANNOT APPROVE A PLAN TO BLIGHT OUR NEIGHBORHOODS WITH 

DANGEROUS 19TH CENTURY TECHNOLOGY BASED ON THE FALSE PRETENSE OR 

MANUFACTURED DATA CURRENTLY OFFERED.   

 

 



From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Troubled about our City Planners - Your help is needed
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 1:55:36 PM

From: Barry Zimmerman [mailto:baz@starboarddev.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 12:39
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Troubled about our City Planners - Your help is needed
 
 
Dear Councilmembers,

I am horrified to see that the City of Bellevue planners plan to eliminate the only
safe, smart, and green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound
Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal.  Our city “planners”, who are ostensibly
leading a neutral SEPA review of PSE’s petition to erect 135 foot towers throughout
Eastside communities, appear to be firmly in cahoots with PSE.  City Planners
 have failed to meet even the most basic WAC requirement for a SEPA review:  to
correctly and completely define the scope and justification for the project, and
provide even basic cost / benefit analysis for each Alternative in the EIS.
 
I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE)
and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high voltage transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process
and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by enlightened cities worldwide.  Without even so much as accurate
empirical data for eastside power consumption over the past 25 years of growth,
Bellevue City Planners are accepting manufactured power forecasts to lead the
eastside down a path that will destroy over 8000 mature trees, introduce un-safe
conditions along a flammable petroleum pipeline corridor, and scar the entire
eastside for the rest of our lives.  All so foreign investors can profit from shipping
thousands of megawatts of power to Canada under a project that is dishonestly
being defined and justified as “for Seattle’s eastside”.  

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·  Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·  Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies
and robust conservation.

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:baz@starboarddev.com
mailto:Council@bellevuewa.gov


·  Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·  Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

There is absolutely no benefit to the City of Bellevue to rush approval of an
excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our electrical energy future
that will permanently scar the City with industrial blight.  Bellevue citizens have
spent thousands of volunteer hours and hundreds of thousands in donations to
expose PSE for what it is – a foreign-owned Corporation that cares little for our City
in a Park.
 
We are asking the Council to direct our City Planners to challenge PSE in a
meaningful way.  Further develop Alternative 2B, and force PSE’s hand to provide
eastside energy use for the past 25 years of rapid growth in our City.  You wouldn’t
purchase a Mutual Fund without looking at past performance.  Why would City
Planners even consider imposing a $1.3 billion life-cycle cost burden on PSE
ratepayers for oversized Power Lines without the hard, empirical data on past 25-
year growth of power consumption in our area?  Yet incredibly, this is what is
happening now! 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this critical request to further develop the most
important Alternative 2B written into the Phase 1 EIS for the EE project.  We must
slow it down, and do it right.  

Signed,
 
Barry Zimmerman
5007 Somerset Drive SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
 
 





From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Safe, smart, and green alternative
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 3:09:37 PM

From: Bozhong Lin [mailto:bozhong@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2016 21:11
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Safe, smart, and green alternative
 
Dear Councilmembers,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s
Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and
a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines
should not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our
opportunity and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Bozhong Lin

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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4531 Somerset Dr SE, Bellevue, WA 98006
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

DEIS phase 2 scoping comments 
1 message

Brian <br98799@comcast.net> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 7:19 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

8605 129th Ct SE

Newcastle, WA

 

May 31, 2016

 

 

 

City of Bellevue,

 

The residents of the Olympus neighborhood in Newcastle are very concerned about PSE’s proposed Energize Eastside
project. As proposed, the project will have severe visual, environmental, and safety impacts to the Olympus
neighborhood. Equally disturbing is the process by which the environmental impacts are being assessed.

Bellevue has received numerous comments on the confusing and irregular process it is following. Citizens are promised
the process would be open and accessible. The implication is the public input is fully and fairly considered. It appears
that is not the case. The 25page Phase 1 Draft EIS Comment Summary Report summarizes a few of the issues raised
by citizens but is no substitute for corrections to the many misleading and erroneous statements in the draft EIS. Many
of the comments were directed to the contents of the draft EIS. By not correcting the phase 1 EIS, Bellevue’s message
is that citizen’s inputs to the content of the draft EIS are ignored.

The energize eastside EIS website overview page states “The [Phase 1 Draft EIS Scoping] comments received were
reviewed and used as the basis for determining the alternatives that were studied in the Phase 1 Draft EIS. The Phase 1
Draft EIS was issued on January 28, 2016. Public comments were accepted on this document through March 14, 2016.
The Phase 1 Draft EIS Comment Record is a compilation of these comments, which were reviewed and used to develop
the alternatives proposed for consideration during Phase 2 Scoping.” Cleary the last sentence in the statement is not
true. The Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) backed by many hundreds of concerned
citizens developed a wellconstructed alternative (2B). This alternative not only eliminates the visual, environmental, and
safety impacts posed by PSE’s proposed alternative, but will enhance environmental stewardship. Bellevue received
and ignored comments from many concerned and forward thinking citizens on this very point.

Contrary to its own statements, Bellevue has shut the door on true involvement by the citizens at large. Bellevue has
taken the dialog on alternatives behind closed doors. This is almost guarantees development of suboptimal alternatives.

As a show of good faith to the many thousands of citizens affected by the outcome of this process Bellevue should:

       Correct the numerous misleading and erroneous statements in the draft phase 1 EIS to establish a solid foundation
for the phase 2 process,

       Make the process truly open to citizen inputs that are fully and fairly considered

 

Sincerely,

Brian Elworth
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Olympus Homeowners Association
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8605 129th Ct SE 
Newcastle, WA 
 
May 31, 2016 

City of Bellevue, 

 

The residents of the Olympus neighborhood in Newcastle are very concerned about PSE’s proposed 

Energize Eastside project. As proposed, the project will have severe visual, environmental, and safety 

impacts to the Olympus neighborhood. Equally disturbing is the process by which the environmental 

impacts are being assessed. 

Bellevue has received numerous comments on the confusing and irregular process it is following. 

Citizens are promised the process would be open and accessible. The implication is the public input is 

fully and fairly considered. It appears that is not the case. The 25-page Phase 1 Draft EIS Comment 

Summary Report summarizes a few of the issues raised by citizens but is no substitute for corrections to 

the many misleading and erroneous statements in the draft EIS. Many of the comments were directed 

to the contents of the draft EIS. By not correcting the phase 1 EIS, Bellevue’s message is that citizen’s 

inputs to the content of the draft EIS are ignored.  

The energize eastside EIS website overview page states “The [Phase 1 Draft EIS Scoping] comments 

received were reviewed and used as the basis for determining the alternatives that were studied in the 

Phase 1 Draft EIS. The Phase 1 Draft EIS was issued on January 28, 2016. Public comments were 

accepted on this document through March 14, 2016. The Phase 1 Draft EIS Comment Record is a 

compilation of these comments, which were reviewed and used to develop the alternatives proposed 

for consideration during Phase 2 Scoping.” Cleary the last sentence in the statement is not true. The 

Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) backed by many hundreds of 

concerned citizens developed a well-constructed alternative (2B). This alternative not only eliminates 

the visual, environmental, and safety impacts posed by PSE’s proposed alternative, but will enhance 

environmental stewardship. Bellevue received and ignored comments from many concerned and 

forward thinking citizens on this very point. 

Contrary to its own statements, Bellevue has shut the door on true involvement by the citizens at large. 

Bellevue has taken the dialog on alternatives behind closed doors. This is almost guarantees 

development of sub-optimal alternatives. 

As a show of good faith to the many thousands of citizens affected by the outcome of this process 

Bellevue should: 

 Correct the numerous misleading and erroneous statements in the draft phase 1 EIS to establish 

a solid foundation for the phase 2 process, 

 Make the process truly open to citizen inputs that are fully and fairly considered 

 

Sincerely, 

Brian Elworth 

Olympus Homeowners Association 







From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Energize Eastside Alternative 2B
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:57:27 AM

 

From: Brittany Brodin [mailto:brittanylou2@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 2:52 PM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Energize Eastside Alternative 2B
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option
in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I
am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its
3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in
20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high
transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility
to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing
cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan
for our future.

Signed,
Brittany Brodin
Newcastle, WA
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Re. PSE"s Energize Profits proposal
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 3:10:30 PM

From: Chris Burges [mailto:chrisjcb@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2016 18:14
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: Debra Burges <debraburges@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re. PSE's Energize Profits proposal
 
Dear Councilmembers,

I’m truly appalled that City of Bellevue planners rejected the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize
Eastside proposal, with no reason given. I strongly support the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE).

It is hard for me to understand why the city council is favoring PSE so heavily when
so many excellent reasons to deny their request have been so clearly articulated for
so long.  I am beginning to fear that the process is driven more by consideration of
their profit than by the right thing to do, for the environment and for your
constituencies.
 
In addition, for these reasons, I very much hope that we will be able to replace PSE
with a local non-profit energy provider sometime soon.

Signed,
Chris Burges
3312 131st Ave NE, Bellevue                   
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

comments 
1 message

Christina AronSycz <aronsycz@gmail.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 10:18 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

To Whom it May Concern, 
My name is Christina AronSycz and I own my home at 13725 NE 34th Place, Bellevue, 98005.  I am also a board
member of CENSE.org.

I am submitting the attached document on behalf of CENSE.org.  The author of the document is Rich Lauckhart.  Mr.
Lauckhart's document represents the views and opinions of CENSE.org and its board.

Sincerely, 
Christina AronSycz

Environmental Impacts if Energize Eastside.docx
79K
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Environmental Impacts if Energize Eastside (EE) is not built (i.e. “No Action” on EE)

Q.  What will happen if 2018 if EE is not built?  What will be the environmental Impacts?

A.  There will be no negative environmental impact (e.g. no reliability problem) in the year 2018 if EE is 
not built.  The Lauckhart‐Schiffman study also demonstrates that it will be several more years before 
load growth would cause a reliability problem.  

Analysis:   

In order to perform an analysis of what will happen in the year 2018 if EE is not built, it is necessary to 
look at the most stressed case for the winter of 2018.  Such a case would have a very high load during 
peak load hours.  The high load is caused by very cold temperatures (i.e. 23 degrees Fahrenheit).  What 
will happen if EE is not built can be determined by looking at several PSE documents, the USE report, 
and the Lauckhart_Schiffman Load Flow Modeling for Energize Eastside dated February 18,2016.

The first document to look at is Figure 1‐1 from PSE’s Integrated Resource Plan.

As can be seen from the above Figure, in 2018 PSEs total system load on a very cold winter peak hour 
will be about 6,000 MW.  PSE will need to run all of its resources including all of its Puget Sound Area gas 



fired generation just to cover its system peak load.  Even with all these resources running, PSE will need 
to arrange for other short term supplies that will need to be moved to the Puget Sound Area over PSEs 
“Additional Mid‐C Transmission.”   PSE will not plan on delivering any power to Canada since PSE has no 
obligation to do so and since PSE does not have sufficient excess resources to do so.

In summary, on a very cold winter day in 2018, PSE will need to run all of its generation supplies 
including its Puget Sound Area gas fired generation and will also need to utilize all of its “Additional Mid‐
C transmission.”  PSE will make schedules to accomplish this plan and submit them to the BPA 
Transmission Business Line and the Northwest Reliability Coordinator for them to run load flow studies 
to determine that this plan can be safely be put in place.

This plan will be workable without causing any transmission problems.  This plan has no power being 
delivered to Canada by PSE.

But what will the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) being planning to do under these conditions?  
BPA is separated into two separated Business Lines.  The Power Business line that operates BPA power 
supplies and the Transmission Business line that operates the BPA transmission grid.  By law, the BPA 
Transmission Business Line cannot give preference in the use of its Transmission Lines to the BPA Power 
Business line.  The BPA Power Business Line also has load to serve in the Puget Sound Area.  Serving this 
BPA load in the Puget Sound Area under a very gold winter peak will require using considerable 
transmission line capacity crossing the Cascades from the Mid‐Columbia area.  

The BPA Transmission Business Line has stated (in response to an FOIA request) that is does not have a 
Firm Commitment to deliver power to Canada.  So BPA would likely not plan to deliver power to Canada 
under this very cold winter peak load event.  It is possible that BPA may be asked by someone else to 
deliver power to Canada (an unlikely event given that all utilities in the Northwest will be experiencing 
very high loads which will likely require using all their power supplies to meet their own load).

Assume for the sake of argument that during this cold winter peak load event that someone else wants 
to deliver power to Canada.  They will attempt to schedule such deliveries by making a request to the 
BPA Transmission Business Line and the Northwest Reliability Coordinator for permission to use the 
transmission grid to make such deliveries.  It is clear from the Lauckhart_Schiffman study that the BPA 
Transmission Business line and the Northwest Reliability Coordinator will both find that there is no 
available transmission crossing the Cascades to make these deliveries to Canada.  So those proposed 
schedules to deliver power to Canada under this very cold winter peak event will be denied.  

Since PSE will not be making deliveries to Canada under this cold winter peak event and other utilities 
will not be allowed to make such deliveries to Canada under this cold winter peak event, there will not 
be a problem on the power grid caused by deliveries to Canada since no such deliveries will be allowed.  

Whether EE is built or not, there will be no deliveries to Canada during a cold winter peak load event.   
Without these deliveries to Canada, 4 of the 5 overloads on the PSE system go away (per the USE study) 
if EE is not built.  And the remaining overload is on a single transformer.  And since USE did not run all 
the PSE Puget Sound Area gas fired generation, this overload will go away completely under the PSE 



power schedule for this cold winter peak event which requires PSE to run all of its Puget Sound area 
generation just to meet the PSE system load.  

What if PSE experiences the failure of two 230/115 KV transformers during this cold winter event (one 
each at Talbot Hill and Sammamish)?  The Lauckhart_Schiffman study demonstrates that there will be 
no transformer overloads under this outage scenario since adjacent existing 230/115 KV transformers 
will pick up the needed 230/115 KV transformation without creating an overload on any 230/115 KV 
transformer.

Conclusion:   There will be no negative environmental impact (e.g. no reliability problem) in the year 
2018 if EE is not built.  The Lauckhart‐Schiffman study also demonstrates that it will be several more 
years before load growth would cause a reliability problem.  

















From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Thank you for your EIS Comments to the Bellevue City Council
Date: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 11:43:48 AM

From: dragonheart9@comcast.net [mailto:dragonheart9@comcast.net] 
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 01:13
To: Nunnelee, Sandra J. <SJNunnelee@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Re: Thank you for your EIS Comments to the Bellevue City Council

FYI, I already received this canned response from two other COB staff
members.  I am waiting for our CENSE attorney to sort this out regarding
whether or not Alternative 2B will be given the consideration it deserves in the
ongoing EIS process.  My comments still stand and hopefully they are now
part of the project records.  
 
Thank you,
 
Cindy Ludwig
206-714-8346 
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Energize Eastside EIS Phase 2 Scoping Comments: Public Outreach 
1 message

Curt <curtallred@hush.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 10:22 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager 
450 110th Ave NE 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

From: Curtis Allred
13609 SE 43rd Pl
Bellevue, WA  98006 

Subject:     Energize Eastside EIS Phase 2 Scoping Comments: Public Outreach

Date:     31 May, 2016 

The final EIS must include better public outreach and broader notification about this project.  The turnout at public
meetings seems low.  I find it hard to believe that there are not more people speaking out against this project, given the
widespread impact and visual blight it promises.  The high visibility of the power poles, property value impact, safety
issues, and construction disruption will impact families for miles around.  Have they all been notified in a way that
makes them aware of the magnitude of the the project?  Everyone within at least a mile of the proposed routes should
be notified by mail.  People will be outraged if they learn about the project after construction has begun.

Thank you.
Curtis Allred
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Comments on Energize Eastside EIS Phase 2 Scoping: Power Line Sharing 
1 message

Curt <curtallred@hush.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 10:24 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager 
450 110th Ave NE 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

From:    Curtis Allred
13609 SE 43rd Pl
Bellevue, WA  98006 

Subject: Comments on Energize Eastside EIS Phase 2 Scoping: Power Line Sharing

Date: 31 May, 2016 

The EIS should evaluate the possibility of using existing industrial corridors and power poles.  There are already large
transmission lines running along 405 and through Factoria.  Why do we need another set of lines?  Is it because Seattle
City Light and PSE can't cooperate?  This is absurd.  Must our city be polluted with a separate set of redundant power
lines for every utility?

Thank you,
Curtis Allred



To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager 
 450 110th Ave NE 
 Bellevue, WA 98004 
 
From: Curtis Allred 
 13609 SE 43rd Pl 
 Bellevue, WA  98006 
 
Subject:  Energize Eastside EIS Phase 2 Scoping Comments: Many Problems with the Project 
  
Date:  31 May, 2016 
 
The scope of the EIS must include viable alternatives to PSE's power line solution.  It must also evaluate 
"to what problem is this a solution?", and is it an appropriate solution?  
 
PSE is using a fabricated power shortage scenario to try to scare residents into supporting and funding a 
billion-dollar-plus power line project.  Their motives are suspicious, and the "needs analysis" they've 
presented is flawed.  Following are the many problems with this project.  All of these have been 
mentioned and detailed in others testimony, papers, and submittals to the EIS process. 

Suspicious Motives and Flawed Analysis 

 Why is PSE spending so much money and effort on marketing the power line?  PSE is owned by 
an Australian and Canadian investment fund that undoubtedly wants to maximize the fund 
value and eventually sell the company at a profit.  However PSE's finances are suffering.  The 
investors are certainly demanding they take action to improve their financial performance. By 
building this power line, they are guaranteed a 9.8% return on investment for at least 40 years.  
This will be charged to PSE customers in the form of increased rates and fees.  They know they 
must act quickly because technology is making solutions like this obsolete. 

 PSE has joined California ISO.  This could also explain why they want the power line so badly; to 
satisfy the inter-state transmission requirements imposed by membership in Cal ISO.  If so, this 
supports the designation of this project as a "regional" project, not "local". 

 Validated by Independent Studies?  Three firms performed independent studies.  One was 
incomplete, one was not independent, the third showed that the power line is NOT needed: 

o The independent “determination of need” run by Stantec was incomplete. It did not run 
load flow studies and merely concluded that PSE study was conducted “according to 
industry standards.” 

o The two Quanta "Needs Assessment" reports cannot be considered independent as they 
were performed by Quanta Technologies, which is a division of the same company they 
use for power line construction and maintenance 

o The Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study was a complete, independent, and unbiased 
study which showed there is not a need for the Energize Eastside project.  However PSE 
refused to supply the data for the study.  PSE's data was obtained through the WECC.  
PSE says the data used was not correct, but they are unwilling to provide their data 
directly. 

 Why are they so secretive about the data? They are unwilling to share their simulation data for 
fear it will discredit their needs analysis. 



 PSE seems to have overstated eastside growth to fabricate the need and to scare residents and 
businesses into supporting the project. 

 PSE claims this is a Regional project.  But their justification depends on sending 1.5GW to 
Canada. This makes it a regional scope project, not local.  Regional projects require more 
scrutiny and are subject to a more stringent review process. Energize Eastside is really part of a 
large regional grid project which has been broken up into small pieces to avoid a national EIS 
and the higher level of scrutiny.  This is really an international grid upgrade issue and needs to 
be treated as such. 

 How can they get away with this?  PSE seems to be exploiting weaknesses in the Washington 
state law and utility regulatory process.  According to Richard Lauckhart, PSE would not be able 
to exploit the public like this in California and most other states due to stricter oversight.  PSE 
appears to be gaming our regulatory and public scrutiny processes.  A private company 
exploiting protections and financial perks that were designed for public (transparent) utilities.  
They seem to be depending on public complacency to get the project through. 

The Project is Dangerous 

 The project appears to violate standard pipeline safety requirements by being built too close to 
a petroleum pipeline.  And the pipeline and powerline together cross a major earthquake fault. 

 The powerline/pipeline combination passes dangerously close to 9 schools and daycare centers 

The Project is Expensive 

 Including the initial cost, the power line will cost an estimated 1 to 2 billion over the lifetime.  
This is money that will benefit foreign investors at the expense of local residents, and will do 
nothing to help find more environmentally-friendly solutions to our power needs.  It supports 
the status quo, proliferating a carbon based electricity solution for the next 50-65 years. 

 An estimated 8000 trees will be removed 

 Property values will decrease 

 There will be less tax revenue due to decreased property values 

 We will be stuck with an unsightly industrial power line slashing through our neighborhoods for 
years to come. 

 
Thank you. 
Curtis Allred  

























From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: We want a Safe, Reliable and "Green" Energy Plan included in the EIS
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:32:51 PM

From: Dave Mickelson [mailto:DaveMickelson@comcast.net] 
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2016 13:20
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: We want a Safe, Reliable and "Green" Energy Plan included in the EIS
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize
Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for
Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a
bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

 
~~~
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Dave & Denise Mickelson
Board Member
Emergency Preparedness/Block Watch
Somerset Community Association
 
(425) 829-8483
DaveMickelson@comcast.net
 
4518 Somerset Drive SE
Bellevue, WA  98006-3062
 

mailto:DaveMickelson@comcast.net
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Energize Eastside EIS 
1 message

Deandra Bishop <deandrab@comcast.net> Thu, May 26, 2016 at 3:14 PM
To: Info@energizeeastsideeis.org

Dear Heidi Bedwell:

 

I live on 136th Pl SE and the PSE/Olympic Pipeline easement isliterally in my backyard.

I am very concerned about the lack of detail in the Phase Two DEIS, which is supposed to be a

projectlevel Statement. In order to request mitigation procedures for PSE's Energize Eastside

there is much more detailed information that I need. Without this information available before

May 31st it is unrealistic to expect adequate responses from the public.

Here are the questions I need answered:

* If we have shorter poles won't we have more exposure to EMF's when going from 115 kv to

230kv?

* I want to see the EMF study regarding galvanic corrosion of the Olympic Pipeline and the

effects on human health with size pole going in my yard.

* How deep will the excavation of the base for these poles be? What will be the size of these

bases?

* How are you going to provide access to my home and my neighbors' homes during

construction? I live on a dead end street. I am also concerned about running heavy

construction trucks over the Olympic Pipeline running underneath my street. How will you

avoid impacts on the pipeline under the road?

* The heavy construction vehicles will destroy our easement private drive since it did when you

replaced the current wood poles about nine years ago. We had to fight with you to replace

our road and you only repaired the two neighbors who complained with me being one of those

neighbors. Will you bring our paved road back to the current status?

* I am also very concerned about a pipeline explosion. I will be toast. I do not believe your

supposed experts concerning safety. A lightning strike that could hit a steel pole so close to

the pipeline would be devastating. We have recent examples from the March windstorm, the

pipeline explosion in Greenwood, and the DNR's report on last summer's fires in eastern
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Washington, crediting its start to power lines.

In the interest of transparency I expect a response in writing to this letter with answers to all of my questions and

concerns before you proceed with the Phase 2 process.

Regards,

Deandra Bishop

4316 136th Pl. S.E.

Bellevue, EA

 

 Deandra Bishop
425.747.8835
deandrab@comcast.net

tel:425.747.8835
mailto:deandrab@comcast.net






















From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Power lines kill
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:45:12 PM

From: Diana [mailto:dianaza@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 07:49
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Power lines kill
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green
option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside
proposal. I am a stakeholder in the city of Bellevue and it's future. I am part of the
Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000
followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations
in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high
transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide. You drive through (and I do everyday)
Newcastle and see how neat and safe their power is set up underground. I resent the
ugly outdated drooping power lines I have in my otherwise beautiful neighborhood.
Are you an enemy of Bellevue modernization? You guys talk about making Bellevue
a sheek city yet our power lines speak otherwise. 

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative
2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts

businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the
safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated
plan for our future.

Signed,

Diana Melman
6023 121st Ave SE
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Bellevue, WA 98006



From: Energize Eastside EIS
To: Liv Benson
Subject: Fwd: Thank you for your EIS Comments to the Bellevue City Council
Date: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 11:33:34 AM

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Diana Sjogren <quiet_calm_chaos@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, Apr 25, 2016 at 11:49 AM
Subject: Re: Thank you for your EIS Comments to the Bellevue City Council
To: "KStannert@bellevuewa.gov" <KStannert@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Thank you, Kyle and crew, for the very informative e-mail.  I will indeed engage on
this important topic, and deeply appreciate the opportunity to do so.

Sincerely,
~Diana Wadley

mailto:info@energizeeastsideeis.org
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Energize Eastside
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:54:32 AM

 

From: Richard Fisher [mailto:rrfjr213@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 11:13 AM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Energize Eastside
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in the environmental
impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20 neighborhoods
along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed
process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only option. And
the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardship by employing
advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses and
employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart, and green
option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our future.

Sincerely,

Dick Fisher
rrfjr213@gmail.com
3825 132nd ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98005
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Pipeline safety questions 
1 message

Don Marsh <donmarsh@cense.org> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 4:51 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

Dear Development Services Department,

 

Attached is a document that poses 15 questions related to the safety risks of locating the Energize Eastside
transmission lines in close proximity to the Olympic Pipeline.  The public is very concerned that this infrastructure
combination poses huge risks to our communities as well as thousands of students attending schools adjacent to the
utility corridor.  The reliability scenario PSE is trying to fix pales in comparison to the risk of a pipeline explosion on the
Eastside. 

 

We ask for a thorough and detailed response in the EIS to assure citizens that our safety is not compromised.

 

Sincerely,

 

Don Marsh, President

CENSE.org

 

Safety First.pdf
2659K
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Safety first!

Causes of Pipeline Failure
Puget Sound Energy proposes to build a 230 kV transmission line through 18 miles of mostly residential 
neighborhoods. These transmission lines would share a narrow utility corridor with two high-pressure 
petroleum pipelines operated by the Olympic Pipeline Company.1 The public asks, “Is this safe?”

During the past 16 years, almost 400 pipeline leaks and fires have occurred in the U.S. resulting in 
dozens of lives lost and millions of dollars in property damage. 2  The chart below compares the different 
types of failure for 227 incidents with an identified cause.

The sources of pipeline leaks include:

• defects in seams and welds, and damage  
  caused during transportation or installation,

• damage inflicted by construction equipment  
  and other kinds of forceful contact,

• internal and external corrosion,

• accidents during maintenance or insufficient 
  maintenance programs,

• stresses caused by weather, water, and earth    
  movement, 

• other causes such as malicious acts, lightning,    
  and high-voltage arcing.

“[Olympic violated three safety regulations] by failing to correct 

identified deficiencies in corrosion control within a reasonable time 

and to take prompt action to address all anomalous conditions.” 
-- Final Order from Office of Pipeline Safety, Jan. 13, 2016

1  Nearly 13 million gallons of fuel flow through the pipelines daily.  
     http://www.bp.com/content/dam/bp-country/en_us/PDF/Pipelines/olympic-map.pdf
2  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_pipeline_accidents_in_the_United_States_in_the_21st_century
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History of Pipeline Accidents in the Puget Sound Area
The Puget Sound area has local experience with pipeline accidents. In 1999, the Olympic Pipeline 
exploded in Bellingham, claiming the lives of three children.3 The pipeline had been nicked by a 
construction worker five years earlier. Although the damage was repaired, the patch failed during a 
pipeline shutdown on that fateful day. The breach spewed over 200,000 gallons of gasoline into  
Whatcom creek. The ensuing fire incinerated trees for more than a hundred feet on each side of the creek.

                              Olympic pipeline explosion in Bellingham in 1999                                                                 Post-explosion damage along Whatcom Creek

Five years later, a stress-induced pinhole leak occurred in Renton, shooting flames twenty feet into the 
air and sending three firefighters to the hospital.4

To ensure that the Environmental Impact Study for PSE’s Energize Eastside transmission line project 
adequately evaluates the safety of this project, CENSE is submitting 15 questions on these topics:

• Separation requirements 

• Construction 

• Corrosion

• Arcing 

• Lightning 

• Consequences of an accident

• Emergency response

3  http://www.bellinghamherald.com/news/local/article22200432.html
4  http://www.seattlepi.com/local/article/Wear-caused-gas-leak-in-Olympic-pipeline-1145599.php
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Questions 

Separation requirements
PSE has stated that there is no mandated separation distance between high-voltage power poles and 
petroleum pipelines. The lack of municipal and state regulations may be due to the relatively recent 
revelations regarding the dangers of collocating power lines and pipelines. A complete understanding 
of the risks is still emerging. A thorough analysis was performed by the respected safety analyst, DNV-GL, 
as recently as October 2015. The authors summarized their findings as follows:

Collocated pipelines paralleling high voltage power line rights-of-way may be subject to electrical 
interference from electrostatic coupling, electromagnetic inductive, and conductive effects. If the 
interference effects are high enough, they may pose a safety hazard to personnel or the public, 
or may compromise the integrity of the pipeline. [Many] future projects propose collocating high 
voltage power lines and pipelines in shared corridors, worsening the threat. 5

Q1 What is a safe separation between power poles, transmission lines, and  
 high-pressure petroleum pipelines?

The Bonneville Power Administration, the federal agency responsible for regional transmission in the 
Pacific Northwest, recommends a 50-foot separation between power poles and pipelines:

Pipes and cables should not be installed closer than 50 feet to a BPA tower, any associated guy 
wires or grounding systems.6 

Q2 a  Are there any significant differences in electrical conductivity between the  
 steel monopoles proposed by PSE and a “BPA tower?” 

           b  Are there other differences between PSE and BPA transmission lines that  
 would justify collocation closer than BPA’s recommendation (50 feet)?

5  http://www.ingaa.org/File.aspx?id=24732 
6  https://www.bpa.gov/news/pubs/GeneralPublications/lusi-Living-and-working-safely-around-high-voltage-power-lines.pdf 
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Construction
The root cause of the Bellingham explosion was 
a small nick in the pipeline that was accidentally 
inflicted by a city-certified contractor. 

PSE says that every safety precaution will be 
taken, but there will be many opportunities 
for mishaps along the 18-mile route. PSE 
contractors will dig at least 100 foundation holes 
up to 6 feet wide and 25 feet deep. PSE claims 
that it is safe to excavate these foundations very 
close to the pipelines.       

Even if direct impacts are avoided, excavation will induce vibrations on the pipelines. Heavy equipment 
will be driven on top of the pipelines. The latter is specifically addressed by the Chevron Company in its 
safety brochure, which warns that construction equipment should be 15,000 pounds or less, and that 
the pipeline should be buried at least 4 feet. 7 The depth of the Olympic Pipeline varies from 2.5 to 4 feet 
throughout the corridor.

We believe it would be prudent to avoid running construction equipment over these pipelines 
since:

 • both pipelines are approximately half a century old,

 • previous incidents during the last 20 years have demonstrated the potential to inflict     
 death and destruction, 

 • breach of the pipeline would be extraordinarily destructive in such a densely residential area.

Q3 a  What specific safety assurances can PSE provide  
 the public regarding the construction of the  
 transmission line? In particular, how can digging  
 vibration be minimized in close proximity to the  
 pipelines? 

         b Will construction vehicles drive over the  
 pipelines, and what is the upper limit on their  
 combined weight?

Q4 In past years, PSE has evacuated nearby homes  
 when excavation is done near the pipelines.  
 Please describe PSE’s specific plans for  
 evacuation during construction, including  
 duration as well as the number of houses,  
 businesses, schools, and churches that will be  
 affected.

7  http://www.chevronpipeline.com/pdf/Guidelines_for_Property_Development.pdf  

                         More than 100 large foundations holes will be excavated.

Chevron has guidelines for vehicle weight  
and pipeline depth to avoid indirect damage.
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Corrosion risk
The previously mentioned paper by DNV-GL describes 4-5 
risk factors for accelerated corrosion of the pipeline due 
to collocated power lines: 8

• Distance to power lines 
A separation of less than 100 feet is 
judged to be high risk. In parts of the 
Somerset neighborhood, the separation 
will be as low as 60 feet. This is alarming 
because the electric field strength 
increases exponentially as the distance 
decreases.

• Amount of current 
Current magnitude greater than 1000 
amps is judged high risk. PSE says the 
transmission lines will have a capacity of 
approximately 1500 amps, 50% higher 
than DNV-GL cites in its risk table.

• Length of parallel collocation 
The authors of the DNV-GL paper evaluated risk for infrastructure collocated for distances up to 5000 
feet, which was considered high risk. PSE’s lines will be collocated with the pipeline for at least 16 
miles, greatly exceeding DNV-GL’s risk tables.

• Soil resistivity 
CENSE has not obtained this measurement for the proposed project.

Q5  How do these risk factors specifically apply to the Energize Eastside project?

Q6  Please verify the numbers cited in the above list of risk factors and provide  
 specific comment for each one.

Q7  Assuming the soil resistivity changes along the 18-mile route, please  
 provide soil resistivity measurements for the length of the project in 1/8  
 mile increments.

8  http://www.ingaa.org/File.aspx?id=24732  

                         More than 100 large foundations holes will be excavated.
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Q8 Soil chemistry can corrode pipelines independent of electrically induced  
 corrosion. Are corrosion risks due to soil chemistry and electrical coupling  
 additive? Please explain the total risk in terms that will allow the public to  
 understand the risk incurred next to their homes and schools.

PSE has sought to allay concerns about electrically induced corrosion by mentioning the “cathodic 
protection program” used by Olympic to counter the electric field. However, the DNV-GL report indicates 
that such programs are not a panacea:

DC corrosion protection utilizes a system of corrosion resistant coatings and a cathodic protection 
system to provide electrochemical protection at coating holidays to reduce corrosion rate. 
However, AC corrosion is possible even in the presence of cathodically protected DC potentials…

AC accelerated corrosion has been recognized as a legitimate threat for collocated steel since the 
early 1990s, after several occurrences of accelerated pitting and leaks, ultimately associated with 
HVAC interference, were reported on cathodically protected pipelines. 9

Q9 Will Olympic’s cathodic protection program be redesigned to counter the  
 corrosive effects of the proposed 50% increase in current?

CENSE discovered that Olympic has been in violation of safety regulations governing their cathodic 
protection program for years. The company is not contesting a final determination of these violations 
by the Office of Pipeline Safety. 10

Q10  Given past violations, what assurances does the public have that Olympic  
 will remain vigilant in its implementation of the cathodic protection program?

9  http://www.ingaa.org/File.aspx?id=24732  
10  http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/enforce/documents/520155014/520155014_Final%20Order_01132016.pdf 
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Arcing risk
An electric current flowing through a downed high-voltage power line can arc into a pipeline and 
rupture the casing. This risk is described in the DNV-GL report:

[A] direct arc to a collocated pipeline is possible, which can result in coating damage, or arc 
damage to the pipe wall up to the point of burn-through. Even if an arc is not sustained long 
enough to cause burn through, a short duration elevated current can cause molten pits on the pipe 
surface that may lead to crack development as the pipe cools.

Bellevue resident Lloyd Arnesen describes an accident that occurred near his backyard in the Bridle 
Trails neighborhood. A 115 kV transmission line operated by PSE fell during a windstorm, and an 
electric current arced into the Olympic pipeline. When it was later inspected, the damage to the 
pipeline was severe enough to warrant shutting down the 400-mile pipeline so the damaged section 
could be replaced.

Mr. Arnesen and his neighbors were fortunate. Residents of Mamaroneck, New York and Shively, Kentucky 
have experienced pipeline ruptures due to electric arcing in recent years. DNV-GL says the risk of rupture 
increases for higher voltage and current, both of which will significantly increase under PSE’s proposal.

Q11 What steps will PSE take to minimize the possibility of potentially  
 catastrophic pipeline rupture due to arcing of a downed electric pipeline?

Arcing is a particular concern during a large earthquake in the Puget Sound region, an event with 
an 80% chance of occurring during the lifetime of this infrastructure. 11 The Seattle Fault runs roughly 
parallel to the I-90 freeway, perpendicular to the path of both the pipelines and PSE’s transmission line.

                                                              Seattle Fault running perpendicular to the power line and pipeline corridor

During a big quake, this fault could slip by at least 6 feet, shearing the pipelines and snapping 
the power lines. The resulting spill and briefly live wires could create a catastrophic explosion. An 
emergency response may be hindered by other emergencies and chaotic roadways following a large 
quake. The adverse impacts of the earthquake could be significantly magnified by an out-of-control fire 
fueled by thousands of gallons of jet fuel.

Q12  What specific steps can PSE and the Olympic Pipeline Company take to  
 defend our community against potentially catastrophic fires following a  
 significant earthquake? Can this project be designed to reduce the existing  
 danger rather than increasing it?

11  http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/science/the-really-big-one-get-ready-now-quake-experts-advise/ 
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Lightning
Safety experts are becoming more aware of the risk 
that lightning poses to pipelines. On June 12, 2010, 
lightning struck a pipeline in Utah and spilled over 
25,000 gallons of crude oil into Red Butte Creek. On 
September 29, 2013, a leak was discovered in an 
underground pipeline in North Dakota. Over half a 
million gallons of oil leaked through a quarter-inch 
hole caused by lightning. 12

Although lightning is not common in the Eastside 
area, the risks were demonstrated on March 13 of 
this year when a single lightning bolt exploded a 
tree in the Somerset neighborhood within 100 feet 
of the Olympic Pipeline. If a metal pole had been 
nearby, it is likely that the lightning would have 
discharged into it and subsequently flowed from 
the base of the pole into the pipeline.

PSE says the company will mitigate this risk using 
grounding wires and other strategies. These 
mitigations have not been described in detail or 
included in the visual simulations of the project.

Q13 a Please describe in detail how the public will be protected from pipeline  
   accidents stemming from lightning striking nearby steel poles. 

 b If grounding wires are used, will they stay within the corridor? What will  
    they look like? 

 c Do these strategies offer complete protection or partial mitigation?

12  http://fuelfix.com/blog/2013/10/31/lightning-may-have-caused-north-dakota-oil-spill/ 

Lightning exploded a tree near the Olympic Pipeline earlier this year.
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Consequences of an accident 
The consequences of a pipeline explosion anywhere along the densely populated route of the new 
transmission lines is difficult to imagine. Although the Bellingham fire provided a hint of the potential 
devastation, it occurred in a lightly populated area and was somewhat contained by the topography of 
a creek bed.

The proximity of ten schools and day care centers to the proposed route is of special concern. 
According to a 2014 survey by PSE, nearly 15,000 students attend schools that are within 600 feet of the 
transmission lines and pipelines.13 To put that in perspective, the California Code of Regulations will not 
allow a school to be sited within 1,500 feet of a hazardous liquid pipeline:

Safety is the first consideration in the selection of school sites. CCR Title 5, Section 14010(h) states: 
 “the site shall not be located … within 1,500 feet of the easement of an above ground or 
underground pipeline that can pose a safety hazard as determined by a risk analysis study, 
conducted by a competent professional.” 14

As illustrated in the satellite 
view to the right, Bellevue’s 
Tyee Middle School is located 
less than 200 feet from the 
pipeline. Parents need to 
know that their children 
can be safely evacuated 
from the second story of the 
school within seconds after 
a pipeline discharge occurs, 
especially if the discharge is 
caused by an earthquake or 
extreme weather event. 

                                                                                                         Tyee Middle School is one of the schools that is perilously close to the Olympic Pipeline.

Q14 What extra precautions and evacuation procedures are planned or in place  
 for schools near the pipeline, considering the fact that collocation of  
 transmission lines and power lines appears to increase the risk of accidents?

13  See data tables under the “#2 series” of workshops at http://www.energizeeastside.com/MeetingMaterials  
14  www.cde.ca.gov/ls/fa/sf/documents/v1prtocolsec1.doc
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Emergency response
The nation has witnessed many devastating explosions of natural gas pipelines, such as the one that 
destroyed three Seattle businesses and injured nine firefighters on March 9, 2016.15 However, the 
ignition of a liquid fuel pipeline has greater destructive potential because tens of thousands of gallons 
of burning liquid don’t stay in one place. A river of fire could flow through the neighborhood, igniting 
everything in its path. 

Burning jet fuel is particularly troublesome, 
because it can’t be extinguished with water. A 
special kind of foam called “AFFF” is required. 
AFFF is not as readily available as water, 
which could lengthen response times and 
expand the radius of damage. However, as 
the excellent guidelines published by the 
New Mexico Public Regulations Commission 
make clear, foam cannot be used near electric 
infrastructure because it is conductive, posing 
risk of electrocution to firefighters.16 

The possible paths to disaster are numerous.  
For example, consider what might happen if a  
fire starts, for whatever reason, in the utility 
corridor. Smoke has higher conductivity 
than air, increasing the danger of electric 
arcing from the lines to the ground and into 
the pipeline. Arcing has been implicated 
in pipeline failures. A breach would add 
staggering amounts of fuel to the burning 
fire. Firefighters would not be able to 
approach the transmission lines closer than 
50 feet to avoid electrocution due to smoke 
arcing. New Mexico illustrates this concern 
with the diagram shown at the right.

If firefighters aren’t allowed to approach 
the transmission lines closer than 50 feet, 
what about residents who live only 25 feet 
from the line in many places (especially in 
Newcastle)? Will they need to watch their 
homes burn from a distance to avoid electrocution? 
 
 
 
15 http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/greenwood-explosion-destroys-buildings-injures-9-firefighters/ 
16 http://www.nmprc.state.nm.us/transportation/pipeline/docs/Electrical_Safety_Handbook_for_Emergency_Responders_2013.pdf

Firefighters attempt to extinguish burning jet fuel with AFFF.
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The Bellevue Fire Department is well-acquainted with the risk posed by the Olympic Pipeline running 
through Eastside neighborhoods, as described in the department’s Standards of Response Coverage:

Given that pipeline incidents continue to occur in this country, and many for undetermined reasons, 
the community is still at risk. The combination of: a highly flammable liquid, in large quantities, and in 
urban environment translates into a significant consequence risk that approaches the ‘catastrophic’ 
level. 17

However, unlike New Mexico, the Bellevue Fire Department does not describe any special risks of 
fighting fires near transmission lines. The department makes no mention of heightened risks or more 
careful response when transmission lines and pipelines are collocated in a narrow corridor close to 
houses.

Q15 We ask that the EIS include detailed statements from the Bellevue Fire  
 Department and the Olympic Spill Response team informing the  
 public about what risks are posed to the public and emergency responders  
 by the close proximity of power lines and pipelines. We want to know what  
 programs and special training will be undertaken to reduce the safety risk.

The Olympic Pipeline Company has been relatively silent about the impact of higher-capacity 
transmission lines on the safe operation of their pipelines. However, when PSE’s project was 
first announced, an Area Maintenance Engineer named Kim West wrote the following to a 
homeowner’s association in Newcastle:

The route selection will be our prime concern for a variety of reasons including safety, impact to 
landowners, future maintenance, and customer impacts to name just a few. Therefore we feel 
that segments B, F, H, and L best address the concerns mentioned above. Should the pipeline 
be required to relocate, the pipeline design and precise impacts cannot be determined until PSE 
selects a final route and develop a final design. 

It is unclear who would be required to pay for any such relocation and where it would be relocated.

17 http://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Fire/Standards_of_Coverage.pdf p 66 
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Conclusion
PSE has proposed the Energize Eastside project to address a worst-case scenario for the Eastside electric 
grid. In PSE’s scenario, reliability would improve in a very rare situation in which peak demand is being 
served during a few hours on a very cold winter evening (less than 23 degrees F), at the same time that 
multiple simultaneous failures have occurred in the grid and nearly all local generation has been turned 
off. PSE has provided no estimate of the likelihood that these conditions will occur during the next 
couple of decades.

If a rare worst-case scenario is used to justify the project, it’s fair to consider worst-case scenarios 
involving the Olympic Pipeline and the consequences of accidental failure due to collocation of the 
transmission lines. We have described numerous sources of concern in this document. 

The collocation of very high voltage transmission lines and aging petroleum pipelines presents real 
risks of catastrophe for residents, businesses, and students in the vicinity of the pipeline. Aside from the 
potentially devastating impact an accident would have on our communities, the harm to our reputation 
as a safe, enlightened place to live would take decades to repair. Continued operation of the pipeline 
might be jeopardized, with huge economic implications for the Seattle and Portland airports.

Although the risk of an accident was acknowledged in Phase 1 of the Energize Eastside EIS, a full 
description of the causes of risk and appropriate mitigations has not been described in any detail. 
Without a proper accounting, it is difficult to properly evaluate the costs and benefits of the Energize 
Eastside proposal in relation to modern alternatives proposed by CENSE.

Phase 2 must assure the public that our safety is secure, and the risks incurred by PSE’s project are 
commensurate with the nearly negligible improvement in electrical reliability that the company is 
promising.
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Appendix A:  List of questions
Q1  What is a safe separation between power poles, transmission lines, and high-pressure petroleum 

pipelines?

Q2a Are there any significant differences in electrical conductivity between the steel monopoles 
proposed by PSE and a “BPA tower?”

Q2b Are there other differences between PSE and BPA transmission lines that would justify collocation 
closer than BPA’s recommendation (50 feet)?

Q3a What specific safety assurances can PSE provide the public regarding the construction of the 
transmission line? In particular, how can digging vibration be minimized in close proximity to the 
pipelines?

Q3b Will construction vehicles drive over the pipelines, and what is the upper limit on their combined 
weight?

Q4 In past years, PSE has evacuated nearby homes when excavation is done near the pipelines. Please 
describe PSE’s specific plans for evacuation during construction, including duration as well as the 
number of houses, businesses, schools, and churches that will be affected.

Q5 How do these risk factors specifically apply to the Energize Eastside project?

Q6  Please verify the numbers cited in the above list of risk factors and provide specific comment for 
each one.

Q7 Assuming the soil resistivity changes along the 18-mile route, please provide soil resistivity 
measurements for the length of the project in 1/8 mile increments.

Q8 Soil chemistry can corrode pipelines independent of electrically induced corrosion. Are corrosion 
risks due to soil chemistry and electrical coupling additive? Please explain the total risk in terms 
that will allow the public to understand the risk incurred next to their homes and schools.

Q9 Will Olympic’s cathodic protection program be redesigned to counter the corrosive effects of the 
proposed 50% increase in current?

Q10 Given past violations, what assurances does the public have that Olympic will remain vigilant in its 
implementation of the cathodic protection program?

Q11 What steps will PSE take to minimize the possibility of potentially catastrophic pipeline rupture 
due to arcing of a downed electric pipeline?

Q12 What specific steps can PSE and the Olympic Pipeline Company take to defend our community  
against potentially catastrophic fires following a significant earthquake? Can this project be  
designed to reduce the existing danger rather than increasing it?
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Q13a Please describe in detail how the public will be protected from pipeline accidents stemming  
 from lightning striking nearby steel poles.

Q13b If grounding wires are used, will they stay within the corridor? What will they look like?

Q13c Do these strategies offer complete protection or partial mitigation?

Q14  What extra precautions and evacuation procedures are planned or in place for schools near the  
 pipeline, considering the fact that collocation of transmission lines and power lines appears to  
 increase the risk of accidents?

Q15  We ask that the EIS include detailed statements from the Bellevue Fire Department and the   
 Olympic Spill Response team informing the public about what risks are posed to the public and  
 emergency responders by the close proximity of power lines and pipelines. We want to know  
 what programs and special training will be undertaken to reduce the safety risk. 

 



From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Concern over EIS for PSE eastside project
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:13:46 PM

From: Dorian Zimmerman [mailto:dorzim@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2016 14:22
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Concern over EIS for PSE eastside project
 
Dear Councilmembers,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize
Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for
Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a
bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·  Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·  Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardshipby employing advanced energy management technologies
and robust conservation.

·  Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·  Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Dorian Zimmerman
Son of concerned residents on Somerset Drive SE

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com




From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Bellevue Council Members
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 1:57:26 PM

From: Lorrie Meyer [mailto:lrm4k4@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 14:32
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Bellevue Council Members
 
Dear Councilmembers,

We are angry and frustrated that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe,
smart, and green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound
Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We presently live next to the jet fuel pipeline and power lines and are very
concerned about them.  This raises my question - how do you propose to install
these towers between these homes without destroying property and disturbing the
antiquated fuel pipeline?  

Your present proposal should not be our only option.  Alternative 2B should be re-
evaluated.

Do not rush approval of this excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for
our future.

Signed,
 
Ed & Lorraine Meyer
3406 134th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA  98005

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:lrm4k4@gmail.com
mailto:Council@bellevuewa.gov


6/3/2016 Weebly Email Service Mail  Radio Frequency Interference

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=8b5d9e4da2&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1542673e34319c34&siml=1542673e34319c34 1/1

Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Radio Frequency Interference 
1 message

Eldon Graham <eldon.graham@hotmail.com> Sun, Apr 17, 2016 at 3:59 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

Heidi,
 
No comment is made in the April 14, 2016 Phase I Draft EIS Comment Summary Report concerning radio frequency
interference with Personal Radio Service.  [see my Comments on Phase I Draft EIS for the Energize Eastside Project
dated March 13, 2016]
 
Can I expect that radio frequency interference with Personal Radio Service, which was ignored in the Phase I EIS, will
be thoroughly addressed in the Phase 2 Draft?
 
Eldon H Graham















From: Energize Eastside EIS
To: Liv Benson
Subject: Fwd: Thank you for your EIS Comments to the Bellevue City Council
Date: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 11:30:50 AM

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Eric Boyd <eboyd6@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Apr 25, 2016 at 11:14 AM
Subject: Re: Thank you for your EIS Comments to the Bellevue City Council
To: KStannert@bellevuewa.gov
Cc: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

Thanks for the information. 

 

 

mailto:info@energizeeastsideeis.org
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:eboyd6@gmail.com
mailto:KStannert@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:info@energizeeastsideeis.org




From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Include Alternative 2B in Environmental Impact Statement
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:40:33 PM

 
From: Eric Veach [mailto:eric.veach@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 07:37
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Include Alternative 2B in Environmental Impact Statement
 
Dear Councilmembers,

 
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in the
environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the
Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines to say
“No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only
option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to transparently
develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:
·  Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·  Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardshipby

employing advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.

·  Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·  Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses and

employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart, and
green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our future.

Sincerely,

Eric Veach
12211 NE 32nd St
Bellevue, WA  98005

 

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Include Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS.
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:58:35 PM

From: Pajor Eugen [mailto:paj_eugen@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 11:01
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Include Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS.
 
 

 Dear Councilmembers,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s
Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

 Say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines
should not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our
opportunity and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

 
Best regards,
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Eugen Pajor
8441 129th Ave SE, Newcastle, WA 98056
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Power Lines 
1 message

Eunice Nammacher <eunicelydia@aol.com> Thu, May 26, 2016 at 9:23 PM
To: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Your proposal is unacceptable to those of us who live inBellevue. The power lines are ugly and would be a blight on our
landscape. If you look at NE 124th. You see what I mean. Do not do this. Find another way. Eunice Nammacher  I have
lived here since 1967.

Sent from my iPad

























From: Gerald Lorch [mailto:jerrylorch@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2016 09:55 

To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov> 

Subject: Recent decision on PSE power lines 

 

Please read the attached letter. Thank you. 

 

Gerald Lorch, MD 

Karen Lorch 

13500 SE 50th Place, Bellevue    98006 

 

Dear Councilmembers, 

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option 

in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I 

am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 

3,000 followers. 

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20 

neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission 

lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option. 

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be 

our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility 

to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing 

cities worldwide. 

 

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" 

which:  

 Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability. 

 Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental 

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and 

robust conservation. 

 Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires. 



 Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts 

businesses and employees to the Eastside. 

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, 
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS.  
 
We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan 
for our future. 
 
Signed, 
Gerald Lorch, MD 

Karen Lorch 
13500 SE 50th Place, Bellevue    98006 

























From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Energize Eastside EIS Phase 2 Scoping
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 9:44:51 AM

From: greggsmithjr@hotmail.com
To: jackson.taylor@pse.com; info@energizeeastsideeis.org; labradorlink@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Energize Eastside EIS Phase 2 Scoping
Date: Fri, 22 Apr 2016 10:26:06 -0700

We would like to continue to be a party of record.

We are also strictly against any proposal that includes using the old Burlington Northern
railroad tracks along Lake Washington.

Email: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Post:  City of Bellevue
           Development Services Department
              Attn: Heidi Bedwell
              450 110th Ave NE
              Bellevue, WA 98004

Thanks,
Gregg
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: rejection of safest most reasonable option regarding Puget Sound Energy - Energize Eastside proposal
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:47:56 AM

 

From: harvey ries [mailto:harveyries@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 10:36 AM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: rejection of safest most reasonable option regarding Puget Sound Energy - Energize
Eastside proposal
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green
option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize
Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible
Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission
lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:
    •    Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
    •    Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.
    •    Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
    •    Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated
plan for our future. This matter is extremely urgent and critical because of the danger
of explosions and fires.

Signed,
Harvey Ries
13501 N.E. 38th Place
Bellevue, WA 98005
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City of Bellevue takes our alternative off the table

View this email in your browser

Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out
the only safe, smart, and green option in the
environmental impact study for Puget Sound
Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of
the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for
Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses,
community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of
mega-towers and high transmission lines to say
“No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on
top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only
option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our
opportunity and responsibility to transparently
develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a
better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower
cost, with greater reliability.

From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: NO on megatowers and high transmission lines!
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:18:12 PM

 
 

From: Heidi Auvil [mailto:hauvil@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 15:49
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: NO on megatowers and high transmission lines!
 

 

http://us8.campaign-archive2.com/?u=6011943814bfbdc12ce519c71&id=0409acf4aa&e=102cbcf5a5
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Aligns with our core values of innovation,
livability and environmental stewardship by
employing advanced energy management
technologies and robust conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of
devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the
neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open
the conversation and include the safe, smart,
and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by
CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively
expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Heidi Auvil
Bellevue, WA

 

 





From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Safe Green Alternative
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:28:00 PM

From: Helena Masar (BILOVSKY) [mailto:helenam@microsoft.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 18:59
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Safe Green Alternative
Importance: High
 
Dear Councilmembers,
 
Our 14-year-old son has cancer and this is just another item that really makes us seriously
angry! Stop this dangerous project! As if cancer wasn’t deadly enough.
 
We’re appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green
option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside
proposal. We are part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy
(CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.
 
We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines to
say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.
 
An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility
to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing
cities worldwide.
 
CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:
•            Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

•            Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardship by

employing advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.
•            Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

•            Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts

businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart,
and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS.
 
We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for
our future.
 
Signed,
Helena and Dusan Masar

th
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13631 Se 10  Street, Bellevue, WA, 98005



From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Opposing PSE"s Proposal
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:56:17 AM

 
From: Huatong Sun [mailto:huatongs@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 11:47 AM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Opposing PSE's Proposal
 
Dear Council members,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option
in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I
am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its
3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines
to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility
to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities
worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for
our future.

Signed,

Huatong Sun
14225 SE 60th ST
Bellevue, WA 98006
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From: Energize Eastside EIS
To: Liv Benson
Subject: Fwd: FW: Energize Eastside - Phase 2 Scoping Comments
Date: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 4:01:48 PM
Attachments: 2016-5-24 CENSE to Bellevue.pdf

2016-5-24 Appx.A 2016-3-21 News excerpt EE"s Preferred Route.pdf
2016-5-24 Appx.B Energize Eastside website - Fieldwork.pdf

From: Carol [mailto:carol@aramburu-eustis.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2016 11:24 AM
To: Bedwell, Heidi <HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: Helland, Carol <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>; Rick Aramburu <rick@aramburu-
eustis.com>
Subject: Energize Eastside - Phase 2 Scoping Comments

 

Ms. Bedwell,

 

Please see the attached comment letter with appendices from Mr. Aramburu,
submitted on behalf of CENSE, the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible
Energy. The original is being sent to you by first class mail.

 

ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP

Carol Cohoe, Secretary

720 Third Avenue, SUITE 2000

Seattle, WA  98104

(206) 625-9515

   PACIFIC BUILDING GARAGE:  The garage elevator will be updated during
Summer 2016 and thus will be UNAVAILABLE. If you will be parking in our building
please be prepared to use the stairs, there will be no ADA access between garage
and lobby.  (ADA parking is available in other nearby locations.)  Start Date: 
Tuesday, July 5, 2016.

   This message may be protected by the attorney-client and/or work product

privilege. If you received this message in error please notify us and

destroy the message. Thank you.
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 ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP
Attorneys at Law


J. Richard Aramburu 720 Third Avenue, Suite 2000


rick@aramburu-eustis.com Seattle, WA 98104


Jeffrey M. Eustis Tel    206.625.9515


eustis@aramburu-eustis.com Fax   206.682.1376


www.aramburu-eustis.com


May 24, 2016


City of Bellevue Copy Sent Via Email to:
Development Services Department HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
460 110th Avenue N.E. 
Bellevue, WA  98004


Re: Phase 2 Scoping Comments: Construction of 18 miles of New 230 kV Electrical
Transmission Lines (PSE)


Dear Ms. Bedwell: 


I write again on behalf of CENSE concerning the proposal by PSE to construct new 230
kV transmission lines through 18 miles of Eastside communities, branded by PSE as
“Energize Eastside.”  As you know, we have provided several comments concerning
this project and the environmental review therefor over the past year.  Please see my
letters of March 14, 2016 (Comments on DEIS; Phase 2 DEIS and Scoping), June 15,
2015, August 27, 2015, November 10, 2015, December 23, 2015, and the CENSE
letter dated February 10, 2016.


I write today concerning the scoping notice for the Phase 2 DEIS issued on April 14, 
2016.  This notice requests comments on the scope and appropriate review for the
Phase 2 DEIS.  In this letter, we provide comments on behalf of CENSE, but also 
discuss fundamental deficiencies in the process adopted by the cities preparation of for
the DEIS and urge that production of the DEIS await the submittal of the conditional use
permit application required for the PSE proposal. 


1. BACKGROUND.


In my letter to the City dated June 15, 2015 (nearly a year ago), I described how
the process adopted by the cities for the DEIS was inconsistent with SEPA.  In
particular, I pointed out that PSE had not filed a permit application for its transmission
lines proposal, which is the usual starting point for SEPA review.  In addition, my letter
indicated that having two DEIS on the same project was not consistent with the SEPA
rules because a draft EIS is always followed by a final EIS.  We urged the city to
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prepare a FEIS on the programmatic review undertaken in the Phase 1 DEIS.  I never
received a response to my June 15 letter, but the City did not require an application
from PSE before proceeding with its Phase 1 DEIS and did not prepare a FEIS on the
issues presented in the Phase 1 DEIS 


 In December, 2015, we received a “Preliminary Review Draft” of the Phase 1
DEIS.  We wrote the City on December 23, 2015 noting that major alternatives were
given almost no consideration.  We also raised issues concerning the timing of the
review process that would not result in the issuance of a FEIS until the spring of 2017,
even though PSE indicated that the in-service date for their project was the winter of
2017-18. 
 


In January, 2016, the Phase 1 DEIS was issued.  At page 1-13, it indicated that
the document programmatically evaluates potential environmental impacts of various
alternatives.  Comments were made on that proposal, but no response to these
comments has been received.  In that Phase 1 document, it was indicated that the
Phase 2 DEIS would be prepared on a “Project Specific” basis.  See page 1-14.  


On April 14, 2016, a year from its first scoping notice, the City has issued a
second scoping notice.  This letter will provide scoping comments responsive to the
latest scoping request.  


2.  THE SCOPING NOTICE FAILS TO PROVIDE THE NECESSARY PROJECT
DETAIL UNDER THE SEPA RULES.


As described above, our initial scoping comments (June 2, 2015) indicated that
the process was not consistent with SEPA because there was no application and hence
no project to review.   Notwithstanding the refusal of the City to require an application
for the Phase 1 DEIS, it seemed obvious that a conditional use permit application would
be required for the Phase 2 DEIS.  Indeed, the Phase 1 DEIS says that the Phase 2
DEIS “will include project level alternatives based on more defined geographic locations
and a more detailed analysis of potential environmental impacts” (page 1-13) and that
Phase 2 would be “project specific” (page 1-14).  


However, the scoping notice does not contain any of the promised information. 
The alternatives described in the Phase 2 scoping notice simply rehash alternative
corridors that have been discussed for a lengthy period of time.  No specifics are
provided as to locations of facilities or the design of the proposed new substation.


        Though the Scoping Notice for the Phase 2 DEIS was issued on April 15, 2016, on
May 12 and 13 we discovered that the city had posted, on its "Phase 2 Material" page,
a new post listing "*NEW* PSE Alternative 1 Background Documents." This includes
some generic information of about pole types, pole finishes, pole lengths and heights.  
It is not explained why this material was not provided as a part of the initial scoping
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notice.  ln any event, none of the material is site specific and it does not explain which
poles will be located in which locations. Given the posting of this material just two
weeks before the deadline for comments, it is doubtful that many commenters will be
looking for late filed material.  


Further, neither the scoping notice nor the late posted material references a filed
permit application.  Without the detailed information required in applying for a
conditional use permit,  it is impossible to provide scoping comments.  Under the 
Bellevue land use code, an application for an electrical utility facility (EUF) has unique
requirements, including an “Alternative Siting Analysis” (ASA) which includes
consideration of “operational needs,” the “range of technologies considered,” how the
preferred option “provides reliability” to the customer base, and how PSE’s “proposed
facility includes technology best suited to mitigate impacts on surrounding properties.” 
PSE has gone to much trouble to tell everyone, by issuing a press release on March 21,
2016, that it had selected a “Preferred Route” for its transmission lines.  See Appendix
A hereto.  In fact, the ASA required for the EUF conditional use permit application
requires that PSE make its case for a “preferred site,” but PSE seems coyly not even
committing to an application. Indeed PSE’s press release, under the heading “Next
Steps for Energize Eastside,” doesn’t even mention a conditional use permit
application.  


PSE’s cat and mouse game is confusing and disturbing. Their press release
indicates that the “Energize Eastside” proposal was “launched” in December, 2013,
some two and one-half years ago.   As such, PSE has had two and one-half years to
prepare its application and has no excuse for not having documentation compliant with
City code.  There is no excuse for delaying the submission of Phase 2 “Background”
documents as described above.


Curiously, PSE made much in its website of the “fieldwork” it was apparently
performing in 2015 on several important elements of the environment.  These included
geotechnical investigations, wetland delineations, a tree inventory and land survey
information. Copies of PSE webpages are attached as Appendix B.  Presumably this
information would be submitted as a part of the conditional use permit application for
Electrical Utility Families as proscribed in BCC 20.20.255.   However, at present PSE is
still holding on to this material and apparently none of it has been submitted to the city. 


The City should withdraw the current scoping notice and not reissue it until PSE
has filed a complete conditional use permit application meeting the requirements of
BCC 20.20.255


3. CONSIDERATION OF NON-WIRE ALTERNATIVES. 


The scoping notice for the Phase 2 DEIS seems to indicate that no alternatives
other than PSE’s “preferred alternative” and the no action alternative will be considered.
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As noted above, the public should be able to review the application of PSE for its
alternative, which is required by code to provide the alternative siting analysis.


In addition, the scoping notice does not mention the PSE Integrated Resources
Plan (IRP) submitted to the UTC in November, 2015.  As noted on page 1-13 of the
Phase 1 DEIS, the environmental impacts of the IRP were to be considered in the
Phase 2 DEIS.  Accordingly. the IRP and its impacts must be carefully considered in the
forthcoming Phase 2 DEIS. 


Recent communication with the City has indicated some confusion over the
consideration of alternatives.  The City appears to be reluctant to consider alternatives
other than PSE’s “preferred alternative” because it does not have the authority to force
PSE to adopt any particular strategy for addressing the need identified.  The City’s
analysis is in error.


At the outset, the SEPA rules require that reasonable alternatives be considered
in an EIS:


(5) Alternatives including the proposed action. 
(a) This section of the EIS describes and presents the proposal (or preferred
alternative, if one or more exists) and alternative courses of action. 
(b) Reasonable alternatives shall include actions that could feasibly attain or
approximate a proposal's objectives, but at a lower environmental cost or
decreased level of environmental degradation. 


(i) The word "reasonable" is intended to limit the number and range of
alternatives, as well as the amount of detailed analysis for each
alternative. 
(ii) The "no-action" alternative shall be evaluated and compared to other
alternatives. 
(iii) Reasonable alternatives may be those over which an agency with
jurisdiction has authority to control impacts either directly, or indirectly
through requirement of mitigation measures. 


WAC 197-11-440.  WAC 197-11-786 defines a “reasonable alternative” as follows.


"Reasonable alternative" means an action that could feasibly attain or
approximate a proposal's objectives, but at a lower environmental cost or
decreased level of environmental degradation. Reasonable alternatives may be
those over which an agency with jurisdiction has authority to control impacts,
either directly, or indirectly through requirement of mitigation measures. (See
WAC  197-11-440(5)  and  197-11-660.) Also see the definition of "scope" for the
three types of alternatives to be analyzed in EISs (WAC  197-11-792).


Multiple commenters have indicated there are a range of alternatives available to
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PSE to meet the projected “need.”  One of these alternatives is the use of the
alternatives to meet load described in the 7th Pacific Northwest Power Plan issued in
February, 2016.  That document confirms that the electric power needs of the Pacific
Northwest can be met by a combination of energy conservation, demand-response
techniques and, if these measure are insufficient, by small natural gas peaking plants.  


The consideration of these alternatives is also mandated by the application
requirements of the EUF conditional use permit in BCC 20.20.255.  PSE’s preferred
alternative runs through miles of single family residential areas, appropriately within
“Residential Land Use Districts.”  When an EUF is proposed in a Residential Land Use
District, the proponent must meet certain criteria. First, the following must be shown:


The applicant may identify a preferred site alternative in a Residential Land Use
District or Transition Area (including the Bel-Red Office/Residential Transition
(BR-ORT) upon demonstration that the location has fewer site compatibility
impacts than a nonresidential land use district location.


BCC 20.20.255.D.2.d. (emphasis supplied).  Certainly, “compatibility impacts” include
environmental impacts. No “demonstration” meeting that code has been provided.
Again, PSE must apply for the EUF conditional use permit, including the foregoing
analysis as a part of the ASA, to allow interested residents in the residential land use
districts to comment on the compatibility impacts.   


In addition, and also for sites in residential areas: 


For sites located within a Neighborhood Business Land Use District,
Residential Land Use District, and/or Transition Area (including the
Bel-Red Office/Residential Transition (BR-ORT), the applicant shall:


i.    Describe whether the electrical utility facility location is a
consequence of needs or demands from customers located
within the district or area; and
ii.    Describe whether the operational needs of the applicant
require location of the electrical utility facility in the district or
area.


BCC 20.20.255.D.2.c.  Once again the application for an EUF conditional use permit
must provide this information in advance of scoping for the Phase 2 DEIS to allow
review of these important concepts.  This is especially true where PSE’s “preferred
alternative” for the proposed high tension lines is in residential neighborhoods.  These
single family areas are substantially built out and not subject to substantial additional
growth which would result in the need for new transmission lines.  In fact, as PSE
confirms, most of the growth described as justification for the 230 kV lines comes from
new commercial and retail developments in areas such as downtown Bellevue or the
Spring District.  These new development  areas could be designed for additional
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conservation, demand-response or interim measures such as natural gas peaking
plans. 


The structure of the Bellevue code related to permits for transmission facilities
requires the filing of an application, with all of the mandated studies and information,
before the commencement of the scoping period.  The City should withdraw the current
scoping comment deadline and notify PSE that a full application for its EUF conditional
use permit, complete with all data required for the ASA, will be necessary before any
further SEPA processing. 


4. NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE.


The City appears to be continuing the consideration of the no-action alternative,
essential to meet its responsibilities under SEPA.  In this case, the no action alternative
is not constructing the proposed transmission lines.  However, the no action alternative
requires the consideration and documentation of alternate means and measures to
address the perceived need advanced by PSE.


In the first instance, this will include a thorough examination of the need for the
facility.  This correlates with the decision criteria for an EUF conditional use permit, i.e.
that:


The applicant shall demonstrate that an operational need exists that
requires the location or expansion at the proposed site.  


BCC 20.20.255.E.3 (emphasis supplied). 


In the second instance, the no action alternative should include discussion of
how the need, if demonstrated, can be met with alternate means.  As discussed above,
best industry practices now include the application of conservation measures, demand-
response and small peaking plants.  Given the terms of BCC 20.20.255, these
measures should be located in the commercial/office/industrial districts that are the
locations for the highest new electrical growth.


5. TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 


 As we have previously identified, there are serious concerns related to the timing
of the SEPA process.  In ordinary course, land developers are in a rush to complete the
SEPA process and get on with the permitting process.  However, PSE and the City
have agreed on a time consuming, duplicative process for environmental review and
PSE has still not filed an application for its proposal with the City.


For an ordinary, garden-variety land use application, this extended procedure
would not create public concerns because the time concerns only impact the developer. 
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PROJECT UPDATE 
March 21, 2016 


 


PSE Announces Preferred Route for Energize Eastside 


Route Responds to Community Feedback; Will Be Evaluated  
During Phase 2 of Environmental Analysis 


  


BELLEVUE, Wash. – Puget Sound Energy has announced a preferred route for the Energize 
Eastside project. The new route option will undergo further analysis during Phase 2 of the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process. Called Willow 2, the route responds to community 
feedback by limiting pole heights and effects to Eastside neighborhoods and the environment.  


“The community has spoken and we've listened," said Dan Koch, PSE’s director of Electric 
Operations. PSE has heard from nearly 2,000 community members since launching Energize Eastside in 
December 2013 – including through the project’s Community Advisory Group process, at open houses, 
and comments submitted to the project. "It’s our responsibility to keep the lights on for our customers, 
and we’re committed to limiting impacts to the community as much as we can. Our preferred route 
meets PSE’s need to provide reliable power on the Eastside, is safer than what exists in the corridor 
today, and addresses customer concerns." 


The deadline for submitting comments for the Phase 1 Draft EIS was on March 14, and in that 
process, PSE identified the preferred route. The route is similar to Willow, one of the two options 
recommended by the Community Advisory Group in December 2014. The route primarily uses the 
existing corridor and a new segment in the Factoria area. In most instances, this route option entails 
removing four existing poles in the corridor and replacing them with one pole, or at most two poles. 
Most of the new poles will be built approximately in the same place as the existing poles. PSE will 
replace existing poles with either a single pole, typically at 100 feet in height, or two poles, generally at 
85 feet with some as low as 65 feet in height. Based on what we know today, our preferred route avoids 
condemnation of homes.  


We’re also studying other route options in the Factoria area, specifically Willow and Oak – 
advisory group recommendations – and another new route option called Oak 2. All four of these routes 
solve the Eastside’s electrical problem and address community concerns. Learn more about the 
proposed route options and view route maps and photo simulations at PSE.com/energizeeastside.  


In spring 2015, the City of Bellevue began the EIS process to review environmental impacts of 
PSE’s proposed Energize Eastside project. PSE has continued to listen and gather community feedback, 
and we’ve learned more about the Community Advisory Group-recommended routes through fieldwork. 
“Based on what we’ve learned, our engineers have been taking a hard look at design options, resulting 
in today’s milestone announcement,” Koch stated. “As the project and EIS process move forward, we’ll 
continue to listen and learn.” 


 
Next steps for Energize Eastside 


 The project is currently undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a 
Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  


 The Phase 1 Draft EIS was published in January, followed by a 45-day comment period that 
ended on March 14. Scoping for Phase 2 of the EIS is anticipated to begin later this spring. Phase 
2 will include a more specific and detailed review of alternatives based on the outcomes of 
Phase 1, and will focus on project design and construction.  



http://www.energizeeastside.com/





 The EIS process is led by the City of Bellevue in cooperation with the cities of Kirkland, 
Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. More information can be found at EnergizeEastsideEIS.org. 


 PSE will continue to listen and learn as the project and EIS process progresses. 
 
About Energize Eastside 
The Energize Eastside project- which, along with continued aggressive conservation efforts, will build a 
new electric substation and higher capacity transmission lines to serve homes and businesses on the 
Eastside – is essential to meet the growing electric needs of homes and businesses in Eastside 
neighborhoods. The line, which is the backbone of the existing local transmission system, had its last 
major upgrade in the 1960s. For the latest information on the Energize Eastside project, go to 
PSE.com/energizeeastside. 



http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/

http://www.energizeeastside.com/
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 ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP
Attorneys at Law

J. Richard Aramburu 720 Third Avenue, Suite 2000

rick@aramburu-eustis.com Seattle, WA 98104

Jeffrey M. Eustis Tel    206.625.9515

eustis@aramburu-eustis.com Fax   206.682.1376

www.aramburu-eustis.com

May 24, 2016

City of Bellevue Copy Sent Via Email to:
Development Services Department HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
460 110th Avenue N.E. 
Bellevue, WA  98004

Re: Phase 2 Scoping Comments: Construction of 18 miles of New 230 kV Electrical
Transmission Lines (PSE)

Dear Ms. Bedwell: 

I write again on behalf of CENSE concerning the proposal by PSE to construct new 230
kV transmission lines through 18 miles of Eastside communities, branded by PSE as
“Energize Eastside.”  As you know, we have provided several comments concerning
this project and the environmental review therefor over the past year.  Please see my
letters of March 14, 2016 (Comments on DEIS; Phase 2 DEIS and Scoping), June 15,
2015, August 27, 2015, November 10, 2015, December 23, 2015, and the CENSE
letter dated February 10, 2016.

I write today concerning the scoping notice for the Phase 2 DEIS issued on April 14, 
2016.  This notice requests comments on the scope and appropriate review for the
Phase 2 DEIS.  In this letter, we provide comments on behalf of CENSE, but also 
discuss fundamental deficiencies in the process adopted by the cities preparation of for
the DEIS and urge that production of the DEIS await the submittal of the conditional use
permit application required for the PSE proposal. 

1. BACKGROUND.

In my letter to the City dated June 15, 2015 (nearly a year ago), I described how
the process adopted by the cities for the DEIS was inconsistent with SEPA.  In
particular, I pointed out that PSE had not filed a permit application for its transmission
lines proposal, which is the usual starting point for SEPA review.  In addition, my letter
indicated that having two DEIS on the same project was not consistent with the SEPA
rules because a draft EIS is always followed by a final EIS.  We urged the city to
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prepare a FEIS on the programmatic review undertaken in the Phase 1 DEIS.  I never
received a response to my June 15 letter, but the City did not require an application
from PSE before proceeding with its Phase 1 DEIS and did not prepare a FEIS on the
issues presented in the Phase 1 DEIS 

 In December, 2015, we received a “Preliminary Review Draft” of the Phase 1
DEIS.  We wrote the City on December 23, 2015 noting that major alternatives were
given almost no consideration.  We also raised issues concerning the timing of the
review process that would not result in the issuance of a FEIS until the spring of 2017,
even though PSE indicated that the in-service date for their project was the winter of
2017-18. 
 

In January, 2016, the Phase 1 DEIS was issued.  At page 1-13, it indicated that
the document programmatically evaluates potential environmental impacts of various
alternatives.  Comments were made on that proposal, but no response to these
comments has been received.  In that Phase 1 document, it was indicated that the
Phase 2 DEIS would be prepared on a “Project Specific” basis.  See page 1-14.  

On April 14, 2016, a year from its first scoping notice, the City has issued a
second scoping notice.  This letter will provide scoping comments responsive to the
latest scoping request.  

2.  THE SCOPING NOTICE FAILS TO PROVIDE THE NECESSARY PROJECT
DETAIL UNDER THE SEPA RULES.

As described above, our initial scoping comments (June 2, 2015) indicated that
the process was not consistent with SEPA because there was no application and hence
no project to review.   Notwithstanding the refusal of the City to require an application
for the Phase 1 DEIS, it seemed obvious that a conditional use permit application would
be required for the Phase 2 DEIS.  Indeed, the Phase 1 DEIS says that the Phase 2
DEIS “will include project level alternatives based on more defined geographic locations
and a more detailed analysis of potential environmental impacts” (page 1-13) and that
Phase 2 would be “project specific” (page 1-14).  

However, the scoping notice does not contain any of the promised information. 
The alternatives described in the Phase 2 scoping notice simply rehash alternative
corridors that have been discussed for a lengthy period of time.  No specifics are
provided as to locations of facilities or the design of the proposed new substation.

        Though the Scoping Notice for the Phase 2 DEIS was issued on April 15, 2016, on
May 12 and 13 we discovered that the city had posted, on its "Phase 2 Material" page,
a new post listing "*NEW* PSE Alternative 1 Background Documents." This includes
some generic information of about pole types, pole finishes, pole lengths and heights.  
It is not explained why this material was not provided as a part of the initial scoping
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notice.  ln any event, none of the material is site specific and it does not explain which
poles will be located in which locations. Given the posting of this material just two
weeks before the deadline for comments, it is doubtful that many commenters will be
looking for late filed material.  

Further, neither the scoping notice nor the late posted material references a filed
permit application.  Without the detailed information required in applying for a
conditional use permit,  it is impossible to provide scoping comments.  Under the 
Bellevue land use code, an application for an electrical utility facility (EUF) has unique
requirements, including an “Alternative Siting Analysis” (ASA) which includes
consideration of “operational needs,” the “range of technologies considered,” how the
preferred option “provides reliability” to the customer base, and how PSE’s “proposed
facility includes technology best suited to mitigate impacts on surrounding properties.” 
PSE has gone to much trouble to tell everyone, by issuing a press release on March 21,
2016, that it had selected a “Preferred Route” for its transmission lines.  See Appendix
A hereto.  In fact, the ASA required for the EUF conditional use permit application
requires that PSE make its case for a “preferred site,” but PSE seems coyly not even
committing to an application. Indeed PSE’s press release, under the heading “Next
Steps for Energize Eastside,” doesn’t even mention a conditional use permit
application.  

PSE’s cat and mouse game is confusing and disturbing. Their press release
indicates that the “Energize Eastside” proposal was “launched” in December, 2013,
some two and one-half years ago.   As such, PSE has had two and one-half years to
prepare its application and has no excuse for not having documentation compliant with
City code.  There is no excuse for delaying the submission of Phase 2 “Background”
documents as described above.

Curiously, PSE made much in its website of the “fieldwork” it was apparently
performing in 2015 on several important elements of the environment.  These included
geotechnical investigations, wetland delineations, a tree inventory and land survey
information. Copies of PSE webpages are attached as Appendix B.  Presumably this
information would be submitted as a part of the conditional use permit application for
Electrical Utility Families as proscribed in BCC 20.20.255.   However, at present PSE is
still holding on to this material and apparently none of it has been submitted to the city. 

The City should withdraw the current scoping notice and not reissue it until PSE
has filed a complete conditional use permit application meeting the requirements of
BCC 20.20.255

3. CONSIDERATION OF NON-WIRE ALTERNATIVES. 

The scoping notice for the Phase 2 DEIS seems to indicate that no alternatives
other than PSE’s “preferred alternative” and the no action alternative will be considered.
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As noted above, the public should be able to review the application of PSE for its
alternative, which is required by code to provide the alternative siting analysis.

In addition, the scoping notice does not mention the PSE Integrated Resources
Plan (IRP) submitted to the UTC in November, 2015.  As noted on page 1-13 of the
Phase 1 DEIS, the environmental impacts of the IRP were to be considered in the
Phase 2 DEIS.  Accordingly. the IRP and its impacts must be carefully considered in the
forthcoming Phase 2 DEIS. 

Recent communication with the City has indicated some confusion over the
consideration of alternatives.  The City appears to be reluctant to consider alternatives
other than PSE’s “preferred alternative” because it does not have the authority to force
PSE to adopt any particular strategy for addressing the need identified.  The City’s
analysis is in error.

At the outset, the SEPA rules require that reasonable alternatives be considered
in an EIS:

(5) Alternatives including the proposed action. 
(a) This section of the EIS describes and presents the proposal (or preferred
alternative, if one or more exists) and alternative courses of action. 
(b) Reasonable alternatives shall include actions that could feasibly attain or
approximate a proposal's objectives, but at a lower environmental cost or
decreased level of environmental degradation. 

(i) The word "reasonable" is intended to limit the number and range of
alternatives, as well as the amount of detailed analysis for each
alternative. 
(ii) The "no-action" alternative shall be evaluated and compared to other
alternatives. 
(iii) Reasonable alternatives may be those over which an agency with
jurisdiction has authority to control impacts either directly, or indirectly
through requirement of mitigation measures. 

WAC 197-11-440.  WAC 197-11-786 defines a “reasonable alternative” as follows.

"Reasonable alternative" means an action that could feasibly attain or
approximate a proposal's objectives, but at a lower environmental cost or
decreased level of environmental degradation. Reasonable alternatives may be
those over which an agency with jurisdiction has authority to control impacts,
either directly, or indirectly through requirement of mitigation measures. (See
WAC  197-11-440(5)  and  197-11-660.) Also see the definition of "scope" for the
three types of alternatives to be analyzed in EISs (WAC  197-11-792).

Multiple commenters have indicated there are a range of alternatives available to
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PSE to meet the projected “need.”  One of these alternatives is the use of the
alternatives to meet load described in the 7th Pacific Northwest Power Plan issued in
February, 2016.  That document confirms that the electric power needs of the Pacific
Northwest can be met by a combination of energy conservation, demand-response
techniques and, if these measure are insufficient, by small natural gas peaking plants.  

The consideration of these alternatives is also mandated by the application
requirements of the EUF conditional use permit in BCC 20.20.255.  PSE’s preferred
alternative runs through miles of single family residential areas, appropriately within
“Residential Land Use Districts.”  When an EUF is proposed in a Residential Land Use
District, the proponent must meet certain criteria. First, the following must be shown:

The applicant may identify a preferred site alternative in a Residential Land Use
District or Transition Area (including the Bel-Red Office/Residential Transition
(BR-ORT) upon demonstration that the location has fewer site compatibility
impacts than a nonresidential land use district location.

BCC 20.20.255.D.2.d. (emphasis supplied).  Certainly, “compatibility impacts” include
environmental impacts. No “demonstration” meeting that code has been provided.
Again, PSE must apply for the EUF conditional use permit, including the foregoing
analysis as a part of the ASA, to allow interested residents in the residential land use
districts to comment on the compatibility impacts.   

In addition, and also for sites in residential areas: 

For sites located within a Neighborhood Business Land Use District,
Residential Land Use District, and/or Transition Area (including the
Bel-Red Office/Residential Transition (BR-ORT), the applicant shall:

i.    Describe whether the electrical utility facility location is a
consequence of needs or demands from customers located
within the district or area; and
ii.    Describe whether the operational needs of the applicant
require location of the electrical utility facility in the district or
area.

BCC 20.20.255.D.2.c.  Once again the application for an EUF conditional use permit
must provide this information in advance of scoping for the Phase 2 DEIS to allow
review of these important concepts.  This is especially true where PSE’s “preferred
alternative” for the proposed high tension lines is in residential neighborhoods.  These
single family areas are substantially built out and not subject to substantial additional
growth which would result in the need for new transmission lines.  In fact, as PSE
confirms, most of the growth described as justification for the 230 kV lines comes from
new commercial and retail developments in areas such as downtown Bellevue or the
Spring District.  These new development  areas could be designed for additional
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conservation, demand-response or interim measures such as natural gas peaking
plans. 

The structure of the Bellevue code related to permits for transmission facilities
requires the filing of an application, with all of the mandated studies and information,
before the commencement of the scoping period.  The City should withdraw the current
scoping comment deadline and notify PSE that a full application for its EUF conditional
use permit, complete with all data required for the ASA, will be necessary before any
further SEPA processing. 

4. NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE.

The City appears to be continuing the consideration of the no-action alternative,
essential to meet its responsibilities under SEPA.  In this case, the no action alternative
is not constructing the proposed transmission lines.  However, the no action alternative
requires the consideration and documentation of alternate means and measures to
address the perceived need advanced by PSE.

In the first instance, this will include a thorough examination of the need for the
facility.  This correlates with the decision criteria for an EUF conditional use permit, i.e.
that:

The applicant shall demonstrate that an operational need exists that
requires the location or expansion at the proposed site.  

BCC 20.20.255.E.3 (emphasis supplied). 

In the second instance, the no action alternative should include discussion of
how the need, if demonstrated, can be met with alternate means.  As discussed above,
best industry practices now include the application of conservation measures, demand-
response and small peaking plants.  Given the terms of BCC 20.20.255, these
measures should be located in the commercial/office/industrial districts that are the
locations for the highest new electrical growth.

5. TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 

 As we have previously identified, there are serious concerns related to the timing
of the SEPA process.  In ordinary course, land developers are in a rush to complete the
SEPA process and get on with the permitting process.  However, PSE and the City
have agreed on a time consuming, duplicative process for environmental review and
PSE has still not filed an application for its proposal with the City.

For an ordinary, garden-variety land use application, this extended procedure
would not create public concerns because the time concerns only impact the developer. 
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PROJECT UPDATE 
March 21, 2016 

 

PSE Announces Preferred Route for Energize Eastside 

Route Responds to Community Feedback; Will Be Evaluated  
During Phase 2 of Environmental Analysis 

  

BELLEVUE, Wash. – Puget Sound Energy has announced a preferred route for the Energize 
Eastside project. The new route option will undergo further analysis during Phase 2 of the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process. Called Willow 2, the route responds to community 
feedback by limiting pole heights and effects to Eastside neighborhoods and the environment.  

“The community has spoken and we've listened," said Dan Koch, PSE’s director of Electric 
Operations. PSE has heard from nearly 2,000 community members since launching Energize Eastside in 
December 2013 – including through the project’s Community Advisory Group process, at open houses, 
and comments submitted to the project. "It’s our responsibility to keep the lights on for our customers, 
and we’re committed to limiting impacts to the community as much as we can. Our preferred route 
meets PSE’s need to provide reliable power on the Eastside, is safer than what exists in the corridor 
today, and addresses customer concerns." 

The deadline for submitting comments for the Phase 1 Draft EIS was on March 14, and in that 
process, PSE identified the preferred route. The route is similar to Willow, one of the two options 
recommended by the Community Advisory Group in December 2014. The route primarily uses the 
existing corridor and a new segment in the Factoria area. In most instances, this route option entails 
removing four existing poles in the corridor and replacing them with one pole, or at most two poles. 
Most of the new poles will be built approximately in the same place as the existing poles. PSE will 
replace existing poles with either a single pole, typically at 100 feet in height, or two poles, generally at 
85 feet with some as low as 65 feet in height. Based on what we know today, our preferred route avoids 
condemnation of homes.  

We’re also studying other route options in the Factoria area, specifically Willow and Oak – 
advisory group recommendations – and another new route option called Oak 2. All four of these routes 
solve the Eastside’s electrical problem and address community concerns. Learn more about the 
proposed route options and view route maps and photo simulations at PSE.com/energizeeastside.  

In spring 2015, the City of Bellevue began the EIS process to review environmental impacts of 
PSE’s proposed Energize Eastside project. PSE has continued to listen and gather community feedback, 
and we’ve learned more about the Community Advisory Group-recommended routes through fieldwork. 
“Based on what we’ve learned, our engineers have been taking a hard look at design options, resulting 
in today’s milestone announcement,” Koch stated. “As the project and EIS process move forward, we’ll 
continue to listen and learn.” 

 
Next steps for Energize Eastside 

 The project is currently undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a 
Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  

 The Phase 1 Draft EIS was published in January, followed by a 45-day comment period that 
ended on March 14. Scoping for Phase 2 of the EIS is anticipated to begin later this spring. Phase 
2 will include a more specific and detailed review of alternatives based on the outcomes of 
Phase 1, and will focus on project design and construction.  

http://www.energizeeastside.com/


 The EIS process is led by the City of Bellevue in cooperation with the cities of Kirkland, 
Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. More information can be found at EnergizeEastsideEIS.org. 

 PSE will continue to listen and learn as the project and EIS process progresses. 
 
About Energize Eastside 
The Energize Eastside project- which, along with continued aggressive conservation efforts, will build a 
new electric substation and higher capacity transmission lines to serve homes and businesses on the 
Eastside – is essential to meet the growing electric needs of homes and businesses in Eastside 
neighborhoods. The line, which is the backbone of the existing local transmission system, had its last 
major upgrade in the 1960s. For the latest information on the Energize Eastside project, go to 
PSE.com/energizeeastside. 

http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/
http://www.energizeeastside.com/
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

FW: Energize Eastside 
1 message

Carol <carol@aramburueustis.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 5:11 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Cc: Rick Aramburu <rick@aramburueustis.com>

This is a comment letter on Energize Eastside, submitted for the record.

 

Carol Cohoe, Secretary

ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP

2066259515

   PACIFIC BUILDING GARAGE: The garage elevator will be updated during Summer 2016 and thus will be
UNAVAILABLE. If you will be parking in our building please be prepared to use the stairs, there will be no ADA access
between garage and lobby.  (ADA parking is available in other nearby locations.)  Start Date:  Tuesday, July 5, 2016.
Bctc.

 

 

From: Carol [mailto:carol@aramburueustis.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2016 4:11 PM
To: 'HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov'
Cc: Rick Aramburu (rick@aramburueustis.com)
Subject: Energize Eastside

 

Included with this email is a CENSE comment letter from Mr. Aramburu, with two attachments.

 

Carol Cohoe, Secretary

ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP

720 Third Avenue, SUITE 2000

Seattle, WA  98104

(206) 6259515

   PACIFIC BUILDING GARAGE:  The garage elevator will be updated during Summer 2016 and thus will be
UNAVAILABLE. If you will be parking in our building please be prepared to use the stairs, there will be no ADA access
between garage and lobby.  (ADA parking is available in other nearby locations.)  Start Date:  Tuesday, July 5, 2016.

   This message may be protected by the attorneyclient and/or work product

privilege. If you received this message in error please notify us and

destroy the message. Bctc. Thank you.

 

tel:206-625-9515
mailto:carol@aramburu-eustis.com
mailto:HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:rick@aramburu-eustis.com
tel:%28206%29%20625-9515
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3 attachments

2016531 CENSE to Bedwell re Bellevue response to nonproject alternatives.pdf
185K

2016531 Att 2  NWPP Demand Response.pdf
1021K

2016531 Att 1  P.19, e2_phase_2_scoping_boards_final.pdf 
3238K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=8b5d9e4da2&view=att&th=155094dc81ced1e2&attid=0.1&disp=attd&safe=1&zw
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May 31, 2016

City of Bellevue Sent Via Email to:
Development Services Department HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
460 110th Avenue N.E. 
Bellevue, WA  98004

Re: “Energize Eastside” Phase 2 Scoping Meeting Exhibits, 
“Non-Transmission Alternative, Considering the CENSE Proposal.”

Dear Ms. Bedwell:

As you know, this office represents CENSE, a local citizen organization concerned
with the proposal of PSE to construct new 230 kV transmission lines along an 18
mile route through several eastside communities, including  Bellevue.  PSE has
branded its proposal as “Energize Eastside.”

CENSE and other commenters have been providing comments on scoping for the
Phase 2 proposal as advertised by the City.  CENSE has also spoken at the public
scoping meetings recently held in the local communities. As stated in several of our
letters, providing scoping comments is difficult because the applicant has not applied
for any permits for its project.

CENSE members noticed a board set up in advance of the public scoping meeting
captioned “Non-Transmission Alternative, Considering the CENSE Proposal.”  This
same information is found on the scoping website. A copy of this document is
attached hereto.  See Attachment 1.  The document is specifically intended to refute
statements and material presented by CENSE concerning the availability of
alternatives to the 230 kV transmission towers proposal presented by PSE.  

On one hand, CENSE is pleased that this document recognizes, possibly for the first
time during this process, that CENSE’s proposals are “possibly feasible as means of
addressing or delaying the need for a 230 kV transmission line and transformer. . .” 
Indeed, the Pacific Northwest Power Planning Council agrees with CENSE in its 7th
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Pacific Northwest Power Plan (approved on February 10, 2016) that conservation, or
“energy efficiency” and demand response, together with some peaking capability will
resolve electric needs for the next twenty years.  

Conservation and particularly demand response are particularly useful as
mechanisms to reduce peak demand.  As the attached diagram shows (see
Attachment 2), demand response takes the peak demand and may defer
consumption to low demand periods.  In a recent case, the United States Supreme
Court addressed demand response in the context of the jurisdiction of FERC to
regulate wholesale power markets. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  v.
Electric Power Supply Association, Supreme Court, January 25, 2016.  It posits the
common situation in which there are spikes in demand caused by heat or cold
waves, when “the increased flow of electricity through the grid threatens to overload
transmission lines. . .”  So, enter “demand response:”

 But what if there were an alternative to that scenario? Consider what would
happen if wholesale market operators could induce consumers to refrain from
using (and so LSEs from buying) electricity during peak periods. Whenever
doing that costs less than adding more power, an operator could bring
electricity supply and demand into balance at a lower price. And
simultaneously, the operator could ease pressure on the grid, thus protecting
against system failures. That is the idea behind the practice at issue here:
Wholesale demand response, as it is called, pays consumers for
commitments to curtail their use of power, so as to curb wholesale rates and
prevent grid breakdowns.

This is consistent with a key finding from the 7th Power Plan: “Energy Efficiency and
Demand Response can meet nearly all growth in energy and capacity needs through
2035.”  Demand response and energy conservation also make financial sense
because they reduce the costs of buying expensive power during peak periods and
eliminate the need for additional transmission lines to deliver a higher power load to
consumers.

Notwithstanding the obvious technical feasibility of CENSE proposals, the attached
statement expresses PSE’s refusal to review the proposals further on the grounds
that these solutions “are currently outside the control of both PSE and the Cities.” 
These statements are legally and factually incorrect.

First, it is well recognized that utilities can and do engage in discrete mechanisms to
address growth in demand, especially during peak periods. These mechanisms are
so common that they are relied upon as a resource under the 7th Power Plan to
provide at least 600 MW of resources to reduce peak demand. 
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Second, for privately owned utilities such as PSE, conservation and demand
response efforts are counter-intuitive.  While these efforts are desirable for
consumers because they reduce the amount of the power purchased and reduce
their utility bills,  conversely, they are not desirable for private power companies
because they reduce sales of electricity and accordingly income.  

It is indeed regrettable that the City, apparently at the insistance of privately owned
PSE, would reject these obviously reasonable alternatives which are feasible to
address increased peak demand.  

PSE apparently also claims that it does not “have the authority to require its
customers” to take certain actions (emphasis in original). This is beside the point. 
Much of the energy conservation that have been achieved as a result of the several
Pacific Northwest Power Plans has been based on persuasion, not regulation.  In
any event, many of the modifications used to employ demand response are matters
of changes to tariffs and other regulations. Examples of methods used to implement
demand response alone are found in a report entitled “Demand Response Market
Research: Portland General Electric, 2016 to 2035" prepared by Ryan Hledik, M.S.
Ahmad Faruqui, Ph.D. and Lucas Bressan, M.S.(The Brattle Group), January, 2016. 

It is noted that PSE is currently flooding area residents with promotional materials for
its transmission line proposal, including print advertisements in local media.  If a
fraction of this effort was devoted to conservation and demand response,
measurable load reductions could be achieved.  Bellevue and other Eastside
residents are environmentally conscious and have been willing participants in energy
efficiency over many years; there is no reason to expect that further conservation
efforts will be not well received. 
 
The statements in the material presented by the City serve as no basis to avoid or
eliminate the non-transmission alternatives from further consideration during ongoing
environmental review.  The alternatives identified by various reports – including the
7th Northwest Power Plan – address the very issue identified by PSE:  management
of peak loads.  While PSE’s reluctance to proceed with these measures is
understandable, broad acceptance of the alternative measures indicates that
exclusion of them by the City is unreasonable under SEPA and unacceptable under
continuing energy conservation efforts. 

Nor is it acceptable for the City and PSE to simply delay implementation of these
reasonable alternatives so they cannot be implemented within PSE’s self-employed
deadline.  PSE should be working to implement these features now so that they will
be effective measures to reduce (flatten) the very peak loads that concern PSE.   









From: Energize Eastside EIS
To: Liv Benson
Subject: Fwd: Background documents for PSE’s proposed alternatives
Date: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 11:47:06 AM

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Rick Aramburu <rick@aramburu-eustis.com>
Date: Fri, May 13, 2016 at 4:01 PM
Subject: RE: Background documents for PSE’s proposed alternatives
To: Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Thank you for this email.  Please indicate whether any of this material is new from that posted with the
original scoping notice in mid April and identify the new submissions on the “library page.”

 

Thank you. 

 

J. Richard Aramburu

ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP

720 Third Avenue

Pacific Building Suite 2000

Seattle, WA 98104-1860

Telephone (206) 625-9515

Facsimile (206) 682-1376

This message may be protected by the attorney-client and/or work product

privilege. If you received this message in error please notify us and

destroy the message. Thank you.

 

mailto:info@energizeeastsideeis.org
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:rick@aramburu-eustis.com
mailto:info@energizeeastsideeis.org
tel:%28206%29%20625-9515
tel:%28206%29%20682-1376
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Energize Eastside: KC WTD Phase 2 EIS scoping comments 
1 message

Sheppard, Jacob <Jacob.Sheppard@kingcounty.gov> Thu, May 26, 2016 at 1:35 PM
To: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "Sheppard, Jacob" <Jacob.Sheppard@kingcounty.gov>, "Lampard, Mark" <Mark.Lampard@kingcounty.gov>

Dear Ms. Bedwell:

 

Attached, please find King County Wastewater Treatment Division’s scoping comments for the Energize Eastside
Project’s Phase 2 Environmental Impact Statement.

 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this project.

 

Sincerely,

 

 

___________________________________

Jacob Sheppard | Environmental Planner

jacob.sheppard@kingcounty.gov

(206) 4775395

 

EnergizeEastsidePhase2scoping KCWTDComment 05262016.pdf
659K

mailto:jacob.sheppard@kingcounty.gov
tel:%28206%29%20477-5395
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=8b5d9e4da2&view=att&th=154eec7a9c2f734d&attid=0.1&disp=attd&safe=1&zw


Department of Natural Resources and Parks 
Wastewater Treatment Division 
Community Services & Environmental Planning 
King Street Center, KSC-NR-0505 
201 South Jackson Street 
Seattle, WA 98104-3855 

C R E A T I N G  R E S O U R C E S  F R O M  W A S T E W A T E R

May 26, 2016 Sent via email: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org 

City of Bellevue 
Development Services Department 
Attn: Heidi Bedwell 
450 110th Ave NE 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

RE: Energize Eastside Project, Phase 2 Environmental Impact Statement Scoping 

Dear Ms. Bedwell: 

The King County Wastewater Treatment Division (WTD) has reviewed the scoping materials for 
the Energize Eastside Project’s Phase 2 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The Puget 
Sound Energy (PSE) transmission line alignments shown in the Phase 2 EIS scoping materials 
intersect WTD wastewater conveyance facilities at multiple locations. From north to south: All 
action alternatives would cross the Lake Hills Interceptor; the Oak 1 and Oak 2 alternatives 
would cross and then parallel the Factoria Trunk; all alternatives would cross the Coal Creek 
Trunk, and the Oak 1, Oak 2, and Willow 2 alternatives would also closely parallel the Coal 
Creek Trunk; and all alternatives would cross the Cedar River Interceptor. The approximate 
locations of these crossings and parallels are shown on the attached map. In addition, WTD may 
have permanent easements or similar property rights for these conveyance facilities.  

WTD is requesting that PSE and the City of Bellevue consider the potential impacts of the 
proposed project on these and other wastewater facilities when identifying and analyzing the 
impacts of project alternatives. WTD would need to be assured the right to maintain and repair 
our facilities, and, in the event that a sewer line must be relocated, new permanent easements 
may need to be provided. Impact analysis for the Phase 2 EIS should be more specific regarding 
potential impacts to wastewater facilities than for Phase 1. 

WTD is also requesting that PSE and the City of Bellevue submit design drawings and other 
project information for review as design development continues so that King County staff can 
assess the project’s impacts. Information should be sent to: 

Mark Lampard, Local Public Agency Coordinator 
King County Wastewater Treatment Division 
201 South Jackson Street, KSC-NR-0508 
Seattle, WA  98104-3855 
(206) 477-5414
mark.lampard@kingcounty.gov

mailto:info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
mailto:mark.lampard@kingcounty.gov


Heidi Bedwell 
May 26, 2016 
Page 2 of 2 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this project. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Jacob Sheppard, Water Quality Planner 
Community Services and Environmental Planning 
 
cc: Mark Lampard, Local Public Agency Coordinator, Project Management Unit 
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

PSE Deliberately Waits until close of Comment Period before announcing route
changes 
1 message

James Adcock <jimad@msn.com> Wed, Jun 1, 2016 at 4:42 PM
To: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

6/1/2016
 
From: James Adcock, Electrical Engineer
5005 155th PL SE
Bellevue WA 98006 
 
Dear Sirs and Madams,
 
Please note my objection to PSE's latest moves to announce proposed route changes after the close of the Phase II
EIS comment period, namely the proposed EBCC "Bypass Routes."
 
This toolate action by PSE makes a mockery of the public participation process. 
 
These routes should have been proposed "Up Front" with the other routes submitted to the Community Councils, to be
vetted along with all the other possible route choices, just like all the other possible route choices.
 
By waiting until the comment period for Phase II EIS to close, PSE is trying to prevent public vetting and participation in
the choice of these routes.  The homeowners along these routes are being unfairly "frozen out" of the vetting process.
 
Please DO NOT allow PSE to get away with "Gaming the System" in this manner  waiting for comment period to close
BEFORE announcing major changes in their proposals  including new routes!
 
 
Sincerely,  James L Adcock 





From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: About "Citizen Backed Plan 2B"
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:56:01 AM

 

From: Jan Roelof Falkena [mailto:jfalkena@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 11:42 AM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: About "Citizen Backed Plan 2B"
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option
in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I
am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its
3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in
20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high
transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility
to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing
cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan
for our future.

Signed,
Jan Roelof Falkena
3705 131st Ave NE, Bellevue

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:jfalkena@hotmail.com
mailto:Council@bellevuewa.gov
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Energize Eastside Letter Attached 
1 message

Jeff Felix <jfelix@sig.org> Thu, Jun 2, 2016 at 9:22 AM
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

To Whom It May Concern,

 

Please call if you have any questions.

 

Thanks,

 

Jeff Felix

2033 135th Place SE

Bellevue, WA 98005

4253788017 home

4258913635 cell

 

 

Energize Eastside Phase 2 Letter JF.DOCX 
16K

tel:425-378-8017
tel:425-891-3635
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=8b5d9e4da2&view=att&th=15511ec38c5cabd7&attid=0.1&disp=attd&safe=1&zw


May 29, 2016 
Ms. Heidi Bedwell, Program Manager 
Energize Eastside Phase 2 Draft EIS Scoping Comments 
 
Dear Ms. Bedwell, 
 
I am hereby submitting my comments on Phase 2 Draft EIS Scoping Comments. 
 
I am very troubled by the immediate start to Phase 2 Draft EIS after the Phase 1 completion without 
specific responses by your team to comments on Phase 1. Not only was the response a summary to 
those comments, but it suggests that you moved to Phase 2 without fully considering the comments 
already received. In fact, I was also surprised that there is a Phase 2 Draft EIS. When this process began, 
Carol Helland, the SEPA officer and Director of Planning and Community Services for Bellevue, stated 
that there would be a programmatic Draft EIS for Energize Eastside, comments would be accepted, 
specific responses to questions would be provided, and then the project‐level Final EIS would proceed. 
 
That is not how you have proceeded and appreciate it if we fully re 
 
In fact, this “hurry‐up” Phase 2 is mostly a rehash of Phase 1 information, lacking in project‐specific 
elements, providing overlapping categories that make probable outcomes impossible to interpret, as 
well as project‐level information that varies from document to document. 
 
For example, PSE’s late‐March brochure to all ratepayers showed visual simulations for different project 
segments. It showed Segment E (NE 8th down to the Lakeside Substation on SE 26th St.) as having single 
100’ monopoles. It shows Newcastle as having 85’ dual monopoles because the Olympic Pipeline runs in 
the middle of the right‐of‐way (ROW).  It so happens that Segment E has the Olympic Pipeline running 
down the center of the ROW. Of course, their disclaimer was that these visual simulations were just for 
the purpose of discussion. On the image projections during the comment meetings, all alternate routes 
showed Segment E with single monopoles. However, when they finally published their “New 
Information” for the Scoping period in mid‐May, the Corridor drawings of poles for each segment show 
100’ dual monopoles through Segment E.  
 
Which of these three possibilities is the one we should comment on? The mid‐May drawing shows a 
minimum clearance of 62’ through our approximately 100’‐wide ROW, which borders homes on both 
sides. What are the effects on adjacent‐neighbor usage? There would be at most 19’ of space between 
the poles and the homes. Will that be enough for construction and maintenance? When will we get the 
answer to this highly “project‐specific” question? 
 
And this does not even consider the size of the reinforced foundations needed for the poles. In “Span 
Length and Pole Height”, 100’ poles are shown in both the Taller Pole column and the Shorter Pole 
column. So what is it? Will these poles be 2.5’ or 5’ or 6’ in diameter? And what are the implications for 
the size and nature of the base? 
 
How can anyone on Segment E recommend any mitigations when we don’t know the details? 
 
If PSE has concluded their fieldwork, then they must know the soils underlying the ROW in Segment E 
include a number of springs that percolate the hillside. How will the foundations alter those flows for  
homes on the downhill side? Will there be some kind of drainage system installed? Will it go down to 
Richards Creek/East Creek?   
 
How do we find out how they manage these very wet soils that are described in Bellevue’s “Soil 
Liquefaction” maps as “very hazardous”? 
 



Again from “Span Length and Pole Height”, PSE states that “taller poles with reinforced foundations 
require more working room and time.” How much of each for Segment E? 
 
Unless PSE gains access through residents’ backyards, there can only be two access points for 
construction: SE 24th St. intersecting 135th PL SE and SE 20th St. intersecting 135th PL SE. At SE 20th they 
will be intruding on Skyridge Park, which the City of Bellevue is currently in the process of rebuilding, 
and the access to Parkland Estates. At SE 24th they will be obstructing access to Woodmoor and Bellevue 
Woods neighborhood developments. How will they handle these obstructions? For how long will they 
be there? 
 
And the threat of a large disaster is greatly amplified by driving heavy machinery over the aging Olympic 
Pipeline in close quarters, adjacent to many residences. 
 
I request that you “pause” this Phase 2 Scoping process and postpone the Comments deadline until you 
get a complete project‐level document from PSE concerning their request for Energize Eastside. We all 
need transparency and facts about the full nature of this project, especially since Phase 2 is supposed to 
be a project‐level document.  
 
Until that happens, the affected communities can only guess how large the impact on their 
neighborhoods will really be. Without complete information and consideration of a different alternative 
solution to future electrical needs, it is impossible to comment on mitigation that would reduce the 
huge burdens this project would impose on the environment, neighborhood safety and neighborhood 
character. 
 
I also request that you compare and contrast Energize Eastside with the CENSE Plan (Alternative 2b) 
with due diligence. This approach may require additional local or state legislation, but it is an approach 
that has been successfully used by other cities in the U.S. and Europe. Look to them as models for a 
better approach to our Eastside electrical needs in the future. 
 
Until you make those moves, I will suggest that you ask PSE to provide visual impact simulations in 
various parts of all segments, including Segment E, that show not only the final outcome with statistics 
on height, diameter, base construction and separation from homes, but also the construction phase: 
where will they have their staging areas, what will the equipment look like and how are they going to 
maneuver around the Olympic Pipeline, parks and schools. 
 
At this time, the only alternative way to minimize the risks associated with co‐location of 230kv 
transmission lines with the Olympic Pipeline would be to adopt the CENSE Plan (Alternative 2b)  
or to find a transmission‐line route that does not come close to the pipeline in order to protect our 
neighborhoods and place the Eastside squarely on the side of being a progressive 21st century area to 
live and work. 
 
Regards,   
 
Jeff Felix 
2033 135th Place SE 
Bellevue, WA 98005 
425‐891‐3635 
 
Sunset Community Assn. 
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EvergreenHealth 

Heidi Bedwell 
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager 
City of Bellevue Office of Planning & Community Development 
450 11oth Ave NE 
Bellevue, WA, 98004 

RE: Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS Scoping Comments 

Dear Ms. Bedwell: 

As business owners, residents, social service providers, healthcare providers, developers, schools, 
convention and tourism providers, business organizations, and colleges from East King County we are 
submitting our concerns and comments for Phase 2 EIS scoping of the Energize Eastside project. 

Energize Eastside represents a critical economic infrastructure project for our community. We all 
depend on reliable power - to operate our businesses, keep our homes warm, take care of our 
community ' s most vulnerable citizens, nm our hospitals and schools, and keep our economy strong -
so we need to make sure that the Energize Eastside project is studied, permitted and built in a timely 
manner. We strongly encourage the EIS team to keep the process moving and finish the analysis as 
soon as possible. 

Additionally, we share grave concerns regarding the "no action" alternative. Operating our electrical 
system with rolling blackouts as discussed in the EIS is NOT an acceptable plan for our growing 
region. The devastating impact on our economy, our community, and our residents, is unfathomable. 
We must work toward a solution that will reliably solve our transmission deficiency problem using 
proven methods and do so in a timely manner. 

Siting infrastructure in a built urban environment is difficult and we trust the EIS will help identify 
mitigation measures that address potential impacts. We need to be sensitive to all ratepayers while also 
considering what's best for our built and natural environment. To minimize impacts to the 
environment, the community and to ratepayers, we support further study of alternatives that use proven 
technologies and that utilize, to the extent possible, the existing transmission corridor, which has 
existed for more than 70 years. 

We commend and thank the five jurisdictions for working together to complete this EIS and convey 
our collective support to conclude the environmental analysis as quickly as possible so permitting and 
construction may commence. Our community and our economy cannot afford delay as the 
consequences identified under the "No action" alternative are not acceptable. 

t'\. Sijferely, 

'J.~~ 
Jeff Friedman 
VP, Professional Services 

Administration evergreenhealth.com 

12040 NE 128th Street 
Kirkland, WA 98034-3098 

Phone FrAx: 
425 . 899 1000 425. 899 . 2624 
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

comment for Phase 2 scoping for Energize Eastside 
1 message

J Wilson <jenniferwilson@outlook.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 4:29 PM
To: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

To Whom It May Concern:

I write with comments on the second stage of scoping for Energize Eastside. Since the only major
change that I can identify since the last round is that Alternative 2 has been summarily dropped
from consideration for no clear reason, below I largely reiterate my comments from the last round
(see below). My only new comment is that Alternative 2 should be brought back into consideration.

I strongly oppose to Alternative 1 from the Draft EIS for Energize Eastside, and particularly Option
A, which proposes a new 230kV transmission line. My reasons for opposing Alternative 1 are as
follows:

         The new highvoltage line is not needed. While PSE argues, and the Chapter 1.3 of the Draft
EIS states, that a new highvoltage power line is necessary to meet short term energy needs on
the Eastside, the LauckhartSchiffman Load Flow Study (from 2/18/2016) shows that this is not the
case. To quote that study, “PSE’s system can avoid overloads and outages even when two critical
transformers have failed during winter peak usage.”

         A new highvoltage power line that follows, and towers above, the aging Olympic gas pipeline
is a catastrophe waiting to happen.

o   Chapter 16.3.7 of the Draft EIS mentions pipeline corrosion. Electromagnetic
interference leads to pipeline corrosion, meaning a potential leak and devastating fire
at any time during or after construction. Dr. Y. Frank Cheng of the University of
Calgary and an expert on pipeline safety, has submitted, via CENSE, information
confirming the dangers of locating high voltage power lines in close proximity to gas
pipelines.

o   The installation of the poles for the power lines, as well as any maintenance
activities further down the line, would be a dangerous enterprise. Though
downplaying those dangers, the Draft EIS does note (Chapter 8.5.3.1.2) that
“significant adverse impact to public safety could occur if a leak or an explosion…
resulted from the project” and (Chapter 8.6.1.2) that “ongoing maintenance activities
during operation could theoretically damage or break the OPLC pipelines or other
pipelines in the area, leading to a chemical release or explosion.”

o   The location of the gas pipelines underground can shift over the years due to soil
erosion,[1] potentially bringing the (aged) pipelines into closer proximity to the power
lines and leading to further dangers during maintenance activities. Keep in mind that
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the pipeline is already many decades old and has already had one major explosion
(Bellingham, WA in 1999) resulting in loss of life.

o   BP, the operator of the Olympic Pipeline, noted that “the location of the pipelines
may be found anywhere within the easement form the center of the rightofway to
either side” and as a result recommended against route segments Oak and Willow.[2]
Yet Oak and Willow are the only two routes still being considered.

o   As noted by CENSE, the Bellevue Fire Department writes in their Standards of
Response Coverage, “Given that pipeline incidents continue to occur in this country,
and many for undetermined reasons, the community is still at risk. The combination
of a highly flammable liquid, in large quantities, and in [an] urban environment
translates into a significant consequence risk that approaches the ‘catastrophic’
level.”[3] Thus, local emergency responders feel this is a dangerous proposition.

o   Most importantly, this entire proposed power line lies upon a major fault line. As
recent media attention has shown, and as has been confirmed by national
government agencies, the Pacific Northwest is long overdue for a major earthquake.
A high voltage power line on top of an aging gas pipeline that runs through almost
exclusively residential neighborhoods will cause a catastrophic and easily predictable
loss of life. In the Somerset and Eastgate neighborhoods alone, aside from running
through many residents’ back yards, the pipeline/powerline combination runs
underneath and above the neighborhood swim and tennis pool. The combination
runs over and below the public Tyee Middle School, where hundreds of local children
spend 89 hours a day, 5 days a week studying. The combination runs right
alongside a Bright Horizons daycare facility, where our community’s youngest, most
vulnerable (and least likely to be successfully evacuated) members spend their days
yearround. Somerset/Eastgate is but one of the many potentiallyimpacted
neighborhoods. Further south in Newport Hills, these lines will come dangerously
close to yet another public school, Jing Mei Elementary. Other neighborhoods will be
similarly impacted.

In sum, choosing Alternative 1 is a negligent, if not clearly reckless, choice on the part of our local
governments and government agencies.

Alternative 2 from the Draft EIS for Energize Eastside is the only safe option. The EQL Energy
study, submitted by CENSE, shows that Alternative 2, if properly implemented, would be much
more energy efficient for our wider community and have lower longterm costs. It will have a much
lower impact on the local community than Alternative 1 (see Chapter 10.7.1 and Chapter
11.6.3.5.1 of the Draft EIS), which, in addition to all of the concerns listed above, requires the
widening of the existing utility corridor and thus the destruction of many homes and other
community resources. Alternative 2 options were not adequately analyzed during the Draft EIS
process and should be given greater attention going forward. Our community leaders should not
allow a foreignowned, private, and profitdriven company (PSE) to determine the course of our
energy future.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Wilson
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14312 SE 45th Street

Bellevue, WA 98006 

[1] Frank Cheng. 2013. Stress Corrosion Cracking of Pipelines. Section 8.7.1.

[2] For a copy of the letter from the Olympic Pipeline Company, follow the link at the following web
address: http://saneeastsideenergy.org/2014/04/02/olympicpipelinecompanyopposes
transmissionlinesoveritspipelinesforseveralreasonsincludingsafety/

[3] http://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Fire/Standards_of_Coverage.pdf, p. 66

http://sane-eastside-energy.org/2014/04/02/olympic-pipeline-company-opposes-transmission-lines-over-its-pipelines-for-several-reasons-including-safety/
http://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Fire/Standards_of_Coverage.pdf
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May 31, 2016 
 
 
 
 
City of Bellevue 
Development Services Department 
Attn: Heidi Bedwell, Senior Land Use Planner 
450 110th Avenue NE 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
 
 
RE: Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS Scoping Comments – EQL Proposal 
 
Dear Ms. Bedwell: 
 
Puget Sound Energy, Inc. ("PSE") is providing the following scoping information to be included 
in the Phase 2 Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("DEIS") for the Energize Eastside 
Project.  PSE has reviewed EQL Energy's report “Alternatives to Energize Eastside” (“EQL 
report”) dated February 15, 2016.  The EQL report suggests that use of distributed energy 
resources could be employed to avoid both the proposed Energize Eastside transmission line 
and substation project, as well as additional energy resources identified in PSE’s 2015 
Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”).  The EQL alternative proposal does not demonstrate that it 
can meet federal requirements to solve the transmission capacity deficiency nor does it raise 
any technical issues that PSE has not already assessed. 
 
The table below summarizes EQL’s suggested approaches to addressing winter peak loads and 
PSE’s general concern with those approaches. 
 

 
EQL’s Suggested 

Distributed Energy 
Resources 

EQL's 
Projected  
Estimate  

(Winter MW in 
2024) PSE Comments 

Targeted Energy 
Efficiency 

30 

 The EQL Report lacks implementation 
details, which limits PSE's ability to 
comment. 

 PSE cannot require customers to adopt 
energy efficiency lighting, appliances, 
heating, etc. PSE can only incentivize 
customer.  Therefore, PSE cannot control 
achievement of EQL's target. 

Distributed 
Efficiency/Conservation 
Voltage Reduction (CVR) 

18.8 

 PSE has begun installing CVR equipment 
at substations and has a multi-year plan 
to extend the use of CVR equipment.  
PSE already includes this program in its 
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EQL’s Suggested 

Distributed Energy 
Resources 

EQL's 
Projected  
Estimate  

(Winter MW in 
2024) PSE Comments 

load forecast. 

Combined Heat & Power 
(CH&P) 

30 

 A voluntary CH&P program is currently 
offered by PSE under its energy efficiency 
incentive plan; however this program has 
very low customer interest and 
participation.  

 PSE cannot require customers to 
participate. 

Energy Storage 15 

 No implementation details provided by 
EQL on battery duration; there is an 
enormous difference between a ½-hour 
battery and an 8–hour battery.  For 
example, a 15 MW, 3-hour battery system 
would need 45 MWh of storage capacity; 
that would be one of the largest battery 
systems ever installed in the U.S. 

 Would require substantial space for both 
battery, interconnection to substations 
and 115 KV lines in existing 
neighborhoods. (See Attached is a photo 
of PSE’s 2 MW lithium-ion battery pilot 
system for size.) 

Peak Generation Plant 0 

Dispatchable Standby 
Generation 

18.8 

 No implementation details provided by 
EQL. 

 Distributed generation resources such as 
customer-owned back-up generation is 
not controlled by PSE and requires 
customers to opt-in to the program.  

 Pollution challenges: Most existing back-
up generators use diesel fuel and may not 
meet the necessary additional pollution 
control requirements. 

Demand Response (Day 
Ahead) 

30 

 PSE includes some forms of planned 
demand response in its load forecast.  

 No details provided by EQL about how 
such a large amount of demand response 
would be acquired. 

 Demand Response Day Ahead requires 
customers to opt into the program with 
PSE, therefore, PSE cannot control. 
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EQL’s Suggested 

Distributed Energy 
Resources 

EQL's 
Projected  
Estimate  

(Winter MW in 
2024) PSE Comments 

Demand Response (10 
Minute) 

11.3 

 PSE does not have authority to require 
customers to participate in demand 
response programs. 

 Customers traditionally have ability to opt-
out of residential demand response 
programs and therefore PSE cannot 
control. 

 
PSE's review also determined that EQL's proposal will not address PSE's established 
transmission capacity deficiency and has the potential to put PSE in violation of federal 
requirements. Specifically, EQL's proposal does not include information on the following: 
 

 Summer peak loads.  Any solution must meet federal and PSE requirements in all 
seasons. 

 Data substantiating EQL's findings. 
 Evidence that the specific measures cited for some components could be employed 

concurrently on the Eastside. 
 Evidence demonstrating the feasibility of EQL's proposal being implementable by 2018 

(PSE's required timeframe). 
 How the EQL proposal enables PSE to meet federal transmission planning standards as 

PSE would only have control over a few of the components outlined by EQL. 
 
In sum, the list of ideas outlined in the EQL Report does not meet federal regulations or solve 
the transmission capacity deficiency facing the Eastside.  EQL's proposal does not meet the 
project objectives and therefore is not suitable for a project-specific alternative in Phase 2 of the 
Energize Eastside DEIS.  If you have any questions, please contact me. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Jens Nedrud 
Energize Eastside 
Senior Project Manager 
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City of Bellevue 
Development Services Department 
Attn: Heidi Bedwell, Senior Land Use Planner 
450 110th Avenue NE 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
 
 
RE: Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS Scoping Comments – Bypass Routes 
 
Dear Ms. Bedwell: 
 
Puget Sound Energy (PSE) is providing the following scoping information to be included as part 
of the Phase 2 DEIS for the Energize Eastside Project.  PSE’s strong preference is to use, to 
the extent possible, the existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill dual 115 kV transmission line 
corridor.  Our preferred route, Willow 2, reflects this value.  However, based on recent events 
involving the East Bellevue Community Council (EBCC), PSE’s ability to build the least 
impactful route in a timely manner could be at significant risk. 
 
As a result, PSE has developed two bypass route alignments that avoid the boundaries of the 
EBCC.  Both bypass routes are modifications of the existing 115 kV corridor identified as 
Segment 1 in the EIS process.  Specifically these alternative alignments are situated south of 
State Route 520, east of Interstate 405, west of the existing 115 kV corridor, and north of the 
existing PSE Lakeside substation. 
 
We believe inclusion of these bypass alignments in the Phase 2 DEIS is necessary to address 
permitting risk associated with the EBCC.  PSE is responsible for complying with federal 
planning standards, as well as keeping the lights on for all customers.  We take this 
responsibility very seriously.  The two bypass routes are described below. 
 
Bypass Route 1 
Bypass Route 1 starts along from EIS Phase 2 Segment 1 alignment, immediately south of SR-
520 and winds through portions of the Spring District, Bel-Red Corridor, Wilburton neighborhood 
and along Lake Hills Connector before rejoining the existing corridor (see Figure 1).  Pole types 
and heights for this route have not yet been determined; however, following a series of land 
surveys to inform engineering and design, this information will be available in preliminary form. 
A specific description of Bypass Route 1 is as follows:  

Bypass Route 1 initiates along the south side of SR-520 at the intersection of the 
existing Sammamish-Lakeside 115 kV corridor.  From this point, the route heads 
west on Northup Way, turning south onto 132nd Avenue Northeast. 
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At Bel-Red Road, the alignment turns southwest and continues to 120th Avenue 
Northeast, where it turns south.  At Northeast 1st Street, the route turns west to the 
Eastside Rail Corridor, where it again turns south. 

When the route reaches the intersecting point of the Eastside Rail Corridor and the 
Lake Hills Connector, the route heads east along Lake Hills Connector to 
approximately 500 feet northeast of 134th Avenue SE.  At that point the line would 
head east to PSE’s existing transmission line corridor. 

At the intersection of Lake Hills Connector and the existing transmission line 
corridor, the route then rejoins with Segment 1 to the Richards Creek substation. 

 
Bypass Route 2 
Similar to Bypass Route 1, Bypass Route 2 winds through the Spring District, Bel-Red Corridor, 
Wilburton neighborhood, and Lake Hills Connector (see Figure 2).  Pole types and heights for 
this route have not yet been determined; however, following a series of land surveys to inform 
engineering and design, this information will be available in preliminary form.  A specific 
description of this route is as follows: 

Bypass Route 2 initiates along the south side of SR-520 at the intersection of the 
existing Sammamish-Lakeside 115 kV corridor.  From this point, the route heads 
west on Northup Way, turning south onto 132nd Avenue Northeast where it continues 
to Bel-Red Road. 

At Bel-Red Road, it turns to the southwest and continues to 120th Avenue Northeast.  
At 120th Avenue NE, the route turns west, continuing to Northeast 1st Street where it 
turns south and runs along the Eastside Rail Corridor. 

When the route reaches the intersecting point of the Eastside Rail Corridor and the 
Lake Hills Connector, the route heads east along Lake Hills Connector. 

The route travels east along Lake Hills Connector until the arterial intersects 
Richards Road, where the transmission line turns south.  

The line follows Richards Road until Southeast 26th Street; the route turns east onto 
SE 26th Street, where it intersects the existing transmission line corridor (Segment 1).  
At this point, the route heads south to the proposed Richards Creek substation.  

 
To reiterate, PSEs preferred alternative is the Willow 2 route; however, due to recent events, we 
believe that it is prudent to evaluate routes in the EIS that avoid an EBCC permit review to 
ensure that PSE can meet its federal planning requirements. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Jens Nedrud 
Energize 
Sr. Project Manager 
 
 
Attachments 
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Energize Eastside issue
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 1:57:42 PM

From: Chris Mantell [mailto:cmntl@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 15:46
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Energize Eastside issue
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m very upset that City of Bellevue planners threw out the
only safe, smart, and green option in the environmental
impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside
proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its
3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community
leaders, and organizations in 20 neighborhoods along
PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high
transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process
and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top
of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only option. And the
City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities
worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better
option known as "Alternative 2B" which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost,
with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation,
livability and environmental stewardship by
employing advanced energy management
technologies and robust conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating
pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the
neighborhood character that attracts businesses
and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the
conversation and include the safe, smart, and green
option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively
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expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our future.
 
Please listen to the citizens, residents, taxpayers of
Bellevue.
 
Thank you,
Jim and Chris Mantell
14206 NE 40th Place
Bellevue, Wa 98007
 

























From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Please let me and my neighbors know why you abruptly refused to consider the CENSE environmental

impact study
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:56:43 AM

 
From: Peggie Martin [mailto:pegmilo@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 1:37 PM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Please let me and my neighbors know why you abruptly refused to consider the CENSE
environmental impact study for the high transmission lines in our neighborhoods.. We live off 24th
St in Bridle Trails an and already our street has been neglected and a...
 
and for some time our 24th St has been neglected for clean-up and improvements.
 
Please don't allow the towers/lines to install on our street and neighborhood.                    
 Thank you.                           John and Margaret Martin
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

EIS Comments on PSE Transmission Proposal John Merrill May 31, 2016 
1 message

John Merrill <john@merrillimages.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 11:59 PM
To: Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: John Merrill <john@merrillimages.com>

Thank you for this opportunity to provide additional commentary on the ongoing Environmental Impact Statement
process for Puget Sound Energy’s proposed transmission lines. I advocate modern solutions which preserve the
livability of our neighborhoods, do not pose additional risks to your constituents, empower PSE’s customers to reduce
their electricity use and bills as well as their carbon footprints, and are much more cost effective and reliable than PSE’s
proposal.

 

First, neither the amount of additional peak capacity needed, nor the timing of any additional capacity need, are
established. None of the 5 studies PSE cites independently verify anything other than the fact that PSE used the
correct computer program to model future capacity needs. An exception is the lone load flow study done by Utility
Systems Efficiency that showed conclusively that taking Canadian power flows out of the model input mix resulted in
only one overload of less than 4%, which could easily be corrected with a larger transformer. No one disputes that PSE
used the correct software. Most important, none of the 5 studies independently evaluated the data PSE input into the
model. Until such time as the City of Bellevue hires a truly independent and qualified consultant to transparently review
the input data –not just the way the data were used  can the City’s and PSE’s claim that the need is established be
considered valid. How can the best alternative be identified when the need remains in question?

 

PSE’s proposed design is grossly oversized for even the need posed by PSE. It would increase capacity to flow
power to points north and south of the Eastside by roughly 500%. Yet PSE tells us that one additional transformer,
which would increase capacity by 25%, is sufficient to meet our local needs – even the questionable needs posed by
PSE – for 20 years. If the Washington Dept. of Transportation and Federal government proposed to expand Interstate
405 through the Eastside by another 32 lanes, with only one additional 2 lane offramp to serve local needs, the City of
Bellevue would certainly hire independent experts to transparently evaluate the need. That is the equivalent of what PSE
is proposing to do to the Eastside with its transmission proposal. PSE continually promises that this is a local project to
serve local need but insists it must model a huge power flow to Canada, double what the Western Electric Coordinating
Council requires, during an energy emergency on the Eastside no less. PSE also insists on turning off the “peaker”
plants it built specifically to run only during such an emergency. Both of these load flow model inputs exceed NERC
mandated “stresstest” (N11 and N2 and other) requirements. Yet the City has not hired the independent experts
needed to analyze these complex issues.

 

Moreover, the design information PSE has provided to date is incomplete and not specific enough to perform a
valid environmental impact evaluation and comparison of alternatives. For instance, PSE has said in public
meetings that its proposed power towers/poles could be installed and operated as close as twelve inches to either of the
existing, aging high pressure petroleum product pipelines in the same narrow rightofway. Based on the opinion of
pipeline safety experts, this is irresponsible and dangerous. But given that PSE has not submitted a permit application
with specific tower locations in relation to the fragile pipelines, neither the City nor the public knows just how close, and
thus how dangerous, PSE proposes to build to these aging pipelines. This is just one among a multitude of unknowns
that prevent the EIS from adequately evaluating the impacts of PSE’s proposal.

 

The City’s claim that it cannot force PSE to implement 21st century alternatives to its proposed mega
transmission project is puzzling at best. It is selfevident that no one can force PSE to move into the 21st century –
in the long run it will have to or it will go out of business. The electric utility industry is going through a major upheaval
and electric utilities around the country are rapidly adopting distributed energy solutions because they are lower impact,
less expensive and more reliable solutions to power growth. PSE will begin adopting these solutions of its own accord
when they become the most profitable choice. If the Cities were to deny PSE’s megaproject permits, PSE would
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provide these better alternatives because they are profitable – albeit not as profitable as grossly oversized transmission
lines.

PSE also claims it cannot force its customers to adopt modern solutions to their energy needs, which, again, is
true but irrelevant. None of the thousands of utility customers which have adopted the modern solutions that allow
them to manage their energy use, and thus their electricity bills and carbon footprint, were forced to do so. They adopted
these solutions because the utilities that serve them facilitated these alternatives and in many cases provided
compelling financial incentives to adopt them. If PSE chose to do so, it could provide these solutions to its customers
and robust financial incentives for much less cost than it proposes to spend on its transmission proposal. Again, PSE
does not want to do so because this course, which is much better for the environment and its ratepayers, is less
profitable. The City would effectively require PSE to provide better solutions by denying PSE permits for its transmission
proposal.

 

The City of Bellevue is unfortunately “out of its depth” in ability and expertise to properly vet PSE’s proposal.
Providing traditional energy solutions, let alone 21st century solutions, is extremely complex and requires very
specialized knowledge and experience that neither the City of Bellevue nor its EIS consultant team possesses. Thus
one could conclude that the City has adopted PSE’s “expertise” which is not independent and is motivated by an over $1
Billion return on capital expended that PSE would reap over the life of its proposed transmission lines. This is tragic
given that the 2012 Electric Reliability Report prepared by an expert hired by the City, the same report that identified 54
megawatts of “lowhangingfruit” electricity conservation and efficiency  capacity readily available to PSE, recommended
that the City of Bellevue hire or retain this very expertise. Had the City followed its expert’s advice in 2012, concerned
citizens would not have to vet this project at the expense of time with our families or time when we could be volunteering
at our kid’s schools and for other positive causes, and at the expense of the tens of thousands of dollars citizens have
spent to hire the experts the City should have hired long ago. It is immensely sad that the City’s process of vetting
PSE’s proposal is so deeply flawed and that this was avoidable.

 

It is a failure of both the EIS process and the execution of that process that PSE has apparently dictated the terms of
the EIS to the City and the City is unable or unwilling to harness the EIS process to protect the best interests of the
communities which rely on the City to independently vet the project. Yet there is time to right this severely listing ship,
which threatens to go under and drown the best interests of the community you serve in an oceansized transfer of
wealth to PSE’s foreign owners from our community. Please fulfill your legal and moral obligations to your community
and properly vet PSE’s proposal.

 

I have attached my previous comments of June 1, 2015.

 

Thank you.

 

John Merrill

Vice President, Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy

4800 134th Place SE

Bellevue, WA  98006 
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From: John Merrill  
Sent: Monday, June 01, 2015 2:08 PM 
To: Bellevue City Council (council@bellevuewa.gov); Councilmember Conrad Lee 
(CLee@bellevuewa.gov); Councilmember Jennifer Robertson; Councilmember John Chelminiak 
(JChelminiak@bellevuewa.gov); Councilmember John Stokes (JStokes@bellevuewa.gov); Deputy Mayor 
Kevin Wallace (KRWallace@bellevuewa.gov); Mayor Claudia Ballducci (CBalducci@bellevuewa.gov); 
Lynne Robinson 
Cc: David Danner (ddanner@utc.wa.gov); 'info@energizeeastsideeis.org'; Don Marsh 
(don.m.marsh@gmail.com); Steve O'Donnell; Deborah Reynolds (dreynold@utc.wa.gov); Simon ffitch 
(simon@atg.wa.gov); Brad Miyake (bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov); 'John Merrill' 
Subject: Alternatives for Energize Eastside EIS Scope 
 
Dear Mayor, Deputy Mayor and Bellevue Council Members, 
 
Below are 5 additional, viable, reliable and more prudent alternative ways to power our growth in 
Bellevue. Each is much less damaging to the environment and our bank accounts than Energize Eastside. 
Some of these 5 alternatives partially overlap the second and third alternatives already placed in the 
scope of the EIS by City staff, but are different in material ways. Please ask City staff to include them in 
the scope of the Energize Eastside EIS. 
 

Powering Eastside Growth: 

Alternatives For Study In The Energize Eastside Environmental Impact 

Statement 
 
 
Alternative 5: Use Existing 230kV Transmission Lines (With New Connections To 
Bellevue)  
 

a. Use one or both of the two existing, parallel and under-utilized 230kV transmission lines 
already in operation on the Eastside, one of which stands just ¾ mile west and one 7 
miles to the east of PSE’s route for Energize Eastside. Both have the capacity to 

become another major source of power to Bellevue during rare peak demand events. 
Leave PSE’s existing, but likely upgraded, Eastside 115kV transmission in place.  
 

Alternative 6: Local Generation  
 
b. Fully utilize the existing (or an upgraded), PSE-owned “Westside Peaking System” 

which has approximately 1,400 MW of capacity, during the Eastside’s rare peak 

demand hours. PSE’s Westside Peaking System consists of multiple, large, natural 

gas-fired generators which are designed to operate only during rare peak demand 
events and are located in Skagit and Whatcom Counties. PSE built, and its 
customers pay for, the Westside Peaking System specifically for this purpose. To 
date, PSE has not fully utilized these generators in its analysis of the Eastside’s 

need; and/or 
 



c. Install one or more new “Peaking Generator Stations” on the Eastside itself, as near 
as possible to the biggest loads; and/or 

 
 

d. Create a “dispatchable” Backup Generator Network on the Eastside similar to the 

100 MW system in operation in Portland, Oregon. Many Eastside buildings, like 
hospitals and data centers, already have backup generators which can be networked 
together and remotely controlled by PSE to run during rare peak demand events. If 
existing generators do not collectively have enough capacity, add new networked 
generation capacity. Building owners are incented to participate because the utility 
takes over responsibility for the generators, including paying for upgrades, operation, 
maintenance, testing and fuel. For a description of Portland General Electric’s 

existing system, see 
https://www.portlandgeneral.com/business/medium_large/products_services/dispatc
hable_standby_generation.aspx 
 

e. Leave PSE’s existing, but likely upgraded, Eastside 115kV transmission  in place. 
 

 
Alternative 7: Upgrade Existing System 

 
a. Upgrade PSE’s existing Eastside 115kV system to increase its capacity and 

reliability (utilizing existing or new wooden poles) to bring additional power to 
Bellevue during rare peak demand events; and/or  

 
b. Relieve (hypothetical) stress on PSE’s existing 115kV system by eliminating power 

flows to Canada (or California) during (simulated,) rare peak demand events (but not 
necessarily during non-peak demand time periods). PSE has no legal obligation to 
deliver power to Canada or California during rare Eastside peak demand hours. 
Utility Systems Efficiencies’ report showed that when Canadian flows are curtailed 

briefly on cold weekday evenings when we need the power (and Canada does not), 
only one transformer on PSE’s existing system is overloaded. This transformer could 

relatively easily and quickly be replaced or duplicated for more capacity.  
 

 
Alternative 8: 21st Century Solutions 

 
 
a. Install at PSE’s expense, proven energy conservation and efficiency systems to 

reduce the amount of demand during rare peak demand events, including the 56 MW 
of cost effective peak demand reduction identified in the 2012 Reliability Study for 
the City of Bellevue. A significant additional amount of peak demand reduction can 
be paid for by PSE to incent customers to participate at a cost which is an order of 
magnitude less expensive than Energize Eastside and with a positive environmental 
impact ; and/or  
 

b. Build “dispatchable” battery storage projects on the Eastside of the type installed by 

AES Energy Corporation and its competitors. There are about 100 utility-scale 
battery storage systems currently operating in the U.S. and they are falling rapidly in 

https://www.portlandgeneral.com/business/medium_large/products_services/dispatchable_standby_generation.aspx
https://www.portlandgeneral.com/business/medium_large/products_services/dispatchable_standby_generation.aspx
http://www.aesenergystorage.com/


price. And/or install at PSE’s expense, distributed/residential battery systems similar 

to the Tesla Powerwall; and/or  
 

c. Implement modern “Demand Response” program or programs to minimize peak 
loads during rare peak demand hours using one of many cloud-based control 
solutions currently available from companies like Opower; 

 
d. Leave PSE’s existing, but likely upgraded, Eastside 115kV transmission “backbone” 

in place. 
 
Alternative 9: Combination 

 
Combine two or more of the above alternatives to minimize environmental impact, 
optimize reliability and reduce economic costs to the Eastside communities, King County 
taxpayers and all PSE ratepayers. Multiple solutions, particularly non-centralized 
solutions, are inherently more reliable and less vulnerable than a centralized solution like 
Energize Eastside. 

 
 
 
In addition, please ask City staff to include the below impact criteria in the EIS to compare all 
alternatives. Unfortunately, the negatives environmental and other impacts of Energize Eastside would 
be broad and significant, and they all merit thorough study. 
 
(1) Natural environment 
 

(a) Earth 
(i) Geology 
(ii) Soils 
(iii) Topography 
(v) Erosion/enlargement of land area (accretion) (steep slopes will be impacted) 
(vi) Seismic forces could cause an environmental and human disaster 

(b) Air 
(i) Air quality (Energize Eastside would perpetuate the use of PSE’s Colstrip coal-fired 

power plant which is one of the biggest polluters in the U.S.) 
(iii) Climate (Energize Eastside would perpetuate the use of PSE’s Colstrip coal-fired 

power plant which is one of the biggest sources of carbon pollution in the U.S.) 
(iv) Construction impacts 

(c) Water 
(i) Surface water movement/quantity/quality 
(ii) Runoff/absorption 
(iii) Floods 
(iv) Groundwater movement/quantity/quality 
(v) Public water supplies 

(d) Plants and animals 
(i) Habitat for and numbers or diversity of species of plants, fish, or other wildlife 
(ii) Unique species 
(iii) Fish or wildlife migration routes 

http://www.teslapowerwall.com/
http://opower.com/solutions/demand-response


(e) Energy and natural resources 
(i) Amount required/rate of use/efficiency 
(ii) Source/availability 
(iii) Nonrenewable resources 
(iv) Conservation and renewable resources 
(v) Scenic resources 
 

(2) Built environment 
 

(a) Environmental health 
(i) Noise (buzzing during operation and construction noise) 
(ii) Risk of explosion (there are highly explosive and flammable fuel lines on the 

proposed route) 
(iii) Releases or potential releases to the environment affecting public health, such as 

toxic or hazardous materials during construction and EMF during operation 
(b) Land and shoreline use 

(i) Relationship to existing land use plans and to estimated population 
(ii) Housing (hundreds of homes and dozens of neighborhoods will be severally 

degraded) 
(iv) Aesthetics (the towers would degrade aesthetics for miles on either side of the lines) 
(v) Recreation (recreational opportunities I proximity to the lines would be reduced by 

health concerns) 
(c) Transportation (during construction) 

(i) Transportation systems  
(ii) Vehicular traffic  
 (v) Movement/circulation of people or goods 
(vi) Traffic hazards  

(d) Safety  
 
 
I know that you share your constituents concerns for our City and will not let the need of a private 
corporation to make profits for its owners outweigh the best interests of our community. Thank you 
very much. 
 
John Merrill 
4800 134th Place SE 
Bellevue, WA  98006   
 

























From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Background documents for PSE’s proposed alternatives
Date: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 2:53:54 PM

From: VON WILL [mailto:vonwill@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2016 10:27 PM
To: Energize Eastside EIS
Subject: Re: Background documents for PSE’s proposed alternatives
 
Thank you I will study them.
 
J.
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From: Energize Eastside EIS
To: Liv Benson
Subject: Fwd: Delivery Confirmation Re: Background documents for PSE’s proposed alternatives
Date: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 12:09:44 PM

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: VON WILL <vonwill@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, May 25, 2016 at 11:55 AM
Subject: Re: Delivery Confirmation Re: Background documents for PSE’s proposed
alternatives
To: Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

COMMENT About Energize Eastside:

PSE needs to get back to managing public electricity without playing entrepreneur for foreign investors
and multinationals. This area is rated number two best place to live in the United States, the Eastside
demands better engineering designs. PSE is spinning ideology and the ridged procedure where there are
no choices is crude and heavy-handed.  Eastside residents saw through PSE. Updating the grid involves
greater complexity than PSE is allowing. PSE’s in-depth siege work of a proposal notwithstanding. We
want the Eastside to develop energy without cutting 8000 mature trees that help clean our air from all
this traffic. PSE is bulldozing a speculative and projected claim. PSE says we need new lines because of
growth from the sixties but then offers technology from the sixties to meet this future lack of supply
based on extreme scenarios.  But worse, PSE can’t conceive alternatives. Even putting lines underground
or underwater is not entertained while most modern cities have done it. The option is always considered
‘too expensive.” But is it? What about options? We have been put into a process of domination. Big
towers and many words, schematics and projected developments advance an unclear argument. PSE’s
project synopsis is shock and awe. Yet, in the proposal by PSE, the document itself questions the need
for the project and speculates the energy requirement for 2018 by saying it may not be needed even at
that time. The pressure of their project addresses a “projected deficiency in transmission capacity” and
the importance of the program rests on the ambiguous claim “which could affect the future reliability.”
‘Projected’ and ‘could’ question the need for this project.   

PSE should do the one option they do indeed mention but do not actively
present. PSE states:

“PSE would continue to manage its maintenance programs to reduce the likelihood
of equipment failure, and would continue to stockpile additional equipment so that
repairs could be made quickly. PSE would also continue its energy conservation
program systemwide and for the Eastside.1 As appropriate, conductor replacement
on existing lines would occur.”

Julian von Will, PhD.

Bellevue, WA.
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From: Energize Eastside EIS
To: Liv Benson
Subject: Fwd: FW: PSE Evaluates ‘Bypass’ Route Options in Bellevue for Energize Eastside
Date: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 1:11:05 PM
Attachments: 2016_0531_EBCC_BypassRoutes.pdf

From: Durbin, Kara [mailto:Kara.Durbin@pse.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2016 4:26 PM
To: Helland, Carol <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: PSE Evaluates ‘Bypass’ Route Options in Bellevue for Energize Eastside

 

Dear Carol,

 

FYI - the following message was shared with your councilmembers this afternoon. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to discuss this further.

 

Sincerely,

 

Kara Durbin

Senior Local Government Affairs Representative

PUGET SOUND ENERGY

PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009

d (425) 456-2377 | c (425)298-7121 | kara.durbin@pse.com

 

The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in
cooperation with Kirkland, Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. The Phase 2 Scoping public comment period began April 14 and
ends on May 31, 2016. For more information on the EIS and to submit comments to be included as part of the EIS and the
public record, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.

 

Please note:

mailto:info@energizeeastsideeis.org
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:Kara.Durbin@pse.com
mailto:CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
http://www.energizeeastside.com/
http://www.pse.com/
tel:%28425%29%20456-2377
tel:%28425%29298-7121
mailto:kara.durbin@pse.com
http://energizeeastsideeis.org/
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No comments or questions submitted to Puget Sound Energy will be considered part of the EIS. To submit comments
as part of the EIS, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
For background information about the Energize Eastside project, please visit pse.com/energizeeastside or refer to the
project Overview.

 

 

Dear Councilmember,

 

Per our conversations last week, please find attached maps of the East Bellevue
Community Council (EBCC) bypass routes that PSE has submitted as a Phase 2 scoping
comment. We will soon be sending out a media release announcing these routes.

 

As we discussed previously, PSE strongly prefers to use the Willow 2 option on the
existing corridor; however, we can’t risk project delay from the EBCC arbitrarily denying
permits within their jurisdiction. This scoping submittal ensures the impacts of these two
new bypass route options, along with PSE’s preferred route (Willow 2), will be studied in
the EIS.

 

As always, please call or email me anytime if you have any questions or concerns about
the project or the bypass routes.

 

Sincerely,

 

 

Kara Durbin

Senior Local Government Affairs Representative

PUGET SOUND ENERGY

PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009

d (425) 456-2377 | c (425)298-7121 | kara.durbin@pse.com

 

The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in

http://energizeeastsideeis.org/
http://energizeeastside.com/
http://energizeeastside.com/overview
http://www.energizeeastside.com/
http://www.pse.com/
tel:%28425%29%20456-2377
tel:%28425%29298-7121
mailto:kara.durbin@pse.com


cooperation with Kirkland, Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. The Phase 2 Scoping public comment period began April 14 and
ends on May 31, 2016. For more information on the EIS and to submit comments to be included as part of the EIS and the
public record, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.

 

Please note:

No comments or questions submitted to Puget Sound Energy will be considered part of the EIS. To submit comments
as part of the EIS, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
For background information about the Energize Eastside project, please visit pse.com/energizeeastside or refer to the
project Overview.

 

 

 

 

http://energizeeastsideeis.org/
http://energizeeastsideeis.org/
http://energizeeastside.com/
http://energizeeastside.com/overview
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Comment for Phase 2 DEIS 
1 message

KEsayian@aol.com <KEsayian@aol.com> Sun, May 29, 2016 at 3:08 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

The 299 mile corridor for the petroleum pipeline operated by the Olympic Pipe Line Co runs from Blaine, WA to
Portland, OR. Two parallel steel lines (16 inch and 20 inch) run northsouth through western Redmond, Bellevue,
Newcastle and Renton  generally along the PSE easement. The pipelines are buried 310 feet below the surface,
however the depth of cover over the pipelines may change over time due to erosion or other reasons. (Stated in Chapter
16.3.3 of the DEIS)  

A major concern is that these pipelines are located in the very same corridor as the existing PSE transmission lines
and that Energize Eastside as proposed by PSE would erect 85  130 foot power poles, 3  6 feet in diameter at the base
adjacent to the Olympic Pipe Line and on top of that change the kV from 115kV to 230kV in the transmission lines.  The
increased risk of corrosion to pipelines has been documented in the previously submitted Dr. Frank Cheng report of
February 15, 2016, Safety of Collocation of Electric Power Lines and Pipelines.

Adding to this concern is that the  pipelines are considered hazardous liquid pipelines; if ruptured or damaged, large
explosions or fires could occur   what happened in Bellingham is a tragic reminder.  How can it be guaranteed that even
slight damage to the existing pipelines would not occur during the digging and construction and placement of new power
poles?  To ignore this as an environmental impact would be foolish.

Another major concern is that this is the same set of pipelines, along with the existing PSE 115kV transmission line,
that run adjacent to Tyee Middle School, along with 8 other schools and day care centers.  Please see attached
photos of the proximity of Tyee Middle School to the OPL and the PSE transmission lines. 
The concern of the impact of heavy construction vehicles running over and/or adjacent to the pipelines during removal of
the existing power poles and replacement with larger, taller power poles is acknowledged in Chapter 16.6.1.3 of the
DEIS)

It is acknowledged that the Olympic Pipeline could be damaged during construction of Alternative 1 Option A. 
(Reference Chapter 5.5.3.2.6 in the DEIS)

Read again: Chapter  8.5.4.2.2 states "the risks during construction of distributed generation facilities would be lower
than with Alternative 1 because there would be greater flexibility in locating the facilities away from pipelines" 
Please fully examine the CENSE Alternative 2b proposal. 
 
Karen Esayian
4601 135th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006 

3 attachments

1IMG_1904MA288966600004.JPG
156K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=8b5d9e4da2&view=att&th=154fe902c27e9a44&attid=0.1&disp=inline&safe=1&zw
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Comment for Phase 2 DEIS 
1 message

Karen Esayian <kesayian@aol.com> Mon, May 30, 2016 at 11:10 AM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

Please consider not only the environmental impact, but the human impact, if a mishap should occur during the
construction/placement of the power poles and 230kV line as proposed in PSE's preferred route in Alternative 1 Option
A. These photos show the existing collocation of the OPL and the PSE 115kV power lines. 
This collocation is already too close for comfort around Tyee Middle School. We are trusting the staff and elected
officials in Bellevue to make the right decision on this proposal. 

Karen Esayian
4601 135th Ave SE 
Bellevue, WA. 98006 

Sent from my iPhone

3 attachments
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: EQL Energy Report in DEIS, Phase 1
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 9:55:30 AM

From: Karen Esayian [mailto:kesayian@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 3:53 PM
To: Bedwell, Heidi <HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: Don Marsh <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>; John Merrill <john@merrillimages.com>; Loretta
Lopez <loretta@mstarlabs.com>
Subject: EQL Energy Report in DEIS, Phase 1
 
Hello Heidi,
 
It has come to our attention that one of the reports prepared for CENSE and entered as
comment in Phase 1 of the DEIS has had only a brief mention in the Summary of  Comments
for the DEIS. This is the report dated February 15, 2016 written by EQL Energy LLC. 
 
The Summary references it briefly on page 16.   In the Phase 1 Draft EIS Comment Record,
Part 2, the CENSE summary "Expert Analysis from EQL Energy" dated February 24, 2016,
begins on page 240 of 926.  The EQL Energy Report  begins on page 246 of the 926 pages. 
 
It is our understanding that all comments entered into the DEIS are to be given full
consideration and reviewed with the intent that such comments could benefit the analysis of
environmental impacts of this proposed EE project and potentially identify the best energy
goal alternative.  In this respect we truly hope that the EQL Energy Report is being studied
by qualified and impartial reviewers and that this information on alternatives will carry
forward into Phase 2. 
 
Thank you for your work on this project,
 
Karen Esayian
CENSE Board Member

Sent from my iPad
 

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:kesayian@aol.com
mailto:HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com
mailto:john@merrillimages.com
mailto:loretta@mstarlabs.com










From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: PSE proposed project
Date: Friday, June 03, 2016 4:30:17 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Karen Esayian [mailto:kesayian@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2016 14:58
To: Helland, Carol <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: Bedwell, Heidi <HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov>; Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: PSE proposed project

Hello Carol,

This concerns the now closed comment period for the DEIS and the announcement made by
PSE of its now preferred route for the EE proposed project.
Inasmuch as the comment period ended on March 14, I was more than a little surprised to
hear the announcement by PSE some two days later that they now had chosen their preferred
route.  I find it hard to believe that the over 2000 pages of comments have been thoroughly
and thoughtfully read by those employed by PSE.

When your department and the City opened this comment period, the understanding was that
you truly wanted resident feedback.  Even though the comments may not follow the PSE
talking points - those of us us living on the Eastside expect our views to be heard.

Can you assure us that the comments entered by residents, and not just commercial entities,
will be given consideration?  Can you assure us that consideration will also be given to 21st
Century alternatives and carried into Phase 2 of the EIS?  And can you assure us that you will
give our elected officials every opportunity to represent us as residents in this community?

Thank you for handling this very important project.

Karen Esayian
4601 135th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA
98006

Sent from my iPad
 

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:kesayian@aol.com
mailto:CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:Council@bellevuewa.gov
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Comments on Eastside Routes 
1 message

K S <fireworksbirthday@hotmail.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 5:04 PM
To: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

This is to let the City of Bellevue know I strongly disapprove of the routes, process and intent of
PSE's Energize Eastside proposal.

City residents have been clear that we do not want this route or the alternatives.  Here are my
objections:

1.  PSE has not offered strong alternatives:  inexpensive solar panels, free insulation programs,
energy upgrades etc.  as an alternative to this  project.  These would reduce the need to build the
transmission line as well as protect the climate. 

Why has the Bellevue City Council not pushed harder to find alternatives?

2.  The alternative routes are offered by PSE a way to bypass a citizen advisory board.  This is not
acceptable as a way for PSE to work to find solutions with the community and this effort should not
be supported.

3.  Has the Bellevue City Council fully reviewed the proposal and asked about safety and
alternatives?

Could lower poles be used?  How can trees be maintained?  What is the safest way for electricity
to be transmitted in case of earthquake?  Are the new poles earthquake safe?  Is burying the lines
safer as well as more pleasing.

If these lines must be built, then burying the lines is the only choice that is acceptable to the
citizens of Bellevue and we are happy to pay the price.

Kate Sayers









Dear Heidi Bedwell

I am very concerned about the lack of detail in the Phase Two DEIS, which is supposed to be a 
project-level Statement.  In order to request mitigation procedures for PSE's Energize Eastside 
there is much more detailed information that I need.  Without this information available before 
May 31st it is unrealistic to expect adequate responses from the public.  

Here are the questions I need answered:
* The current 115kv poles are in my side yard next to my driveway about 25 to 50 yards from 

the Olympic Pipeline.  Until a final option is chosen I don't know where the new pole will be 
and how tall it will be.  I need to know this before I can comment on this mitigation.

* If we have shorter poles won't we have more exposure to EMF's when going from 115 kv to 
230kv?  

* I want to see the EMF study regarding galvanic corrosion of the Olympic Pipeline and the 
effects on human health with size pole going in my yard.  

* How deep will the excavation of the base for these poles be?  What will be the size of these 
bases?  

* How are you going to provide access to my home and my neighbors' homes during 
construction?  I live on a dead end street.  I am also concerned about running heavy 
construction trucks over the Olympic Pipeline running underneath my street.  How will you 
avoid impacts on the pipeline under the road?

* If you move the poles further from the present location to stay further away from the pipeline 
will you have to remove my garage and my next door neighbor's garage?

* The heavy construction vehicles will destroy our easement private drive since it did when you 
replaced the current wood poles about nine years ago.  We had to fight with you to replace 
our road and you only repaired the two neighbors who complained with me being one of those 
neighbors.  Will you bring our paved road back to the current status?

* I am also very concerned about a pipeline explosion.  I will be toast.  I do not believe your 
supposed experts concerning safety.  A lightning strike that could hit a steel pole so close to 
the pipeline would be devastating.  We have recent examples from the March windstorm, the 
pipeline explosion in Greenwood, and the DNR's report on last summer's fires in eastern 
Washington, crediting its start to power lines.

This is my second letter.  I have not received any response to my Draft 1 letter.  In the interest of 
transparency I expect a response in writing to this letter with answers to all of my questions and 
concerns before you proceed with the Phase 2 process.

Regards,

Kathy Judkins
4324 136th Pl. SE
Bellevue, WA 98006-2237





From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: PSE"s Energize Eastside project
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:56:53 AM

 
From: Mie Poo [mailto:mieandpoo@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 2:04 PM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: PSE's Energize Eastside project
 
4/25/16

Dear Bellevue Council members,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option
in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I
am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its
3,000 followers.

 Please Say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines is not our only
option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to
transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities
worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

I and my wife are retired and living here in Newcastle peacefully in a house which  adjoins
the jet fuel pipe line corridor. New power lines built on the pipeline seriously threatens our
life and little assets we have reserved for our retired life.
 
We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan
for our future.

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:mieandpoo@gmail.com
mailto:Council@bellevuewa.gov


Keiji Tanada,
8124 128th Ave SE,
Newcastle, WA 98056
 





From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: CENSE option 2B
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:14:09 PM

From: Kelli Arbey [mailto:kelli.arbey@comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2016 22:31
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: CENSE option 2B
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m not pleased that City of Bellevue planners will not consider the only safe, smart,
and green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s
Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods
for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a
bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Kelli Arbey
12820 NE 36th Street, Bellevue WA 98005

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:kelli.arbey@comcast.net
mailto:Council@bellevuewa.gov
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Public feedback regarding Energize Eastside. 
1 message

kellywhintz@comcast.net <kellywhintz@comcast.net> Tue, May 10, 2016 at 11:17 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

To: Whom it may concern/ Heidi.

Re: GRAVE concerns about your "preferred route" Willow 2.

I was recently made aware of the size and scope of this proposed route and was absolutely
dumbfounded.

Willow 2 is quite possibly the absolute worst route you could ever choose for several reasons:

1)  You already possess easements/rightofways all through Sommerset.
2)  You will irrevocably destroy the entire Newport Way Southeast corridor.
3)  None of it is to the benefit of anyone anywhere close to where we LIVE!

My particular house sits about 25 feet below Newport Way on the West side of the street.  Given
the proposal to install 75'80' steel poles along Newport Way, this means that I would walk out of
my front door to 100' + of transmission lines above my house, 100% in my field of vision!  This is
completely unacceptable.

The neighborhoods you would be impacting consist of houses ALL well above $1,000,000 in
value.  I cannot think of any other town on the west coast that would choose to jeopardize an area
of this prominence.  You will also impact all of the view corridor for my friends and neighbors who
live to the east of me who would effectively be looking directly into your destestable lines to the
west.

The City of Bellevue prides itself on being progressive.  This would be a huge step backwards,
especially because the excess transmission lines primarily serve to move energy to Canada rather
than serve the local populous, at the destruction of a wonderful area in Bellevue. 

You NEED to utilize the existing Sommerset corridor, Willow 1. 

In talking with my neighbors, we are prepared to aggressively fight against this, with legal action if
necessary.  These monstrous new transmission lines will certainly have a drastic negative impact
on property values and quality of life!

Additionally, any city council members who are in favor of this plan will be aggressively voted
against, with discrimination.

I am hoping that you can come to an extemporaneous conclusion with your partners at PSE that
does not affect the homeowners on Newport Way Southeast as drastically as this plan for Willow 2
does.

Thank you,
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Kelly Hintz
Mailing address:
P.O. Box 1701
Bellevue, WA 98009

Home address:
13120 SE Newport Way
Bellevue, WA 98006 
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1 Introduction 
 
PSE is forecasting winter peak load to grow on their eastside system in the next 10 years. In 
order to support this forecast PSE is considering new capacity resources and several 
transmission level projects. One of the larger PSE proposed transmission projects is 
expected to cost $300MM and includes: Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot 115 kV to 230 kV line 
rebuild (Energize Eastside), and a new 230/115 kV transformer at Lakeside substation.  
 
EQL Energy is requesting a Local Economic Study as described in section VII of PSE’s 
Open Access Transmission Tariff to address the expected transmission congestion on PSE’s 
Eastside transmission network as identified in the 2015 Supplemental Eastside Needs 
Assessment Report produced by PSE/Quanta.1 We expect the Grow Eastside Smart 
Transmission (“GEST”) study request will: 
 

a. address the performance criteria discussed in 2015 Supplemental Eastside Solutions 
Study Report2 (“2015 PSE Solutions”),  

b. support eastside load growth,  
c. fully utilize the existing 115kV transmission system,  
d. provide automated thermal limit protection devices on 115kV system, 
e. eliminate Corrective Action Plans (CAPs),  
f. begin to invest in transmission level smart grid technology, and  
g. cost much less than current proposals by PSE. 

 
EQL Energy is requesting that two transmission level projects be studied for Puget Sound 
Energy’s 115kV Transmission system and enhanced demand side management. These 
elements are: 
 

1. Flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) control devices on all 115kV transmission 
lines serving Eastside load that are affected by all CAPs that PSE implements during 
periods of high south to north power flows.   

• One capability of FACTS technologies is providing the utility with control 
capability over transmission parameters such as impedance, thereby allowing 
utility to increase or decrease power flows and current.  This allows the lines 
to stay in service during conditions that currently cause PSE to utilize CAPs. 

 
2. Installing 230/115kV transformer at Lake Tradition and/or Talbot Hill. 
 
3. Invest in non-transmission mitigation consisting of demand side resources, focused 

on eastside, as identified in PSE consultant reports by Cadmus and E3.3 

                                                
1http://www.energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/Reports/SupplementalNeedsAssessmentReport_Redact
ed_April2015.pdf 
2http://www.energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/Reports/SupplementalSolutionsReport_Redacted_May2
015.pdf 
3http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/attachment_5_-_screening_study.pdf 
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2 Economic Study Request Description 
 
We are requesting two different studies.  These two studies will address two proposed 
solutions using FACTS devices to control power flows and provide congestion relief for 
PSE’s local load service 115 kV network.  
All studies should use the following assumptions: 

1. Use the same planning assumptions identified in the Supplemental Eastside Needs 
Assessment Report performed by Quanta Technology for PSE in April 2015.4 E.g., 
power flow cases, time periods, generation patterns, load forecasts, system topology, 
contingencies, etc. 
 

2. For load forecast, use 100% conservation forecast in 2015 Eastside Solutions report, 
plus the 56MW of winter peak load reduction (by 2021) of energy efficiency, demand 
response and distributed generation identified by E3 in the Non-Wires Screening 
Study. The non-wire peak reduction yearly forecast through 2027 is on page 9 in the 
report. The E3 estimates are conservative because a) they used only a 4-year 
deferral value of the $220MM Energize Eastside project, and b) they did not consider 
several technologies and programs that can provide winter and emergency capacity. 

 
3. Install new 230/115 kV transformers at Lake Tradition (looping in to BPA 230kV line) 

and/or at Talbot Hill as needed. One of these may not be needed for several years, 
but both should be included in study request. 

 
 
Study Request #1 – Install Smart Wires Powerline Guardian devices on 115kV 
conductors 
 
Objective:   Provide power flow control and thermal limit protection for transmission lines 

and eliminate CAPs that remove transmission lines from service under PSE 
specified conditions. 

 
Vendor:  Smart Wires Inc. 
Product:   http://www.smartwires.com/powerline-guardian/ 
 
What to study: 
 
Install and operate multiple Powerline Guardians directly on all 115kV transmission lines 
serving Eastside load5 that are affected by all CAPs that PSE implements during periods of 
high south to north power flows. The number and configuration of Powerline Guardians will 
need to be decided through meetings with PSE, interested stakeholders, EQL, and vendor. 
In general, these devices will be installed in sufficient numbers and locations to control the 

                                                
4http://www.energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/Reports/SupplementalNeedsAssessmentReport_Redact
ed_April2015.pdf 
5Eastside load is defined in the E3 Non-Wires Screening Study. 
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effective inductive reactance and/or capacitive reactance of these lines such that their 
thermal facility limits are not exceeded.   
Study Request #2 – FACTS Flow-Based Compensation at Substations 
 
Objective:   Provide power flow control and thermal limit protection for transmission lines 

and eliminate CAPs that remove transmission lines from service under PSE 
specified conditions. 

 
Multiple Vendors:  ABB, GE, Siemens 
 
What to study: 
 
Install and operate FACTS Flow-based compensation equipment at substation(s) that supply 
all 115 kV transmission lines serving Eastside load6 that are affected by all CAPs that PSE 
implements during periods of high south to north power flows. The equipment type and 
vendor will need to be specified through meetings with PSE, interested stakeholders, EQL, 
and selected vendor(s). In general, equipment will be installed at substation(s) and 
connected to the 115 kV lines described above that are capable of controlling the effective 
inductive reactance and/or capacitive reactance of these lines in a dynamic fashion such that 
their thermal facility limits are not exceeded.  
  

2.1 Equipment Discussion 
FACTS Flow-Based Compensation Examples 
FACTS flow control devices are available from multiple vendors in multiple configurations.  
One example sourced from ABB is a system of stepped, switched discrete air core reactors 
described as an Overload Line Controller.7  This system is more flexible than a single 
switched reactor because eight compensation level steps are available.  Other FACTS 
devices are capable of continuously variable flow-based compensation and providing 
additional grid support functions if required. 
 

                                                
6 Eastside load is defined in the E3 Non-Wires Screening Study. 
7 https://library.e.abb.com/public/635ffc7bc6ce9ddf83257cd100506742/1JNS016181.pdf 
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Figure 1: Overload Line Controller. Source: ABB 

 
 
 
 
 
Distributed FACTS Flow-Based Compensation Examples 
TVA installed and tested Smart Wires devices on a 161 kV transmission line, reporting 
successful results and has experienced 21 months of continuous operation of the devices.8 
 
Figure 2: Smart Wires PowerLine Guardian Distributed FACTS Device. Source: Smart 
Wires 

 
 

3 Additional Study Request Items 
 
To the extent any of these options triggers additional system reinforcement needs in order to 
maintain reliability on PSE or other utility systems, please describe these requirements and 
any mitigation requirements that result. 

                                                
8 http://www.smartwires.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Smart-Wires-Tennessee-Valley-Authority-
Report_FINAL.pdf 
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4 Local Economic Study in PSE Open Access 
Transmission Tariff  

 
PSE’s tariff states “interested stakeholders may submit requests for Economic Studies to 
Transmission Provider.”  An Economic Study is defined in Appendix A of PSE’s tariff as: 
 

A.18 “Economic Study” means a study of Transmission Provider’s Transmission 
System, separately or in conjunction with study of other transmission systems, to 
evaluate (i) congestion, (ii) the integration on an aggregated or Western 
Interconnection (or Western Interconnection “sub-regional”) wide basis of new 
resources or new loads, or (iii) Local Economic Study. 
 

A Local Economic Study is defined as: 
 

A.31 “Local Economic Study” means an Economic Study that (i) evaluates congestion 
(and possible remedies) only on Transmission Provider’s Washington Area 
transmission facilities of its Transmission System, or (ii) evaluates a potential 
Enhanced Reliability Upgrade. A Local Economic Study will not encompass or entail 
a production cost model study. 

Stated in Part VII (2), PSE must determine if an Economic Study request should be 
considered a high priority and whether it constitutes a Local Economic Study.  Because of 
the clear determination that Energize Eastside is exclusively a local load service project, this 
study request provides an alternative to Energize Eastside, this request is a Local Economic 
Study.  Because PSE indicates Energize Eastside is needed as early as 2018, this request 
should also be considered high priority. 
 
Stated in Part VII (2): 

Within three (3) months of each October 31, commencing October 31, 2008, 
Transmission Provider will hold or cause to be held a public meeting to review each 
request that has been submitted pursuant to the preceding paragraph by such 
October 31 for an Economic Study and to provide and receive from interested 
stakeholders input on such requests. 
All Economic Studies so requested after October 31, 2008, but during subsequent 
periods November 1 through October 31 will be considered for performance in the 
following calendar year. 

Stated in Part VII (3):  
PSE will: “endeavor to perform Local Economic Studies that it performs pursuant to 
this Attachment K in a manner that is open and coordinated with interested 
stakeholders and will include appropriate sensitivity analysis.”   

 
For the reasons stated above, PSE must accept and thoroughly study this transmission 
alternative Economic Study Request.  Because an Economic Study is one that addresses 
“congestion” and the Puget Sound area experiences congestion in the area of described by 
PSE as the Eastside, this study request is a valid Local Economic Study.  The term 
“Congestion” is not defined in Appendix A of PSE’s tariff.  
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5 Study Discussion 
 
A simple survey of 115 kV transmission lines serving the Eastside reveals that approximately 
1,350 MW of transmission transfer capability is available to move electricity into the Eastside 
to serve load.9  While key assumptions behind this estimate are likely subject to minor 
adjustments, this 1,350 MW figure is substantially higher than PSE’s eastside load forecast 
of approximately 750 MW in 2022.  This clearly shows that these lines are subject to 
overload by power flowing through the Eastside to the Northern Puget Sound area, not by 
power flowing to the Eastside load area.      
 
PSE activates CAPs during high south to north flows that open multiple transmission lines 
serving Eastside load and the Lakeside substation.  If flow control equipment is installed at 
the relevant substations or along these lines, then the full transmission capacity of these 
lines are available to serve the Eastside.  Regional power flows on these lines serving loads 
farther north will then shift to other lines that have unused capacity.  

                                                
9 EQL understands that five 115 kV lines serve Eastside load from the Sammamish substation, four 115 kV lines 
serve Eastside load from Talbot Hill, and one 115 kV line serves Eastside load from Lake Tradition. 
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Re: EQL Energy's PSET Economic Study Request 
1 message

Ken Nichols <ken@eqlenergy.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 12:06 PM
To: Pete Jones <peter.jones@pse.com>
Cc: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Pete,
Thanks for finding this.

Ken Nichols
503 438 8223
ken@eqlenergy.com

Vision without execution is hallucination.
 Thomas Edison

On May 31, 2016, at 7:46 AM, Jones, Peter M  Transmission <peter.jones@pse.com> wrote:

Mr. Nichols,
 
From the PSE OASIS web site –
 
http://www.oasis.oati.com/psei/index.html
 
There are a series of drop‐down folders on the leᤀᘅ.
 
Click on PLANNING & STUDIES ‐> Aᜀ䀅achment K Related ‐> Economic Study Requests
 
The original request, public meeᜀ꼄ng invite, and PSE response are in that Economic Study Requests
folder.  These links have never been removed or altered since their original posᜀ꼄ng date.  They will
conᜀ꼄nue to be publicly available to any party that has an interest in them.
 
If you require further aid in navigaᜀ꼄ng the PSE OASIS web site, please let us know.
 
Pete Jones
 
 
From: Ken Nichols [mailto:ken@eqlenergy.com] 
Sent: Saturday, May 28, 2016 6:30 PM
To: Jones, Peter M  Transmission
Cc: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Subject: EQL Energy's PSET Economic Study Request
 
Mr. Jones, 
Please provide the documents or a link on the PSE OASIS site to 1) EQL Energy
(ken@eqlenergy.com)  and 2) Energize Eastside EIS team (info@energyizeeastsideeis.org
) regarding:

tel:503%20438%208223
mailto:ken@eqlenergy.com
mailto:peter.jones@pse.com
http://www.oasis.oati.com/psei/index.html
mailto:ken@eqlenergy.com
mailto:info@energizeeastsideeis.org
mailto:ken@eqlenergy.com
mailto:info@energyizeeastsideeis.org
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1. EQL Energy Study Request (Oct 2015), and
2. PSE response on PSE’s OASIS site.
 
Heidi,
Please submit this study request into the record regarding Alternatives to Energize Eastside.
This request and PSET response should be listed on the PSET website. It appears they have
been removed.  
 
This transmission study along with EQL’s proposed distributed energy resource plan will easily
address 1) all of 15 electrical requirements for Eastside electric load need, 2) will surpass PSE’s
proposal in all nonelectric criteria, 3) PSE is capable of performing all measures, and 4) will
cost half of PSE’s proposal. PSE Transmission (PSET) performs annual economic study
requests as part of their FERC Open Access Tariff requirements. Since Transmission is overseen
by FERC, PSET must abide by their rules. PSET chose not to study the EQL Economic Study
Request.
 
 
Ken Nichols
503 438 8223
ken@eqlenergy.com
 

<image001.jpg>

Vision without execution is hallucination.

 Thomas Edison

 
On Feb 1, 2016, at 3:47 PM, Jones, Peter M  Transmission
<peter.jones@pse.com> wrote:
 
Ken and Bill,
 
Please see aᜀ䀅ached for PSE’s response to your study requests as submiᜀ䀅ed on October
31st, 2015.
 
Thank you for the requests and the opportunity to discuss in person at our public meeᜀ꼄ng
on January 11th, 2016.
 
This response is posted publicly to the PSE OASIS web site in the ‘Economic Study
Requests’ folder under ‘Aᜀ䀅achment K Related’ athttp://www.oasis.oati.com/
psei/index.html
 
Pete Jones
 
Pete Jones | Consulᜀ꼄ng Engineer – Transmission Policy and Contracts
Puget Sound Energy | 355 110th Ave NE EST‐06E | Bellevue, WA 
425.462.3171 | peter.jones@pse.com
 
<2016 Feb 1 PSE Response to EQL Requests.pdf>
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1 Executive Summary 
The Non-Wire Alternative proposed by EQL Energy (Alternative) is a reasonable alternative 
to the Puget Sound Energy’s (PSE) proposal. It meets all proposal objectives and can be 
feasibly attained. The Impacted Cities have authority, both direct and indirect, to deny PSE’s 
proposal and require alternatives that improve Cities’ power service reliability at a lower 
environmental and ratepayer cost.  
It is common place in the electric utility industry for utilities to invest in customer sited energy 
resources, either directly or through third party service providers. Utility investments in 
Distributed Energy Resources (DER), e.g., energy efficiency, demand response, dispatchable 
backup generation, conservation voltage reduction, CHP, and storage are often preferred 
over traditional transmission, distribution, and imported power options. 
Reasonable and Feasible. Use of combined demand side and transmission measures to 
avoid large transmission investments has been accomplished by PSE in the past. In the 
1990s, BPA and PSE worked together to invest in energy efficiency, demand response, local 
generation, and transmission investments (e.g., static var compensation) to defer the 
construction of a cross-Cascade transmission line.1 This investment alternative not only 
deferred the transmission project, but ended up avoiding it altogether. There are many other 
examples across the US and North America where targeted DER and smart grid technologies 
are avoiding new or upgraded transmission level investments.2 E.g.,  

1. Coned: Brooklyn-Queens Demand Management (avoiding $1 Billion substation 
upgrade) 

2. Southern California Edison: DER Planning3,  
3. Central Maine Power, Green Mountain Power, Northeast Utilities, National Grid, 4 

Utility Control. In North America utility system operators control and rely on over 50,000 
MW of peak demand response for both summer and winter capacity. System operators at a 
recent auction for the PJM System chose over 10,000 MW of cost effective capacity from 
demand response. Portland General Electric controls over 100 MW of emergency capacity 
using customer backup generators. SnoPUD, PSE, Avista, SCE, PG&E, and many utilities all 
over North America control storage to manage peak demands. 
Since 1979, PSE has invested in energy conservation programs which have indirectly 
controlled and reduced nearly 5 billion kilowatt-hours of customer electricity conservation.5 In 
jurisdictions where utilities use third party DER agreements, customers are required to 
provide capacity to meet utility needs.  
 
Jurisdiction Authority. The City of Bellevue and impacted cities have authority to both 
directly and indirectly control and influence power service reliability and PSE investment 
choices through political, legislative, and utility commission actions and participation. In 2012, 
the City of Bellevue spent $350,000 to hire consulting firm Exponent to address power system 
                                                
1 http://www.osti.gov/scitech/servlets/purl/6014943-NxJ50a/ 
2 http://www.eenews.net/assets/2013/11/14/document_pm_01.pdf 
3 http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/inside-socal-edisons-plan-to-open-its-grid-to-distributed-energy 
4 http://www.eqlenergy.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/2012-RAP_DER-for-TandD-deferral.pdf 
5 https://pse.com/savingsandenergycenter/About/Pages/default.aspx 
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reliability.6 This report highlights some of the many ways City of Bellevue and other Cities can 
affect the investment and operational decisions of PSE.7  This same report also highlighted 
solutions to Bellevue’s poor power service reliability, none of which included the PSE 
proposed action. Affected Cities can deny the PSE proposal and work through Washington 
Utilities and Transportation Commission, governor’s office, and legislature to require PSE to 
pursue alternatives that better meet the objectives of cities and state power service reliability 
requirements.  
Alternative Analysis. The City of Bellevue and the EIS process has NOT Devoted 
sufficiently detailed analysis to the Non-Wire alternative to permit a comparative evaluation 
with proposed action. The non-wire alternatives suggested by PSE for the EIS are NOT 
reasonable or feasible.  
EQL Study Request Denied in light of Energize Eastside Project. In October 2015, PSE 
Transmission (PSET) received an Economic Study Request from EQL Energy to place load 
flow devices on its 115kV transmission system, Grow Eastside Smart Transmission 
(GEST).8 The GEST study request, if performed along with DER Alternative would meet all 
project objectives. Since, PSET is FERC regulated they follow certain federal laws to address 
requests. PSET denied the study request February 2016. The reason PSET gave for denying 
the request was: 
    “EQL Requests would be unnecessary in light of the Energize Eastside Project.”9 
PSET was not willing to consider alternatives that would compete with Energize Eastside. 
 
Option Value. The EQL Alternative has the added benefit of providing a low cost 
(environmental and financial) option to the PSE proposal. In other words, EQL Alternative can 
reduce winter peaks every winter, defer the need, and wait for PSE to improve their load 
forecast and focus on improving local reliability requirements. PSE is basing their need on an 
increase in winter peak that has gone down since 2008. If PSE winter forecasts and model 
assumptions are found to be false or overestimated, then PSE can avoid the build. If 
forecasts are correct and DER alternatives are not proving enough, then PSE still has time to 
purse their proposed project. 

                                                
6 https://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Manager/Final_Electrical_Reliability_Study_Phase_II_Report_2012.pdf 
7 https://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Transportation/electric_reliability_in_bellevue_0510.pdf 
8 http://www.oasis.oati.com/PSEI/PSEIdocs/Oct_31_PSET_Economic_Study_Request_from_EQL.PDF 
9 http://www.oasis.oati.com/PSEI/PSEIdocs/2016_Feb_1_PSE_Response_to_EQL_Requests.pdf 
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Figure 1: EQL Alternative reduces winter peak below required level 

 
 

WAC 197-11-440 

Exact wording from EIS law on Alternatives.  
(5) Alternatives including the proposed action. 
(a) This section of the EIS describes and presents the proposal (or preferred alternative, if 
one or more exists) and alternative courses of action. 
(b) Reasonable alternatives shall include actions that could feasibly attain or approximate a 
proposal's objectives, but at a lower environmental cost or decreased level of environmental 
degradation. 
(i) The word "reasonable" is intended to limit the number and range of alternatives, as well as 
the amount of detailed analysis for each alternative. 
(ii) The "no-action" alternative shall be evaluated and compared to other alternatives. 
(iii) Reasonable alternatives may be those over which an agency with jurisdiction has 
authority to control impacts either directly, or indirectly through requirement of mitigation 
measures. 
(c) This section of the EIS shall: 
(i) Describe the objective(s), proponent(s), and principal features of reasonable alternatives. 
Include the proposed action, including mitigation measures that are part of the proposal. 
(ii) Describe the location of the alternatives including the proposed action, so that a lay person 
can understand it. Include a map, street address, if any, and legal description (unless long or 
in metes and bounds). 
(iii) Identify any phases of the proposal, their timing, and previous or future environmental 
analysis on this or related proposals, if known. 
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(iv) Tailor the level of detail of descriptions to the significance of environmental impacts. The 
lead agency should retain any detailed engineering drawings and technical data, that have 
been submitted, in agency files and make them available on request. 
(v) Devote sufficiently detailed analysis to each reasonable alternative to permit a 
comparative evaluation of the alternatives including the proposed action. The amount of 
space devoted to each alternative may vary. One alternative (including the proposed action) 
may be used as a benchmark for comparing alternatives. The EIS may indicate the main 
reasons for eliminating alternatives from detailed study. 
(vi) Present a comparison of the environmental impacts of the reasonable alternatives, and 
include the no action alternative. Although graphics may be helpful, a matrix or chart is not 
required. A range of alternatives or a few representative alternatives, rather than every 
possible reasonable variation, may be discussed. 
(vii) Discuss the benefits and disadvantages of reserving for some future time the 
implementation of the proposal, as compared with possible approval at this time. The agency 
perspective should be that each generation is, in effect, a trustee of the environment for 
succeeding generations. Particular attention should be given to the possibility of foreclosing 
future options by implementing the proposal. 
 
 

2 Background 
EQL has reviewed and commented on Energize Eastside studies and has participated in 
several PSE IRP advisory group meetings, EQL has commented on the following topics 
through Energize Eastside and IRP Advisory process: 

1. Distributed energy resources (DER), (e.g., energy efficiency, demand response, 
dispatchable standby generation, solar, storage, EV charging, CHP, distributed 
generation, etc.),  

2. Demand Side Resource and transmission alternatives to Energize Eastside. 
3. Integration of transmission and distribution planning/costs into the utility least cost 

planning process, 
4. Resource adequacy modeling and methods (e.g., EUE expected unserved energy, 

focus on resource types), and 
5. Reliability in IRP, Transmission Planning, and SAIFI/SAIDI statistics, as well as 

scenario and sensitivity analysis. 
EQL is an energy industry consultancy started in 2010 to assist utilities, utility customers, and 
vendors develop smart grid technologies and business cases that lower cost of utility service, 
improve reliability, and integrate renewable energy. Our staff has supported IRPs throughout 
the Western Electricity Coordinating Council and MISO since 1993. Since 2010, our work has 
been related to smart grid technology evaluation/planning, and integration of renewable 
energy and distributed energy resources (DER).  
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3 Critical Points on EIS Alternative 
The Alternative if executed properly could meet criteria for Eastside expected growth 
in peak load. Unfortunately, the work and discussion of alternatives in the EIS is 
confusing, insufficient to determine feasibility, uses bad data and forecasts, and 
demonstrates very little attention by City of Bellevue and PSE. In their 2015 Utility 
plan, City of Bellevue has recognized the value of non-wire solutions, microgrids, etc. 
10 Yet, PSE and City of Bellevue have failed to perform appropriate analysis of a non-
wires alternative. 

Many utilities around the world are considering Distributed Energy Resources (DER) to 
defer or avoid transmission infrastructure, including ConEd (NY), SCE (CA), BPA (OR/WA), 
Green Mountain Power, National Grid, etc.11 

3.1 EQL Alternative would meet all 15 electrical criteria, and 4 non-
electrical criteria.  

A proper analysis would include accurate peak load forecast, cost effectiveness analysis, and 
ideally an all source DER RFP. A rule of thumb Eastside forecast is provided in Figure 1 
below.  
 
To put it simply, the EQL Alternative would avoid ratepayer funding for transmission, 
distribution, generation, and reduce environmental costs. To meet the peak load growth PSE 
will request to spend over $300MM on Energize Eastside and another $300MM for a peaking 
power plant (PSE 2015 IRP). If we assume that expected  peak load to be met is 200 MW, 
the capital expenditure would be $3,000/kW. DERs, TODAY, can be installed and operated 
for much less. The EQL Alternative would ramp up over a 10 year period and cost 
approximately $135MM. If you consider expected cost reductions and performance 
improvements the EQL Alternative is clearly the lowest cost choice.12  
 

                                                
10 http://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/PCD/07_Utilities_FINAL_20150807.pdf (pg. 127) 
11 https://www.raponline.org/document/download/id/4765 
12 storage cost reductions expected to be 50% over next 5 years, Internet of things, sensors and controls for 
demand response will become more cost effective and prevalent, EV charging control to avoid peak. 
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Figure 2: DER potential at PSE above the DSR 100% forecast 

 
If PSE proceeds with transmission and generation, then DER will become less cost effective. 
In fact, Idaho Power after finishing construction of their Langley Gulch gas plant tried to shut 
off all their demand response programs. You don’t need DER capacity if you’re trying to pay 
off a new gas plant, or transmission investment. 
 
Figure 3 below steps summarizes how EQL Alternative addresses project objectives. 
 
Figure 3: EQL Alternative meets all Project Objectives 
Electrical	Performance	Criteria	 Solution	

1	

Applicable	transmission	planning	standards	and	
guidelines,	including	mandatory	NERC	and	WECC	
standards	(e.g.,	NERC	TPL-001-4	and	WECC	TPL-
001-WECC-CRT-2);	

System	Operators	throughout	North	America	are	relying	
on	a	variety	of	DER	to	meet	NERC	and	WECC	planning	
standards,	e.g,	recent	PJM	ISO	capacity	auction	with	
over	10,000MW	of	demand	response.	
http://www.nerc.com/files/Reliability%20Assessment%2
0Guidebook%203%201%20Final.pdf	

2	
Within	study	period	(2015-	2024);	 $135MM	DER	investment	will	address	winter	peak	need	

through	2026	

3	
Less	than	or	equal	to	95	percent	of	emergency	
limits	for	lines;	

EQL	Energy	Economic	Study	Request	(Oct.	2015)	

4	
Less	than	or	equal	to	90	percent	emergency	limit	
for	transformers;	

EQL	Energy	Economic	Study	Request	(Oct.	2015)	

5	
Normal	winter	load	forecast	with	[both]	100	
percent	and	75	percent	conservation;	

DER	supplements	conservation	and	address	winter	peak	
demand.	

6	
Normal	summer	load	forecast	with	100	percent	
conservation;	

DER	supplements	conservation	and	address	summer	
peak	demand.	

% of peak 
load

%

Solar 0.0%
Targeted Energy Efficiency 3.0%
Distribution Efficiency (CVR) 2.0%

Combined Heat & Power (CHP) 3.0%

Storage 5.0%
Dispatchable Standby 
Generation (10 minute) 2.5%
DR Day Ahead 4.0%

DR  (10 minute) 1.5%

21.0%

2014	E3	found	56MW	of	DR	by	2021

		http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/attachment_5_-_screening_study.pdf

Winter	Peak	load	(no	conservation)
Winter	Peak	(100%	Conservation)

DER 10 yr Total

Winter Peak in 2026 with DER

DER	10	yr	Estimate	(E3	plus	EQL)

Description
PSE Eastside 

Winter Capacity 
2026

DER 10 year 
ramp cost

MW $ Cost units source

909
790

0

27 $16,000,000 $20	to	$50 $/MWh NPCC

18 $3,000,000 $30	to	$80 $/MWh Industry

27 $27,000,000 $180	 $/kW-yr ICF	and	HDR

45 $52,000,000 $218	 $/kW-yr

Strategen	2015	

report	for	PSE

23 $18,000,000 $210	 $/kW-yr

Portland	General	

Electric

36 $14,000,000 $25	to	$100 $/kW-yr NPCC

14 $5,000,000

$200/kW,	plus	

$100/kW-yr $/kW-yr Industry

191 $135,000,000 $707 $/kW-10yr

599

		http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/attachment_5_-_screening_study.pdf

Source and Assumptions

	PSE	2026	forecast,	Jens	Nedrud	email	2015	

	PSE	2026	forecast,	Jens	Nedrud	email	2015	
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7	
Adjust	regional	flows	and	generation	to	stress	
cases	similar	to	annual	transmission	planning	
assessment;	

	WECC	base	case	assumptions	and	include	EQL	Economic	
Transmission	study	request	in	transmission	planning	
assessment	

8	
Take	into	account	future	transmission	system	
improvement	projects	that	are	expected	to	be	in	
service	within	the	study	period;	

Regional	Transmission	Operators	(RTO)	and	utilities	
around	the	country	are	include	DERs	in	transmission	
planning.	

9	

Minimal	or	no	re-dispatching	of	generation;	 DERs	can	replace	generation	redispatch.	2016	BPA	RFP	
for	NON-Wire	alternatives	include	DERs.	
https://www.bpa.gov/transmission/CustomerInvolveme
nt/Non-Wire-SOA/Pages/default.aspx	

10	
No	load	shedding;	 PJM	uses	over	10,000	MW	of	demand	response	to	avoid	

load	shedding.	

11	 No	new	Remedial	Action	Schemes;	 Yes	
12	 No	Corrective	Action	Plans;	 Yes	

13	 Must	address	all	relevant	PSE	equipment	
violations;	

Yes	

14	
Must	not	cause	any	adverse	impacts	to	the	
reliability	or	operating	characteristics	of	PSE's	or	
surrounding	systems;	and	

DERs	if	properly	integrated	to	PSE	system	will	improve	
customer	reliability	over	the	Energize	Eastside	project.	

15	

Must	meet	performance	criteria	listed	above	for	
10	or	more	years	after	construction	with	up	to	100	
percent	of	the	emergency	limit	for	lines	or	
transformers.	

$135MM	DER	investment	will	address	winter	peak	need	
through	2026	

Non_electrical	Criteria	Summary	 		

1	
Environmentally	acceptable	to	PSE	and	
communities;	

DER	alernative	Environmentally	preferred	over	PSE	
proposal.	

2	
Constructible	by	winter	of	2017	-	2018;	 DER	Alternative	will	not	allow	winter	peak	to	exceed	PSE	

limit.	

3	
Utilize	proven	technology	which	can	be	controlled	
and	operated	at	a	system	level;	and	

DERs,	e.g.,	demand	response	has	managed	peak	electric	
demand	since	1986	and	has	over	50,000	MW	in	North	
America	

4	
Reasonable	project	cost,	as	defined	in	Section	
2.2.2.4.	

Cost	will	be	$135MM,	half	the	cost	of	PSE	proposal	

 

3.2 EIS Alternative assessment is insufficient to determine feasibility 
and lacks credible analysis or estimate.  

 
The EIS provides only a theoretical example of technology that could address winter peak 
load reductions which has no value in determining feasibility.  See example graph in Fig. 2-14 
in EIS.  
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(EIS Fig. 2-14) Theoretical example of Energy conserved or distributed generation 

 
 

In order to properly assess an Integrated Approach the EIS should either hire independent 
consulting firm to estimate cost effective DER on Eastside, or issue an all source RFP for all 
DER in affected eastside area. This process would include all avoided costs and provide 
actual estimates for DER capacity amounts and cost, as well as real vendors estimates. This 
process is being used in New York’s Brooklyn-Queens Demand Management program which 
started in 2014. New York utility ConEd is expected to invest $200MM to implement DER to 
avoid transmission build. This will avoid a $1 Billion substation and transmission upgrade. 

 

3.3 PSE Eastside winter peak load forecast has been a moving target 
throughout planning process, and has steadily increased over study 
period.   

PSE has been changing the required winter peak load reduction on the Eastside throughout 
the Energize Eastside planning process. (see figure below). PSE has a history of changing 
methods and planning standards when justifying capital expenditures, e.g., peaking power 
plants. In the 2015 Integrated Resource Plan,  PSE changed their planning standard, which 
led to an increase in 2021 peak load of 351 MW. Figure 1 below summarizes the source and 
the estimate of peak load reduction required to meet Eastside load requirement. If PSE 
located this plant north of Puget Sound, they would not need Energize Eastside. 

Figure 4: Range of Estimates for Eastside Peak Load increase through 2024  
Source 2024 Date of 

Source 
Page  

E3 Non-Wires Study 70 MW Oct 2014  

Quanta -  Eastside Needs 
Assessment 

123 Apr 2015 Page 19 
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Stantec Review Memo 
(referenced in EIS) 

133 July 2015 Page 1-7 
Draft EIS 

PSE 2015 IRP 166 Jan 2016 IRP Ch.5 
page 31 

Draft EIS (2016) 205 Jun 2015 EIS Page 
2-34 

    
* Assumes peak load after planned baseline energy conservation 
 
The Draft EIS discusses 205MW non-transmission resources needed by 2024, which 
is a likely mistake. This value stems from an email from Jens Nedrud, Energize 
Eastside project manager, where he explains that the amount of conservation 
required to be equivalent to transmission capacity is 205 MW. Mr. Nedrud only 
mentions conservation, not other DER. Mr. Nedrud is the project manager for 
Energize Eastside, so estimates from him should be questioned. 
 

3.4 PSE Eastside winter peak load forecast is wrong and has been 
consistently too high for the past 6 years.   

Figure 5 below shows how peak load is historically flat, then suddenly takes off in the 
future. You’ll find this to be true with PSE’s previous peak load forecasts. I 
understand that forecasts are, by their nature wrong, but PSE has a pattern of 
overestimating peak load.  
 
Figure 5: PSE 2015 IRP Figure 5-21: Electric Peak Demand Forecast before DSR 2015 IRP Base 
Scenario versus 2013 IRP Base Scenario Hourly Annual Peak (23 Degrees, MW) 
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Winter peaks have gone down in the Pacific Northwest in the last 5 years, and growth in the 
winter peak will continue to be less than the increase in growth in energy use. PSE’s winter 
peak decreased by 11 MW from 2013 to 2014. This holds true because: 
 

1. Electric heating load is saturated. I.e., new growth does not include electric heating 
that contribute to winter peak, 

2. Fuel Conversion from electric to gas and propane are reducing winter peaks, 
3. Milder winter temperatures reduce chance of extreme cold weather, and 
4. Higher growth in multifamily and commercial. 

 
PSE’s 2011 IRP had peak forecasts rising from 2011 forward.13 This is not 
happening. 

 
Notice in Figure 5-27 from PSE’s 2015 IRP, the peak demand does not begin to increase 
until 2024.  
 

Figure 5-27: Electric Peak Forecasts by County (MW), after applying 2013 IRP DSR 

 
 
 

                                                
13 http://www.utc.wa.gov/_layouts/CasesPublicWebsite/GetDocument.ashx?docID=42&year=2010&docketNumber=100961 
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4 Other Points on EIS Alternative  

4.1 PSE local needs assessment is not a local cause 

PSE has suggested the transmission need is based on local winter peak demand on 
the eastside. This is only a small part of the story. The issue arises by modeling a 
series of unlikely regional wholesale power scenarios (e.g., plants offline, Canadian 
imports, transmission line outages, and high winter peak demand) that creates: 1) high 
winter power flows South to North through the PSE’s eastside transmission corridor, 
and 2) increased loads on eastside substations. These modeled events would lead to 
equipment exceeding their thermal limits and the need to shed load at substations or 
limit power flow on the PSE 115kV system through eastside.  

Based on the 2012 Memorandum of Agreement between PSE, Seattle City Light 
(SCL), and BPA, PSE has agreed to provide expanded transmission service through 
Puget Sound Area. SCL agreed to projects that would limit flow through their system by 
placing series inductors at two of their substations. This demonstrates that the issue 
and needs are indeed a regional one, not just local. 

4.1.1 The Problem – several days and a few hours in the winter 

This local problem, if it were ever to occur, would happen for a few hours of the year 
during extreme cold days and hours of peak load on eastside. The EIS extreme 
scenarios suggest up to 13 days this could occur, but does not forecast number of 
hours. Given PSE’s winter peak is in morning (8am) or evening (6pm) The load 
reduction would need to be for a few hours during these times. EQL’s experience 
suggests that the winter peaks come in 2-3 day consecutive days (cold snaps) and last 
maybe one to two hours per day.  

According to EIS scenarios, in 2026 eastside load will need to shed 133MW to 
accommodate flows to Canada over PSE 115kV system.     

Another troubling area is how PSE attributed winter peak demand reductions to 
forecasted energy efficiency measures. It is impossible to determine how PSE and its 
contractors did this conversion. However, EQL Energy is familiar with the issue that 
load shapes used in the Pacific Northwest to attribute capacity reductions from energy 
efficiency are inaccurate and out of date. Some end use load shapes (ELCAP) date 
back to the 1980s. The topic of inaccurate load shapes and hence capacity contribution 
of energy efficiency has been consistently discussed and agreed upon by the 
Northwest Power and Planning Council, as well as the Regional Technical Forum on 
energy efficiency. 

If Energize Eastside or one of the alternatives were not to be pursued, power outages 
would not be imminent during these peak demand hours unless at least three failures 
occur in the grid, a scenario that exceeds NERC reliability requirements.  The total 
number of customers affected by these unlikely outages would be 3 to 5 percent of the 
1.1 million customers that will pay for the project with higher electricity bills for the next 
40 years. 
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4.1.2 The DER Solution 

Distributed Energy Resources are well suited for targeting winter peak demands in the 
Eastside Area. Many North American electric system operators invest in DER to avoid 
transmission and peaking generation. These DER include demand response, storage, 
EV charging control, DSG, and Distribution Efficiency. If the problem is less than 60 
hours per year, it is often much less expensive to manage demand than build 
Transmission and Generation. Efficiency and CHP tend to provide reductions 
throughout the day, but can be targeted for time of day contributions. Figure 6 shows a 
sample peak day load shape for the Puget Sound area with a stack of resources 
deployed both throughout the day and during a dispatch at 5:30PM during the peak to 
depict what could happen in the event of an outage.   
 
Figure 6: Sample DER Contribution to Winter Peak Day Load Shape14 

 
* This is not an Eastside area load shape, but is representative of typical winter peak load patterns for NW 
utilities.   

4.2 PSE lags rest of country in DER  

Utilities like Puget Sound Energy are way behind other areas of the country in investing 
in DER, especially demand response. For example, the rest of North America relies on 
over 50,000MW of demand response, and has eliminated billions of dollars of 
investments in peaking generation and transmission. The Northwest Power and 
Conservation Council in their recently released 7th Power Plan, identified 4,300 

                                                
14 Data source for load shape: Puget Area Net Load for 12.20.2008 
http://transmission.bpa.gov/Business/Operations/Misc/default.aspx 
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megawatts of regional demand response potential. PSE currently has no demand 
response resources it can rely upon. 

One example of a DER approach to avoiding transmission project is New York’s 
Brooklyn-Queens demand management project.15 Growth began to occur in this area 
from gentrification and employment growth. The utility ConEd estimated the cost to 
meet this growth would require a $1Billion investment in expanded transmission and 
substation capacity. In 2014 the Public Service Commission approved the 
Brooklyn/Queens Demand Management program to invest up to $200MM to avoid the 
larger infrastructure costs.   

The Northwest is not new to Non-Wire Alternatives. In the 1990s BPA was considering 
transmission across the Cascades to support Puget Sound Area growth and reliability. 
The transmission cost assessment led to a plan that included aggressive demand side 
resources in Puget Sound Area, and use of series capacitors for voltage support. 
These lower cost alternatives deferred the project to the point of never being built. 

4.3 EIS Impacts of Alternative 

EQL Energy is not suggesting any new reciprocating engines, or peaking power units 
as part of Alternative. Any thermal generation would be Combined Heat and Power 
(CHP) or dispatchable standby generation with a focus on winter peak contribution. 
CHP often uses biomass/biogas as well as natural gas, and would contribute to GHG, 
or could have noise impact. CHP has the benefit of also being “energy efficient” 
because the low value heat is used in industrial or commercial processes. Puget Sound 
Area has examples of CHP, e.g.,  

a. Renton, WA South Treatment Plant that can produce up to 8MW of power. 16  
b. Seattle, WA Enwave Seattle uses biomass and natural gas to produce 50 MW 

of electricity, and 35 MW of heat equivalent. 
c. Univ. of Washington has 5MW natural gas CHP 

CHP would require capacity on natural gas infrastructure. 

A Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG) program would have to go through air 
permitting compliance, but it is a permittable use. PSCleanAir has suggested that a 
DSG program like PGE would follow EPA NESHAP RICE rules.  

Energy storage highest value is utility owned and managed, yet behind the meter at a 
customer site. This means customers get backup and reliability, and utility can use for 
system issues, e.g., winter peak demands. This also avoids the 6 acres of storage 
containers suggested in the EIS draft (which is ridiculous). Fire and environmental 
authorities are becoming comfortable with both Li-ion and flow battery technology. PSE 
                                                
15 http://www.neep.org/file/2414/download?token=bNV2vVea, 
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7B83594C1C-51E2-4A1A-
9DBB-5F15BCA613A2%7D 
 
 
16 http://www.kingcounty.gov/services/environment/wastewater/resource-
recovery/Energy/Renewable/cogen.aspx 
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is working on a Li-ion storage system at Glacier. State of Washington is also granting 
$40MM to projects in grid modernization and storage. 

Alternative would have less risk during weather and natural disasters. DERs would 
provide backup power during intermediate or sustained outage. 
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

may 17 meeting 
1 message

Ken Nichols <ken@eqlenergy.com> Mon, May 16, 2016 at 9:42 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

Heidi,
Do you record Scoping meetings? 

Ken Nichols
503 438 8223
ken@eqlenergy.com

Vision without execution is hallucination.
 Thomas Edison

tel:503%20438%208223
mailto:ken@eqlenergy.com


From: Kevin Hall
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Subject: Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 2 Draft EIS
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:06:52 PM

I ask that trees be trimmed, or even topped instead of completely removed in locations where PSE shows removal in
 their plans and conceptual models.

While topping trees is not the best approach to tree management in general, it this case it is a balance between tree
 retention and energy stability.  Tree topping prevents the damage that PSE wants to avoid by trees falling into
 power lines, but at the same time allows for some native growth to protect natural values, privacy, reduce heat
 island effect, reduce noxious weed introduction, reduce runoff, and provide for habitat for native plants and
 animals.

In the conceptual models, PSE shows trees under lines, and near lines being completely removed, when that is not
 necessary. Instead they appear to be aiming at reducing their maintenance schedule. However, their maintenance
 costs should not be the only consideration.  Bellevue has other values that they we need to conserve, and they
 should work around these values to be permitted.

Kevin Hall
6304 117th AVE SE
Bellevue, 98006

mailto:kevinhall100@comcast.net
mailto:info@energizeeastsideeis.org












From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Energize Eastside - Alternative 2B
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:50:15 PM

From: Laura [mailto:laura.rivendell@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 08:43
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Energize Eastside - Alternative 2B
 
Dear Councilmembers,

 
What happened here?  CENSE did a lot of good work to show that their
alternative 2B was more reliable, cost less, is safer and saves more trees than
Puget Sound Energy's Energize Eastside plan.  And you are rejecting this?? 
 
CENSE's plan clearly represents local interests.  Please go back to the table
and INCLUDE the CENSE plan instead of giving in to a foreign corporation
with a plan that makes money for them rather than serving the good of the
community.
 
Sincerely,
 
Laura Rivendell
 

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
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Mick and Laurie Tish 
13432 NE 25 th  Street 

Bellevue, Washington 98005 
 
 

May 31, 2016 
 
Energize Eastside EIS 
Bellevue, Washington 
 
I am writing to express my opposition to ‘Energize Eastside’ plans for new transmission lines crossing Bellevue.   Although by 
no means do I consider myself a public power or electric transmission expert from an operational aspect, I have spent over 30 
years serving dozens of public power agencies in the western United States as a CPA in the role of ሀ镈inancial statement auditor 
and ሀ镈inancial consultant.  In the course of my career, I have seen electric utilities approach growth in their customer base in 
many different ways; in recent years, most electric utilities are looking at technology based approaches and ‘green’ methods 
that reduce the carbon footprint and greenhouse gases by reducing demand.   
 
I expected to see in my lifetime, a reduction or elimination of unsightly power lines in populated areas, certainly not an 
increase!  When reviewing PSE’s ሀ镈inancial statements, it appears to me that their motivation for adding capacity to their power 
lines is pure proሀ镈it, certainly not concern for what is best for the city of Bellevue and its residents, and not even concern about 
the provision of adequate power to the region.     As an investor owned utility (as opposed to a public utility district, which is 
how most of the electric utilities in the Western U.S. are organized), PSE has to report and is beholden to its shareholders, not 
the local citizenry.  A public utility district answers to its resident citizens who are also its owners.   It is imperative that the 
Bellevue City Council understand that they need to play the role of watchdog against PSE; this does not have to be an 
adversarial relationship, but PSE is not allowed, as an investor owned utility, to have the citizens of Bellevue’s interest as a 
priority.    So, it is up to the Bellevue City Council to play this role. 
 
Stepping aside from the questions of PSE’s motive and my concern that PSE does not appear to have seriously considered any 
technology enabled or the many other alternatives available to address growth, I am also concerned with safety (high powered 
lines in heavily treed areas, not to mention the jet fuel pipeline running just a few feet underground under the path of the 
power lines in the backyards of numerous homes), and with the pure ugliness of it all.  Those of us that live fairly close to the 
existing power lines understand this.  I think there are a lot of Bellevue residents that will be shocked when they suddenly have 
a view and line of sight to huge towers that will be a blemish on the Bellevue skyline for all to see.   
 
I currently sit on the Board of Directors for the Bellevue Convention Center Authority and Visit Bellevue Washington.  The 
values and mission that we project for those entities does not align with what Energize Eastside is proposing.  I attended the 
Downtown Bellevue Association luncheon last month; Mayor John Stokes and Deputy Mayor John Chelminiak made a great 
presentation espousing the beneሀ镈its of Bellevue with the theme that Bellevue is ‘the City in a Park’.   I don’t think it will seem 
much like a park when there are oversized transmission towers with high voltage lines in plain view from many vantage points 
of the city.   
 
It is shameful that PSE is degrading these efforts.   I expect more of our city’s leaders and I expect more from our business 
community.  We all want the same thing – reliable power to meet our growth needs; but let’s accomplish this by acknowledging 
and understanding the organizational structure and motivations of PSE, working together to explore alternatives, and slowing 
this process down so that we can make rational decisions about our future.   
 
Sincerely, 
Laurie Tish,  CPA 
 
cc:   Deputy Mayor John Chelminiak 
        Councilmember Lynne Robinson 
         Mr. Brad Miyake, City Manager 
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Party of Record 
1 message

Lesley Stuart <lesley.stuart@gmail.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 6:58 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

Dear Heidi,

I'm writing to be considered a party of record for the EIS on the Eastside extension.

My main issue is to avoid running the power line along the Eastside Rail Corridor, as there is a long section too close to
residential areas, including my house.

Thank you,

Lesley Stuart, Homeowner
11804 SE 5th St
Bellevue, WA  98005
4256880048

tel:425-688-0048




From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: CENSE 2B Plan
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:31:21 PM

From: Emily Leong [mailto:emilylll@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2016 13:48
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: CENSE 2B Plan
 
ear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green
option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside
proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy
(CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.
 
 Say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.
 
An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.
 
CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:
 
Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
 
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.
 
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
 
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses
and employees to the Eastside.
 
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 
 
We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated
plan for our future.
 
Signed,
li mui Leong
8104 128th Ave SE
Newcastle,  WA 98056
 
Copyright © 2016 CENSE, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because you signed up for newsletter updates at our
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website.
 
Our mailing address is:
 
CENSE
 
12819 SE 38th St. #294
 
Bellevue, Wa 98006
 
 
Add us to your address book
 
 
 



From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: PSE Energize Eastside proposal
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:31:11 PM

From: Emily Leong [mailto:emilylll@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2016 13:39
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: PSE Energize Eastside proposal
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green
option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside
proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy
(CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.
 
Say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.
 
An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.
 
CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:
 
Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardship
by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses
and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS.
 
We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated
plan for our future.
 
Signed,
Li mui Leong
8104 128th AVE SE
Newcastle,  WA 98056
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Re-examine Alternative 2B
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:24:22 PM

 

From: Linda Reichenbach [mailto:sreichenbach@comcast.net] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 16:27
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: Linda Reichenbach <sreichenbach@comcast.net>
Subject: Re-examine Alternative 2B
 
Dear Councilmembers,

I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and

its 3,000 followers.  I am writing in support of the Alternative 2B option in the

environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative
2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and

robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
I am respectfully asking the Council to take steps to re-open the conversation and
include the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
environmental impact study. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated
plan for our future.
 
Sincerely,
Linda Reichenbach

5012 141st Ave SE
Bellevue WA 98006
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Puget Sound Energy
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:13:57 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Linda Young [mailto:lyry@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2016 10:14
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Puget Sound Energy

Linda Young
12813 SE 80th Way
Newcastle, WA 98056

Homeowner in the Olympus Development, Newcastle, WA

Why, oh why will you not listen to the voices of reason?  To put large metal structures carrying 230
volts over an ancient Olympic Pipe Line is a disaster waiting to happen.  No one can say it will happen
during the construction phase or later on, but think about Bellingham, WA where three young boys were
burnt to death.
Some years have passed and the Olympic Pipeline is even much older, but as parents we know there is
not a day those loving parents do not think about their sons.
I am sure many of you are parents and may be grandparents - do you want this nightmare to be on
your conscience?
A little background for you to think about.  A neighbor saw Olympic Pipe Line working on the jet fuel
pipe line and they came to her and said "it would be best if you left your home now and were gone all
day long".  That tells you they are nervous.
A cable company was laying cable near the pipe line across the street from my home - Olympic Pipe
Line had an employee sit in his truck watching and never left as long as they were close to the pipe
line.  Presume he would have called 911 and taken off in a big hurry if there was a problem.
Runners do not use the Olympic Pipe Line route and we are told, under no circumstances, to drive a
truck over the area.  But, Puget Sound Energy will bring in heavy equipment and be right there over the
Olympic Pipe Line.
I presume Puget Sound Energy has contingent plans to pay their employees should they die or be
injured on the job.
If Puget Sound Energy condemns homes in this area do they have the millions and millions of dollars for
the pay outs?  The Olympus Community would look like a war zone, other homes would be worth way
less and King County would receive less tax revenue.  Every year this house has received an increase in
taxes and those large taxes would not be added to King County's coffers.
Bellevue Fire Department who are the most professional and dedicated public servants have stated they
could not handle an explosion.

I will now give you a short list of just some of the people who live in homes close to the Olympic Pipe
Line and you consider how they could be evacuated in time.

Gentleman with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis - he could not even get to the front door of his home
Wife of the above gentleman has Multiple Sclerosis We have new born babies, young children and older
children with stay at home Mothers We have a totally blind gentleman with a wife in a wheelchair and
they have an autistic child We have neighbors who are dealing with the dreaded Alzheimer's Disease
and need constant care We have house bound neighbors who I have not seen in over three years, but
know they continue to live in their home We have a Care Home with several patients who are
wheelchair bound

The above mentioned people are on one street!

CENSE has shown you an alternative (Plan 2B), but you seem bound and determined to follow Puget
Sound Energy.  A company that is owned by a foreign national company and is driven by profit with no

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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regard for the people who will suffer.
You are elected to 100% care for the well being and safety of the people.  That is an enormous
undertaking and under no circumstances should it be directed by Puget Sound Energy and their desire
for large profits.

On a very personal note I lost my husband to a massive brain tumor and this home is filled with
memories and I am finding it very hard to live with this nightmare hanging over my head - you cry, you
get angry, you attend endless meetings, you stand out in the pouring rain and cold and desperately try
to save the magnificent trees in Bellevue. 
I can only hope this email will be read and you will think about what you are doing.  Have you ever
personally come to "Olympus" and looked at the situation - I have a feeling that would change your
mind.  I just have to hope that you will personally read this email and it will not be shoved in a folder
and you and Puget Sound Energy can tick off another thing on your list before you destroy this beautiful
neighborhood that we call home. 

Linda Young

















From: Energize Eastside EIS
To: Liv Benson
Subject: Fwd: Thank you for your EIS Comments to the Bellevue City Council
Date: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 11:29:04 AM

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: lipingcriping <lipingke@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, Apr 25, 2016 at 10:32 AM
Subject: RE: Thank you for your EIS Comments to the Bellevue City Council
To: "KStannert@bellevuewa.gov" <kstannert@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Hi, Kyle

Thanks a lot for your details! We're glad to hear that Alternative 2B was not erased
from the plan yet.

We all have the assumptions because all the documents/mails/emails we have
received recently is the highly recommended "willow 2" plan, which make things
even worse, more transmissions lines up in the old Olympic pipeline. That's totally
beyond our imagination.

Thanks so much for your consideration!
Best Wishes,
Liping Ke

mailto:info@energizeeastsideeis.org
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Please Do Not Approve PSE"s Energize Eastside Proposal!
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:52:14 PM

From: Lisa Heilbron [mailto:lisa@plattbron.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 09:59
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Please Do Not Approve PSE's Energize Eastside Proposal!
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I live in Bridle Trails in Bellevue and am opposed to PSE’s Energize Eastside proposal, as it is too
dangerous and too destructive.  I am disappointed that less drastic measures have been rejected by the
City of Bellevue and urge you to re-open consideration of the less harmful proposal.
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in the
environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the
Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines to say
“No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only
option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to transparently
develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:
·  Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·  Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardshipby

employing advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.

·  Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·  Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses and

employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart, and
green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our future.

Signed,

Lisa Heilbron
3424 129th Ave. NE
Bellevue, WA  98005

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:lisa@plattbron.org
mailto:Council@bellevuewa.gov
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS 
1 message

Lisa Merrill <lisa@merrillimages.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 8:59 PM
To: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>, "council@bellevuewa.gov"
<council@bellevuewa.gov>

Greetings,

 

I’ve lived in Bellevue half my life, raised my family here, and founded a small business.  I love my city, and beseech you to very carefully
consider my deep concerns about Puget Sound Energy’s proposed megaproject.  I hope you’ll work with PSE and CENSE to come up
with a much better plan which avoids industrializing 29 neighborhoods with 18miles of massive poles and high voltage electricity
transmission lines over jet fuel pipelines. 

 

I’m an active member of CENSE, which represents over 3,000 residents and employers advocating for a transparent decision making
process and thoughtful plan that adopts 21st century best practices in advanced energy management and conservation—already at work
in other cities—to safely and reliably power our growth and keep our communities beautiful and livable. 

 

I am deeply concerned about safety.  Experts caution that industrialscaled utility poles and high voltage cables built on top of two aging
jet fuel pipelines will significantly increase the risk of pipeline failure and catastrophic fire. Thousand live and work along the route,
which abuts dozens of schools, churches, and parks.  PSE has not yet submitted a permit application with specifics about pole
placement, which makes it impossible to adequately evaluate the safety of its plan. I’m convinced it makes sense to explore every possible
alternative to construction over or near the pipelines.

 

Environmental, community, and economic development concerns are significant.  This project horrifies me from a safety and financial
perspective. Then I think of the 8000 trees PSE proposes cutting or limbing, and am incredulous about this potential setback to our
efforts to mitigate the impacts of climate change, keep our cities livable and draw businesses to our region. The Draft EIS Alternative 1
describes a loss of a minimum of 43 acres of tree canopy, possibly up to a 131 acres of established carbonabsorbing shadeproviding
gorgeous Northwest trees.  Please carefully consider the irreversible industrialization of our “City in a Park” and its negative impact on
livability and economic development.

 

PSE’s construction plan is massively oversized to accommodate export of energy to Canada, and far beyond our need. Industry leaders
have challenged PSE’s overestimate of annual increases in Eastside electricity demand.  Like other private utilities nationwide, PSE is
playing on fear of blackouts to rush its highly profitable infrastructure construction plan to approval. Its goal is profits for its
institutional investors, not smart growth for our communities.  If upfront cost of PSE’s construction plan is $250 million, PSE would
collect $1.45 billion dollars via higher electricity bills over 45 years.  I don’t want our collective resources to fund an oversized project
which degrades our community, especially when there are better alternatives.

 

PSE’s plan is allornothing when scalable technologies that permit a more costeffective “addasyougo” approach are available and in
use elsewhere. It expands capacity with a traditional transmission megaproject and does nothing to help us reduce our energy
consumption or costs.  I want to join other techsavvy, forwardlooking, and innovative cities across the country that are embracing
robust conservation and efficiency technologies to power their growth.  Bellevue and the Eastside can and should lead in this area. 
When considering building energy infrastructure, please consider the reality and urgency of our situation with respect to greenhouse
gases and climate. Alternative 1 is clearly backwards in this respect; it's time to stop investing in the old kinds of infrastructure, such as
extended highvoltage lines, and instead turn to the new. We need to focus on energy efficiency, a smart grid, and scalable distributed
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generation. 

    

I beseech you to advocate for the residents you serve, and work with PSE and CENSE to morph Energize Eastside into a better plan
which addresses the concerns I’ve outlined above, and powers our growth while truly meeting the vital needs of our community.

 

Thank you,

Lisa Merrill

 

4800 134th Place SE

Bellevue, WA  98006

 

Merrill Images
www.merrillimages.com

 

http://www.merrillimages.com/








From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Puget Sound Energy"s proposed Energize Eastside megaproject
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:33:36 PM

From: Lorelee McGinness [mailto:Lorelee@shotguncreek.com] 
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2016 18:51
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Puget Sound Energy's proposed Energize Eastside megaproject
 
Dear Councilmembers,

I understand last week that the City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe,
smart, and green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound
Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal without any explanation. I am part of the
Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000
followers and find this decision reprehensible.  We should not be forced to accept
an over-sized backwards-looking approach that puts our safety at risk and
degrades our communities

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation. 

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside. 
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Lorelee McGinness
14011 SE 42nd Pl.

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Phase 2 Comments 
1 message

Loretta Lopez <llopez@mstarlabs.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 5:25 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

At the scoping and public comment meetings for Phase 1 of the PSE project, City of Bellevue and ESA
employees stated that Phase 1 was the programmatic phase of the EIS and that Phase 2 would include the
project specific details.

 

We however, do not have more specific information about the proposed project. Instead we have the same
general descriptions about the proposed routes as we had in Phase 1.

 

We do no know many details including: which trees will cut, where the poles will be located, the height of
the poles, which houses will be taken or how PSE will access private property for construction and how PSE
will address the safety concerns raised about the gas pipeline.

 

The result is that the citizens cannot comment in a meaningful manner.  

 

We request that the City correct the EIS process, including the mistakes and errors made in Phase 1 of the
EIS process.

 

We request that the City require PSE to provide more specific information about the project and extend the
comment period for Phase 2 scoping.

 

We request that the City require PSE to send a letter to each property owner along the proposed routes and
set forth what PSE intends to do on the property.

 

We request that the City require PSE to release information about the basis for PSE’s assertion that more
power will be necessary to meet the needs of the Eastside.

 

 

Loretta Lopez

13419 NE 33rd Lane

Bellevue WA 98005
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CENSE member

VP President, Bridle Trails Community Club

 

 

 











From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:37:23 PM

From: Lyanne Ma [mailto:lyannema@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 23:49
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: PSE's Energize Eastside project
 
Dear Councilmembers,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize
Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for
Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a
bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·  Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·  Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies
and robust conservation.

·  Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·  Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Lyanne Ma
14634 SE 82nd Court
Newcastle, WA

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Please listen to common CENSE
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:54:56 AM

 

From: Lynne Prevette [mailto:lynnepre@comcast.net] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 11:18 AM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Please listen to common CENSE
 
Dear Councilmembers,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option
in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I
am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its
3,000 followers.

 Say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility
to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing
cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan
for our future.
 
 
Lynne Prevette
8114, 128th Ave SE, Newcastle WA 98056
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Safe, green energy alternative
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 3:09:58 PM

From: Marc Shepard [mailto:marcshep@comcast.net] 
Sent: Sunday, May 01, 2016 20:20
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Safe, green energy alternative
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize
Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for
Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a
bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Marc Shepard

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: BIG Concern PSE
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:32:11 PM

From: marcialeveque@comcast.net [mailto:marcialeveque@comcast.net] 
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2016 17:50
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: BIG Concern PSE
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize
Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for
Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a
bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Marcia LeVeque
4417 134th PL SE 
Bellevue, WA 98006

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Very disappointed with your decision
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:31:32 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Margaret Makar [mailto:mmmakar@comcast.net]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2016 08:59
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Very disappointed with your decision

We are supporters of Cense so we reference the letters coming to you objecting to your decision and
supporting the Cense conclusions.

Thanks you

Margaret and Michal Makar

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Comments on PSE EIS Phase 2 
1 message

Margaret Moore <mmooreii@comcast.net> Sat, May 14, 2016 at 1:26 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Cc: mmooreii@comcast.net, bmooreii@comcast.net, Karen Esayian <kesayian@aol.com>

May 14, 2016

RE:  Proposed PSE Energize Eastside Project

The Proposed PSE project which is now in Phase 2 of the EIS process is of great concern to me and all citizens who
live on the Eastside.  In addition to having enormous environmental impact on the entire region, it is increasingly being
disproven as a necessary project.  Touted by PSE  an offshore consortium  as critical to future needs, it is designed
to enhance its investment and ensure emergency power to Canada at the expense of ratepayers throughout our region. 
Better methods to meet future needs are available and will continue to be developed before our Eastside requirements
become crucial.

1.         Of primary significance to the current EIS process, the ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT is enormous.  Over the 18
mile length of the plan, thousands of trees and numerous homes must be destroyed to make way for the required
easement for 240kV wires on up to 135 foot poles.  This is to say nothing of the archaic, ugly towers required to
complete the installation.  Far better ways exist to meet future needs than to revert to this oldfashioned method of
power transmission.  New, proven ways are happening  new technologies are coming on line, utility efficiencies are
developing, to say nothing of people and businesses reducing their consumption voluntarily and/or through pricing
schedules.

2.         It is unthinkable to ignore the public SAFETY issues around constructing these heavyduty transmission
wires over an existing, aging pipeline carrying high octane jet fuel under great pressure.  In this active earthquake zone
so much could happen to damage both the fuel line and the transmission towers/lines.  It’s hard enough to think about
the existing situation, let alone consider having the new lines involved with the Olympic Pipeline in a seismic event.  We
have had ample evidence of the unthinkable happening in similar situations to not be extremely concerned about the
possibility here and do everything we can to prevent it.

3.         Finally, the NEED is not there for the foreseeable future.  PSE has created a scenario to enhance their
investment within the window in which they must divest, thereby increasing profits for Australian and Canadian
investors.  Who pays for this $215 million dollar project?  We the ratepayers will, while they continue to receive their
guaranteed 9+% ROI.  PSE selected and edited data to enhance their request. It refused to allow a citizen’s panel offer
solutions or comments that were outside PSE’s preferred scenario. (A surprising number of citizens on that review panel
refused to sign the final report because it was shaped by PSE and did not allow a truly open process.)  PSE has refused
to respond to the LauckhartSchiffman loadflow study created by experts in energy planning – indeed Lauckhart
previously was PSE’s expert! 

It is very important that the current EIS Phase 2 review pay attention to all data and information available and come to a
conclusion that truly reflects more than the selfserving rationale presented by PSE.  When a recommendation is made
now, it should closely reflect Alternative 2B – an option that truly considers more than 20th century thinking about how to
continue power flowing to the Eastside far into the future.

Sincerely,

Margaret R. Moore                                                                                                                              

4707 135th PL SE                                                                                                                              
                      

Bellevue, WA  98006                                                                                                                                   

4257471388
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Energize Eastside becomes Destroy Eastside
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 3:36:00 PM

From: Marlene Meyer [mailto:4mjmeyer@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2016 11:29
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Re: Energize Eastside becomes Destroy Eastside
 
Don,
Had been fighting for a personal political cause all day in
Renton; came home and fell asleep. Didn't make it to
your meeting. I'm so frustrated.
Is there anyway I can get info from the meeting.?
Thank you,
Marlene Meyer
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Energize Eastside becomes Destroy Eastside
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 3:30:28 PM

On Wed, Apr 20, 2016 at 11:13 PM, Marlene Meyer <4mjmeyer@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled. It seems you do not care about your
citizens by throwing out the only safe, smart, and green
option in the environmental impact study for Puget
Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part
of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible
Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers. We spoke up
at council meetings, but apparently you did not listen or
care about our lives.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community
leaders, and organizations in 20 neighborhoods
along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and
high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed
process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top
of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only option. And
the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity
and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities
worldwide.

I donated money to help CENSE. They hired
industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·  Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost,

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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with greater reliability.
·  Aligns with our core values of innovation,

livability and environmental stewardship by
employing advanced energy management
technologies and robust conservation.

·  Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating
pipeline fires.

·  Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the
neighborhood character that attracts businesses
and employees to the Eastside.

For Earth Week, I join CENSE in demanding the Council take steps to re-
open the conversation and include the safe, smart, and green option,
Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

Thank you,
Marlene Meyer
 
 

 



From: Energize Eastside EIS
To: Liv Benson
Subject: Fwd: FW: Support CENSE, not Energize Eastside
Date: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 12:12:44 PM

From: Mary Lynne Poole [mailto:MLP@MLPconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 30, 2016 22:37
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Support CENSE, not Energize Eastside

 

Please vote NOT to accept the Puget Sound proposal as recoded in the EIS. 
We need a safer, greener and more cost-effective solution to power Eastside
growth.  We do not need to tax ourselves to send electricity to Canada for 
benefit of Puget Sound Australian stockholders.

 

Mary Lynne

 

Mary Lynne Poole

3518 129th Ave. NE

Bellevue, WA 98005

 

Phone (425) 861-4433
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Dear Councilmembers,  

 
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in the 
environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the 
Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.  
 
We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20 
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” 
to a flawed process and a bad option.  
 
An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only 
option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to transparently 
develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.  
 
CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:  
Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.  
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardship by employing 
advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.  
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.  
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses and 
employees to the Eastside.  
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart, and 
green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS.  
 
We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our 
future.  
 
Respectfully Submitted,   
Maxine Voetberg 

4544 Somerset PL SE 
Bellevue, WA 98006  



From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Mega towers
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 1:57:53 PM

From: Lean Carroll [mailto:leancarroll@comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 16:32
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Mega towers
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green
option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside
proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy
(CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission
lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by
growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts

businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan
for our future.

 
Sincerely,
 
McLean G Carroll
Bellevue, WA
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Dear City Officials:      May 30, 2016    
 
We would like to go on record wanting a thoughtful, soul-searching application to 
this PSE project.  But also as strict opponents of the proposed PSE project in its 
present form to Energize the Eastside for many reasons.  
 
It is inconceivable to us that the City has so many programs to arm us all to be 
prepare ourselves in case of a tragedy.   Our neighborhoods are gearing up for a 
pending earthquake and working on ideas of preparation regarding safety in our 
neighborhoods where unforeseen tragedies could happen.  We have been made 
well aware of pipeline that runs through our area and the safety measures taken 
to keep people from harm.   Yet our leaders are entertaining the possibility of 
PSE’s obscene ideas of what we need even when none of the principals of this 
project even live in this area.  Have you followed the money?  Therein lies the 
real effort by PSE to push this project through.  The money leads to individuals 
that consider our properties, our quality of life, our values expendable…..bottom-
line just for their own gain.   
 
This project is a greedy endeavor to secure a future to sell our power to other 
states or countries at our property owner’s expense.  What person in their right 
mind would purchase a property at today’s prices, when just one of these huge 
transformers could sit close to a gas line that could be corrupted in an instant 
causing a catastrophic explosion close to their house or their child’s 
school?   Even our trees are considered expendable just because PSE found an 
area that would certainly contribute to their own greed.   
 
We thought we were a city of innovation.  Have you studied innovation PSE?  If 
you wanted to do something positive for the sake of energy, as you say, your 
reputation could be as contributors to a solution rather than a destroyer of 
property and dreams.   We have the brightest minds in the world at our 
fingertips.  We challenge PSE to seek out some of those intellects to save our 
neighborhoods before our trees are cut down or we have an explosion near a 
school or community that could take the lives of men, women and children. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Muriel Mittelstrass 
Secretary, Somerset Community Association 
            and 
Guenter E. Mittelstrass 
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

(no subject) 
1 message

Natalia Dvorak <natalia.dvorak@gmail.com> Thu, May 26, 2016 at 10:03 AM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

Hello,

As a physician and a mother, whose house is approximately 50 feet from the proposed new powerlines, I am extremely
concerned about this plan. According to the evaluation done by the independent consultant hired by the citizens of the
Eastside, the expansion of the powerlines is unnecessary, and seems designed to make a profit for a privately held
corporation. To risk the safety of families throughout the Eastside (powerline concerns, building over jet fuel pipeline,
etc) for this unnecessary project is completely irresponsible. 

Please consider alternative options to deliver the necessary amount of power to the Eastside, and do not allow PSE to
endanger our families in order to deliver power (and make a dollar) to other areas/countries. 

Sincerely,

Natalia Dvorak, MD



From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Concerns about PSE"s Plans for Bellevue
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 1:57:08 PM

From: Natalie Duryea [mailto:natalied@microsoft.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 13:51
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Concerns about PSE's Plans for Bellevue
 
Dear Councilmembers –
 
I’m a lifetime Bellevue Resident who absolutely loves living in a ‘city within a park’.
 
It is my belief that PSE’s plans put In jeopardy our city’s beauty and safety. 
 
I’ve recently been in cities where Powerlines scar the skyline: Irvine, California and the
Florida Keys.  It is so upsetting to me that this could be the future of Bellevue.
 
We already have one large Powerline running through the city (The Seattle City Light
Powerline) – it is abhorrent to me that we’d need to tolerate 2 giant powerlines, with the
new one larger than the last.
 
PSE has shown through recent actions that they have no care for the beauty of our city –

their plans to cut 300 trees along 148th avenue were obviously the ideas of people who live
far from here.
 
Please advocate for those that live here, and believe that this city is a special place.  Please
continue to look for alternatives to these powerlines which will drastically impact Bellevue’s
beauty.
 
Thank you!
Natalie Duryea
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Energize Eastside
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:55:43 AM

 

From: Brown [mailto:gregerbrown@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 11:36 AM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Energize Eastside
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in the environmental
impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20 neighborhoods
along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed
process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only option. And
the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardship by employing
advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses and
employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart, and green
option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Patricia Brown
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Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green
option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside
proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy
(CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in
20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high
transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative
2B" which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the
safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated
plan for our future

Sincerely,
Patricia Riffle
3400 134th Av NE, Bellevue

From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Puget Sound Energy"s Energize Eastside proposal
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 1:58:48 PM

From: Patricia Riffle [mailto:patt@adhost.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2016 00:42
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Puget Sound Energy's Energize Eastside proposal
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Energize Eastside public comment for Phase 2 Scoping 
1 message

gilmartp@netscape.net <gilmartp@netscape.net> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 4:23 PM
To: Info@energizeeastsideeis.org

On May 24, 2016, I submitted a comment to Energize Eastside for Phase 2 Scoping.  Separately, on May 25, 2016, I
forwarded a copy of that comment to Tim McHarg, Director of Community Development, City of Newcastle.

I wish to enter into public comment a copy of the May 25, 2016 email I submitted to the City of Newcastle.  The May 25,
2016 email is copied below. 

Regards,

Paul Gilmartin
3412 NE 21st St
Renton WA 98056

Original Message
From: 
To: timm <timm@ci.newcastle.wa.us> 
Sent: Wed, May 25, 2016 10:46 am 
Subject: May 24 email regarding Energize Eastside public comment for Phase 2 Scoping

Dear Mr. McHarg,  

Yesterday, I submitted a comment to Energize Eastside for Phase 2 Scoping.  I copied you on the submission to bring
your attention to an issue that may cause a significant harm to the City of Newcastle.  I believe PSE suppressed data
that could have caused the route through Newcastle (Segment M) to have been viewed less favorable than other
alternatives.

As I noted yesterday, PSE's data indicates 11,254 students attend school near Segment M.  This number eclipses the
number of students along any other corridor.  Fore example, Segment L (the Segment M alternative) impacts 0 students. 

PSE's data appeared in the South SubArea Workshop #2 data table, dated 4/24/14 but was thereafter suppressed.   
Notably, data regarding the number of students near a corridor was not included in the Community Advisory Group Blind
Evaluation Data Table (used by advisory group members to score the full selection of route options) or the Community
Advisory Group route options data table (used to justify PSE’s route selection).   

Perhaps if PSE had not suppressed data regarding the number of students impacted by the route options, PSE would
not be reviewing a route through the City of Newcastle.

I do not know if my public comment will arrive at the proper time in the EIS process to impact route selection.  I believe
it may be too late to alter the proposed route.  Further, I doubt my comment alone will change a process already
steamrolling through our community.  I copied you, and am writing today, because the City of Newcastle, collectively,
may be harmed the most by PSE's data suppression.  Again, if data regarding the impact on school children was not
suppressed, PSE might not be seeking to construct new power lines in the City of Newcastle, in line with the Olympic
pipelines.

Regards,

Paul Gilmartin

Original Message
From: 

mailto:timm@ci.newcastle.wa.us
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To: Info <Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org> 
Cc: timm <timm@ci.newcastle.wa.us>; gzimmerman <gzimmerman@rentonwa.gov>
Sent: Tue, May 24, 2016 3:52 pm 
Subject: Energize Eastside public comment for Phase 2 Scoping

I am a parent of a child who will attend school along what PSE designates Segment M.  I understand that, as part of
Energize Eastside, PSE considered proposing to install a high voltage power line primarily through one of two segments
within the Southern subarea: either Segment L or Segment M.  PSE now proposes only Segment M.

Why did PSE remove Segment L as an alternative with no discussion of the number of school children impacted by
PSE’s action?  Further, why did PSE suppress data regarding the impact on school children (i.e. number of students
attending near a corridor)?

Segment M requires constructing the new 230kv transmission line on or adjacent to numerous school grounds.
 Segment M would impact, among others, high school and older students at Renton Technical School, young grade
school students at Sierra Heights Elementary School, and numerous infants and toddlers attending other schools and
care centers along Segment M.  In contrast, Segment L does not appear to pass on or adjacent to any school.  (I dislike
that PSE’s process pits one neighborhood against another.)

In fact, the PSE published South SubArea Workshop #2 data table, dated 4/24/14, indicates there are 11,254 students
attending near Segment M.  This number eclipses the number of students along any other corridor.  Segment L shows 0
students.  

Why did this data and the evaluation of the impact on students disappear from consideration following publication
of the April 24, 2014 data table?  

Notably, data regarding the number of students near a corridor was not included in the Community
Advisory Group Blind Evaluation Data Table (used by advisory group members to score the full selection
of route options) or the Community Advisory Group route options data table (used to justify PSE’s route
selection).  

Why did PSE suppress the data regarding the number of students that may be impacted?

Although PSE states “research has not established that exposure to power frequency EMF causes adverse health
effects” (http://pse.com/safety/ElectricSafety/Documents/4243_EMF.pdf), the deliberated response of a number of
communities, states, and nations (See e.g. http://www.maine.gov/mpuc/legislative/Reports/ATTACHMENT%201%20
%20113013.pdf) is enough for me to question building high voltage lines near schools.  

Since there appear to be no schools located along Segment L, I ask that PSE renew review of Segment L or another
alternative and not Segment M.  I ask that PSE not assume the  liability of risking the health of my child, the health of
over ten thousand other children attending schools along Segment M, and the health of the innumerable number of
children that will attend schools along Segment M.

Regards,

Paul Gilmartin
3412 NE 21st St
Renton WA 98056
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Energize Eastside public comment for Phase 2 Scoping 
1 message

gilmartp@netscape.net <gilmartp@netscape.net> Tue, May 24, 2016 at 3:52 PM
To: Info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Cc: timm@ci.newcastle.wa.us, gzimmerman@rentonwa.gov

I am a parent of a child who will attend school along what PSE designates Segment M.  I understand that, as part of
Energize Eastside, PSE considered proposing to install a high voltage power line primarily through one of two segments
within the Southern subarea: either Segment L or Segment M.  PSE now proposes only Segment M.

Why did PSE remove Segment L as an alternative with no discussion of the number of school children impacted by
PSE’s action?  Further, why did PSE suppress data regarding the impact on school children (i.e. number of students
attending near a corridor)?

Segment M requires constructing the new 230kv transmission line on or adjacent to numerous school grounds.
 Segment M would impact, among others, high school and older students at Renton Technical School, young grade
school students at Sierra Heights Elementary School, and numerous infants and toddlers attending other schools and
care centers along Segment M.  In contrast, Segment L does not appear to pass on or adjacent to any school.  (I dislike
that PSE’s process pits one neighborhood against another.)

In fact, the PSE published South SubArea Workshop #2 data table, dated 4/24/14, indicates there are 11,254 students
attending near Segment M.  This number eclipses the number of students along any other corridor.  Segment L shows 0
students.  

Why did this data and the evaluation of the impact on students disappear from consideration following publication
of the April 24, 2014 data table?  

Notably, data regarding the number of students near a corridor was not included in the Community
Advisory Group Blind Evaluation Data Table (used by advisory group members to score the full selection
of route options) or the Community Advisory Group route options data table (used to justify PSE’s route
selection).  

Why did PSE suppress the data regarding the number of students that may be impacted?

Although PSE states “research has not established that exposure to power frequency EMF causes adverse health
effects” (http://pse.com/safety/ElectricSafety/Documents/4243_EMF.pdf), the deliberated response of a number of
communities, states, and nations (See e.g. http://www.maine.gov/mpuc/legislative/Reports/ATTACHMENT%201%20
%20113013.pdf) is enough for me to question building high voltage lines near schools.  

Since there appear to be no schools located along Segment L, I ask that PSE renew review of Segment L or another
alternative and not Segment M.  I ask that PSE not assume the  liability of risking the health of my child, the health of
over ten thousand other children attending schools along Segment M, and the health of the innumerable number of
children that will attend schools along Segment M.

Regards,

Paul Gilmartin
3412 NE 21st St
Renton WA 98056

http://pse.com/safety/ElectricSafety/Documents/4243_EMF.pdf
http://www.maine.gov/mpuc/legislative/Reports/ATTACHMENT%201%20-%2011-30-13.pdf






















From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Please keep PSE in check
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 10:06:31 AM

From: Rahul Kapoor [mailto:rkapoor1973@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 09:58
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Re: Please keep PSE in check
 
I'm following up regarding the below letter I wrote to Bellevue City Council back
in Nov 2015. I'm glad that CENSE was allowed to provide results from the
Lauckhart Shiffman Load flow study and I see that PSE has listened a bit to
the community by coming up with a better Willow 2 route  proposal but I was
disappointed to learn that the Bellevue City dropped from consideration what
appears to be a much less impactful plan proposed by CENSE without
explanation. I'm writing again to request the Council to engage with CENSE on
evaluating their proposed plan and if the council still feels it should be dropped
from consideration please share the reasoning publicly.
 
Thanks,
Rahul Kapoor
Somerset, Bellevue, WA

From: Rahul Kapoor <rkapoor1973@yahoo.com>
To: "council@bellevuewa.gov" <council@bellevuewa.gov> 
Sent: Sunday, November 1, 2015 11:46 PM
Subject: Please keep PSE in check
 
 
To: Members of the Bellevue City Council,
 
I was a resident of Bellevue, WA from 1997 to 2008, then moved to Bay
Area, CA for a few years due to job reasons and am now in the process of
moving back, having bought a house again in Bellevue this summer. For many
in tech industry like me Bay Area, CA is the ultimate place to be but having
lived in Puget Sound area I know how much better life is here, and haven
visited 100 National Parks/Monuments (76 in US and 24 outside US during my
travels to 30 of the most scenic countries of the world) I know the natural
beauty of this area is incomparable - it's priceless to be able to see Rainier
on a clear day or the Seattle/Bellevue skylines with the backdrop of Lake
Washington and Cascades.
 
That brings me to the reason for this email - PSE's chosen route for Energize
Eastside which would seriously impair the natural beauty of the area for
thousands of residents. I was shocked to find how far the plan has progressed
without even a proper requirement analysis - why do we need to spoil the

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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beauty of our area to supply power to Canada which most likely doesn't even
need it? Even if the power is needed why can't PSE use the transmission lines
on the far east of Sammamish or invest in underground wiring which would be
a way better solution preserving our natural beauty while addressing winter
storm driven outages as well (and actually help eastside residents). My guess
is because PSE is a business and their main goal is to make money with the
least investment. In this current economic situation where its hard to find even
1% return on one's money, PSE by selling this project as an infrastructure
investment earns 10% - no business would want to pass over that. Also having
dealt with PSE in the last 3 months for my house matters has convinced me
that PSE's main goal is to make money. As one example at my house I took
over the lease of a water heater which PSE owns and per the lease is
supposed to maintain/upgrade, but when they upgraded they charged me
couple hundred dollars in the name of getting *their* water heater to code and
added on *extras* to the order (which I didn't want) without even informing me
or asking me. They even dug out my concrete walkway to install their new
meter and did a really ugly job patching the hole with asphalt (again didn't
inform me or ask me about any of it). I had to chase after PSE for over a
month and call them multiple times to get them to put back concrete in
the hole they created. Yet another example was my recent attempt to swap
the electric panel in my house - I was shocked to find PSE charging $407 just
to turn the power off and on from the transformer, and even after charging
such a ridiculously high fee PSE was unreachable on the weekend to turn the
power back on - they only honor requests to turn power on between 8-2 M-F
and only if its not windy or raining heavily (PSE rep bluntly said if its
windy/raining heavily they can't restore power because of other priorities).
 
Anyway I digress into PSE's money making schemes without concern for
eastside residents. Practically speaking I can't really fault PSE at trying to
make money because they are a business. The problem is there is no
competition/alternate for eastside customers and PSE is exploiting the fact that
there are many government agencies so there is no strong oversight on them
either. I really hope Bellevue City Council has both the authority AND the
courage to take on PSE's most recent attempt at making money in the name
of "investment for eastside" when helping *eastside* residents is clearly not
the motivation.
 
As a first step in keeping PSE in check please support CENSE's request for an
independent and transparent study of PSE's motivations for Energize Eastside
as well as alternate solutions.
 
Thanks,
Rahul Kapoor
 
 
 







From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: PSE Energize Eastside
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 1:41:23 PM

From: rcamden@comcast.net [mailto:rcamden@comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 08:46
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: PSE Energize Eastside
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize
Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for
Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a
bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should
not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being
embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
Please take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart,
and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,

Rebecca M. Camden

13620 SE 1st St

Bellevue, WA  98005
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: PSE Energize Eastside Program
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:54:43 AM

 

From: Reid Mickelsen [mailto:reid_m38@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 11:17 AM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: PSE Energize Eastside Program
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option
in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am
part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000
followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines to
say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility
to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities
worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardship
by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for
our future.

Signed,
Reid Mickelsen    
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Lauckhart comment to clarify issues for The Energize Eastside Phase 2 Scoping 
1 message

Richard <lauckjr@hotmail.com> Fri, Apr 29, 2016 at 6:57 PM
To: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "JStokes@bellevuewa.gov" <jstokes@bellevuewa.gov>, "jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov"
<jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov>, "clee@bellevuewa.gov" <clee@bellevuewa.gov>, "j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov"
<j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov>, "LRobinson@bellevuewa.gov" <lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov>, "vslatter@bellevuewa.gov"
<vslatter@bellevuewa.gov>, "KRWallace@bellevuewa.gov" <krwallace@bellevuewa.gov>, "jens.nedrud@pse.com"
<jens.nedrud@pse.com>, Don Marsh <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>

Email to:  info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Re: Clarification of key issues
 
My name is Richard Lauckhart.  As you know, I coauthored the LauckhartSchiffman “Load Flow Modeling for Energize
Eastside” report dated February 18, 2016 which was submitted as part of the EIS record. This report has been
repeatedly criticized by the PSE and Stantec. Yet, neither Stantec nor PSE have provided factual and reasonable
explanations for such criticism. By way of this letter, I would like to, on record:
 
…….Reiterate key facts regarding my credentials and background; and
 
…….Convey to you what I consider to be key points of concern which I recommend that you give particular attention.
 
My credentials and background
I am a nationally recognized expert in Pacific Northwest power and transmission planning.  I spent more than 20 years
in working for Puget Power (PSE’s predecessor) holding numerous positions including transmission and power planning
until 1996, including Vice President of power planning. In large part because of my expertise with power and
transmission matters in the Pacific Northwest, I was hired by energy consulting firms headquartered in California
including Black & Veatch, a global leader in energy consulting, where I worked until 2011.  For all of these California
based consulting firms I lead their WECC Power Market advisory service which included advice on what was happening
in the Pacific Northwest.  Since ending my employment with Black & Veatch I have provided independent consulting
services to various organizations, including CENSE. As an expert in this field, I am fully up to date on all regional and
federal rules and requirements (such as NERC).  I am also one of the very few people remaining in the power industry
who is intimately familiar with all aspects of the Columbia River treaty and its implications.  Moreover, the project which
is proposed by PSE (Energize Eastside) utilizes the same concepts and technologies as the dozens of projects I
oversaw in my career as Vice President of power planning for Puget Power. 
 
Continued lack of reliability of PSE’s load flow study
As you are aware, the LauckhartSchiffman load flow study raised several serious questions and concerns about how
PSE conducted its load flow study.  Perhaps realizing the seriousness of issues with its load flow study, PSE and
Stantec continue to criticize the LauckhartSchiffman load flow study without providing factual support for their
arguments.  This type of criticism is unsettling given what is at stake for Bellevue and other communities if the ill
conceived Energize Eastside project is built but also, on a personal note, given what appears to be an intentional
campaign of misinformation concerning my credentials and expertise. I continue to stand by the integrity and
professionalism of the LauckhartSchiffman study.  To provide further detail and clarification, I have attached document
provides an updated response to Stantec and PSE criticisms.
 
I cannot stress this point enough: a reliable load flow study must be the foundation to the entire project.  Without
verifiable proof that the need for the project truly exists, the City is potentially wasting valuable time, resources and
energy.  Concerns about PSE’s load flow study could easily be put to rest if PSE were willing to work with me (as the
representative of CENSE) in a cooperative manner. To accomplish this, PSE would only have to share data, which,
given the magnitude of the EIS process, seems like a simple solution. However, to this date, PSE has continuously
refused to produce answers to basic and reasonable questions (please note that I possess all the necessary
governmental security clearances).  For your records, I have attached a chronology of my attempts at obtaining the
data from them that would answer these critical questions.
 
The attached chronology shows that the only hope to start a factual and data driven dialog between PSE and CENSE
concerning load flow studies is your involvement. I trust that you will consider this matter and help foster this dialog.
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Thank you for your time and consideration of this information.  I am happy to answer any and all questions you may
have for me.
Kind regards,
 
Richard Lauckhart
Energy Consultant
Davis, California
9167696704
 

2 attachments

Rebuttal to the criticisms of the LS with attachment.pdf
1748K

Chronology of Lauckhart CEII requests to PSE.pdf
333K
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Richard Lauckhart has made three CEII requests to PSE as follows: 

 

1)  September 2, 2015:  Mr. Lauckhart CEII request for load flow data files used to justify EE.   Mr. 

Lauckhart wanted to see the load flow data files (input and output) of the studies that PSE did to 

justify EE. 

a. PSE required Mr. Lauckhart to say why he needed it.  Mr. Lauckhart said he needed it to 

“allow meaningful participation in review of need for Energize Eastside.”  On October 9, 

2015  PSE rejected Mr. Lauckhart’s request saying that he did “not have a legitimate 

need for the data because the need for the Energize Eastside had been documented five 

time.” 

2) October 14, 2015:  Mr. Lauckhart then made a CEII request to PSE for the Base Cases PSE filed 

with FERC under FERC Form 715.  This is a different request than the request under (1) above.  

Having been rejected by PSE in his attempt to get PSEs Energize Eastside load flow data files, Mr. 

Lauckhart then decided that, rather than using the exact load flow data files that PSE used to 

run its load flow for WECC, he would use Base Case load flow files that WECC sent to FERC under 

FERC Form 715.  Mr. Lauckhart was provided 24 such Base Cases from WECC.  One of those was 

a Base Case studying heavy winter loads of the year 2018.   

a. Mr. Lauckhart learned that PSE may have filed its own Base Cases with FERC under FERC 

Form 715.  So Mr. Lauckhart made a new CEII request to PSE asking for the Base Cases 

that PSE had filed with FERC under FERC Form 715.  It was surprising to Mr. Lauckhart 

that PSE may have had Base Cases that differ from WECC Base Cases since the WECC 

cases had all of the western United States including the PSE system and any Base Case 

created by PSE would also have not only the PSE system but also the rest of the western 

United States.  How could there be Base Cases that are different.  Mr. Lauckhart wanted 

to see the data in PSEs FERC Form 715 Base Cases in order to see how they differed 

from the data in WECC FERC For 715 Base Cases. 

b. PSE rejected Mr. Lauckhart second CEII request (i.e. the request for Base Cases that PSE 

filed with FERC under FERC Form 715) saying they needed questions answered and once 

again PSE noted that Mr. Lauckhart did not have a legitimate need. 

c. Mr. Lauckhart answered PSE’s questions in a letter saying that he wanted to look at the 

PSE FERC Form 715 Base Case data files in order to compare those data files with the 

FERC Form 715 Base Case data files to see where PSE differed from WECC. 

d. PSE has now taken the position that Mr. Lauckhart did not take their CEII process 

seriously because he said he wanted to see the files to see what was in there. 

e. PSE has an obligation to provide their FERC Form 715 Base Cases to stakeholders that 

have approval to get those Base Cases from FERC. Mr. Lauckhart had such approval.  

When Mr. Lauckhart pressed this point with PSE, PSE then acknowledged on Nov 19, 

2015 that their FERC Form 715 Base Cases were the same as those filed with FERC by 

WECC.   PSE pointed out that since Mr. Lauckhart already had those data files that PSE 

was closing out Mr. Lauckhart’s request. 



f. In summary, the fact that PSE did not like the responses from Mr. Lauckhart to their 

question as to why he needed the data files for the PSE Base Cases filed with FERC under 

FERC Form 715 became moot because PSE then told Mr. Lauckhart that he already had 

those data files. 

3) February 21, 2016:  Mr. Lauckhart third CEII request…a modification of his first request.  

Namely, a request for PSE load flow data files used to justify EE in order to determine how PSE 

modified those data files from the Base Case data files they filed with FERC under FERC Form 

715.  Mr. Lauckhart decided to make this modified request because he had run load flows with 

the PSE and WECC Base Case for heavy winter 2018 and determined that PSE assumptions of 

1,500 MW to Canada and little Puget Sound area gas fired generation running produced a 

“failed” load flow.  So PSE must have made some changes to the Base Case.  Mr. Lauckhart 

believes that if PSE actually had attempted to run a legitimate load flow with these 

modifications to the PSE and WECC Base Cases for heavy winter 2018 that PSE would have run 

into the same problems.  Mr. Lauckhart made this third request in order to answer a very 

important question, namely “How did PSE get the load flow to provide a result?”  Did PSE do 

something inappropriate in the Base Case?  Or did PSE simply not run any load flow case to 

attempt to justify Energize Eastside.   PSE has never provided a load flow case in this proceeding 

that demonstrate the need for Energize Eastside.   

a. On March 23, 2016 PSE rejected to this third CEII request saying again that the need for 

Energize Eastside had already been documented five times (despite the fact that PSE has 

never provided load flow data files confirming those “documented” findings. ) 

b. PSE also implied that Mr. Lauckhart was not qualified to look at the data files he was 

requesting because he had run load flows himself that PSE did not agree with. 

c. PSE appears to claim that Mr. Lauckhart could be planning on using the requested data 

to find weaknesses in the transmission grid in order to sabotage the grid.  This is an odd 

claim because Mr. Lauckhart already has data on all transmission grid element capacity 

and loadings based on 24 different Base Case studies for every element in 1) PSEs 

portion of the grid, 2) the northwest portion of the grid, and 3) the entire western 

United States portion of the grid.  If Mr. Lauckhart was looking to find weaknesses in the 

grid for nefarious purposes, he already has more than everything he needs to do that.  

Of course, he has contracted not to use it for those purposes.  And anything that PSE 

might give Mr. Lauckhart in addition to what he already has would be of no help to him 

in finding weaknesses in the grid because he already has everything he would need to 

do that. 

In summary, PSE is coming up with many excuses to avoid providing the data files from its load flow 

studies .  Without making those files available for inspection, the EIS should not be relying on PSEs 

statements of what it found when it ran load flow studies.   



March 28, 2016 

Bellevue City Council 

450 110th Ave. NE 

P.O. Box 90012 

Bellevue, WA  98009 

Dear Mayor Stokes and Councilmembers, 

On March 23, PSE sent you a letter criticizing the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study and making 

other inaccurate statements regarding needs and requirements for the company’s Energize Eastside 

project.  As the author of the Lauckhart-Schiffman report and a 22-year veteran of Puget Power, the 

citizen group CENSE asked me to respond. 

There are three main areas of disagreement: 

1. We disagree that PSE is required to support the export of 1,500 MW to Canada. 

2. We disagree with the characterization of the project as upgrading the “backbone of the 

Eastside.” 

3. We disagree that other studies have sufficiently addressed the need for the project. 

I will cover these points and some of the other lesser disagreements below.  I have highlighted and 

numbered specific questions for PSE that we ask PSE to answer. 

Where does the requirement to export 1,500 MW to Canada originate? 
PSE’s letter states, “Flows to and from Canada for planning purposes are set by the regional planning 

authority (ColumbiaGrid) in conjunction with other regional utilities.” 

This statement is incorrect for the following reasons: 

 ColumbiaGrid does not have the authority to require exports of this magnitude at all times of 

year and under all operating conditions.  While ColumbiaGrid has written that NERC Reliability 

Standards require 1,500 MW to flow to Canada, there is no evidence that such a requirement 

exists in the NERC Reliability Criteria.  There is also no requirement in ColumbiaGrid’s Planning 

and Expansion Functional Agreement. 

 

1. We challenge PSE or ColumbiaGrid to cite a specific requirement to transmit 1,500 MW 

to Canada in the NERC Reliability Criteria or PEFA. 

 

 CENSE asked FERC to require ColumbiaGrid to run PSE’s load flow studies in a transparent 

fashion with stakeholder input.  FERC rejected this request, because PSE did not submit the 

project as a part of a Regional Transmission Plan, therefore FERC does not have jurisdiction over 

it.  If FERC does not have jurisdiction, neither does ColumbiaGrid.  Neither of these organizations 

can require PSE ratepayers to pay for a line that supports delivery of 1,500 MW to Canada, when 

smaller and less expensive solutions are possible without this export requirement. 

 



 Any “Firm Commitment” to move 1,500 MW of power to Canada requires a written contract.  

PSE has refused to show any contract demonstrating such a requirement exists, but instead 

referred us to BPA.  BPA is the only utility in Washington State that has power lines that can 

transmit power to Canada.  In response to a Freedom of Information Act request, BPA has 

stated it has no such contract. 

 

2. We challenge PSE, ColumbiaGrid, or BPA to produce a contract showing a Firm 

Commitment to deliver 1,500 MW to Canada. 

 

 The Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) provides Base Cases for utilities and 

stakeholders to use for load flow studies.  The WECC Base Case for heavy winter consumption in 

2018 specifies only 500 MW flowing to Canada.  PSE does not dispute this fact.  PSE has stated 

that it uses WECC Base Cases as the basis for its studies.  If PSE ran a load flow study for the 

winter of 2018 that had 1,500 MW flowing to Canada, then engineers running the simulation 

must have increased the flow to Canada by 1,000 MW.  

  

3. We challenge PSE to prove that they did not increase flow to Canada relative to the 

WECC Base Case. 

 

 Lauckhart and Schiffman tried to duplicate PSE’s work by starting with the WECC Base Case for 

heavy winter consumption in 2018.  We modified the Base Case by increasing flow to Canada 

from 500 MW to 1,500 MW.  The simulation identified a problem with lines that carry electricity 

across the Cascade mountain range from central Washington to the Puget Sound region.  Unless 

PSE has a specific solution to this problem, it invalidates the assumptions that underlie the 

Energize Eastside project.   

 

4. We challenge PSE to explain how they solved issues that arise from their scenario with 

the electrical limits of the “West of Cascades-North” transmission lines. 

 

 We have asked for PSE’s study data so we can determine whether PSE solved this problem or 

simply ignored it.  PSE has refused to share the data.  Until PSE provides these files, PSE’s load 

flow studies should not be considered adequately vetted for purposes of approving or 

permitting the Energize Eastside project. 

  



Is the project needed to upgrade the “backbone of the Eastside?” 
PSE describes the Energize Eastside transmission lines as the “backbone of the Eastside” that hasn’t 

been upgraded for 60 years.  This is a marketing ploy that distorts the truth.  These transmission lines 

might have been a backbone some decades ago when they were the only north-south transmission lines 

through Bellevue.  However, it is my understanding that in the last 20 years, PSE has constructed 

numerous transmission line segments, completing three additional north-south transmission lines 

through Bellevue.  These are shown with dates of completion in the map shown here that was included 

in the Draft EIS. 

The red transmission line between the Lakeside 

and Sammamish substations was completed in 

2001.  The green line was completed in 2006, and 

the blue line was completed in 2009.  This 

represents a 250% increase in north-south capacity 

during the last 15 years.  PSE has not been sitting 

on its hands, as its public statements imply. 

These new lines provide enough capacity and 

redundancy that PSE says the two Energize 

Eastside lines could be removed for 9 months of 

the year with no impact on system reliability.  In 

fact, I believe they could be removed entirely if 

they weren’t needed to transmit regional 

electricity during periods of high local demand. 

The transmission of regional electricity is primarily 

an economic transaction, not a reliability 

requirement.  These transactions benefit BPA, 

which receives income from such transfers.  To the 

extent that this project benefits regional 

transmission capacity, BPA should be contributing 

funds to the project.  The burden should not be 

placed solely on PSE’s ratepayers. 

Did Lauckhart-Schiffman study stresses correctly? 
PSE faults Lauckhart-Schiffman for reviewing “only limited N-0 and N-1-1 contingencies” rather than 

“variations of N-0, N-1, N-1-1, and N-2.”  This statement is incorrect.  Our analysis evaluated N-0, N-1 

and N-1-1 contingencies.  For this type of study an N-2 contingency is the same as an N-1-1 contingency. 

Further, these contingencies are irrelevant until we address the fundamental questions of whether 

1,500 MW must be exported to Canada and whether the regional grid can handle that. 

Did Lauckhart-Schiffman use correct growth projections? 
PSE is vague about how they calculate a 2.4% annual rate of demand growth based on significantly 

lower rates of population and economic growth for the Eastside.  PSE frequently makes the case they 

repeat in their letter, “Projections … show a 2.4% growth rate for the Eastside – growth you can see 



when you look out your window or walk down the streets of Bellevue.”  PSE is using a qualitative 

argument, when we want quantitative confirmation.  No independent consultant has independently 

verified the accuracy of PSE’s projections. 

Lauckhart and Schiffman calculated the rate of growth from data PSE provided to WECC.  By comparing 

the numbers PSE provided for loads on Eastside substations in the 2014, 2018, and 2020 WECC Base 

Cases, we calculated a growth rate of 0.5%.   

5. We challenge PSE to explain their methodology leading to a 2.4% growth rate.  We further 

challenge PSE to dispute the methodology used by Lauckhart-Schiffman to estimate future 

growth.  Both methods should be reviewed by qualified experts. 

Did Lauckhart-Schiffman study local generation plants correctly? 
PSE’s letter says, “It doesn’t matter which generators are turned on or off when analyzing problems with 

the Eastside transmission delivery system.”  We disagree.  These generators might not directly serve 

Eastside load, but turning them off forces more power to flow through the transformers that PSE says 

are overloading in its scenario.  If the generators don’t matter, PSE shouldn’t object that we turned 

them on in the Lauckhart-Schiffman study (just like was done in the WECC Base Case).   

One fact is beyond dispute.  Turning off 1,400 MW of generation in the Puget Sound area would require 

that amount of electricity to be imported from central Washington (since PSE insists that it can’t come 

from Canada).  We believe that the transmission lines carrying electricity from central Washington do 

not have sufficient capacity to deliver that additional power along with 1,500 MW to Canada.  Once 

again, this is an unrealistic scenario. 

6. We challenge PSE to cite standards that require them to turn off 6 local generation plants at 

the same time they are serving peak demand with an N-1-1 contingency. 

What criteria should be used in planning? 
PSE says, “Lauckhart and Schiffman are making an observation regarding how an electric system 

operator may potentially operate the system in an emergency situation, which is irrelevant to planning.”  

This misstates our objection.  We say that the system cannot be operated in the scenario PSE is 

proposing without causing blackouts in the Puget Sound Region.  It is reasonable and prudent to 

consider how grid operators would respond in that scenario.  PSE argues that it is acceptable to justify 

their plan for the Eastside using a scenario that would cause blackouts elsewhere in the region. 

Do other studies prove the need for Energize Eastside? 
PSE likes to quote the conclusion of the study performed by Utility System Efficiencies, while ignoring 

the most stunning finding of the USE report.  On page 65 of that report, USE found that 4 of the 5 

overloads on PSE’s system disappear if electricity exports to Canada are reduced.  The remaining 

overload is so minor that it could easily be remedied with a relatively inexpensive upgrade to a single 

transformer or simply by turning on more Puget Sound Area generation. 

  



PSE will argue that reducing power flow to Canada is not an option.  Let’s test that theory.  In January 

2016, the Puget Sound region had a couple of weeks of very cold weather.  Was BPA transmitting 1,500 

MW to Canada during this time?  We can check a publicly available website maintained by BPA to find 

out: 

 

The dark blue line shows energy transfers between the Puget Sound and British Columbia updated every 

15 minutes during the month of January 2016.  When the line is below the axis, electricity is flowing 

from Canada to the US, as it did for most of the first three weeks in January.  As temperatures warmed, 

electricity began flowing back and forth between the two countries (but still mostly southward). 

This graph is significant, because energy flowing from Canada reduces stress on the transformers that 

PSE says are vulnerable to overloads during heavy winter peak demand.  There is no evidence during the 

past decade that large amounts of electricity flow northward during very cold winter weather.  If PSE 

says there is a contractual obligation to transmit large amounts of electricity to Canada at all times and 

under all conditions, why wasn’t this done in January 2016? 

7. We challenge PSE or BPA to provide examples of when 1,500 MW was transferred to Canada 

when temperatures in the Puget Sound region were lower than 23° F, as stipulated in PSE’s 

Energize Eastside Needs Assessment. 

 

  



Summary 
We repeat our questions and challenges here to provide a clear record of what we’re asking: 

1. We challenge PSE or ColumbiaGrid to cite a specific requirement to transmit 1,500 MW 

to Canada in the NERC Reliability Criteria or PEFA. 

2. We challenge PSE, ColumbiaGrid, or BPA to produce a contract showing a Firm 

Commitment to deliver 1,500 MW to Canada. 

3. We challenge PSE to prove that they did not increase flow to Canada relative to the 

WECC Base Case. 

4. We challenge PSE to explain how they solved issues that arise from their scenario with 

the electrical limits of the “West of Cascades-North” transmission lines. 

5. We challenge PSE to explain their methodology leading to a 2.4% growth rate.  We 

further challenge PSE to dispute the methodology used by Lauckhart-Schiffman to 

estimate future growth.  Both methods should be reviewed by qualified experts. 

6. We challenge PSE to cite standards that require them to turn off 6 local generation plants 

at the same time they are serving peak demand with an N-1-1 contingency. 

7. We challenge PSE or BPA to provide examples of when 1,500 MW was transferred to 

Canada when temperatures in the Puget Sound region were lower than 23° F, as 

stipulated in PSE’s Energize Eastside Needs Assessment. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Richard Lauckhart 

CENSE consultant 

 

Cc: Booga Gilbertson, PSE 

      Brad Miyake 

      Kate Berens 

 



Rebuttal to the criticisms of the Lauckhart-Schiffman report that are included in the Phase 1 

Draft EIS Comment Summary Report    April 14, 2016. 

The Phase 1 Draft EIS Comment Summary Report criticizes the Lauckhart-Schiffman study in five areas.  

These criticisms are unfounded and baseless and it is imperative that the record reflect Lauckhart and 

Schiffman’s responses. 

The following indicates in italics the Lauckhart-Schiffman finding number, followed by a summary of the 

Stantec criticism of that finding and Lauckhart’s response to the Stantec criticism.   

Lauckhart/Schiffman study finding #1: PSE modified data to increase transmission of electricity to 

Canada from 500 megawatts (MW) to 1,500 MW, which during winter peak loads creates instability in 

the regional grid. (The Lauckhart/Shiffman study authors assert this is an unrealistic level of electricity 

transmitted to Canada.) 

Stantec criticized finding #1 by first acknowledging that the WECC and PSE Base Cases for winter 2018 

do in fact have only 500 MW flowing to Canada.  But Stantec then goes on to say that this number 

should be expected to change in order to reflect firm transmission commitments as required by North 

American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) planning standard TPL-001-4 R1.    

This criticism fails due to the fact that there is no evidence that there is a firm transmissions 

commitment to deliver 1,500 MW to Canada.  We challenge Stantec or the EIS team to produce a 

contract that includes a firm commitment to deliver 1,500 MW to Canada.  This is the same challenge 

that was posed to PSE, ColumbiaGrid and BPA in a March 28, 2016 letter from me to Bellevue Mayor 

Stokes and Council members.  So far no such evidence has been provided. 

Stantec also criticizes finding #1 by stating that “Neither the 500 MW nor the 1,500 MW numbers reflect 

the maximum flows that actually occur over the Northern Intertie during winter conditions. BPA data 

shows that the maximum flow exceeds 2,000 MW at times.”   This statement by Stantec demonstrates 

that Stantec is confused about what causes transmission congestion.  The power flows generally 

originate in the Columbia River area.  But the power must cross the Cascade Mountains to reach the 

Puget Sound area, and the eleven transmission lines crossing the Cascade Mountains have limitations.  

For example, if loads in the Puget Sound area are light (e.g. on a winter day at 2 a.m. when the 

temperature is 50 degrees Fahrenheit), these lines have low load and can accommodate lots of power 

flowing to Canada.   However, on an extremely cold winter day when loads are high (e.g. at 6 p.m. on a 

weekday when the temperature is 23 degrees Fahrenheit), these same eleven lines crossing the Cascade 

Mountains are heavily loaded just to serve load in the Puget Sound area.  There is no ability to add 

another 1,500 MW to these lines to deliver to Canada.  We challenge Stantec to provide examples of 

when the temperature was 23 degrees Fahrenheit at 6 p.m. on a weekday and simultaneously, lots of 

power is being delivered to Canada.  This is the same challenge that was posed to PSE in a March 28, 

2016 letter from Mr. Lauckhart to Bellevue Mayor Stokes and Council members.  So far no such example 

has been provided. 



Lastly on this point, the DEIS Comment Summary report stated that only small amounts of power flow 

through the Eastside when 1,500 MW flows to Canada.  This criticism is based on PSE’s statements (not 

demonstrated) and Stantec’s subjective view that this theoretically would be the case.  But these 

statements and views are not borne out by the USE load flow models (which showed that 4 of the 5 

overloaded facilities are no longer overloaded if the 1,500 MW to Canada is removed) and the 

Lauckhart-Schiffman study shows that 1,500 MW flow to Canada during extreme cold events cannot 

even occur without causing blackouts in the Puget Sound area due to limitations on the eleven lines 

crossing the Cascades.  We ask Stantec to show that 1,500 MW can flow to Canada during extreme cold 

events by showing us a load flow study that demonstrates that to be true.  This is the same challenge 

that was posed to PSE in a March 28, 2016 letter from Mr. Lauckhart to Bellevue Mayor Stokes and 

Council members.  So far no such example has been provided and PSE continues to resist showing us 

their load flow files.   If Stantec has made a load flow study of this case, we ask them to provide that 

information to us also.   

 

Lauckhart/Schiffman study finding #2: PSE assumed that six local generation plants were out of service, 
adding 1,400 MW of demand for transmission. This assumption also causes problems for the regional 
grid. (The Lauckhart/Schiffman study authors questioned PSE’s rationale for this assumption.)  
 

Criticism of this finding was based on a statement in the DEIS Summary Report that “NERC standards 

require PSE models to ‘stress the system’ to ensure that PSE’s system would operate without damaging 

other parts of the grid when such stresses occur.”   There is no NERC standard that requires a planning 

study to assume that six local generators have failed at the same time as two transformers have failed 

and at the same time the system is experiencing a peak load event.  We ask the EIS staff to cite to the 

NERC reliability criteria that requires a scenario such as six local generators to be offline under these 

conditions or that any other similar ‘stress’ is required by NERC Reliability Criteria.  This is the same 

request that was asked of PSE in a March 28, 2016 letter from me to Bellevue Mayor Stokes and Council 

members.  So far no such citation has been provided.   

 

Lauckhart/Schiffman study finding #3: The study authors assert that even if the regional grid could 
sustain the level of demand under the condition set up by the first two findings, it is unlikely that regional 
grid coordinators would continue to deliver 1,500 MW to Canada while emergency conditions were 
occurring on the Eastside. 
 

The criticism of this finding appears to be based on the fact that PSE does not have control over 

what BPA would do under these conditions.  But the fact remains that both BPA and the 

Northwest Reliability Coordinator have a FERC/NERC based responsibility to assure that 

operation of the system is done in a reliable fashion.  If they do not operate in a prudent manner 

(which requires assuring reliability above all else) and the result is a blackout (which is what 

would happen under the PSE load flow assumptions), then both FERC and BPA would be 

subjected to large penalties for having failed in their obligations.   



 

Lauckhart/Schiffman study finding #4: The WECC base case contains a default assumption that PSE may 
not have corrected. The capability ratings for critical transformers are based on “summer normal” 
conditions, but any load flow study conducted by PSE should use significantly higher “winter 
emergency” ratings. Lauckhart-Schiffman suggest the default “summer normal” value could cause PSE to 
underestimate system capacity and overstate the urgency to build the project. 
 

In the draft EIS summary report, Stantec dismissed our finding by stating that they asked PSE if they 

used the correct rating, and PSE stated they did.  However, Stantec did not ask to see the ratings PSE 

used and simply took PSE’s response at face value.  This is a significant point that needs to be 

independently verified because even if the load growth forecast is indeed 2.4 percent, the year in which 

the “customer demand” outpaces “electricity” in the “Eastside Customer Demand Forecast” graph 

which is the image PSE uses as the basis for the whole project would be pushed out past the year 2025.  

PSE needs to provide its load flow data files so stakeholders can see for themselves what PSE used.   The 

fact that PSE continues to refuse to share the files associated with their Energize Eastside load flow 

study is indication that PSE may well be aware that there are problems in it.   

 

Lauckhart/Schiffman study finding #5: The WECC base case shows a demand growth rate of 0.5 percent 
per year for the Eastside. This is much lower than the 2.4 percent demand growth rate that PSE cites as 
motivation for Energize Eastside. 
 

The criticism of this Lauckhart-Schiffmann finding appears to be based on the fact that loads (and the 

accompanying demand growth rates) in the WECC Base Cases were developed in the year 2012 and PSE 

has since updated their load forecast.  However, these same loads and demand growth rates (0.5%) 

were included in the 2014 and 2015 Base Cases that were filed with FERC.  Therefore, they are the 

same loads and demand growth rates in the most recent Base Cases that WECC utilities are using to 

study the adequacy of the grid.  The criticism indicates that a new load forecast for the Eastside will 

show 2.4% demand growth rate.  But no independent consultant has verified the accuracy of PSE’s 

projections and furthermore, no one has studied the load on each substation on the Eastside.  One 

needs to know what the load is on each substation in order to run a load flow study.  We ask the EIS 

staff to explain the methodology leading to a 2.4 percent demand growth rate.  This is the same 

challenge that was posed to PSE in a March 28, 2016 letter from me to Bellevue Mayor Stokes and 

Council members.  So far no such explanation has been provided and PSE has not provided information 

on what individual substation loading will be under this forecast.    

For completeness, I am attaching the March 28, 2016 letter from myself to Bellevue Mayor Stokes and 

Council members that are referenced in the responses above. 
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

EIS Comments for Energize Eastside Project from Rod Fleck (Bellevue resident) 
1 message

Rod Fleck <rod.fleck@live.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 10:47 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

                                                                                     Rod Fleck

                                                                                      4817 134th Place SE

                                                                                      Bellevue WA 98006

 

 

To: Energize East Side Reviewer

Email: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org

 

I have lived at my present address for over 15 years. I was attracted to this area from California by lush green
environment, high tech employment, multicultural neighborhoods, and a great place to raise my children
(great schools, parks, easy access to lakes / mountains / culture). I have truly enjoyed the city, and have been
impressed by wellmanaged growth, maintaining natural beauty, and new friends we have made in Bellevue.

 

Over the last 18 months, I have watched the Energize East Side program completely alienate our wonderful
neighborhood. It all started with our first meeting with PSE where it was 100% clear these meetings were to
railroad a plan through without truly collecting any feedback. They attempted to put neighbor against neighbor
with different routes and required seating to simply try to say no one was interested in addressing the problem,
but was only interested in not having the power lines in their neighborhood. They were completely not
interested in looking at any alternatives, explaining why they felt this was necessary, or willing to listen to
comments. They actually would not allow many neighbors to even speak. The reality is our neighborhood is
truly interested in maintaining reliable power, cost effective solutions, 21st century innovative grid, and avoiding
costly (in dollars and lives) mistakes of others. However, PSE actions make it very difficult to either trust them
or work successfully for anything other than rubberstamping their proposal.

 

Luckily, our family was able to at least get information from the neighborhood grass routes organization –
CENSE.org. I came to the Northwest to find a great place to live, but also wanted a great place to learn. I have
worked in Seattle, Bellevue, and Redmond for Vulcan, AMD, Microsoft, and now SpaceX.  I have written over
50 patents in 15 years in Bellevue to add to over 50 in Munich Germany and Mt. View CA. I have designed
products that have sold over 2 billion units. I have always tried to learn new things, and invent solutions that
have helped people. I have found this culture at many of the companies in this area, but I must admit that PSE
is one of the most uninterested in learning anything other than how to move the neighborhood out of the way
to allow them to move forward with a plan that has practically no neighborhood participation.

 

Let me try to explain some of the things I have seen. First, this seems to be mostly about finding an alternative
to longterm profit for their Australian parent company. The present plan appears to be mostly about
maximizing the infrastructure costs (100s of millions of US dollars) to gain a longterm (potentially 50 year)

mailto:info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
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10% return on the largest amount of capital possible. In general, I understand the laws attempting to support
capital for public infrastructure, but I also feel there is an obligation of the government bodies to truly look at
alternatives to solve the true problems our city and neighborhood face. Only a detailed analysis of the
alternatives from professionals with experience in 21st century energy production and distribution can avoid
very longterm financial consequences.

 

       I ask have we really looked at lower cost alternatives that meet power needs for example:

o   Have we looked at battery power (like Tesla Power Grid storage) for peak demand?

o   Have we looked closely at probability of PSEs worst case winter, early morning, and all
peaking plants not working carefully.

  Is this a reasonable scenario?

  Can we get power form others, or increase transformer capability?

  Can we use small (practically portable container power) as an alternative?

  Can local business who have generation provide power during high need
circumstances?

  Can local business preheat or precool when these high demand circumstances
occur?

  Can we use smart heating / cooling in homes to throttle thermostats or preheat when
necessary?

o   Have we looked at how to incentive neighbors to invest in our power?

  Why not fully support WA state solar power rebate to promote / subsidize more solar
power?

  Why not subsidize or incentivize local Telsa Power Wall solutions in homes? Even
better – tie these incentives to helping peaking power demands?

       Why not truly work with Seattle City Light to potentially leverage their infrastructure?

o   Why not consider even forming a public utility either with Seattle City Light or independently?

       Why build something 5X what we have today when the need for power is slightly increasing to flat?

o   Why not build in even more reliable distributed power near substations (gas for peaking) or
solar / wind for overall power?

       If PSE wants to move power to / from California from / to Canada, why not build this route away from the
second (I405 after I5) most dense corridor in the state?

o   Couldn’t far cheaper alternatives be found either in Eastern WA or other states?

       No one other than the neighbors and CENSE seem to be interested in understanding how PSE came up
with the demand and growth models.

o   Why have the cities and public agencies not investigated these potentially overestimated /
inflated / unrealistic situations?

o   Why not use the CENSE data? Are we blind to looking at data from people who were experts
in the field? I sure would like to have other groups findings on the table to learn from. Wouldn’t
you?
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Second, after the Bellingham pipeline explosion, one would think that a terrible tragedy so close to us would
have a bigger impact on planning the proposed solution. The jet fuel pipelines line significant portions of the
route from the information I have seen. These are old, below ground, and difficult to fully protect infrastructure
that could easily be damaged causing unimaginable loss of life and property along routes with homes, schools,
parks, business, and recreation centers. I realize PSE says there will be no issues, but this was clearly the
same situation in Bellingham where the dangers were seen years later from an accident that all said was
appropriately solved. The safest solution is to not having a significant risk along such a sensitive stretch of
Bellevue and other neighborhoods. It also appears PSE is mostly interested in this route due to existing right of
ways (allowing quick access) versus the potential dangers to the community.

 

       I have the following questions on safety?

o   Does PSE have a plan to make sure we do not have accidents like what happened in
Bellingham?

o   Does PSE even have the insurance or capability to pay for damages / loss of life that could
occur when this unnecessary solution is taken?

o   How will PSE train, manage, and inspect all activities around the pipeline? Given their safety
record to date, why do we feel selfmanagement of this is adequate or appropriate? Does PSE
see an overseeing body at planning, implementation, inspection, and maintenance? Why
shouldn’t the neighborhoods not participate in the safety planning of something so risky?

o   Are we trained on what to do if the worst were to happen? What steps are in place to
monitor, alert, train, evacuate, and protect us from harm?

o   Can PSE ensure we will not be left paying for their liabilities (whether theirs directly or via
subcontractors)? If we the people do not support the project, why should the people pay if PSE
doesn’t or cannot due to lack of funds? Will PSE put up longterm collateral / external insurance
that will cover 100% of ANY damages that could occur to the pipeline, homes, or other property
of lives?

o   Has the owner of the pipeline signed up to this plan? Do they participate in the risk if anything
goes wrong? Will they also take responsibility for safety of their asset? Will try simply move all
liability to PSE, the city, or the subcontractor (with no ability to pay)?

o   Has PSE done studies on safety building this amount of power, this size of poles, or on top of
this type of pipeline? What is the data to say we will not have another Bellingham disaster killing
our kids?

o   Last, PSE says there is no issue here with safety, but is unwilling to show any work on their
side to support this. This seems careless on their side. It also seems our city should be far
more interested in them supporting in technically rich information, proving the risk not only
negligible but safety measures are sufficient / practical, and insuring that this is the case.

 

Next, I do not understand how solutions that are great for the environment, far more economical, and
leveraging far more 21st century technology are not truly being investigated. It seems PSE is just putting
extreme, nonpractical, out of date, and poorly thought through proposals to simply say their plan is the only
reasonable alternative.

 

       Why doesn’t the city really investigate the already paid for alternatives by CENSE.org?

       Why are we not trying to go to get bids from top firms in this space to get practical alternatives?

       It seems the city has hired a firm with experience on the EIS process, but don’t we need (or also need)
firms with 21st century technology background who will also find / propose solutions that are cleaner, safer,
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and potentially more reliable (distributed power).

       Last, PSE has not put in a permit to date. It seems funny to have an EIS process when we don’t even know
exactly what PSE is planning. Shouldn’t the people (the ones paying potentially over $1billion in interest
payments) get to know exactly what is planned before the EIS is closed?

o   What data is being used to truly understand the impact of the proposal without a solid plan
and permit?

o   It seems from the recent news stories last week that significant differences exist between
PSE and neighborhood representatives on the impact. Who is right? Who is even looking at
both of these? PSE say almost no trees are impacted, but CENSE says 8000. PSE says we are
going to have rolling blackouts, but there appears to be no data to support this. It seems like
false advertising to say something without the facts, but if they are so clear why are they afraid
to even allow the Bellevue City Council to have everyone heard on both sides without 100s of
restrictions on our representatives and neighbors. If we are truly being heard, why is the
process so questioned by everyone I talk to? Overall, it seems there is no responsible way to
continue under the present situation. Maybe we simply need to put a moratorium on furthering
the process until all sides are genuinely heard.

o   Why don’t we wait until PSE shows the entire solution? Why don’t we wait the appropriate
amount of time thereafter (like a year) to truly investigate all the potential alternatives for a
billion+ (mostly interest) program that we have to pay for? In other words, if PSE wants this kind
of investment, we should be able to have the entire data, thoughtful responses that are heard,
and pick the best alternative for our neighborhood potentially even via a ballot initiative.

o   Why don’t we get some real practical alternatives on the table?

  We expect these to avoid the safety risks of the present route.

  We expect to leverage battery, lowimpact peaking, smart power grid, participation /
incentives for local businesses and residents to participate, and etc.

o   Why can’t we invest as neighbors with our city’s government to push more conservation
together?

 

I hope that many of the questions (and those of other neighbors) that have been asked are addressed in this
process. I hope the neighborhood city boards work together for a better solution than the present old
technology and outdated solution proposed by PSE. I also realize that our local business’ and employers also
need a solution for growth, but I also think they are proactive, innovative, and would like to support a far lower
cost, safer, more community supported, and likely more successful solution.

 

Thank you,

Rod Fleck



From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Chance to Avoid Government Energy Debacle
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 1:46:48 PM

From: Rodney Ryan [mailto:rodneyaryan@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 08:25
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Chance to Avoid Government Energy Debacle
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in the
environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the
Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines to
say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only
option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to transparently
develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:
·  Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·  Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardshipby employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.

·  Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·  Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts

businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart,
and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our
future.

Signed,
Rodney Ryan
13000 NE 28th Pl
Bellevue WA 98005

--
Best
Rod

--
Best

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:rodneyaryan@gmail.com
mailto:Council@bellevuewa.gov


Rod
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

CENSE/energize eastside comments 
1 message

Ron Wilson <toaster91@gmail.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 5:00 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

To Whom it May Concern: 

I write with continued concern about the Energize Eastside project, and in strong opposition to the alternative that seeks
to construct high voltage power lines on top of an old gas pipeline. This combination will put citizens, their homes, and
most importantly numerous public schools in jeopardy. 

Alternative 2 from the Draft EIS, a sensible and safe option, was eliminated from consideration without any explanation.
I ask that it be brought back into consideration.

Sincerely, 

Ron Wilson
14312 SE 45th St
Bellevue, WA 98006 













From: Russell Borgmann
To: info@energizeeastsideEIS.org; Council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; CHelland@bellevuewa.gov;

HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; mkberens@bellevuewa.gov
Cc: jstokes@bellevuewa.gov; jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov; lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov; clee@bellevuewa.gov;

krwallace@bellevuewa.gov; j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov; vslatter@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Subject: Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS Scoping Comments: PSE"s Contrived Data
Date: Tuesday, May 24, 2016 11:34:58 PM
Attachments: Community_Advisory_Group_Meeting1_Presentation_for_website.pdf

Dear City Staff, City Council, and EIS Representatives,
Attached is a PowerPoint Presentation given by Jens Nedrud, PSE Energize Eastside Project
Manager.  This presentation was provided to the Community Advisory Group (CAG) in the
Winter of 2014.  Slide 14 shows the following data:

 
Compare this data with the latest graph (5/24/2016) on PSE’s Energize Eastside website,
www.energizeeastside.com/need

mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com
mailto:info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
mailto:Council@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:mkberens@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:jstokes@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:clee@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:krwallace@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:vslatter@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com
http://www.energizeeastside.com/need
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Senior Project Manager, 
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Puget Sound Energy 
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Energize Eastside 
Meeting Increasing Electricity Demand, 
Building for the Future 
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About Puget Sound Energy 


Washington state’s oldest local energy company 
1.1 million customers in 10 counties 
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Presentation overview 


1. How is growth straining our region’s existing 
electric transmission system? 


2. Why is conservation alone not enough? 
3. Why does PSE need to act now? 
4. What is the Energize Eastside project?  
5. How will PSE work with the public to identify 


solutions?  
6. Q&A  
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System first installed in 
the  1930s 


NE 8th Avenue and Bellevue Way, 1930s - 
Bellevue 


Leary Way, 1940 - Redmond 


Eastside system: 1930s to today 


3rd Avenue looking west, 1920s - Renton 
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Historic photo courtesy of the 
Eastside Heritage Center 


Somerset 
1960s 


Eastside then and now 


Today 
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Kirkland 


Eastside then and now 


1960s 


Today 


Photo courtesy of Kirkland  Heritage Society 


Photo courtesy Wikimedia user Jelson25 
Photo courtesy Wikimedia user Jelson25 
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Historic photo courtesy of the 
Eastside Heritage Center 


Redmond 
1960s 


Eastside then and now 


Today 
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Historic photo courtesy of the 
Eastside Heritage Center 


Bellevue 


Eastside then and now 


1960s 


Today 
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Historic photo courtesy of the 
Renton History Museum 


Renton 


Eastside then and now 


1950s 


Today 
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Eastside: home to industry leaders 
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Household energy use 
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Growth is straining the system 
PROJECTED POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT GROWTH 
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Growth is straining the system 


Regional growth 
 Population predicted to grow 


by more than a third  
 Employment to grow 70% 


between 2012 and 2040 
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We need to act now 


Possibility of outages increases 
for up to 60,000 customers  
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Conservation alone is not enough 


Growth and demand on the 
system have outpaced our 
conservation efforts 
 


 
Without infrastructure 
upgrades, customers are at 
risk of outages 
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Our solution 


Builds approximately 18 miles of new 230 kV 
transmission lines from Redmond to Renton 


Supports the area’s growth  
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How power gets to the Eastside 
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How power gets to the Eastside 
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System demand 


Electric demand density 
Low High 
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Eastside system challenges 


Talbot Hill 


Sammamish 


Lakeside 
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Solution selection process 
What are the potential 
approaches to meet the 
Eastside’s electricity needs? 


What approaches provide enough 
electricity to meet the Eastside’s 
needs? 


What solutions best deliver 
electricity to the Eastside? 
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Solution selection process 
What solutions can PSE move 
forward with?  


Where could PSE build a 
solution?  


What does the public recommend?  
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Solution selection process 
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Potential route segments 
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Project schedule 
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We want to hear from you 
 
 
 


We are asking the public: Which combination of 
route segments best serves the Eastside’s needs?  
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Community Advisory Group 


We are here 
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Advisory group representation 
Community Advisory Group members 
represent : 


• Bellevue School District  • Mountains to Sound Greenway  
• Bridle Trails Community Club • One Redmond  
• City of Bellevue • Olympus Neighborhood Association 
• City of Kirkland  • Overlake Hospital Medical Center  
• City of Newcastle  • Puget Sound Energy  
• City of Redmond  • Redmond Neighborhoods 
• City of Renton • Renton Chamber of Commerce  
• Coal Creek Family YMCA • Renton Technical College 
• Hopelink  • Somerset Community Association  
• Kennydale Neighborhood 


Association  
• South Rose Hill/Bridle Trails 


Neighborhood Association  
• King County  • Wilburton Community Association 
• Master Builders Association 
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Sub-Area Committees 


Community Advisory 
Group 


North Sub-Area 
Committee  
(Redmond and 


Kirkland) 


Central Sub-
Area Committee  


(Bellevue) 


South Sub-Area 
Committee  
(Newcastle and 


Renton) 
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2014 public outreach milestones 
WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL 
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Project need and 
Community 


Advisory Group 
process overview 


Identify route 
options based on 


segments 


Narrow route 
options 


Community 
Advisory Group 


recommends route 
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Community  
meeting #1 


Community  
meeting #2 


Community  
meeting #3 
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Neighborhood and community group briefings,  
drop-in sessions, fairs and festivals, public kiosks  
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How to be involved 


Submit comments and questions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participate in community meetings 


Join our mailing list 


Observe Community Advisory 
Group meetings 
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Questions? 
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Next steps for the advisory group 


 Discuss community concerns 
 Learn about the factors involved in developing 


the route segments 
 Decide on community values based evaluation 


process to allow the advisory group to make a 
recommendation on the route 
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Upcoming activities 


Join us for open houses 
 Jan. 29 from 6-8 p.m. at the Old Redmond 


Schoolhouse Community Center in Redmond 
 Jan. 30 from 6-8 p.m. at the Renton Pavilion Event 


Center in Renton 
Next Community Advisory Group meeting 
 Feb. 12 from 5:30-8:30 p.m. at the Rainier Hotel 


and Conference Center in Renton 
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Contact us 
PSE Contacts: 
 Leann Kostek, Senior Project Manager 
 Cody Olson, Community Projects Manager 
 


Stay in touch: 
 pse.com/energizeeastside 
 energizeeastside@pse.com 
 800-548-2614 



mailto:info@energizeeastside.com
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Thank you! 
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 You will quickly note that the starting points of the graph are dramatically different:
1.        On the first graph, in 2012, the graph starts at about 650MW.  By 2014, the

customer demand is shown to have grown to approximately 660MW.
2.        On the second, very recent graph, the data shows customer demand in 2014

BELOW 600MW.  This is SIGNIFICANTLY lower than in the first graph.
 
What changed?
One must assume that the first graph was based on forecast data.  And the beginning data
points in the second graph (2014 and 2015) are based on ACTUALS, not forecasts.
 
Why is this Important?

1.        This shows that PSE’s ability to forecast grossly OVER-ESTIMATES customer
demand.  Actual data is significantly LOWER than forecast data.  60-to-70MW is a
big difference when talking about Peak Demand.

2.        While these graphs are titled “Customer Demand Forecast”, PSE has since
acknowledged that this is not routine daily customer demand.  This data depicts
PEAK DEMAND.

3.        Although the initial data points are vastly different, both graphs still depict a
“NEED” in the 2017-2018 timeframe.  With the beginning data points so vastly
different, PSE had to ADJUST THE SLOPE OF THE CURVE to justify a need in the
2017-2018 timeframe.  WHY?

4.        This DATA CLEARLY SHOW THAT PSE HAS MANIPULATED THE DATA TO
CONTRIVE A “NEED” for Energize Eastside.

5.        PSE’s data is NOT TO BE TRUSTED.  These graphs provide clear evidence that PSE’s

data must be carefully analyzed by a truly INDEPENDENT 3rd party.
 

The Puget Sound region has a significant amount of time (perhaps decades) before we
experience a potential deficiency in transmission capacity.  We will NOT experience a crisis
as early as the winter of 2017-2018 as warned by PSE.  We will NOT experience the
possibility of rolling blackouts, as PSE has falsely threatened.  We have time that can be



well-spent evaluating alternatives that are scalable, more reliable, and less expensive than
Energize Eastside.  We can adopt projects that other cities have already been using for
YEARS to address the exact same issue of Peak Demand. 
 
The EIS process should NOT concoct an arbitrary set limit to scoping questions, especially
during the EIS scoping phase!  At this point in the process, we should ENHANCE THE EIS
SCOPE to include viable alternatives.  The CITIZENS of the Eastside are the largest, and
MOST IMPORTANT STAKEHOLDER in the EIS process.  It’s time for the largest and most
important stakeholder, the CITIZENS, to be acknowledged and have a seat at the table to
discuss sustainable alternatives to provide for our local future electricity needs.  Please
engage the public in discussions of viable alternatives as part of the intent and spirit of a
SEPA-based EIS process.
Sincerely,
 
Russell Borgmann

2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
 
 
 
 

mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com
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Energize Eastside 
Meeting Increasing Electricity Demand, 
Building for the Future 
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About Puget Sound Energy 

Washington state’s oldest local energy company 

1.1 million customers in 10 counties 
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Presentation overview 

1. How is growth straining our region’s existing 
electric transmission system? 

2. Why is conservation alone not enough? 

3. Why does PSE need to act now? 

4. What is the Energize Eastside project?  

5. How will PSE work with the public to identify 
solutions?  

6. Q&A  
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System first installed in 
the  1930s 

NE 8th Avenue and Bellevue Way, 1930s - 
Bellevue 

Leary Way, 1940 - Redmond 

Eastside system: 1930s to today 

3rd Avenue looking west, 1920s - Renton 
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Historic photo courtesy of the 
Eastside Heritage Center 

Somerset 

1960s 

Eastside then and now 

Today 
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Kirkland 

Eastside then and now 

1960s 

Today 

Photo courtesy of Kirkland  Heritage Society 

Photo courtesy Wikimedia user Jelson25 
Photo courtesy Wikimedia user Jelson25 
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Historic photo courtesy of the 
Eastside Heritage Center 

Redmond 

1960s 

Eastside then and now 

Today 
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Historic photo courtesy of the 
Eastside Heritage Center 

Bellevue 

Eastside then and now 

1960s 

Today 
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Historic photo courtesy of the 
Renton History Museum 

Renton 

Eastside then and now 

1950s 

Today 
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Eastside: home to industry leaders 
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Household energy use 
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Growth is straining the system 

PROJECTED POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT GROWTH 

0 
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2000 2010 2025 2031 

Population Employment 
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Growth is straining the system 

Regional growth 

 Population predicted to grow 
by more than a third  

 Employment to grow 70% 
between 2012 and 2040 
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We need to act now 

Possibility of outages increases 
for up to 60,000 customers  
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Conservation alone is not enough 

Growth and demand on the 
system have outpaced our 
conservation efforts 

 

 

Without infrastructure 
upgrades, customers are at 
risk of outages 
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Our solution 

Builds approximately 18 miles of new 230 kV 
transmission lines from Redmond to Renton 

Supports the area’s growth  
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How power gets to the Eastside 
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How power gets to the Eastside 
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System demand 

Electric demand density 

Low High 
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Eastside system challenges 

Talbot Hill 

Sammamish 

Lakeside 
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Solution selection process 

What are the potential 
approaches to meet the 
Eastside’s electricity needs? 

What approaches provide enough 
electricity to meet the Eastside’s 
needs? 

What solutions best deliver 
electricity to the Eastside? 
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Solution selection process 

What solutions can PSE move 
forward with?  

Where could PSE build a 
solution?  

What does the public recommend?  
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Solution selection process 
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Potential route segments 
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Project schedule 
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We want to hear from you 
 
 
 

We are asking the public: Which combination of 
route segments best serves the Eastside’s needs?  
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Community Advisory Group 

We are here 
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Advisory group representation 

Community Advisory Group members 
represent : 

• Bellevue School District  • Mountains to Sound Greenway  
• Bridle Trails Community Club • One Redmond  
• City of Bellevue • Olympus Neighborhood Association 
• City of Kirkland  • Overlake Hospital Medical Center  
• City of Newcastle  • Puget Sound Energy  
• City of Redmond  • Redmond Neighborhoods 
• City of Renton • Renton Chamber of Commerce  
• Coal Creek Family YMCA • Renton Technical College 
• Hopelink  • Somerset Community Association  
• Kennydale Neighborhood 

Association  
• South Rose Hill/Bridle Trails 

Neighborhood Association  
• King County  • Wilburton Community Association 
• Master Builders Association 
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Sub-Area Committees 

Community Advisory 
Group 

North Sub-Area 
Committee  
(Redmond and 

Kirkland) 

Central Sub-
Area Committee  

(Bellevue) 

South Sub-Area 
Committee  
(Newcastle and 

Renton) 
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2014 public outreach milestones 
WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL 
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Project need and 
Community 

Advisory Group 
process overview 

Identify route 
options based on 

segments 

Narrow route 
options 

Community 
Advisory Group 

recommends route 
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Community  
meeting #1 

Community  
meeting #2 

Community  
meeting #3 
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Neighborhood and community group briefings,  
drop-in sessions, fairs and festivals, public kiosks  
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How to be involved 

Submit comments and questions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Participate in community meetings 

Join our mailing list 

Observe Community Advisory 
Group meetings 
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Questions? 
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Next steps for the advisory group 

 Discuss community concerns 

 Learn about the factors involved in developing 
the route segments 

 Decide on community values based evaluation 
process to allow the advisory group to make a 
recommendation on the route 
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Upcoming activities 

Join us for open houses 
 Jan. 29 from 6-8 p.m. at the Old Redmond 

Schoolhouse Community Center in Redmond 

 Jan. 30 from 6-8 p.m. at the Renton Pavilion Event 
Center in Renton 

Next Community Advisory Group meeting 
 Feb. 12 from 5:30-8:30 p.m. at the Rainier Hotel 

and Conference Center in Renton 
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Contact us 

PSE Contacts: 
 Leann Kostek, Senior Project Manager 

 Cody Olson, Community Projects Manager 
 

Stay in touch: 
 pse.com/energizeeastside 

 energizeeastside@pse.com 

 800-548-2614 

mailto:info@energizeeastside.com
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Thank you! 



From: Russell Borgmann
To: info@energizeeastsideEIS.org; Council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; CHelland@bellevuewa.gov; mkberens@bellevuewa.gov;

HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
Cc: jstokes@bellevuewa.gov; jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov; lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov; clee@bellevuewa.gov; krwallace@bellevuewa.gov;

j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov; vslatter@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Subject: Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS Scoping Comments: Power Flow Studies to be Re-Done
Date: Wednesday, May 25, 2016 10:32:10 PM

Dear City Staff, City Council, and EIS Representatives,
At the 3/1/2016 EIS Public Open House, Bellevue City Hall: Mr. Mark Williamson, PSE’s chief consultant and political
lobbyist for Energize Eastside, stated in recorded testimony that he was adamant that 1,500MW of power to Canada must
be included in the power flow studies because it is a “firm commitment”. 
 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) has stated that there is no documented contractual obligation (“firm
commitment”) to supply power to Canada, especially during periods of Puget Sound peak demand.  If there were
such a “Firm Commitment”, it would be evidenced by a Transmission Contract with BPA.  BPA admits that no such
transmission contract exists.  BPA has the ability to curtail power delivery to Canada during peak load events, and
in 2007 BPA automated the curtailment process (BPA Factsheet, see URL below).
https://www.bpa.gov/news/pubs/FactSheets/fs200709-
BPA%20to%20automate%20transmission%20curtailment%20procedure%20for%20the%20Puget%20Sound%20Area.pdf

 
During that 3/1/2016 description provided by Mr. Williamson, he admitted that if the “firm commitment” of
power delivery to Canada was eliminated, all power flow studies would need to be re-done.  Given that BPA has
not produced a written, documented contractual obligation for power delivery to Canada, POWER FLOW STUDIES
MUST BE RE-DONE, with the “1,500MW flow to Canada” assumption deleted from the study.  The HEARING
EXAMINER must closely examine this issue.
 
Canada is a net EXPORTER of electricity to the U.S.  The BPA graph below shows power flow between the U.S. and
Canada for January 2016 (which had two weeks of unusually cold weather).  Predominantly, electricity flows
FROM Canada to the U.S.  The dark blue line shows energy transfer between Puget Sound and British Columbia
updated every 15 minutes.  When the line is below the horizontal axis, electricity is flowing FROM Canada to the
U.S.  There is no record of 1,500MW of power flowing TO Canada, especially during periods of peak load in Puget
Sound. Historical data for many years is readily available for the public to review.  There is no evidence over the
past DECADE that large amounts of electricity flowed TO Canada during very cold winter weather (periods of
Puget Sound peak demand).  PSE maintains there is a contractual obligation to transmit large amounts of
electricity to Canada at all times and under all conditions.  Where is the documentation supporting that claim? 
Why wasn’t this done in January 2016? 

transmission.bpa.gov/business/operations/Paths/INTERTIES/BC.XLS
 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwij3NfQ1fXMAhUQ-mMKHeGFD-
wQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Ftransmission.bpa.gov%2Fbusiness%2Foperations%2FPaths%2FINTERTIES%2FBC.XLS&usg=AFQjCNFjHmfBPcbQS2Uiz_5JKRXKlsCn_g
http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=21992
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False Threats of “Rolling Blackouts”
PSE has used scare tactics of “rolling blackouts” to play on the fears of residents, businesses, and city government. 
BPA has stated that it is unlikely that the lights will go out.  The automated curtailment system put in place in
2007 uses standard utility dispatch “Hour-Ahead” planning schedules to manage generation patterns to relieve
congestion on transmission lines.  As quoted from the BPA factsheet:
                “It is unlikely anyone’s lights will go out when the automated curtailment system is used. This is for a
couple of reasons.  For one, BPA will alert utilities in the affected area when the system looks as though a
curtailment will be needed. All affected utilities need to know in order to shift some generation and transmission
patterns to avoid the need for the curtailment. For another, once a curtailment is announced, the utilities have
the same options of shifting generation or transmission to assure that they have sufficient energy.”
 
                “In a perfect world, BPA and the regional utilities would determine if additional transmission lines would
alleviate the PSANI congestion. Many people, however, oppose having transmission lines in their
neighborhoods, and BPA and the regional utilities would have to sort out who is responsible for the new
transmission lines and would have to make arrangement for financing the upgrades. This may happen, but it
will be a long time in the future.”
 
PSE and BPA are playing a financial shell game with Energize Eastside.  The HEARING EXAMINER must closely
examine the issue of appropriate cost allocation, if in fact the “NEED” for Energize Eastside can even be
independently verified.  The “NEED” for Energize Eastside appears to be greatly contrived, primarily as a money-
maker for PSE, an investor-owned utility.              
               
Los Angeles Times article about utilities using “rolling blackouts” as a “scare tactic”:
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-gas-field-20160412-story.html
 
Wall Street Journal article about utilities “gold-plating” infrastructure projects to earn above-average returns on
their “investment”.  Utilities new profit recipe?  Spend More!
http://www.wsj.com/articles/utilities-profit-recipe-spend-more-1429567463
 

Puget Sound Energy’s owners, Macquarie, are the 5th most leveraged energy company in U.S.:
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2014-12-10/here-are-americas-most-levered-energy-companies
 
The HEARING EXAMINER must take a close look at the “NEED” for Energize Eastside, including the ulterior motives
and financial motivations of PSE to propose an over-sized project out of scale with local future electricity demand.
 
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann

2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
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6/7/2016 Weebly Email Service Mail  FW: Energize Eastside EIS SEPA Process Questions

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=8b5d9e4da2&view=pt&search=inbox&th=155097b76ab868bb&siml=155097b76ab868bb 1/2

Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

FW: Energize Eastside EIS SEPA Process Questions 
1 message

CHelland@bellevuewa.gov <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 6:02 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Cc: HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov

 

 

From: Russell Borgmann [mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2016 2:05 PM 
To: Bedwell, Heidi <HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov>; Helland, Carol <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>; Miyake, Brad
<BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Subject: Energize Eastside EIS SEPA Process Questions

 

Today, the Energize Eastside Phase 2 Scoping Period begins, ending 5/31/2016.   Questions:

 

1.      Why is the City failing to issue the Final EIS on the Energize Eastside nonproject EIS within 60
days of the end of the comment period per the requirement of State law?  WAC 19711460(6)
requires issuance of the FEIS within 60 days of the end of the comment period.

 

2.      When will the City respond to comments received on the nonproject EIS pursuant to State law?
 WAC 19711560 requires Bellevue as lead agency to consider comments received on the
nonproject EIS and respond to those comments.  Not summarized responses, as found in the
today’s release of the  “Comment Summary Report”.  Where are the specific detailed responses to
the specific, detailed questions posed in EIS Public Comments?

 

3.      The City of Bellevue must remember that one of the policies of the EIS process is a process
that is to be "useful to decisionmakers and the public."  A failure to meaningfully undertake all the
steps of the EIS process in a timely manner will undermine the usefulness of the EIS process. 
How and when will these EIS process irregularities be addressed?

 

 

Sincerely,

Russell Borgmann

2100 120th Place SE

Bellevue, WA 98005

rborgmann@hotmail.com

mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com
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mailto:BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov
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mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com
mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com














 

PSE’s Amended Petition for Waiver of Certain Requirements  Page 1 
Related to Requests for Proposals Contained in WAC 480-107 

BEFORE THE WASHINGTON 
UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION 

In the Matter of 

PUGET SOUND ENERGY 

Petition for Waiver from Certain 
Request for Proposals Requirements 

Docket No. UE-160387 

Puget Sound Energy’s Amended Petition 
for Waiver of Certain Requirements 
Related to Requests for Proposals 
Contained in WAC 480-107 

1  In accordance with WAC 480-107-002(3) and WAC 480-07-370(b), Puget Sound 

Energy (“PSE”) submits this amended petition to the Washington Utilities and Transportation 

Commission (the “Commission”) for a waiver of certain requirements related to requests for 

proposals (“RFP”) contained in WAC Chapter 480-107. 

2  PSE is an electric company and public service company in the State of Washington 

within the meaning of RCW 80.04.010, and is subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction with 

respect to its prices and terms of electric service to retail customers in Washington. PSE provides 

electric service to approximately 1.1 million retail customers in Washington. 

3  PSE is engaged in the business of providing electric and gas service within the State of 

Washington as a public service company, and is subject to the regulatory authority of the 

Commission as to its retail rates, service, facilities and practices. Its full name and mailing 

address for purposes of this proceeding are: 

Puget Sound Energy, Inc. 
Attn: Kenneth Johnson 
Director, State Regulatory Affairs 
P.O. Box 97034 
Bellevue, Washington 98009-9734 
Phone: 425.456.2110 
Email: ken.s.johnson@pse.com 

Puget Sound Energy, Inc. 
Attn: Sheri Maynard 
Assoc. Energy Resource Planning & 
     Acquisition Analyst 
P.O. Box 97034 
Bellevue, Washington 98009-9734 
Phone: 425.462.3114 
Email: sheri.maynard@pse.com 



 

PSE’s Amended Petition for Waiver of Certain Requirements  Page 2 
Related to Requests for Proposals Contained in WAC 480-107 

I. REQUEST FOR WAIVER OF REQUIREMENT TO FILE 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR SUPPLY-SIDE RESOURCES 

4  On November 25, 2015, PSE filed its 2015 Integrated Resource Plan (the “2015 IRP”) 

with the Commission in Docket No. UE-141170 pursuant to WAC 480-100-238. The 2015 IRP 

identified an electric peak capacity need for PSE of 154 megawatts (MW) in 2017, as shown on 

Figure 6-10 of the 2015 IRP, which is reproduced below: 

 

(2015 IRP at page 6-18.) The 2015 IRP identified the following items, among others, in the 

electric action plan: 

1. Acquire energy efficiency. 
Develop 2-year targets and implement programs that will put us on a 
path to achieve an additional 411 MW of energy efficiency by 2021. 



 

PSE’s Amended Petition for Waiver of Certain Requirements  Page 3 
Related to Requests for Proposals Contained in WAC 480-107 

2. Acquire demand-response. 
Develop and implement a demand-response acquisition process and 
issue a Request for Proposal (RFP). The analysis supports the addition 
of demand-response by 2021, but these programs don’t fit existing 
energy efficiency or supply-side resource models. 

3. Supply-side resources: Clarify before issuing an all-source 
RFP. 
Energy efficiency and demand-response additions appear sufficient to 
meet incremental capacity need until 2021 and additional renewables are 
not needed until 2023. PSE intends to issue an all-source RFP in 2016, 
subject to an update to resource needs, most likely in early summer of 
2016. This postponement will provide time to incorporate an updated 
regional adequacy assessment into our resource need, which is 
scheduled to be completed by the NPCC in the second quarter of 2016. 

(2015 IRP at page 1-10.) 

5  As identified in the quoted language from the electric action plan in the 2015 IRP, PSE’s 

energy efficiency and demand-response additions appear sufficient to meet incremental capacity 

need until 2021, and additional renewables are not needed until 2023. In particular, PSE projects 

the acquisition of 411 MW of conservation and 121 MW of demand response by 2021. 

(2015 IRP at pages 1-17 and 2-7.) PSE projects that these combined 532 MW of conservation 

and demand response resources will meet all projected needs until 2021, when PSE projects the 

need for 277 MW of supply-side resources. (2015 IRP at pages 1-17 and 2-7.) 

6  Additionally, as indicated in the quoted language from the electric action plan in the 

2015 IRP, PSE intends to issue an all-source request for proposals in 2016, subject to an update 

to resource needs. (2015 IRP at page 1-10.) PSE will update its load forecast in the summer of 

2016. PSE will also update its capacity need in light of the new load forecast and a new 

assessment of regional adequacy—expected to be issued by the Northwest Power and 

Conservation Council in May 2016—prior to deciding whether to issue an all-source request for 

proposals in 2016. 
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Related to Requests for Proposals Contained in WAC 480-107 

7  WAC 480-107-002(3) permits the Commission to grant exceptions to the rules governing 

request for proposals, but only where such exceptions are “consistent with the public interest, the 

purposes underlying regulation, and applicable statutes.” Additionally, WAC 480-107-015(3)(a) 

provides that the requirement for requests for proposals do not apply when a utility’s integrated 

resource plan, prepared pursuant to WAC 480-100-238, demonstrates that the utility does not 

need additional capacity within three years. Although PSE’s 2015 IRP did project a need for 

154 MW of capacity by 2017, PSE projects that such need will be met by PSE’s conservation 

and demand response resource acquisitions. Therefore, there is no need, at this time, for PSE to 

conduct a request for proposal of supply-side resources for the 2016-2018 period, and PSE’s 

request for a waiver of WAC 480-107-015(3)(b) with respect to the issuance of a request for 

proposal for supply-side resources is consistent with the public interest, the purposes underlying 

regulation, and applicable statutes. 

8  For the reasons discussed above, PSE requests a waiver of 480-107-015(3)(b) with 

respect to the issuance of a request for proposal for supply-side resources. 

9  This amended waiver reflects input from PSE’s Conversation Resource Advisory Group 

(“CRAG”); more accurately describes the process, timing and issuance of PSE’s Biennial 

Conversation Plan; and provides additional detail as to the reasons behind PSE request to extend 

the deadline to file PSE’s demand response RFP. 

II. REQUEST FOR WAIVER OF REQUIREMENT TO FILE 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR CONSERVATION RESOURCES 

10  On November 25, 2015, PSE filed its 2015 Integrated Resource Plan (the “2015 IRP”) 

with the Commission in Docket No. UE-141170 pursuant to WAC 480-100-238. The 2015 IRP 

informed PSE’s ten-year electric conservation potential and its two-year electric conservation 

target.  
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11  On October 29, 2015 PSE filed its 2016-2017 Biennial Conservation Plan with the 

Commission in Docket No. UE-152058. The 2016-2017 Biennial Conservation Plan identified 

(i) a 2016-2025 ten-year achievable conservation potential of 2,770,663 megawatt-hours 

(“MWh”) and (ii) a 2016-2017 biennial electric conservation target of 537,078 megawatt-hours 

(MWh) for PSE. On December 17, 2015, the Commission issued Order 01 in Docket No. UE-

152058 in Docket No. UE-152058 that approved PSE’s 2016-2025 achievable conservation 

potential and its 2016-2017 biennial conservation target, subject to conditions attached as 

Appendix A to the Order. Consistent with PSE’s established procedure for setting its biennial 

conservation targets and acquiring conservation resources, PSE issued two requests for proposals 

(“RFPs”) in 2015 for energy efficiency programs. The RFPs were issued in June, in order to 

allow sufficient time to evaluate responses and implement programs in 2016 for the biennium. 

The RFPs were issued prior to the filing of the final 2015 IRP due to two Commission-approved 

IRP filing delays. PSE ensured that its CRAG was aware of these activities throughout the 2016-

2017 biennial planning process. Subsequent to Commission approval of the 2016-2017 biennial 

conservation target, PSE selected vendors and implemented the selected programs. 

12  PSE will update the conservation target for 2018-2019 consistent with guidance provided 

in its 2017 Integrated Resource Plan (the “2017 IRP”) and with the involvement of the CRAG. 

PSE will reflect the 2018-2019 conservation target in its 2018-2019 Biennial Conservation Plan. 

In or about June 2017, PSE will undertake an all-source RFP process similar to that used in 2015 

to assess potential programs that can acquire conservation resources beginning in 2018.  

13  As discussed above, WAC 480-107-002(3) permits the Commission to grant exceptions 

to the rules governing request for proposals where such exceptions are consistent with the public 

interest, the purposes underlying regulation, and applicable statutes. As a result of its 2015 RFP 
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process, concluded prior to the filing of its 2015 IRP, PSE has already engaged applicable 

conservation program vendors that will procure the necessary conservation resources for the 

2016-2017 period. Therefore, there is no need at this time for PSE to conduct a request for 

proposal of conservation resources for the 2016-2017 period. PSE’s request for a waiver of 

WAC 480-107-015(3)(b) with respect to the issuance of a request for proposal for conservation 

resources is consistent with the public interest, the purposes underlying regulation, and 

applicable statutes. 

14  PSE requests a waiver of WAC 480-107-015(3)(b) with respect to the issuance of a 

request for proposal for conservation resources because PSE has already conducted the necessary 

requests for proposals and procured the necessary conservation resources to meet the 2016-2017 

target. 

III. REQUEST FOR WAIVER OF REQUIREMENT TO FILE 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR DEMAND RESPONSE RESOURCES 

15  PSE plans to file a request for proposals for demand response resources with the 

Commission no later than June 15, 2016. PSE acknowledges that the filing of such request for 

proposals will be outside of the 135-day period required by WAC 480-107-135(3)(b). 

16  As discussed above, WAC 480-107-002(3) permits the Commission to grant exceptions 

to the rules governing request for proposals where such exceptions are consistent with the public 

interest, the purposes underlying regulation, and applicable statutes. Although PSE has 

previously filed demand response RFPs for commercial and industrial programs, this demand 

response RFP will be the first demand response RFP filed by PSE that will also target residential 

programs.  In connection with this demand response RFP, PSE is engaged in a strategic planning 

process and has engaged outside consultants to assist. PSE expects to complete that portion of 

the strategic planning process that clarifies resource characteristics and customer engagement in 
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early June.  PSE will incorporate that information into the demand response RFP for filing on or 

before June 15, 2016. 

17  Therefore, PSE requires more time to complete the details of the acquisition process for 

the demand response resources and develop and file the demand response request for proposals, 

and PSE’s request for a waiver of WAC 480-107-015(3)(b) to allow PSE to file a request for 

proposal for demand response resources with the Commission no later than June 15, 2016, is 

consistent with the public interest, the purposes underlying regulation, and applicable statutes. 

18  For the reasons discussed above, PSE requests a limited waiver of 480-107-015(3)(b) that 

would allow PSE to file a request for proposals for demand response resources with the 

Commission no later than June 15, 2016. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

19  As discussed above, PSE respectfully requests that the Commission grant PSE’s petition 

with respect to each of the following: 

(i) waiver of 480-107-015(3)(b) with respect to the issuance of a 
request for proposal for supply-side resources because PSE does 
not project a need for supply-side resources for the 2016-2018 
period;  

(ii) waiver of WAC 480-107-015(3)(b) with respect to the issuance of 
a request for proposal for conservation resources because PSE has 
already selected and engaged third party vendors that will 
contribute to the procurement of the necessary conservation 
resources for the 2016-2017 biennium; and  

(iii) a limited waiver of 480-107-015(3)(b) that would allow PSE to file 
a request for proposals for demand response resources with the 
Commission no later than June 15, 2016. 
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Dated this 20th day of April 2016. 

PUGET SOUND ENERGY 

/s/ Ken Johnson  
Ken Johnson 
Director, State Regulatory Affairs
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF WASHINGTON ) 
 ) ss. 
COUNTY OF KING ) 

Roger Garratt, being first duly sworn, upon oath, deposes and states: 

I am Director of Strategic Initiatives for Puget Sound Energy, I have read the Petition and 
believe the same to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

/s/ Roger Garratt  
Roger Garratt 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 19th day of April, 2016. 

/s/ Cindy Main  
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of 
Washington, residing at Kirkland, Washington 
My Commission Expires:  9-29-2019 

Cindy Main  
[Print Notary Name] 
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

FW: Energize Eastside Economics Considerations Report  Questions 
1 message

CHelland@bellevuewa.gov <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 6:03 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

 

 

From: Russell Borgmann [mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:37 AM 
To: Miyake, Brad <BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov>; Helland, Carol <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>; Riordan, Lori
<LRiordan@bellevuewa.gov>; Lucas, Troy <TLucas@bellevuewa.gov> 
Cc: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Subject: Energize Eastside Economics Considerations Report  Questions

 

Dear City Staff and Council,

I recently received a link to the report “Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft Economic Considerations Report, January 22,
2016”, and I read it with great interest.  After studying this report, it prompted a number of questions.  Can you please
provide a written response to the following questions:

1.       Who commissioned this report?  PSE?  The City?  ESA?  Who paid for the report and how much was paid
to create this study?

2.       The FCS GROUP did not study the correla鮠诶on between high electric prices and lower or nega鮠诶ve
economic growth.  Where is the analysis of the effect of persistent higher electricity prices on GDP?  Why did
FCS GROUP only examine one side of the economic impact equa鮠诶on? 

3.       When will the DEIS include an analysis of the O&M economic impact?

4.       How will the City address wildly divergent forecasts on the annual growth rate for electricity demand (vs.
popula鮠诶on and employment growth), because there is no longer a 1‐to‐1 correla鮠诶on?

5.       Can Troy Lucas please provide a clarifica鮠诶on of his statement:  “Uᨁᤁlity Tax: Will not increase based upon
this project alone, as this tax is based upon percentage of gross income base, not capacity.”  I am not clear
exactly what this means?

6.      How does the City of Bellevue plan to reconcile an apparent conflict of interest in maximizing tax revenue
by pressing forward with Energize Eastside vs. working for the Common Good, recognizing that stewardship
of the public interest must be their primary concern – including affordable, reliable electricity?  The purpose
of an Integrated Resource Plan is to select the lowest cost, both from an economic and environmental
viewpoint – NOT support a project that generates the highest tax revenue.  Why does this Report not
men鮠诶on criteria for evalua鮠诶ng/selec鮠诶ng alterna鮠诶ves that are the lowest cost for u鮠诶lity ratepayers?

 

The information below (also provided as a separate attachment) is a pointbypoint detailed analysis of the Economics
Considerations Report that provides additional background information for the questions asked above.

 

mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com
mailto:BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:LRiordan@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:TLucas@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:Council@bellevuewa.gov
mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com
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Critique of the “Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS Economic Considerations
Report January 22, 2016”
http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/pse_ee_economics_v5_final_160122.pdf

 

Rolling Blackouts:  Pg4:  The economic studies performed by FCS GROUP are based on the assumption that
there will be rolling blackouts.  This analysis did not verify if there would be rolling blackouts.  Instead, rolling blackouts
were taken as a point of fact on which to base the rest of their analysis.  This is a faulty assumption. 

 

Pg 10:  FCS GROUP was not tasked with auditing the background literature. 

 

 

Where is the inclusion of outage probabilities?  Where are those statistics? 

 

FCS GROUP takes the rolling blackout assumption at face value.

 

FCS GROUP economic calculations are marginalized because they do not account for the probability of an
outage and are based on faulty assumptions.

 

Higher Electricity Prices:  The FCS GROUP economic study did not account for the negative economic
impact of higher electricity prices.  National studies have been performed to examine this phenomena and have found
that economies are negatively impacted persistently by 3.76% to 7.23%.  This impact is not temporary or cyclical. 
Higher electricity prices result in a persistent drag on economic growth and development.

 

In 2014, a study was conducted to compare the impact of electricity prices on economic growth, as measured by Gross
State Product (GSP).  “Two important conclusions emerge. First, GSP is very sensi驘ve to changes in electric prices over 驘me.
Second, it is clear the correla驘on between high electric prices and lower or nega驘ve economic growth is sta驘s驘cally significant.”

http://www.insidesources.com/highelectricpriceshurteconomicgrowth/

 

http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/pse_ee_economics_v5_final_160122.pdf
http://www.insidesources.com/high-electric-prices-hurt-economic-growth/
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Pg 14 of the FCS GROUP report states that the amount of Eastside Study Area Gross Domestic Product (GDP) “at risk
due to a 4hr power outage” is $67.5M.  This analysis only addresses the effect of a power outage on GDP.  Where is
the analysis of the effect of persistent higher electricity prices on GDP?  Why did FCS GROUP only examine one
side of the economic impact equation? 

 

Pg 20:  FCS GROUP points out this analysis does NOT account for extraordinary levels of Operating and Maintenance
spending.  O&M economic impact must be taken into account as well.

 

Pg 20:  “it would be useful for the EIS analysis to provide a relative comparison of how local power rates may be
affected by each alternative.  Similarly, if there are varying levels of costs that are not to be recovered by PSE utility
rates, for project elements, such as undergrounding, a criterion could be considered that measures the relative cost
impact each EIS project alternative may have in Eastside jurisdictions.  If these costs are to be recovered by each
respective jurisdiction, through local means, such as franchise fees or utility local improvement districts, they
could become a cost to Eastside residents and businesses.”  THIS WILL ABSOLUTELY PLACE A DRAG ON
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

 

Special Improvement Districts are a burgeoning hazard to residents in the United States.  Special Districts are small
government that ostensibly collect taxes to handle specific services.  There are about 40,000 of these districts in the
U.S., and they account for $100 BILLION in spending annually, operating with very little oversight and accountability – a
form of “Ghost Government”, yet devoid of transparency and prone to corruption.  PLEASE DO SUBJECT PUGET
SOUND RESIDENTS TO THE TAX BURDENS OF MULTIPLE SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3saU5racsGE

 

The FCS GROUP did study the economic impact of Operations & Maintenance.

 

The FCS GROUP suggests that various cost elements of the Energize Eastside Project could be recovered by the
creation of Special Improvement Districts, which place additional drag on economic growth and development.

 

The FCS GROUP did not study the correla䬀圄on between high electric prices and lower or nega䬀圄ve economic growth.

 

http://www.insidesources.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/graph331.png
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3saU5racsGE
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Why did FCS GROUP only examine one side of the economic impact equation? 

 

Growth Rates:  Pg 11:  FCS GROUP states that the population of the Eastside study area is growing at an
annualized growth rate of 2.6%.  Pg 12 states that the Eastside employment growth rate is 2.2% annually.  The Energy
Information Administration states that there is no longer a 1to1 correlation between population/employment growth and
electricity demand (see table below, with citations).  In fact, electricity demand is less than HALF of population growth. 
That puts electricity growth at less than 1.3% annually, NOT the 2.4% forecast growth rate provided by PSE.  The
slope of the forecast growth rate is critically important to understand WHEN we might exceed capacity or exceed
peak demand forecasts.  At 1.3% annually, we do not hit system capacity for another 20 years – NOT 20172018 as
PSE has stated.

Pg 13:  Exhibit 2.4 shows the Puget Sound Regional Council analysis for the Eastside Study Area.  The Projected
Annual Growth Rates are:

         Jobs                       1.9%

         Popula鮠诶on          0.9%

         Households        1.1%

These growth rates are considerably less than the growth rates stated on pg 11 and 12 of the same report.

Comparison of Annual Growth Projections

Northwest Power and Conservation
Council

0.4%

Seattle City Light 0.5%

Energy Information Administration 0.6%  0.9%

Puget Sound Regional Council 1.2%

Sound Transit East Link Expansion 33% by 2040 = 1.3%
per year

Puget Sound Energy 2.4%

http://www.seattle.gov/light/news/issues/irp/docs/SeattleCityLight2014_IRPUpdateandProgressReport.pdf  (pg 12)

https://www.nwcouncil.org/news/pressreleases/20160210_7th_plan_adopted/

http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10491 

http://www.seattletimes.com/business/energyofdowntownseattlegrowseverstronger/

 

The Eastside Study Area is NOT growing almost 5 TIMES as fast as Seattle.  Much of Bellevue’s growth is energy
efficient new construction.  Seattle has a higher number of older, less efficient buildings still in need of energyefficient
retrofitting, in addition to extensive new growth.    Seattle’s highdensity infill and South Lake Union expansion are
significant, yet Seattle City Light’s growth forecast is closely aligned with EIA estimates.  It stands to reason that
Seattle’s growth in Peak Demand would be HIGHER than the eastside.

http://www.seattle.gov/light/news/issues/irp/docs/SeattleCityLight2014_IRPUpdateandProgressReport.pdf
https://www.nwcouncil.org/news/press-releases/2016-02-10_7th_plan_adopted/
http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10491
http://www.seattletimes.com/business/energy-of-downtown-seattle-grows-ever-stronger/
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                      Seattle City Light Growth Projections                              Puget Sound Energy Growth Projections

                       Integrated Resource Plan, pg 12                                       Draft EIS, pg 16

                                                              

The slope of the curve is important.  PSE has inflated electricity growth forecasts.  When realistic growth forecasts
are used (0.5% to 1.2%), the Puget Sound eastside will not experience a “deficiency in transmission capacity” for
decades.  PSE has not provided independent evidence or justification for using a growth rate of 2.4%.  Instead PSE has
provided “internal forecasting conducted by PSE”, national demographic data “with adjustments for PSE’s service
territory”, and “PSE has projected that electrical demand will grow at an annual rate of 2.4 percent.” (DEIS pgs 15, 1
6).  Instead of forecasting an emergency in 2018, the Puget Sound eastside has time to plan and implement 21st century
solutions to be ready by 2035 to 2040 when multiple independent data sources indicate a potential for transmission
deficiency.

 

The Eastside Study Area is NOT growing nearly 5 TIMES as fast as Seattle.

 

The FCS GROUP report contains conflicting information about forecast growth rates.

 

The Energy Information Administration states that there is no longer a 1to1 correlation between
population/employment growth and electricity demand.  Electricity demand is less than HALF the rate of
population/employment growth.

 

The slope of the forecast growth rate is critically important to understand WHEN we might exceed electricity
capacity or peak demand forecasts. 

 

Tax Revenue Impact:  Pg 9:  Troy Lucas (City of Bellevue Tax Division Manager) “if AV increases, it could
result in changes in tax revenue distributed to the City”

 

“Utility Tax: Will not increase based upon this project alone, as this tax is based upon percentage of gross income
base, not capacity.”   Could the City of Bellevue please clarify/expand on this statement?

 

Pg 10: How will the City address an obvious conflict of interest?  In the interests of the common good, the City is bound
to provide reliable, affordable electricity.  When City Council took their Oath of Office, they swore to “work for the
Common Good, recognizing that stewardship of the public interest must be their primary concern”.  Yet, the City’s own
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financial analysis from FCS GROUP shows a tremendous financial advantage to the City in the form of:

         Ad Valorem Tax

         Property Tax revenues based on the construc鮠诶on of PSE assets

         Sales Tax revenues based on project construc鮠诶on

         Real Estate Transfer Tax Revenue based on land transac鮠诶ons by PSE

         Energize Eastside permit fees 

Due to lucrative tax revenues, the City is incentivized to consider the largest project possible to maximize tax revenue
rather than work for the Common Good and stewardship of the public interest.  How will the City of Bellevue reconcile
this obvious conflict of interest?

 

What does this statement mean, exactly?  ““Utility Tax: Will not increase based upon this project alone, as this
tax is based upon percentage of gross income base, not capacity.”   

 

How does the City of Bellevue plan to reconcile an apparent conflict of interest in maximizing tax revenue by
pressing forward with Energize Eastside vs. working for the Common Good, recognizing that stewardship of the
public interest must be their primary concern – including affordable, reliable electricity? 

 

Why does this Report not mention criteria for evaluating/selecting alternatives that are the lowest cost for utility
ratepayers?

 

Property Values:  Pg 8 of the Economics Considerations Report states that Bonnie Christensen provided
information from the King County Assessor’s office.  Ms. Christensen looked at the impact on UTILITY property, not
RESIDENTIAL properties.

 

Pg 9:  Ha Haynes is a Department of Revenue UTILITY appraiser, not a RESIDENTIAL appraiser.

 

Pg 16:  The Report states that residential property impacts range from 12% to 87% decrease in land values depending
on location and severity of impact.  The negative change in assessed property values shows a “Potential Change in AV
per Mile” with a medium impact to be $2.734M.

 

Pg 17:  “The City of Bellevue relies heavily upon taxes and special assessments to afford its functions.  Total taxes and
special assessments generated $129.8 million in revenues, or 76% of fund revenues in FY 2014.  These tax revenues
consist primarily of real and personal property taxes, sales and excise taxes, business and occupation (B&O) taxes,
real estate transfer fees, and state passthrough taxes.  Property taxes are a function of ad valorem real and personal
property assessments in the City, and current mil rates.  This amount of tax revenue equates to 20.5% of the City’s
fund revenues.  If EIS project alternatives result in changes to the amount of AV in the City, we would expect a
corresponding change to the property tax revenue.”  If I’m reading this correctly, a quick analysis shows:

         12% of 20.5% =  2.46%

         87% of 20.5% = 17.835%

         $35 million in 2015 annual property tax revenues for the City of Bellevue (see Exhibit 3.10)

         Best case:  $35M x 2.46% = $861,000 decrease in property tax revenues
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         Worst case:  $35M x 17.835% = 6.24M decrease in property tax revenues

Bellevue will experience a loss of anywhere from $1M to $6M per year in property tax revenues due to Energize
Eastside.  The FCS GROUP appears to have pegged that loss of tax revenue at $2.7M, annually.

 

It now becomes more clear when PSE says, “We have listened… We’ve learned that pole height, view impacts, and
safety are key concerns for residents along the corridor.”  http://www.energizeeastside.com/news

The issue of view impact has a significant negative impact on City tax revenues.  Was PSE’s newly proposed
alternative route borne more out of the desire to address the City of Bellevue tax revenue concerns, and less a function
of addressing resident’s concerns?  The City’s tax revenue impact is further exacerbated when PSE has additional
residential property and land acquisition to widen the Right of Way.

 

Summary:  The FCS Group has pointed out some critical findings:
1.       The rolling blackout assump鮠诶on is taken at face value

2.       The FCS GROUP failed to analyze the effect of persistent higher electricity prices on GDP

3.       The FCS GROUP provides conflic鮠诶ng informa鮠诶on about which growth rate to use, and is unaware that
there is no longer a 1‐to‐1 correla鮠诶on between electricity demand and employment/popula鮠诶on growth

4.      The City of Bellevue has an apparent conflict of interest in maximizing tax revenue by pressing forward
with Energize Eastside vs. working for the Common Good, recognizing that stewardship of the public interest
must be their primary concern – including affordable, reliable electricity

5.       The City of Bellevue will experience a property tax revenue loss (es鮠诶mated at ‐2.74M) due to adverse
property impacts from Energize Eastside

 

City of Bellevue, I ask that you please provide a written response to the following questions:

1.       Who commissioned this report?  PSE?  The City?  ESA?  Who paid for the report and how much was paid
to create this study?

2.       The FCS GROUP did not study the correla鮠诶on between high electric prices and lower or nega鮠诶ve
economic growth.  Where is the analysis of the effect of persistent higher electricity prices on GDP?  Why did
FCS GROUP only examine one side of the economic impact equa鮠诶on? 

3.       When will the DEIS include an analysis of the O&M economic impact?

4.       How will the City address wildly divergent forecasts on the annual growth rate for electricity demand (vs.
popula鮠诶on and employment growth), because there is no longer a 1‐to‐1 correla鮠诶on?

5.       Can Troy Lucas please provide clarifica鮠诶on of his statement:  “Uᨁᤁlity Tax: Will not increase based upon
this project alone, as this tax is based upon percentage of gross income base, not capacity.” 

6.       How does the City of Bellevue plan to reconcile an apparent conflict of interest in maximizing tax revenue
by pressing forward with Energize Eastside vs. working for the Common Good, recognizing that stewardship
of the public interest must be their primary concern – including affordable, reliable electricity?  The purpose
of an Integrated Resource Plan is to select the lowest cost, both from an economic and environmental
viewpoint – NOT support a project that generates the highest tax revenue.  Why does this Report not
men鮠诶on criteria for evalua鮠诶ng/selec鮠诶ng alterna鮠诶ves that are the lowest cost for u鮠诶lity ratepayers?

 

Sincerely,

http://www.energizeeastside.com/news
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Russell Borgmann

2100 120th Place SE

Bellevue, WA 98005

rborgmann@hotmail.com
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS Public Comments: Late Information Added Without
Time to Comment 
1 message

Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 10:30 PM
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>, "BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov"
<BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov>, "CHelland@bellevuewa.gov" <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>, "HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov"
<HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov>, "Council@bellevuewa.gov" <Council@bellevuewa.gov>, "mkberens@bellevuewa.gov"
<mkberens@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>

Dear City Staff, City Council, and EIS Representatives,

All I can say is HUH?!  How can PSE arbitrarily add new routing information at this stage in the EIS at literally the
eleventh hour of an Open Public Comment Period?  This seems intentional to avoid the opportunity to adequately review
the information and provide meaningful comments.

 

Absolutely incredible. 

 

PSE’s latest Information states:  “PSE strongly prefers to use the Willow 2 option on the existing corridor; however, we
can’t risk project delay from the EBCC arbitrarily denying permits within their jurisdiction.”

 

There was NOTHING ARBITRARY in EBCC’s denial of PSE’s permits.  EBCC made a strong case.  The judge agrees
with EBCC.  PSE has known this for quite some time.  And PSE decides to post information about new routing NOW? 
This has got to invalidate the EIS process.  The folks living along the new routing have no idea what is going on.  There
is no way this will stand up to scrutiny as a fair and impartial process. 

 

Initial Comments on Bypass Route 1 and Bypass Route 2:

1.       The line appears to skirt the Kelsey Creek Park and sensitive wetlands areas along Wilburton Hill Park.  How will the
City protect the sensitive wetlands and estuary at the confluence of Richards Creek, Kelsey Creek, and Mercer Slough? 
This area is home to native vegetation, abundant terrestrial wildlife, bald eagles, blue herons, and other water fowl.

2.       This route appears to skirt the Bellevue Botanical Garden.  I can’t believe I even have to comment on the
environmental damage of a 230kV transmission line next to the Botanical Garden.  This is an ENVIRONMENTAL
Impact Statement.

3.       The residents of Wilburton are completely blindsided by this latebreaking information.  How will the City ensure that
those residents have access to all of the necessary information to provide meaningful EIS comments?  When will those
residents be given the opportunity to comment on this new bypass route?

4.       Both of these routes are adding length, and presumably cost, to the Energize Eastside project.  Does PSE think
they can just “tack it on the bill” and jack our electricity rates even higher?  Where is the Cost/Benefit Analysis?  Where
is the economic analysis?  Where is the fiscal accountability?  The lack of fiscal accountability on the Energize
Eastside project is egregious to the citizens of the Eastside. 

 

It should be clear to the City of Bellevue that PSE is running open loop.  PSE is out of control.  These are the acts of a
financially desperate utility floundering.  What is the City of Bellevue’s Plan B when PSE files for bankruptcy
protection?  PSE’s owners, Macquarie, are the 5th most leveraged utility, in the country.  If there was ever any doubt
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about the financial motivations of this project, those doubts are now completely erased.  PSE needs Energize Eastside
on their prescribed timetable, because they are having difficult refinancing variable rate debt.  Their credit rating is
abysmal.   PSE’s schedule has nothing to do with “keeping the lights on”.  It’s time to wake up to PSE’s scare tactics
about “keeping the lights on” and the “threat of rolling blackouts” and “the backbone of the eastside electrical grid hasn’t
been updated since the 1960s.”  These are all falsehoods.  Documentation and data do not support any of these claims
(this information has been previously submitted into the public record). 

 

PSE’s schedule has everything to do with keeping them financially solvent – on the backs of PSE ratepayers.  What is
the City of Bellevue doing to protect its citizens against outofcontrol business interests?

Sincerely,

Russell Borgmann

2100 120th Place SE

Bellevue, WA 98005
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Energize Eastside EIS Public Comments: Case Studies of Better Alternatives 
1 message

Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 10:52 PM
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>, "Council@bellevuewa.gov"
<Council@bellevuewa.gov>, "BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov" <BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov>, "mkberens@bellevuewa.gov"
<mkberens@bellevuewa.gov>, "CHelland@bellevuewa.gov" <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>, "HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov"
<HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>, Don Marsh <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>

Dear City Staff, City Council, and EIS Representa䄀猄ves,

Important alternatives worthy of consideration have been put forth by CENSE and have been vetted by EQL and other
industry experts.  Contrary to what PSE has stated, Energize Eastside is NOT the only way.

 

Attached to this email are CASE STUDIES showing how other cities have solved this exact issue more reliably, less
expensively, more safely, and with minimal environmental impact.  The issue we face is not unique to Bellevue.  Will
the City of Bellevue consider these alternatives as part of the EIS scope?

 

Sincerely,

Russell Borgmann

2100 120th Place SE

Bellevue, WA 98005
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Businesses Look to Save Money by Using Power More Efficiently
with Green Charge Network’s GreenStation

Project Description
Operating over 8,000 retail health and drugstore outlets across 
the U.S., Walgreens is all about helping Americans improve and 
maintain health and fitness. Hand-in-hand with this commit-
ment, Walgreens, like a large and growing number of U.S. busi-
nesses, is also intent on enhancing the social and environmen-
tal, as well as economic, sustainability of its operations. 

In 2012, Walgreens installed a greater number of solar energy 
systems than any other company in the U.S. barring Walmart. 
This year, the nationwide retail health and drugstore chain oper-
ator became the first company of its kind to install an intelligent 
energy storage system. Signing a Power Efficiency AgreementSM 
(PEASM) with Green Charge Networks, Walgreens is becoming a 
leader in the fast emerging U.S. energy storage space.

Case Study Specifications
Project name: Walgreens

Industry: National drugstore chain

Location: Yonkers, New York

Project Dates: May 2014 - Present

GreenStation Size: 27 kW / 64 kWh

Electric Utility: Con Edison of New York

Results: Reduced demand charges by up to 
50% per month

 24x7x365 operation

 Interconnected on customer’s side of 
meter

 Rugged, outdoors design

POWER EFFICIENCY CASE STUDY
Walgreens - Yonkers, NY
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Project Description, continued
A GreenStationTM intelligent energy storage system was first in-
stalled at a Walgreens retail outlet in Yonkers, New York, near 
the banks of the majestic Hudson River. The 27kW / 64kWh 
GreenStationTM is expected to save Walgreens up to 50% in de-
mand charges in the summer when peak demand charges are 
high.

The Problem
National retail chains like Walgreens have large energy and eco-
logical, as well as economic and geographic, footprints. High 
and volatile fossil-fuel energy costs, along with the long-term 
impacts of fossil-fuel energy use on human and environmental 
health and safety, has led the New York State government to 
join with utilities, businesses and local communities to identify 
and implement sustainable “green” energy and energy efficien-
cy solutions.

The rising costs of peak-demand electricity usage and the strain it puts on aging electricity grids led Walgreens to search 
for a cost-effective means of reducing power consumption and enhancing power efficiency. The national retailer turned 
to Green Charge Networks and its GreenStationTM intelligent energy storage system for a solution.

Our Solution
Green Charge Networks’ GreenStationTM actively minimizes 
monthly peak electricity demand usage as measured by the util-
ity meter. Historical and live streaming data points are posted 
into a cloud based data warehouse where an automated net-
work operation center uses heuristic and predictive algorithms 
to determine an optimized maximum peak demand value.

As GreenStationTM gains experience, it learns the site-specific 
characteristics of the facility’s load profile and adjusts the sec-
ond-by-second charge / discharge profile to minimize utility de-
mand charges. That can lead to substantial reductions in peak 
power demand and associated utility charges, as well as en-
hance the reliability of on-site electricity supply. 

In addition, Green Charge Networks’ Power Efficiency Agree-
mentsSM (PEAsSM) make financing easy. A pay-for-performance 
contract, Green Charge PEAsSM eliminate the need for GreenSta-
tionTM users to invest any capital up-front. Green Charge takes 
care of project design and installation, as well as operations 
and maintenance. Resulting electricity bill savings are shared 
between Green Charge and the customer.

      Environmental Savings

By committing to reducing energy usage and 
expanding on their renewable energy initiatives, 
Walgreens is sparing the environment from the 
effects of harmful emissions such as automobile 
emissions, industrial emissions and the emissions 
from the power plants still using coal. Commercial 
buildings account for 18% of US CO2 emissions (*).  
Through Green Charge’s GreenStationTM, building 
owners can save up to 50% on their electricity bills.

           Buildings Overview, 
           Center for Climate and Energy Solutions

POWER EFFICIENCY CASE STUDY
Walgreens - Yonkers, NY
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Laney College, Oakland  CA

With four campuses serving northern Alameda County, California, 
the Peralta Community College District has been a premiere 
destination for undergraduate and continuing education for more 
than 50 years. Because it promises to help students change their 
lives, Peralta must evolve as well, continually adapting to the 
students’ needs, as well as those of its employees, the surrounding 
communities, and the environment that sustains them.

As part of his duties as Peralta’s Energy and Environmental 
Sustainability Manager, Charles Neal is tasked with finding ways to 
reduce the district’s carbon footprint. Doing so, he says, requires 
not only money for technology and infrastructural improvements, 
but also behavioral change.

One of the behaviors Neal is targeting is the commute habits of 
Peralta staff and students. For those who drive to class or to work, 
electric or plug-in hybrid vehicles would be ideal, but the dearth of 
charging stations can be a significant obstacle. “Transportation is a 
primary contributor to our carbon footprint,” Neal says. “Providing 
EV charging stations here on campus makes it easier to adapt to 
lower carbon standards.”

Generous subsidies from a partnership between the Community 
College League of California and charging station provider NRG eVgo 
made installing EV charging stations an attractive option for Peralta. 
Operating them however, might have less-appealing side effects: 
Simultaneous use of the chargers—especially DC fast chargers—
could cause spikes in the electricity pulled from the grid, triggering 
costly demand charges on Peralta’s energy bill.

Low-impact EV charging helps drive 
fulfillment of sustainability policies. 

Location: Oakland, CA

Size: 27,000 students, faculty and staff

Customer Challenge
Address sustainability objectives with limited budget

Green Charge Solutions
Energy storage coupled with EV charging

Why Green Charge
• Energy storage mitigates risk of EV chargers producing 

costly spikes in electricity demand
• No-cost energy storage with shared savings financing 

model
• Green Charge provided expertise to help move project 

through committees

Benefits
• Reduced monthly peak-demand charges 
• Infrastructure makes it easier for more people to adopt 

lower carbon standards
• Increasing awareness of Peralta in the community, as 

more people are drawn to campus

“ Green Charge Networks was 
instrumental in making expertise 
available during the committee 
meetings. It was a pleasure to work 
with them.”

– Charles Neal, Energy and Environmental 
Sustainability Manager, Peralta Community 
Colleges

EDUCATION
Customer Success Story

PERALTA COMMUNITY
COLLEGES

ENERGY STORAGE 
COUPLED WITH EV 
CHARGING COMES 
WITH NO UPFRONT 
COSTS

http://www.greencharge.net/
http://www.greencharge.net


About Green Charge Networks
Green Charge Networks delivers intelligent energy storage solutions that are the easiest way 
for commercial and industrial businesses, municipalities, and schools to save energy costs. 
Our award winning solution delivers industry-leading savings, up to 50% of demand charges 
on monthly energy bills. Since 2009, we have been providing risk-free, financed energy storage 
and software that shifts the time of power use, and optimizes electric vehicle charging, solar, 
and energy efficiency measures. Green Charge is headquartered in Santa Clara, California, with 
offices in New York City and San Diego. For more information, visit greencharge.net.

©2015 Green Charge Networks.    October 6, 2015

4151 Burton Drive  •  Santa Clara, CA 95054
800.426.5010 (Toll Free)  •  408.638.0072 (Local)

info@greencharge.net

greencharge.net

ENERGY STORAGE MAKES EV CHARGING MORE FEASIBLE
Consequently, when Neal was introduced to the intelligent energy 
storage solutions offered by Green Charge Networks, he supported 
the concept: “It makes good sense to draw energy at lower rates and 
then use the stored energy when rates are higher,” he says. Green 
Charge Networks would install and maintain the storage systems at 
no cost to Peralta, and share the accrued demand charge savings 
between them.

In the initial phase, Green Charge Networks coupled a 30kW energy 
storage tower with each of the DC fast chargers installed at the 
Peralta District office in Oakland and at the adjacent Laney College 
campus. Green Charge monitors the energy storage systems over 
a dedicated network and populates a user portal with real-time 
performance data, including monthly demand charge savings. 
Designated staff members at Peralta Community Colleges, such as 
Neal, can securely log in and view this data at any time.

As the charging stations become more popular, the storage systems 
will adapt to the evolving energy use patterns. But even now, the 
project has put Peralta in the vanguard of EV initiatives in education, 
and has given the district insight into the impact of EV charging on 
energy use and cost as well as the behavior of energy consumers. 
As Neal explains, “It was a chance to look at how it works on a limited 
basis—on our own property—with an eye to deploying it on a larger 
scale later on.”

GAINING STAKEHOLDER TRUST
Though he is guided by the District’s Environmental Sustainability 
policy and has the full backing of the Chancellor’s office, Neal must 
still steer his environmental initiatives through multiple layers of 
approval. Like many educational institutions, the Peralta Community 
College District has a shared governance policy, which requires 
managers to collaborate with campus facilities committees on 
major projects, as well as gain approval from the District’s board 
of trustees. “Green Charge Networks was instrumental in making 
expertise available during the committee meetings,” Neal says. “It 
was a pleasure to work with them.”

GOODWILL A VEHICLE FOR FUTURE SAVINGS
Green Charge Networks calculated that the energy storage systems 
could reduce Peralta’s demand charges by more than $12,000 
annually. In its first summer online, the energy storage solution 
reduced demand charges at Laney College by approximately $1,000 
in a single month; Neal is eager to see if the cumulative data in the 
coming months confirms the initial estimate.

What is already apparent is that the charging stations are heavily 
used by the public. “Drawing drivers to the campuses to charge 
their vehicles is both generating goodwill and increasing awareness 
of Peralta Community Colleges in the community,” Neal says. What 
drivers may not be aware of is that EV charging at Peralta can 
continue to be feasible in the long run thanks to the demand charge 
reduction benefits of Green Charge Networks’ storage systems.

Using Green Charge Networks’ portal, Peralta can click to view historical and real-
time data for each storage system deployment (green hexagon) shown on the map.

http://www.greencharge.net
http://www.greencharge.net/
http://www.greencharge.net
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“Schools aren’t typically seen as technological innovators,” notes 
Mike Mathiesen, Associate Superintendent, Business Services at 
the Mountain View Los Altos High School District (MVLA). But MVLA 
is no typical school district. Located in the heart of Silicon Valley, 
with campuses in Mountain View and Los Altos, California, it serves 
families who work and live on the cutting edge of technology. They 
are among the earliest adopters of green technologies, such as 
solar energy and electric vehicles, and expect private and public 
sector employers to invest in such technologies in their workplaces.

But when those workplaces are schools, the harsh realities of tight 
educational budgets can be challenging, even for MVLA. As part of 
its sustainability initiatives, the district wanted to install EV charging 
stations to encourage electric vehicle use among its faculty and staff. 
But footing the bill for EV charger installation and maintenance was 
a big obstacle, until Sybil Cramer, community advocate and member 
of MVLA’s Go Green Sustainability Committee, found Green Charge 
Networks. 

TEACHERS GO HOME RECHARGED
With funding acquired by Green Charge, MVLA had four Level 2 EV 
chargers installed, two each at its Mountain View High School and 
Los Altos High School campuses. Faculty and staff pay a flat annual 
fee to use the chargers, and can go home every evening with a fully-
charged vehicle, making it practical to drive an EV to work, even for 
those with long commutes.

Quest for affordable EV charging leads to 
revenue opportunities. 

Locations: Mountain View and Los Altos, California

Size: 4,300 students, faculty and staff

Customer Challenge
Support environmentally sustainable commuting without 
impacting tight school budget

Green Charge Solutions
Energy storage coupled with EV charging

Why Green Charge
• No cost energy storage system and EV chargers
• Educated stakeholders on shared savings model
• Provided connection to California energy market, 

offering new revenue opportunity for schools

Benefits
• Projected $86,000 in annual demand charge savings, 

totaling $1 million over lifetime of project
• Access to electric vehicle charging on campus
• Additional savings and revenue streams made possible 

through energy arbitrage and California Independent 
System Operator (CAISO) market

“ Each year, we expect to reduce our 
demand charges by $86,000, if not 
more. Every dollar saved is a dollar 
we can spend in supporting greater 
educational opportunities here.”

– Mike Mathiesen, Associate Superintendent, 
Business Services, MVLA

EDUCATION
Customer Success Story

MOUNTAIN VIEW LOS ALTOS 
HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

DISTRICT GETS A+ IN 
ENERGY THRIFT AND 
$86,000 IN ANNUAL 
SAVINGS 

http://www.greencharge.net/
http://www.greencharge.net
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Green Charge Networks delivers intelligent energy storage solutions that are the easiest way 
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Our award winning solution delivers industry-leading savings, up to 50% of demand charges 
on monthly energy bills. Since 2009, we have been providing risk-free, financed energy storage 
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With a full load of responsibilities on his shoulders—everything 
from facilities maintenance and operations to transportation and 
insurance—Mathiesen has little spare time for extra reams of 
paperwork. “Green Charge drafted all the documentation and took 
care of the approvals,” Mathiesen recalls. “All we needed to provide 
was 15-minute interval [power usage] data from our utility.”

But EV charging was just the beginning of MVLA’s sustainability 
success story. Once the EV chargers were in place, Green Charge 
Networks also installed a combined 1.08 MWh of lithium-ion-based 
energy storage capacity at the two campuses, also at no cost to the 
district. Remotely monitored through the GreenStation controller, 
these energy storage systems discharge when needed to minimize 
spikes in electricity demand from the grid, helping MVLA avoid 
costly demand charges. The energy storage systems then recharge 
during lower-cost off-peak hours. “Each year, we expect to reduce 
our demand charges by $86,000, if not more,” Mathiesen says. 
“Every dollar saved is a dollar we can spend in supporting greater 
educational opportunities here.”

Trends show utility demand charges increasing, and as they do, the 
need to avoid demand spikes will become more acute. With the 
energy storage systems in place, conservative estimates put MVLA’s 
total savings at more than one million dollars, over the lifetime of its 
Power Efficiency Agreement with Green Charge Networks.

DEMAND CHARGE SAVINGS AND BEYOND
Like many Green Charge customers, MVLA was initially skeptical 
of the proposal to install all of this sophisticated equipment at 
no upfront cost to the district. But both the district’s project 
management firm and the local utility, with whom Mathiesen vetted 
the proposal, agreed that it would be mutually beneficial: MVLA 
would avoid the cost and risk of the installation, and Green Charge 
would get a share in the district’s demand charge savings. “The EV 
chargers were a great idea,” Mathiesen says, “but from a financial 
perspective, packaging the chargers and the energy storage was 
even better.”

The algorithms in the Green Charge storage system that minimize 
the district’s demand peaks can also be used to generate savings 
for the district through energy arbitrage. For example, demand for 
electricity is typically higher and congruently more expensive in the 
late afternoon and early evening, when schools are closed for the 
day. By storing cheap, off-peak electricity to use during expensive 
peak times, the district can reap additional energy savings—without 
any additional investment on its part.

These savings may soon turn to revenues. Recently, MVLA became 
the first Green Charge customer to take part in the California 
Independent System Operator (CAISO) wholesale energy market. 
Through the program, Green Charge will aggregate the excess 
capacity of multiple sites and offer it on the CAISO market in order 
to help relieve stresses in the transmission network. According to 
Mathiesen, the CAISO program will provide the district with a new 
source of revenue beyond energy arbitrage and demand charge 
savings.

WHAT YOU SEE IS NOT ALL THAT YOU GET
Excited to be at the forefront of sustainability innovation in the 
education sector, Mathiesen acknowledges that energy storage isn’t 
top of mind for many in the education sector. Often, it takes another 
initiative, such as EV charging, to realize that demand charges can 
be a major issue. Energy storage initially offers a remedy for demand 
charges, but ultimately becomes a powerful benefit in its own right.

“EV charging is what people see,” Mathiesen says, “but the real 
benefit is in the energy storage.”

Image depicts several Green Charge Networks energy storage systems (silver and 
green towers); part of an installation located at the Mountain View High School 
campus.

“ EV charging is what people see, 
but the real benefit is in the energy 
storage.”

– Mike Mathiesen, Associate Superintendent, 
Business Services, MVLA

http://www.greencharge.net
http://www.greencharge.net/
http://www.greencharge.net
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City of Santa Clara Installs No-Cost Power Efficiency to
Complement Levi’s® Stadium’s Energy Efficiency Measures

Project Description

The City of Santa Clara led the development of the brand new state-of-
the-art Levi’s® Stadium — a $1.2 billion facility that serves as the new 
home of the San Francisco 49ers, one of the National Football League’s 
(NFL) most storied franchises.

The stadium, with a maximum capacity of approximately 70,000 
spectators, is leading a growing movement in the sports industry of 
maximizing comfort for fans while being energy-conscious. The extras 
making the stadium an environmentally-friendly and energy-neutral 
facility include an 18,000-square-foot green rooftop, recycled materials, 
and over 1,000 solar panels, among other impressive green measures. 
In fact, Levi’s® Stadium is the largest building registered with the U.S. 
Green Building Council, the organization that runs LEED Certification. 
Naturally, the City of Santa Clara made sure that the overflow 
parking garage for Levi’s® Stadium followed suit with impressive 
environmental and energy measures of its own. Like the stadium, the 
garage implemented a prominent array of solar panels and multiple EV 
chargers. 

Case Study Specifications
Project name: Tasman Parking Garage at 

Levi’s® Stadium

Location: City of Santa Clara, CA

 Parking Structure

Industry: Sports and entertainment

Project Dates: May 2014 - Present

GreenStation Size: 30 kW / 30 kWh

Electric Utility: Silicon Valley Power

Results: Reduced demand charges by 
combining energy storage, 
solar PV, and Electric Vehicle 

POWER EFFICIENCY CASE STUDY
Tasman Parking Garage at Levi’s® Stadium
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The Challenge

The City of Santa Clara recognized that curbing energy 
(kWh) consumption alone was not enough, and that 
power (kW) saving measures would bring added 
benefits. Like the stadium itself, the parking garage sees 
incredible spikes in demand during certain hours on 
game days only, caused by the EV chargers, elevators, 
gates, and similar loads. The City therefore realized 
that managing power demand, while complementing 
its environmental and electricity-saving initiatives, 
would provide yet another cost-effective solution. 

Our Solution

Green Charge Networks worked with the City of Santa 
Clara and Silicon Valley Power to design and install a 
30 kW / 30 kWh GreenStationTM and DC Fast Charger 
at the Tasman Drive Parking Structure.  Located on the 
ground floor of the City’s parking garage, the energy 
storage solution mitigates the spikes in demand 
caused by electric vehicles, elevators, gates, and other 
building loads when fans arrive for game days. On top of this, the GreenStationTM mitigates intermittency in production of the 
300kW solar car port on the garage’s roof. 

Our Results

Adding GreenStationTM energy storage to the project’s growing 
list of green measures was a sound economic decision. By 
signing a Power Efficiency Agreement (PEA) with Green Charge, 
the City of Santa Clara was able to bring a DC Fast Charger and 
GreenStationTM energy storage system to the garage, at absolutely 
no cost to the City or to 49ers’ fans. In sharing in the demand 
charge savings, the City of Santa Clara was able to successfully 
reduce operating costs of their beautiful new LEED Gold stadium 
and related facilities.

POWER EFFICIENCY CASE STUDY
Tasman Parking Garage at Levi’s® Stadium

» In the U.S.A., buildings account for 38% 
of all CO2 emissions.

» Over $80 billion dollars are spent every year 
on electricity and natural gas in buildings.

» On July 10, 2002, California recorded highest 
peak demand at 52,863 MW.  Peak demand 
is growing at 2.4% per year on average.
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The City of Lancaster Aims to Become the First Net-Zero City in the U.S. with      
Energy Storage System from Green Charge Networks

The Problem
The City of Lancaster has an ambitious mission: to be the na-
tion’s very first net-zero emissions city.  At the regional, state, 
and national levels, they have continuously been recognized as 
an environmental leader. The city has continuously adopted en-
vironmentally-friendly initiatives to lower its carbon footprint, 
starting with the Blue Skies Program for using alternative fuels 
in 1994. In March 2013, the city became the first in the US to 
mandate solar on every new housing development. 

Renewable energy, however, has its limitations. To truly achieve 
net zero emissions, the city has adopted energy storage to fur-
ther push the envelope in pioneering green technologies.  City 
of Lancaster recognizes that achieving net-zero emissions city-
wide is no easy task—but that doing it with the help of intelligent 
energy storage is not only the answer, but it also contributes to 
the city’s financial bottom-line.

Case Study Specifications
Project name: City of Lancaster

Location: Museum of Art & History

Project Dates: June 2014 - Present

GreenStation Size: 30 kW / 30 kWh

Electric Utility:  Southern California Edison

Results: Reduced demand charges by 
up to 50% per month

 24x7x365 operation

 Interconnected on customer’s 
side of meter

 Rugged, outdoors design

POWER EFFICIENCY CASE STUDY
Museum of Art & History - Lancaster, CA
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The Problem (continued)

Green Charge Networks offered the perfect solution at the 
City’s Museum of Art & History, with no upfront cost while 
saving taxpayer money for years to come. 

Our Solution

The City of Lancaster selected Green Charge Networks as 
it gave the City a cost-effective, fiscally responsible path to 
continue its environmental stewardship.  In March 2014, the 
Lancaster City Council approved an initiative to add Green-
StationTM energy storage systems to municipal facilities, 
starting with the Museum of Art and History. This building is 
a showcase of the City’s dedication to sustainability, opened 
in 2012. The GreenStation is paired with a high-powered DC 
fast charger for electric vehicles at the site.  Lancaster is the 
first in the high desert to adopt energy storage, paving the 
way for other cities to follow suit.

Our Results

Like many of Green Charge Networks’ customers, Lancaster 
City signed a 10-year Power Efficiency Agreement (PEA) for the 
Museum of Art and History.  A PEA is a shared-savings financing 
instrument in which Green Charge Networks finances the entire 
system and Lancaster City and Green Charge Networks share the 
monthly electric bill savings.   With the GreenStationTM, City of 
Lancaster is able to lower its demand charges (and total electric-
ity bill) without spending money upfront or taking technology 
risks.

Customer Reference

“The City of Lancaster continues to seek 
new and innovative ways to foster the use of 
renewable energy, protect the environment, 
and create cost savings for our taxpayers in 
the process. Energy storage is the cutting edge 
of renewable energy technology and it will pro-
pel our city toward becoming America’s first 
truly Net Zero City. We are proud to partner 
with Green Charge Networks to implement 
this technology in our community.”

            - Mayor R. Rex Parris, City of Lancaster

POWER EFFICIENCY CASE STUDY
Museum of Art & History - Lancaster, CA



Case Study Overview 
There are better options than Energize Eastside EIS Alternative 1 or “NO ACTION.  The following CASE 

STUDIES show how other cities have solved this exact issue more reliably, less expensively, more safely, 

and with minimal environmental impact.  The issue we face is not unique to Bellevue.  Many other 

regions of the country, and internationally, are growing even faster than Bellevue, yet they are solving 

their issues more reliably and more cost effectively with more environmentally sustainable solutions.   

These Case Studies provided documented evidence that scalable solutions have been used for many 

years in other regions of the U.S.  These Case Studies target demand growth using intelligent solutions 

and implement technologies that are CURRENTLY available and in-use by other forward-thinking utilities 

throughout the U.S.  Highlights include: 

 Dispatchable Standby Generation is successfully being used NOW in Portland and other 
cities.  Businesses, hospitals, and other buildings with idle back-up generators provide power to 
the grid during peak loads.  In return, the owners of those back-up generators receive financial 
incentives, like free testing and maintenance.  It’s a win-win scenario for building facilities 
managers and for utilities.  

 Intelligent voltage regulation and reduction using equipment successfully in-use by Pacific Gas 
& Electric in California and Great River Energy in Minnesota. 

 Battery storage for the City of Lancaster, the City of Santa Clara, the Los Altos School District, 
Peralta Community College, and Walgreens. 
 

These alternatives are: 

 MORE ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE, because the implementation is SCALABLE.  It addresses the 
economic impact that residents and businesses will experience in the form of higher electricity 
rates and higher taxes that will result if Energize Eastside is implemented.   

 ELIMINATE UNFAIR COST ALLOCATION of Energize Eastside requiring all 1.1 million PSE 
customers to pay for a project that will marginally improve reliability 0.2% for less than 3% of 
PSE customers.  This alternative is scalable and can be implemented in ways that more fairly 
address cost allocation. 

 MORE RELIABLE because it diffuses the risk over many different components of a distributed 
system rather than continuing to rely on centralized infrastructure that is vulnerable to storms, 
natural disasters like earthquakes, or terrorist attacks (physical- and cyber-attacks). 

 BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT because it saves the precious Bellevue tree canopy responsible 
for keeping pollution under control, converting CO2 to fresh air.  It reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions from PSE by moderating energy use, and curtailing dependence on “coal-by-wire” 
pollution created by PSE’s 35% coal-fired electricity generation. 

 MORE SAFE than building an 18-mile high-voltage transmission line that parallels two 
underground high-pressure jet fuel pipelines.  Construction hazards, arcing hazards, corrosion 
hazards, lightning hazards and earthquake hazards are all eliminated by this alternative. 

 INVEST in the LOCAL ECONOMY by implementing energy solutions from local companies like 
UniEnergy Technologies, Optimum Energy Systems, and 1Energy Systems. 

 

  



Case Study: Dispatchable Standby Generation 

Project Description 
Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG) has been successfully used since 2000 in Portland, Oregon.  
Businesses, hospitals, military installations, prisons, and other facilities with idle back-up generators 
provide power to the grid during peak loads.  In return, the owners of those back-up generators receive 
financial incentives, like free testing and maintenance.  It’s a win-win scenario for building facilities 
managers and for utilities.   

The Portland General Electric (PGE) 
customers lend their standby generators to 
the utility for approximately 200 hours per 
year (less than 2.5% of a calendar year).  This 
approach allows PGE to avoid having to buy 
electricity on the open spot market during 
peak demand periods, when wholesale 
power prices spike.  It provides improved 
grid reliability, while simultaneously 
providing better maintenance for distributed 
generators acting as critical infrastructure 
throughout Portland.  These generators 
would otherwise be sitting idle for longer 
periods of time, under-utilized, where they 

could fall into a state of disrepair.   
 
Dispatchable Standby Generation operates in parallel with the distribution grid.  The utility is instantly 
available if the generator fails, and likewise the generators are instantly available if the utility fails. 
 
Using standard Day-Ahead utility transmission planning, PGE provides 24 hours’ notice when they know 
the power will be needed.  Facilities managers don’t even see the lights blink due to high quality 
monitoring and control equipment installed by PGE.  All generators in the DSG program are run under 
full load conditions, which is better for the engine and extends the life of a company’s 
backup/emergency power system.  Customer participation is voluntary, and companies have the option 
of making their generators unavailable by simply switching their control system out of remote mode or 
notifying PGE. 

Timeline  
The first installation occurred in 1999, with the first economic dispatching test of a paralleled distributed 
generation site on PGE's system in June 2000 at the program's pilot site, the MacLaren Youth 
Correctional Facility in Woodburn, Oregon. Woodburn is located approximately 32 miles from 
downtown Portland, within PGE’s service area. The MacLaren 500 kW generator operates at a baseload 
of 400 kW.   
 
TEKsystems Internet Business Services and the Oregon Military Department’s State Emergency 

Services building became the next customers.  By 2001, the DSG network had a total capacity of 20MW 

from four customers and growing.  Over 125MW of backup generators were identified and are 

integrated into the DSG program.  The ultimate goal for the program was to obtain 100MW of standby 

generation.   

                      At A Glance 

Who Portland General Electric, 840,00 
customers, 4,000-sq mile service area 

What Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG) 

Goal Lowest Cost Peaking Resource for 
Utility 

When Since 2000 

Peak Power 125MW or more, scalable 

Outcome Keeps electricity rates low for 
business/residential customers as well 
as utilities. Positive, wide acceptance 



Cost 
PGE pays for installation of the control systems to place the generators in-parallel with the grid.  They 

also pay for maintenance costs and any fuel consumed by standby generators. 

PGE saves by avoiding having to buy electricity on the open spot market during peak demand periods, 

when wholesale power prices spike. Wholesale prices hit a high on the PGE system of more than 

$1,300/MWh for several hours in June 2000. The MacLaren 500 kW generator, alone (operating at 

400kW) saves the utility $490 each hour under those conditions.  PGE savings increases as more 

customers sign-up.  PGE’s savings also increase as wholesale prices continue to rise. 

 

Participating companies save $25,000 to $100,000 over a five-year period, depending on the number of 

generators at an installation.   

PGE customers save by avoiding electricity rate increases.  By using existing under-utilized resources, 

additional infrastructure costs are avoided which would result in rate increases. 

Benefit 
Wholesale savings under the DSG program go towards keeping everyone's prices lower. By starting 

paralleled generators throughout PGE's territory, PGE no longer has to purchase expensive peak power 

from out-of-state generators. The program is part of the regulated operations of the utility and its goal is 

to be the lowest cost peaking resource for the utility. 

Outcome 
The DSG program has been widely accepted and is in-use throughout the Portland area with 

additional standby generation continuing to come on-line as more customers sign-up. 

Public Perception 
The public is pleased with the DSG approach taken by Portland General Electric.  Businesses and 

residents recognize the value of putting to use under-utilized resources, like standby generators, to 

keep everyone’s electricity prices lower. 

Contact Info  
http://www.power-eng.com/articles/print/volume-105/issue-3/features/putting-standby-generators-
to-work-on-grid-support.html 
 

Portland General Electric Dispatchable-Standby-Generation-faq.pdf 

  

http://www.power-eng.com/articles/print/volume-105/issue-3/features/putting-standby-generators-to-work-on-grid-support.html
http://www.power-eng.com/articles/print/volume-105/issue-3/features/putting-standby-generators-to-work-on-grid-support.html


Case Study:  Energy Efficiency Gains – PG&E SmartAC Program 

Project Description  
Energy efficiency is being identified as the new “bridge fuel” to address load shedding during periods of 
peak demand and to cut carbon emissions.   

Pacific Gas and Electric’s (PG&E) Smart AC 

Program has over 150,000 voluntary 

residential customers with one-way paging 

load control devices that provide peak 

period load reduction of approximately 100-

to-120 MW.  The SmartAC program is about 

the utility working together with customers 

to smooth out spikes in energy usage.  This 

helps keep everyone’s rates lower. 

 

PG&E installs a small device on air 

conditioning units that enables PG&E to 

send a signal directing your air conditioning 

to briefly run at a lower capacity during 

periods of peak load.  The ability to cycle air 

conditioning across hundreds of thousands 

of customers allows PG&E to shift peak load demand.  Customers only briefly experience lower AC 

demand.  Most customers don’t notice when the SmartAC device is active.  The SmartAC device works 

with standard central air conditioners as well as heat pumps. 

 

The SmartAC device is installed by PG&E on or near a customer’s air 

conditioning unit.  The Smart AC device is activated remotely so that a 

customer’s air conditioner compressor cycles on and off in short 

increments totaling no more than 15 minutes of every half hour.  This 

results in 50% “duty cycle” control, not temperature control.  (Less 

than 50% duty cycle does not result in appreciable load shedding for 

PG&E.)  The air conditioning fan continues to circulate the cold air 

already in the customers’ homes, thus activation is rarely noticed.  

 

SmartAC “event days” are infrequent.  PG&E uses standard “Day-Ahead” and “Hour-Ahead” 

transmission planning as well as evolving “real-time dispatch”.  Using standard planning scenarios, 

coupled with advanced weather forecasting, PG&E is able to anticipate when the SmartAC devices in a 

particular area will be remotely activated.  Events last as little as 2 hours and no more than 6 hours.  

SmartAC events occur between May 1st and October 31st.  Customers may experience up to 15 events 

per season, for a maximum of 100 hours per season.  PG&E posts activations of a SmartAC “event day” 

by 11am on the day of the event.  Event times are between 2pm and 7pm.  The SmartAC program is only 

triggered during energy peak demand emergencies or system reliability testing. 

 

                      At A Glance 

Who Pacific Gas & Electric, 5.4million electric 
customers, 70,000-sq mile service area 
(Coastal & Northern California) 

What SmartAC Program installed for 
150,000+ homeowners and 7,000+ 
businesses by end of 2014 

Goal Shift Peak Load Demand during hot 
summer periods 

When Since at least 2008 

Load 
Reduction 

100 - 120MW peak load reduction 
18% avg load reduction (1pm to 6pm) 

Outcome Residential and Business customers 
pleased, with few complaints 



If a SmartAC “event day” is called at a time that is inconvenient, customers can return their air 

conditioning to normal settings.  Customers are always able to log-in or call PG&E and ask not to 

participate for a particular day without penalty.  Customers can opt out in 24-hr increments at any time.  

The SmartAC device is reset to re-start again at midnight of each day.   

 

Customers can also log-in to their PG&E account to view their SmartAC cycling history which shows the 

dates and durations when the device received SmartAC “event day” signals. 

 

Customers that wish to stop participation altogether notify PG&E, and they disable the SmartAC device. 

 

Cost 
There is no cost to customers to participate.  In exchange for voluntary participation, PG&E gives 

customers a one-time $50 rebate.  PG&E does not provide a specific monthly credit on customers’ 

electricity bills for participation.  However, overall electricity usage may decrease slightly which may 

result in minor savings. 

 

Customers also gain free technical support (troubleshooting, not repair) of their air conditioning system.  

If a problem arises, PG&E will troubleshoot if the problem lies with the SmartAC device or with the air 

conditioning unit. 

 

PG&E saves by avoiding having to buy electricity on the open spot market during peak demand periods, 

when wholesale power prices spike.  They also avoid the prospect of rolling blackouts, which caused 

costly problems for California in the early 2000’s in the wake of the Enron scandal.  

 

Benefit 
The SmartAC Program smooths out spikes in energy usage.  The program addresses periods of peak 

demand – when electrical system capacity is temporarily exceed.  By smoothing out these electricity 

spikes, customers avoid potential power interruptions and helps keep everyone’s rates lower. 

 

Better management of electricity demand means generating less electricity from polluting fossil fuel 

plants during peak demand periods.  Fewer greenhouse gases are produced which results in cleaner air 

for all residents. Less pollution lowers medical costs for those suffering from respiratory ailments and is 

better for the environment and climate. 

 

As other utilities across the country look to upgrade their load control systems, they will benefit from 

the groundwork PG&E has laid with programs like the SmartAC program. 

 

Here in the Pacific Northwest, where air conditioners are less prevalent, this same approach can be 

taken with residential hot water heaters, furnaces, and heat pumps.  This same approach addresses 

periods of peak demand when electrical system capacity is temporarily exceeded.   

 



Public Perception  
Most residential and business customers are very pleased with the program.  Customers like free 

troubleshooting if air conditioning system problems arise.  Most customers surveyed do not notice when 

SmartAC activation occurs, and most do not notice any compromise in comfort, temperature, or control.  

There have been a few minor complaints from some customers expecting their electricity bills to 

decrease.  

 

Contact 
http://www.pge.com/en/myhome/saveenergymoney/plans/smartac/index.page?WT.mc_id=Vanity_sm

artac 

http://www.nexant.com/resources/smartac-load-impact-evaluation 

http://www.pge.com/en/myhome/saveenergymoney/plans/smartac/faq/index.page? 

http://www.pge.com/tariffs/tm2/pdf/ELEC_MAPS_Service_Area_Map.pdf 

http://www.pge.com/en/myhome/servicerequests/treetrimming/territory/index.page 

 

  

http://www.pge.com/en/myhome/saveenergymoney/plans/smartac/index.page?WT.mc_id=Vanity_smartac
http://www.pge.com/en/myhome/saveenergymoney/plans/smartac/index.page?WT.mc_id=Vanity_smartac
http://www.nexant.com/resources/smartac-load-impact-evaluation
http://www.pge.com/en/myhome/saveenergymoney/plans/smartac/faq/index.page
http://www.pge.com/tariffs/tm2/pdf/ELEC_MAPS_Service_Area_Map.pdf
http://www.pge.com/en/myhome/servicerequests/treetrimming/territory/index.page


Case Study:  Peak Shave Water Heating Program 

Project Description 
Conventional hot water heater load control and energy efficiency programs have been offered in the 
U.S. for decades, “Flexible load” in the form of demand response or behind-the-meter energy storage 
has found renewed interest in water heating load control as a means to improve the reliability, 
economics, and environmental footprint of the power grid.  

Electric water heaters are essentially pre-
installed thermal batteries sitting idle in 
more than 50 million homes across the U.S.  
Water heaters are being controlled to 
reduce peak demand. They are also being 
controlled in real-time to shift electricity 
consumption away from peak demand 
periods when high-priced wholesale 
electricity rates spike, to off-peak periods 
when generation is less costly.  Technology 
advancements have also enabled “grid 
interactive water heaters” to be controlled 
over very short time intervals and with near 
instantaneous response, allowing them to 
provide frequency regulation and other grid 
balancing services.  These services are highly 
valuable, serving to smooth-out supply 
fluctuations as markets continue to add 

more variable wind and solar resources.   

Electric water heaters account for 9% of all electricity consumed by households nationally.  This 
represents the third single largest source of residential electricity consumption, behind only space 
cooling (13%) and lighting (11%).  More than 40% of U.S. households have electric water heating.  A 50-
gallon tank can be interrupted for up to four hours with little risk of running out of hot water across a 
range of customers with diverse hot water needs. 
 
Three strategies make use of electric hot water heater energy storage: 

1. “Peak Shaving” in which load is curtailed during peak hours on a limited number of days per 
year, the Peak Shave strategy is well suited for market conditions where there is a peak 
demand-driven need for generation and/or transmission capacity, a relatively flat energy price 
profile, and/or a limited ability to promote adoption of larger hot water tank sizes. The Peak 
Shaving strategy is best suited for situations where customers require the most minimally 
intrusive program or have a high sensitivity to a possible hot water shortage. 

2. “Thermal Storage” in which the water is heated each night to avoid higher priced hours during 
the day, the Thermal Storage strategy significantly increases benefits relative to the Peak Shave 
strategy, at little incremental cost. The Thermal Storage strategy is best suited for customers 
with larger (80+ gallon) water tanks in market conditions with a significant price differential 
between peak and off-peak periods.  

3. “Fast Response” strategy provides balancing services in the form of quick load increases and 
decreases.  The Fast Response strategy can significantly increase benefits over the other two 
load control strategies in electricity grid environments with a need for resources that can quickly 

                      At A Glance 

Who Great River Energy Co-Operative, 
665,000 member consumers,  serving 
1.7 million people of Minnesota 

What Peak Shave Water Heating Program  
and Electric Thermal Storage (ETS) 
Program;  70,000+ Customers 

Goal Peak Load Shaving, using Hot Water 
Heaters as Energy Storage (batteries) 

When Since the 1990’s 

Peak 
Reduction 
Capability 

~20 MW (Peak Shave Program) 
50 MW Year Round (ETS Program) 

Outcome Residential and Business customers 
pleased; Co-ops realize savings as well 



ramp load up and down.  “Fast Response” benefits are less dependent on tank size but are 
dependent on market conditions, including whether market rules allow demand-side resources 
to participate in ancillary services markets. 

 

Great River Energy is a Minnesota umbrella cooperative serving 1.7 million people via 28 smaller 

cooperatives.   GRE has employed a Peak Shave Water Heating Program and an Electric Thermal Storage 

(ETS) Program for many years, essentially using water heaters as batteries.  In the graph below, the dark 

blue line represents the typical baseline daily load profile of residential hot water electricity 

consumption in GRE’s service territory.  This load profile assumes maintaining a water temperature of at 

least 120 degrees - the standard temperature for heated water in most residential applications.  In the 

Peak Shave Program, the water heater is curtailed on a limited number of days of the year (typically 10 

to 15) when the system peak is likely to occur.  Curtailments occur for a limited number of hours on 

those days (typically 2 to 4, depending on the duration needed to confidently capture the hour of the 

system peak).  The water heater is not controlled on the other days of the year.  This strategy is used to 

capture capacity value. 

 

For the ETS Program, larger volume 
water heaters charge during 
nighttime hours.  These 85-to-120 
gallon heaters come on at 11pm and 
charge (heat) until 7am the next 
morning.  The rest of the day, 
approximately 16 hours, the water 
heaters do not consume electricity.   
Thus, the electricity used to power 
the heaters is cheaper than it would 
be if they were charging during the 
day, and everybody saves money as 
a result, says Gary Connett, GRE 
Director of Demand-Side 
Management and Member Services. 
 
In addition to these long-standing energy efficiency programs, Great River Energy is also piloting a 
program in which water heaters charging at night also help provide grid frequency regulation services by 
slightly altering how much electricity they use. As the grid adds more variable resources - like wind and 
solar power - water heaters provide a useful “ballast” against that variability. 
 
GRE’s Connett says, “These water heaters <are> kind of an unsung hero, but we’ve studied smart 
appliances, and I have to say, maybe the smartest appliance is this water heater.” 
 

Cost 
Societal costs and benefits are shared by the utility, participants, and non-participants, such as 

generators and other customers, depending upon how participation incentives are structured and upon 

the way program costs are recovered. 



Net benefits of these approaches reach around $200 per participant per year under certain market 

conditions.  This effectively pays for the entire cost of the water heater and associated control 

equipment (including installation) in 5 years. Considering only incremental costs of the advanced control 

capability, the payback period is around 3 years. 

Benefit 
In two Minnesota markets, PJM East and MISO (Minnesota hub), using market data from 2014, the net 

benefits per water heater in the PJM 2014 and MISO 2028 scenarios are $13 and $29 per customer per 

year.  When capacity prices are very low (e.g. the MISO 2014 scenario), the avoided costs do not 

overcome the incremental cost of the equipment to control the water heater, with a net benefit of -$15 

per customer per year. 

 

In Minneapolis, the approximate energy savings per unit (customer) is 0.4kW.  Across both the Peak 

Shave Program and the ETS program, Minnesota is realizing an annual peak load reduction of 

approximately 70MW.  If 25% participation were reached nationwide, as suggested by a FERC study, the 

resulting savings is estimated to be about 5,300MW of peak demand reduction.  This equates to about 

$424 million in utility savings due to reduced on-peak generation needs. 

 

Peak load reductions can avoid or defer the need for new utility Transmission & Distribution capital 

investments that are driven specifically by system peak demand growth.  

 

Reducing load during high priced peak load hours leads to a reduction in energy costs. 

 

The Peak Shave Water Heating Program and ETS Program reduce CO2 emissions due to a change in 

energy consumption patterns.  When load is shifted from peak hours to off-peak hours, there is a 

change in CO2 emissions, depending on the fuel-mix burned to produce electricity during those hours. 

Contact 
http://greatriverenergy.com/ 

http://greatriverenergy.com/we-use-energy-wisely/energy-efficiency/smart-energy-use/ 

http://midwestenergynews.com/2016/05/02/qa-an-energy-storage-solution-may-already-be-in-your-

basement/ 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/02/24/the-secret-power-of-
your-most-boring-home-appliance/ 
http://www.nreca.coop/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/The-Hidden-Battery-01-25-2016.pdf 
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.peakload.org/resource/resmgr/PLMA_Water_Heater_Demand_Man.pd
f 
http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/06-09-demand-response.pdf 

 

http://greatriverenergy.com/
http://greatriverenergy.com/we-use-energy-wisely/energy-efficiency/smart-energy-use/
http://midwestenergynews.com/2016/05/02/qa-an-energy-storage-solution-may-already-be-in-your-basement/
http://midwestenergynews.com/2016/05/02/qa-an-energy-storage-solution-may-already-be-in-your-basement/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/02/24/the-secret-power-of-your-most-boring-home-appliance/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/02/24/the-secret-power-of-your-most-boring-home-appliance/
http://www.nreca.coop/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/The-Hidden-Battery-01-25-2016.pdf
http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/06-09-demand-response.pdf


From: Russell Borgmann
To: info@energizeeastsideEIS.org; Council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; mkberens@bellevuewa.gov;

CHelland@bellevuewa.gov; HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
Cc: jstokes@bellevuewa.gov; jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov; krwallace@bellevuewa.gov; lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov;

j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov; clee@bellevuewa.gov; vslatter@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Subject: Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS Scoping Comments: STOP LIMITING THE SCOPE, especially during the Scoping

Phase!
Date: Tuesday, May 31, 2016 1:04:12 PM

Dear City Staff and City Council,
The EIS process is deeply flawed.  The existing process is designed to funnel the public into
a limited scope.  The City wants the public to only provide comments to mitigate PSE’s
preferred route: Willows2.  However, the public is not fooled.  We will not be forced to
provide comments on a limited scope, ESPECIALLY WHEN THE PROJECT NEED HAS NOT
BEEN THOROUGHLY AND IMPARTIALLY EVALUATED.
 
MANY questions submitted during the Phase 1 DEIS remain unanswered.  All questions, by
law, must be thoroughly answered before proceeding.  Failure you to do so places the
entire Energize Eastside EIS process at risk, and the EIS process will likely need to be re-
started from the beginning.

EIS Scoping questions for “Energize Eastside” include:
 
How will the City independently justify the inflated growth rate (2.4%) contrived by
PSE, when there are several other independent sources that contradict this number?
 Compare growth rates from Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Seattle City
Light, Energy Information Administration, Puget Sound Regional Council, and Sound
Transit East Link Expansion.  Please reference my previous DEIS comments submitted
February 23, 2016.

Comparison of Annual Growth Projections
Northwest Power and Conservation
Council

0.4%

Seattle City Light 0.5%
Energy Information Administration 0.6% - 0.9%
Puget Sound Regional Council 1.2%
Sound Transit East Link Expansion 33% by 2040 = 1.3%

per year
Puget Sound Energy 2.4%

http://www.seattle.gov/light/news/issues/irp/docs/SeattleCityLight2014_IRPUpdateandProgressReport.pdf  (pg 12)
https://www.nwcouncil.org/news/press-releases/2016-02-10_7th_plan_adopted/
http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10491 
http://www.seattletimes.com/business/energy-of-downtown-seattle-grows-ever-stronger/

 
How will the City justify that, the most costly projects that generate the most revenue
for PSE and the most tax revenue for Bellevue, appear to take precedence over more
reliable and affordable electricity projects that better serve the citizens?
 
How will the City justify building Energize Eastside, a regional grid reinforcement
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project benefiting the entire west coast, exposing PSE ratepayers to unfair cost
allocation?  A MEGA-project like Energize Eastside should be spread over ratepayers of
the entire Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) territory.  All 1.1 million PSE customers
will pay more than $1 billion over the next 40 years or more for a project that benefits at
most 3% of PSE’s customers.  Few PSE customers may only see a 0.2% increase in
reliability, while all will pay over $1 billion.  The cost allocation of Energize Eastside is an
economic policy failure – disproportionately affecting the lowest wage earners and those
on fixed income in our communities.
 
How will the City justify building Energize Eastside, a MEGA-project with capacity that
greatly exceeds the planning and operational needs for local growth?  There are no
federal planning or operational written, documented, contractual obligations (“firm
commitment”) to provide electricity to Canada, especially during periods of peak load.  In
fact BPA has publicly stated that there is no contractual firm commitment to supply
electricity to Canada.
 
How will the City justify the false comments that eastside’s electrical backbone hasn’t
been upgraded since the 1960’s?  This statement is patently false.  The eastside’s
electrical infrastructure is more of a “spider web’ than a “backbone” and the HVTL
infrastructure has been upgraded at least 6 times since 1996.  Three of the five north-
south High Voltage Transmission Lines through Bellevue have been built in the last 20
years or less, the most recent upgrade in 2009.  PSE has maintained a steady, and
persistent, advertising campaign in an attempt to misinform the public (and City decision-
makers) that “the backbone hasn’t been upgraded since the 1960s”.  PSE is then quick to
follow-up with false threats that there could be rolling blackouts as soon as the winter of
2017-2018.  The most recent online advertising (5/24/2016) states “Like our roads, the
Eastside’s electric grid may soon be overloaded.”  1.  It is erroneous to compare the
electric grid to our interstate system.  2.  There are numerous independent documents
proving that our local area has decades before the potential of a deficiency in transmission
capacity.  This type of false advertising violates Truth-In-Advertising laws and could be
construed as fraudulent behavior.  Our local area has time to plan wisely and enhance the
EIS scope to include less impactful, viable alternatives – like those alternatives described in

the 7th Pacific Northwest Power Plan, issued in February 2016.  Please reference my
previous comments submitted to City Staff and City Council March 26, 2016.



 
How will the City justify the conflation of Load Growth and Peak Demand?  When it’s
convenient, PSE is quick to say “Load Growth is real”.  Yet all of the assumptions for
Energize Eastside are solving for a Peak Demand problem.  Two distinct problems,
addressable via separate solutions.  PSE’s own data indicate local load growth has been
DECLINING year-over-year for the past several boom years since recovery from the Great
Recession.

 
How will the City justify using falsified Peak Demand data from PSE to contrive the



“NEED” for Energize Eastside?  Compare PSE’s Customer Demand Forecast graph first
provided in 2014, with an updated graph on the PSE Energize Eastside website in May
2016.  Comparing these two Peak Demand graphs clearly indicates that PSE has
manipulated the data to justify the “NEED”.  The data points for 2014 are significantly
different, yet the “problem” still occurs in the winter of 2017-2018.  This indicates that
PSE has falsified the slope of the curve to achieve their desired result.  Please reference
my EIS submission on 5/24/2016.
 

 
How will the City address the many shortcomings of the Economic Considerations
Report?  This report only examines costs associated with possible rolling blackouts (false
threat).  What is NOT examined is the harmful impact on residents and businesses in the
form of high electricity rates and higher taxes.  There are numerous national studies that
bear out this negative correlation.  Please reference my analysis to Bellevue City Staff
submitted April 12, 2016, and include a full Cost/Benefit Analysis in the Phase 2 scope.
 
How will the City address the blatant refusal to include a Cost/Benefit Analysis in the
EIS?  For a MEGA-project like Energize Eastside, a Cost/Benefit Analysis absolutely would
be helpful in evaluating the proposal.  The proposed Energize Eastside project warrants
the very best and most detailed of analyses.  By refusing to require a Cost/Benefit Analysis,
the City of Bellevue is making a mockery of SEPA. Are we merely “going through the
motions”, doing the minimum required for a SEPA-based EIS just to check a box on
some checklist?  Or are we committed to the spirit and intent of a SEPA-based EIS and
fully examining the impacts of the Energy Eastside MEGA-project?  Why won’t the City
require a Cost/Benefit Analysis for this MEGA-project?  If the economic impact is not an
important consideration for the City of Bellevue, why is there a January 2016 Economic



Considerations Report emphasizing the revenue benefits to the City?  The tax revenue
implications of Energize Eastside ARE significant, and a Cost-Benefit Analysis is critically
important data to include in the Phase 2 EIS scope.
 
How will the City justify building Energize Eastside, which blatantly violates Low Impact
Development (LID) Principles to be enacted by the end of 2016?  Energize Eastside is
slated to destroy or mutilate approximately 8,000 trees and at least 327 ACRES of native
vegetation.  That is an area equivalent in size to the ENTIRE DOWNTOWN BELLEVUE

corridor – from Main St. to NE 12th St., from Bellevue Way to I-405.  LID Principles are
state-mandated governance to minimize native vegetation loss, and to preserve and
enhance the tree canopy.  This is not a question of aesthetics.  Trees and native
vegetation are essential to address storm run-off, steep slope retention, minimize
noise/light/glare pollution, and scrub our air of pollutants while converting CO2 to oxygen. 
LID Principles protect vegetation essential for surface water management and pollution
control.  LID Principles are designed to protect the safety, health, and livability of our
communities by promoting sustainable growth.  On April 22, 2016, the “EPA gave King
County a D for high-ozone days and a C for short-term particle pollution…The report

ranked the Seattle-Tacoma area the 26th worst metropolitan area in the country for short-
term particle pollution…”  Transmission line induced corona create charged particles
which readily attach to pollution, exacerbating our region’s existing pollution problems. 
These particles can lodge deep in the lungs, aggravating asthma, increasing respiratory
symptoms, decreasing lung function, and complicating cardiovascular issues.
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/seattle-areas-air-quality-gets-poor-grades/?
utm_source=email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=article_left_1.1 

 
How will the City address the obvious conflict of interest in having their Development
Service Department funded from permit fees, NOT tax revenue?  Energize Eastside
represents lucrative permit fees for the City of Bellevue.  Bellevue’s Development Services
Department is subject to boom/bust cycles (hiring/layoffs) depending on the economy. 
ONE individual serves the City of Bellevue as the sole authority to render SEPA decisions
on Energize Eastside permitting or conditional-use permitting.  The PROCESS puts one
individual in a position that creates the perception of a conflict of interest, as this one
individual could feel pressured to “shortcut” SEPA processes in an effort to quickly issue
permits for Energize Eastside.  For a project the size and scope of Energize Eastside,
SEPA/NEPA decisions must be determined by an independent panel/commission that
includes detailed local, state, and federal legal review.
 
How will the City address the inadequate Public Outreach for the Energize Eastside
project EIS?  All PSE customers are faced with paying for Energize Eastside.  Yet many PSE
customers - for example those in Bellingham - know nothing about Energize Eastside.  Yet
they will be expected to pay for a project from which we are told they derive NO benefit,
nor even have knowledge of its very existence.  Energize Eastside is an economic policy
failure.  PSE should be including Energize Eastside EIS notifications to ALL PSE ratepayers.
 
How will the City address the myriad safety hazards posed by Energize Eastside?  Both

http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/seattle-areas-air-quality-gets-poor-grades/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=article_left_1.1
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/seattle-areas-air-quality-gets-poor-grades/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=article_left_1.1


PSE and the City have said that safety is their prime concern, yet scant details have been
provided about how they will specifically address topics like:  construction hazards, arcing
hazards, corrosion hazards, lightning hazards, earthquake hazards, health hazards and
terrorism.  Infrastructure, like Energize Eastside, are easily targetable and could cripple
the economic and social well-being of the region.  The federal report, Vulnerability of
Concentrated Critical Infrastructure, draws conclusions that centralized, concentrated
critical infrastructure pose limited benefit and higher costs.  As such, the federal
government encourages geographic dispersion and distributed, or de-centralized,
infrastructure to mitigate the impacts of concentrated infrastructure disruption.
 
How will the City address the exacerbation of “coal by wire” posed by Energize
Eastside, which contradicts new federal EPA emissions requirements, Gov. Inslee’s
greenhouse-gas emissions & low-carbon policy initiatives, and COP 21 proposed
greenhouse-gas emission limitations?  PSE’s fuel mix is 35% coal.  It is reasonable to
assume that 35% of the power flowing over the Energize Eastside transmission lines will
come from dirty, coal-generated power sources.  That percentage INCREASES if Avista
and/or PacifiCorp are allowed to wheel power over the Energize Eastside transmission
lines.  It is time to make a concerted effort at the local level to curb greenhouse gas
emissions.  Locally we can do our part by implementing energy technologies that curb the
growth of electricity demand.  Locally we can implement alternatives that promote the
generation of reliable, environmentally sustainable power.  How we choose to invest in
our energy future has a long-term, direct correlation to Eastside carbon emissions.
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/time-series/global/globe/land_ocean/1/4/1880-2016

 
How will the City justify the erroneous application of the Essential Public Facility
designation on Energize Eastside, when transmission lines are specifically and
intentionally omitted from the legal definition for an “Essential Public Facility”?  The
statute on Essential Public Facilities (EPFs) is RCW 36.70A.200.  How can Energize Eastside
be deemed an EPF when it has been independently shown NOT to be essential to other
directly affected jurisdictions (Renton, Newcastle, Redmond, and Kirkland)? Facility
designation to transmission lines are expressly excluded from the EPF definition in
Washington Administrative Code.  Exclusion of transmission lines was not an oversight –
they were expressly omitted from the definition of facilities that qualify as an Essential
Public Facility.
 
These are NOT rhetorical questions.  I expect comprehensive, well-reasoned responses to
each question submitted during the EIS per SEPA.
 
The beginning of Phase 2 provides no new substantive information upon which to
comment.  Phase 2 thus far is essentially a repeat of what was provided in Phase 1. 
Where is PSE’s Permit Application with details where the public can provide concrete
comments?  The City has disclosed that further information is coming and will be posted
on the website.  Until that new information is posted, there was no point to beginning
Phase 2.  Phase 2 must be re-started or extended to allow the public adequate time to
review and analyze any new data that is posted.       Please reference the Phase 2 EIS

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/time-series/global/globe/land_ocean/1/4/1880-2016


scoping letter from attorney Rick Aramburu sent on behalf of CENSE.
 
It’s time to take the blinders off.  City Government and City Staff MUST look holistically at
the best ways to provide reliable, affordable electricity to its constituents.  One of the best
ways to do this is by enhancing the EIS scope.  The City implies they are held hostage by
PSE’s objectives – to build an oversized, unnecessary transmission line through 4 cities in
order to financially benefit from an attractive annualized rate-of-return for 40 years or
more.  The question of “Need” has been unilaterally dictated by PSE and accepted at face
value by the City of Bellevue.  PSE has acted in an opaque and misleading manner
regarding information for this project.  PSE has manipulated data to contrive a “Need”. 
The evidence of this obfuscation is overwhelming to the point of being considered
fraudulent.
 
Every single “independent study” provided by the City has PSE’s fingerprints all over it. 
These are NOT truly independent analyses.  These are analyses by PSE’s hand-picked
consultants who have a mutual financial benefit in seeing Energize Eastside built. 
Consultants willing to stand up to PSE and speak the truth run the risk of being ostracized
by the utility industry.  Consultants have an inherent bias, because they are dependent
upon their next contract from within the utility industry and they don’t want to risk
offending potential future clients.  The collusion is egregious to the citizens of the
Eastside.  The Lauckhart-Schiffman Report stands alone as the sole truly independent
analysis.
 
We, the citizens, will NOT be forced to accept PSE’s objectives at face value.  We will NOT
be forced to limit our scoping questions and comments to a contrived and limited scope. 
WE DEMAND AN EQUAL VOICE IN THIS PROCESS.  The CITIZENS of the Eastside are the
largest, and the MOST IMPORTANT STAKEHOLDER in this process.  The City of Bellevue
seems to have lost sight of the citizens as stakeholders, in favor of PSE’s stakeholders and
the City itself.  It’s time for the largest and most important stakeholder, the CITIZENS, to
be acknowledged and have a seat at the table to discuss sustainable alternatives to
provide for our future electricity needs.  It is time for the City to support a community-
based approach that fosters cooperation, not confrontation, between citizens, developers,
City Government, and a foreign-owned monopoly.

·         How is it that when the public is being faced with funding a project to the tune of
$1.5 BILLION over 40 years, we are not provided the opportunity to ask “IS THIS
NEEDED?”

·         How is it that the public is faced with almost certain risk to public safety by
performing heavy construction directly on top of aging petroleum and jet fuel
pipelines, and we are not allowed to question “IS THIS NEEDED?”

·         How is it that a community as diverse and highly educated as the Eastside is
reduced to commenting on “routing”, “pole heights”, and “vegetation mitigation”?
  That’s akin to rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic.

 
The citizens have diligently provided the City with multiple ways to address reliable,
affordable electricity to the Eastside.  I have provided CASE STUDIES showing how other



cities have solved this exact problem more reliably, less expensively, more safely, and with
minimal environmental damage.  The problem we face is not unique to Bellevue.  Many
other regions of the country, and internationally, are growing even faster than Bellevue,
yet they are solving their issues more reliably and more cost effectively with more
environmentally sustainable solutions.  How is it that the City refuses to consider these
alternatives as part of the EIS scope?
 
For the Record:  I write this as an Eastside resident who does NOT live on any proposed
route.  I am a concerned citizen, deeply worried about the future and legacy of Bellevue. 
This is an issue of economic objectivity, safety, health, and livability for our community. 
PSE’s preferred route, Alternative 1 (Willows2) IS THE WRONG SOLUTION FOR PUGET
SOUND.  Period.
 
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann

2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: INCLUDE Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS.
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:55:30 PM

From: Ruxandra Irimie [mailto:ruxandra_irimie@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 10:48
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: INCLUDE Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS.
 
  Dear Councilmembers,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s
Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

 Say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines
should not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our
opportunity and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

 
Best regards,

Ruxandra Pajor
8441 129th Ave SE, Newcastle, WA 98056
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: PSE Energize Eastside
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 1:41:48 PM

From: SCOTT [mailto:scott.leveque@comcast.net] 
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2016 18:14
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: PSE Energize Eastside
 
 
 
Dear Councilmembers,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s
Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and
a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines
should not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our
opportunity and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater
reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and
environmental stewardship by employing advanced energy
management technologies and robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and
include the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by
CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.
 
Also,  CENSE has raised serious issues with the criteria used by PSE in

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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their analysis to justify this huge project.  The issues raised suggest that
PSE used incorrect assumptions and inconsistent values in calculating
the forecasted energy requirements for the area. It's hard to believe that
this wasn't done intentionally to develop the values necessary to support
their project. To date I've not heard anyone respond to the questions
raised by CENSE and feel that the city council has the responsibility to,
at the very least, require PSE to answer the questions raised.

Sincerely,
 
Scott LeVeque
4417 134th pl se
Bellevue, Wa   98006
 
 



























 
From: Stacy Dunlap [mailto:stacy.home@hotmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 9:02 AM 

To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov> 

Subject: PSE Energize Eastside Proposal 

 
Dear Councilmembers, 
I’m disheartened that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green 
option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside 
proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy 
(CENSE) and its 3,000 followers. 

 
We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 
20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high 
transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option. 

 

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be 
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility 
to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing 
cities worldwide. 

 
CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" 
which: 

· Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability. 
 

· Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental 

stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust 

conservation. 

· Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires. 
 

· Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts 

businesses and employees to the Eastside. 

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, 
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan 
for our future. 



Signed, 
Stacy Dunlap 
3827 134th AVE NE 
Bellevue WA 98005 







From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Clean energy
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:56:28 AM

 

From: Stella Shepard [mailto:stellashep@comcast.net] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 12:11 PM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Clean energy
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option
in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I
am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its
3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in
20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high
transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility
to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing
cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan
for our future.
 
Respectfully,
Stella Shepard
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Comments on Phase II Energize Eastside EIS 
1 message

Steve Wagner <shalewagner@gmail.com> Fri, May 27, 2016 at 2:27 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

My name is Stephen Wagner, 13440 NE 45TH ST, BELLEVUE, WA 98005

I have nothing but strenuous objections to everything about this Phase II EIS:

It deviates from normal EIS process.
It describes a project that does not have a justified purpose.
It disregards sensible, modern-day measures for meeting the energy needs of Eastside businesses
and residents.
It does not cope in any way with storm outages, which is the primary cause of outages.
There is no public, documentable evidence that power use on the Eastside will increase over the
next 20 years.
There is no public, documentable evidence that the current transmission network is incapable of
satisfying the PSE projected demand over the next 20 years.
PSE is pursuing this project ONLY because of the guaranteed $20 million profit it will yield.
The project is unsafe; especially during construction, but forever after, because of the pipeline along
the route.
The EIS did not properly consider more modern, quite viable investment and conservation
alternatives.

Need I say more?



From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 1:39:47 PM

From: Cathy Gibbs [mailto:fleurdapplsauce@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 10:54
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in the
environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the
Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20
neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines to say
“No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only
option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to transparently
develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:
·  Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·  Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardshipby employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.

·  Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·  Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses

and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart, and
green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our future.

Steve and Cathy Gibbs
2520 126th Ave NE
Bellevue
WA 98005

 
--
Cathy Gibbs
"Apples are important"
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Comment Phase 2 Scoping 
1 message

Sue Stronk <ssbuds@comcast.net> Sat, May 21, 2016 at 9:14 PM
To: Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Please submit:

1) I’d like to enter this about safety of pipelines in close proximity to power lines.
Safety must be number 1.  See above .pdf.  Where does the corrosion effect play into these old gas lines and higher
power capacity as they run parallel?  What will be the EMF readings with wires this close to homes be as PSE proposes
in their drawings in this 100’ ROW space?

2) There has to be in depth studies on pipeline setbacks in relation to not only other pipelines—like Chevron suggests —
25’ separation for pipelines running parallel.  Currently Olympic pipes are about 14’ apart. These Olympic Pipelines will
someday need to be replaced to possibly a greater separation distance.  Planning for future needs to be set in place
now!  

PHMSA—Western region needs to approve this project.  They say our state will oversee—as we know there is no state
oversight of PSE—so PHMSA needs to review it!

Also Chevron suggests homes and structures are setback 50’ from a pipeline. So why wouldn’t deep tower footings like
these be set back the same? 
Bonneville Power suggests transmission towers should 50’ from anything else. 
These are transmission lines being proposed—not distribution lines. 

Colocation of compatible utilities make sense—water and power not jet fuel and power!  Two 230kV lines along side 2
hazardous fuel pipelines all within a 100’ ROW space in a densely populated neighborhood is not safe.  Show me a state
or federal organization that will allow this to happen safely—except PSE saying it is “safe”!  We demand oversight to
what PSE proposes. Show us anyplace else in the US where this occurs?

3) Other power companies should weigh in on the location dangers and setbacks to these tall poles and deep footings
within this close proximity to gas lines.   American Electric of OHIO—as stated in EIS—would not do a project like this
in a 100’ ROW space—I called them!!  Also their towers for 250kV are about 110’ tall—how can you justify 65’ tall poles
in Somerset—So unsafe!  PSE cannot set their own safety standards.  Where is the state oversight to power and
pipeline safety.  This must be reviewed by the state! 

4)  Seismic testing has to be done for this close proximity of colocating gas lines and power.  When a 9.0 comes—why
should we die from explosion and fire when these pipelines fail and towers fall.  Towers within falling distance of homes.
 HUD will not give a mortgage under these conditions!

5)  In depth studies must be done to our home devaluations—these are upscaled neighborhoods with homes from $700K
to over a million dollars—we stand to loose up to 30%.  This will not only impact those adjacent to the project but many
homes within sight of the towers or hinder views we have paid dearly for enjoyment.   Mitigation needs to be under
grounding in those areas that require additional setback space for safety which would require homes taken—(which
cannot happen!!)  This is not an essential public facility with eminent domain!  We can prove it is not needed—as well as
PSE claims "only a few cold mornings of a year—if that!!"  We will not destroy our neighborhoods and risk our safety for
a foreign corporation to profit by our monetary loss! 

6)  There is advancing technology available and used now in US cities that can solve any power need which is safer,
cheaper, more green, without threatening our existence!  Trends are declining for power usage—PSE lies about those
facts and dismisses 21st century solutions can work. When in fact—they do indeed work and are working in other cities.
The Eastside deserves the most advanced technology—that is who the Eastside is!  Set an example—Microsoft is
going green—so should the rest!

See you in court.  PSE needs to heed what their ratepayers are saying—or face the music.  KING PUD is not far off!!
 We will delay this long after ”the rolling brownouts/blackouts” are coming in 2018.  Per PR spinster Mark Williamson!
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 Since you have to answer all questions—how much of a bonus was in the works in this “Campaign Style” PR master if
he got this project through on the PSE books?  Look at his record for failed project history in the past.  Send him
packing back to Wisconsin!  Sorry Mark—have to find another group to target that is not as smart as YOU!!  From the
CAG process, to the lies, the false charts, power to Canada, to the door to door campaign, paying off politicians, and
phone survey solicitation—your time is up!

Oh by the way—always wondered what the difference between rolling brownouts and rolling blackout are?  And how you
call this a local project when you are sending power to Canada?  And why PSE is not transparent —if they have nothing
they are lying about?  Kara Durbin saying they will zigzag the poles through our neighborhood back and forth over the
pipelines—could not be more unsafe!  Nicholas Matz saying Lauckhart did not do a proper load flow study as they cost
$1 million.  Well city of Bellevue—then you didn’t get a proper load flow study from USE either than as you claim—as
you only spent $100K for their work!  So many questions—no answers—so many lies!  So fed up with it all!

Where are the project specifics?  Details?  Where is the application, permit so we know what is happening?  Where is
the information we were promised in Phase 1?  Are you trying to stall to the end so you can ram this through with the
threat of the lights going out!!  Bring on the candles!  We will fight to the end—we are not going away!

Sue Stronk
12917 SE 86th Place
Newcastle, WA 98056

Submit Phase 2 scoping .pdf
633K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=8b5d9e4da2&view=att&th=154d6ac578835051&attid=0.1.1&disp=attd&safe=1&zw


Attachment from Sue Stronk, copyrighted document:  
 
F. P. Dawalibi, Y. Li and J. Ma, "Safety of pipelines in close proximity to electric transmission lines”, 
Electrical Safety In Industry, 2000. Proceedings of 2000 IEEE IAS Workshop, 2000, pp. 15-20. 
 
Available at: www.sestech.com/pdf/User2000_I.pdf 
 

http://www.sestech.com/pdf/User2000_I.pdf
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Scoping 2 comment 
1 message

Sue Stronk <ssbuds@comcast.net> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 5:57 PM
To: Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

For the record:

So typical of PSE to take an alternative route outside East Bellevue—on the last day of the comment period.  Who do
you think you are—making changes on the last day of a comment period—thinking you can sneak stuff by the public
and no one will care.

Do you follow any SEPA procedures at all? 

You know that EBCC will not permit you to be there!!  However now you have placed this project in someone else’s
backyards —so now you need to start a new EIS.  So much for the CAG and the people speaking—it is truly whatever
PSE wants to do.  You don’t listen to the public—you never have!   If you had a permit in place now like you should —
then folks could know what your project is. We still don’t know what you are going to pull on us next.  I hope this
backfires in your face as it should!  Should be a slam dunk in a courtroom!

Just wait until you hit Newcastle—we will have many surprises for you to do the same.  What are your options here? 
Newcastle will not permit this project—they see no benefit to Newcastle—only to downtown Bellevue.  Bellevue needs to
solve their own problem and not destroy neighborhoods and communities along the way!  PSE, you are as crooked as
they come.  I hope you go down by the sheer nature of your disregard for human beings that you can screw all your
ratepayers and those that pay your salaries and profits.  There have been so many lies, you can’t keep your stories
straight.  When this gets to court —you will be torn apart.  The lights will not go out unless you flip a switch.  KING PUD
here we come.  There are smart solutions to any power needed—you need to stop pushing the rope uphill!

You are misfits, use deceptive business practices and this will be nothing short of consumer fraud when you start
charging us for this Energize Eastside project!
We will see who wins!! 

Sue Stronk
12917 SE 86th Place
Newcastle, WA 98056 
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manufacturers, OEMs,
etc., are merging around
areas like renewables,
distributed energy
resources (DER), energy
management, smarter
cities, and transportation.
Navigant sees many
cross-industry
movements, and one of
them is increased
crossover investments
between the electric
utility and O&G
industries. We see
utilities investing in
natural gas assets. And
we see oil companies
making investments in
utilities. We also see both
making investments in
new areas of opportunity,
like renewables, DER
(distributed generation,
energy efficiency,
demand response, energy
efficiency, etc.),
transportation, smart
infrastructure and cities,
and energy management.
That’s why the
announcement in April
by French super-major
Total is not a surprise to
me. Total announced the
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creation of a Gas,
Renewables and Power
division, which it said
will help drive its
ambition to become a top
renewables and
electricity trading player
within 20
years. According to a
statement by the super-
major, “Gas, Renewables
and Power will spearhead
Total’s ambitions in the
electricity value chain by
expanding in gas
midstream and
downstream, renewable
energies and energy
efficiency.”

The emerging Energy
Cloud:

Old infrastructure is
being replaced and
geared toward an
increasingly
decentralized and
smarter power grid
architecture known as the
Energy Cloud. The
Energy Cloud is an
emerging platform of
two-way power flows and
intelligent grid
architecture expected to
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ultimately deliver higher
quality power. While this
shift poses significant
risks to incumbent power
utilities, it also offers
major opportunities in a
market that is becoming
more open, competitive,
and innovative. Fueled by
steady increases in DER,
this shift will affect policy
and regulation, business
models, and the way the
grid is operated in every
single region of the
world.

These mega-trends
cannot be
underestimated. They are
accelerating
transformation in the
energy industry, enabling
the entry of new players,
putting pressure on
incumbent players, and
altering traditional
strategies and business
models. Organizations
will need to adapt, and
there will be winners and
losers as this
transformation takes
shape. My advice to
senior leadership of
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energy companies is to
take an integrated,
holistic view of the
opportunities and
challenges that are
flowing from these mega-
trends. Only then will you
be able understand the
full impacts and path
forward. And that is the
only way you can really
take control of your
future.

This post is the first in a
series in which I will
discuss each of the mega-
trends and the impacts
(“so what?”) in more
detail. Stay tuned.
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Include Cense Plan 2B in EIS
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:32:30 PM

From: Tao Di [mailto:tao-di@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 22:12
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Include Cense Plan 2B in EIS
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s
Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

 Say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines
should not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our
opportunity and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Tao Di
8103 129th Pl SE
Newcastle wa
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: PSE decision
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:54:17 AM

From: TC [mailto:tomcorleone@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 10:40 AM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: PSE decision
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m surprised and disappointed that the City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe,
smart, and green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s
Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for
Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in
20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high
transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be
our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility
to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing
cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan
for our future.

Signed,
THOMAS CATERSON
STARBUCKS COFFEE COMPANY
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To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager: 
From: Tom and Kristi Weir 
4639 133rd Ave SE 
Bellevue, WA 98006 
 
We have lived Somerset for 45 years and are a half a block from the pipeline and over head 
power lines.  
 
We are in favor of dropping (No Action) the Energize Eastside project. While PSE had made 
some changes in its design since Phase 1 EIS in an attempt to address some concerns about the 
project, the PSE project cannot be justified as benefiting the citizens of Bellevue and other 
affected communities.  
 
Basically the is the project is not needed. PSE claims we will have the possibility of blackouts by 
2018 under extreme weather conditions. This conclusion  is based on unrealistic assumptions. 
PSE has assumed demand grows at 2.4% per year. Yet, the Northwest Power and Conservation 
Council says for the next twenty years most electricity needs can be met through conservation. 
The Council  also  states  that  since 1995  annual  energy  load  grew  at  an  average  rate of only 
0.40%!  PSE  has  also  underestimated  transformer  capacity  in many  ways.  According  to  the 
independent study by Lauckhart‐Schiffman, “the current system has  three or  four decades of 
capacity left in it.” 
 
The project  is still highly risky and could cause damage to homes and people as the proposed 
high  voltage  transmission  lines  will  be  placed  above  the  Olympic  gas  pipeline.  While  PSE 
recently stated “Safety is our first priority”, they did not offer any rebuttal of the testimony of 
the dangers of coexistence of pipelines with high transmission lines given in Phase 2 EIS, such as 
AC corrosion induced by high voltage power lines.  It is noted the new preferred Willow route 
will be close to schools.  
 
Reduction in tree canopy. This project will entail cutting down 8000 trees. We need these trees 
for carbon capture as well as preserving the aesthetics of Bellevue’s noted “city in a park”.  
 
Unnecessary  costs  to  rate payers. This project would  cost  ratepayers over $1 Billion dollars 
over the lifetime of the transmission lines. This does not include the loss in property values and 
loss in property tax revenues to city governments.  
 
Energize Eastside would leave us with an obsolete technology.  PSE assets, without proof, that 
we are  facing blackouts  in 1‐2 years so we cannot wait  for newer, cleaner technologies to be 
developed. But  it  has  been  shown, we  are  not  facing  immediate  power  outages  and  that  it 
would be better public policy  to wait  to  institute cleaner  technologies. Climate change  is our 
most immediate danger.  
 
Reject the PSE proposal. 
 
Tom and Kristi Weir  
 
 









From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: PSE"s Energize Eastside project
Date: Friday, April 29, 2016 9:57:10 AM

 

From: Yumin Yumin [mailto:youmin13@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 2:35 PM
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: PSE's Energize Eastside project
 
 
/25/16

Dear Bellevue Council members,

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option
in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I
am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its
3,000 followers.

 Please Say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines is not our only
option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to
transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities
worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B"
which:

Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust
conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside.

We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe,
smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

I and my wife are retired and living here in Newcastle peacefully in a house which  adjoins
the jet fuel pipe line corridor. New power lines built on the pipeline seriously threatens our
life and little assets we have reserved for our retired life.
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We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan
for our future.

Tomiko Teramoto

8124 128th Ave SE,
Newcastle, WA 98056













From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Thank you for your EIS Comments to the Bellevue City Council
Date: Friday, June 03, 2016 4:33:02 PM

From: Trevor Gilchrist [mailto:Trevor.Gilchrist@microsoft.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2016 5:03 PM
To: KStannert@bellevuewa.gov
Cc: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Subject: RE: Thank you for your EIS Comments to the Bellevue City Council
 
Thank you for the response Kyle.  I did attend the public meeting at Bellevue City Hall on May 17,
from 6-9 p.m.  While the forum is appreciated, it isn't evident to me how/if these very clear and
consistently themed comments/concerns impact the process. Can you shed some light on this?

Also, I see that you state City Council is not directly involved in preparation or review of the EIS or
project approval. Who is? Is there somewhere you can direct me that clearly and concisely outlines
the milestones, responsible parties, decision making criteria, and, most importantly, the approvers
of the project? How is public opinion weighted in this process?

Trevor Gilchrist
Microsoft Corporation

Sent from my Windows Phone
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Puget Sound Energy’s proposed Energize Eastside
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:32:39 PM

From: Ella Ayriyan [mailto:evayriyan@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2016 06:36
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Puget Sound Energy’s proposed Energize Eastside
 
Dear Councilmembers, 

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s
Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers. 

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad
option. 

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines
should not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our
opportunity and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide. 

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative
2B" which: 
Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability. 
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation. 
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires. 
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts
businesses and employees to the Eastside. 
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future. 

Signed, 
Vitaliy Ayriyan
13813 Se Allen Rd Bellevue, WA 98006
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Concerns about PSE
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 3:10:50 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Vivian [mailto:movivian@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 15:17
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Concerns about PSE

Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in the
environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the
Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20 neighborhoods
along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed
process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only
option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and responsibility to transparently
develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:
Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardship by employing
advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses and employees
to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart, and green
option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS.

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Vivian Bell
Bellevue WA 98008
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: PSE "Energize Eastside" Project Update
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 2:15:36 PM

From: Vlad Nemirovsky [mailto:VNemirov@starbucks.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2016 1:16 PM
To: Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Subject: FW: PSE "Energize Eastside" Project Update
 
Hello
My name is Vladimir Nemirovsky
My address 12632 SE 79th Ct, Newcastle WA 98056
 
After reviewing attached material I am strongly against building PSE power line expansion through 
Olympus. Not only it will surely affect property values and overall appeal of our beautiful neighborhood, 
but also appears to be dangerous since it will share space with highly flammable fuel in the pipeline 
underneath. Also it appears there are non wired solution alternatives to building these 85’ tall ugly towers. 
These alternative approaches should be researched prior to taking them off the table. 
Thank You 
Vladimir 
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PSE "Engergize Eastside" Project Update
Public Scoping Meeting
Tuesday, 5/10/16, 6:00 - 8:30 pm.
Oliver Hazen High School - 1101 Hoquiam Ave. NE
Renton, WA  98059
Phase 1 of the proposed project is complete, and PSE has announced that its
desired route for power line expansion is through our Olympus neighborhood.
Please read the update sheet for more information, which you can download
from our website here. All other route options are off the table except for the
"No Action" alternative. Phase 2 of the project is now underway, and the
comment period for this phase will end on May 31st. The OHA has strong
concerns about safety due to the petroleum pipeline that runs directly
underneath the power lines. There are also legitimate concerns about the loss
of properties along the route - despite the fact that PSE has been canvassing
the neighborhood telling people that "as of today", no homes will be taken.
There is no guarantee.

Now is the time to take action, so please be sure your voice is heard by
attending one of the three upcoming meetings. The first will be held this coming
Tuesday, May 10th, from 6:00 - 8:30 pm at Oliver Hazen High School (see
address above). More details about the project are on our update sheet,
including possible solutions and upcoming meetings. Don't forget - all
comments related to project scoping must be submitted by the end of
this month!

From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: PSE "Energize Eastside" Project Update
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 2:15:48 PM

From: Olympus Homeowners' Association
<communications=olympusnewcastle.org@mail140.suw14.mcdlv.net> on behalf of Olympus
Homeowners' Association <communications@olympusnewcastle.org>
Reply-To: Olympus Homeowners' Association <communications@olympusnewcastle.org>
Date: Friday, May 6, 2016 at 9:08 AM
To: "vnemirov@comcast.net" <vnemirov@comcast.net>
Subject: PSE "Energize Eastside" Project Update
 

http://olympusnewcastle.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=41e9c885873db6982fdfddda8&id=09738393f3&e=103aca8d21
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Comments may be submitted orally at the scoping meetings and/or in
writing. You must include your name and address for your comment to be
counted.

Online: www.EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Email: Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Mail to: City of Bellevue
Development Services Department Attn: Heidi Bedwell
450 110th Avenue NE Bellevue, WA 98004
 
For questions about scoping meetings or commenting, email the City of
Bellevue EIS project team at: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
or contact:
Heidi Bedwell, Senior Planner/Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager, City of
Bellevue, 425-452-4862

Copyright © 2016 Olympus Homeowners' Association, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website or via our neighborhood Block Watch

program. 

Our mailing address is:
Olympus Homeowners' Association
c/o Protocol Property Management

1740 Watson Street North
Enumclaw, WA 98022

Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list 
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

DEIS Testimony  "Eastside Customer Demand Analyhsis" 
1 message

whalvrsn1@frontier.com <whalvrsn1@frontier.com> Tue, May 31, 2016 at 4:59 PM
ReplyTo: "whalvrsn1@frontier.com" <whalvrsn1@frontier.com>
To: "Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.Org" <Info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

May 30, 2016 

Ms. Heidi Bedwell, Senior Planner
Land Use Division  Development Services, City of Bellevue
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue Washington 98004 

Dear Ms. Bedwell: 

At the May 17th Bellevue DEIS meeting, I submitted testimony questioning PSE's "Eastside Customer Demand
Analysis".  This demand analysis and graph have been used by PSE to prove the need for their "Energize Eastside"
230KV Transmission Line as far back as the  2013/2014 public CAG meetings and throughout the EIS process. 
Attachment 2 & 3 are those graphs.  As I understand SEPA requirements and the responsibilities of the EIS team, you
are to verify these facts as part of substantiating need.  To date this has not been done.

I would appreciate your adding to my previous testimony, the attached graphs and following questions.  Please note that
on many occasions PSE has been asked for data supporting these graphs, they have refused.  Because PSE will not
provide the actual numbers,  growth rates have been slowly and methodically calculated by enlarging and then graphing
the charts.  Please let me know if you would like this information.  Even without doing that, obvious questions still exist:

*While the 2014 forecast is considerably higher than 2012, neither show a 2.4% growth rate.
*While these forecasts only differ in a couple of years, the  2014 forecast is significantly higher. 
*The forecasts have different axis.
*The forecasts do not show if the first two years are actuals or forecasts (One would assume those are actuals).
*The forecasts are front end loaded in the first five years.
*There are huge year over year variances throughout the forecast.  

Once again, without a current, thorough and accurate analysis of this demand chart, one cannot support PSE's request. 
Furthermore, without this one cannot determine proper timing and sizing of a solution.

You might verify the quote in the DEIS 16:  "Without adding at least 74 megawatts MW of transmission capacity for
local peak periods in the Eastside, a deficiency could develop as early as winter of 2017 2018".  The graph looks more
like 20182019.  The 74MW appear to be needed after this date but not all at once i.e. 74MW by 2023.  

Please review this data in conjunction with previous correspondence.  Please then review looking at alternative 2B.

Thank you for your consideration.    

Warren E. Halverson
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From: Staples Copy Center #1335 <cc1335@staplescopycenter.com> 
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Place orders online visit www.staplescopycenter.com
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: FW: Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 1:38:47 PM

From: Xiaohu Liu [mailto:xiaohu4liu@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 16:31
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside proposal
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s
Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and
organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-
towers and high transmission lines to say “No!” to a flawed process and
a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines
should not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our
opportunity and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater
reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and
environmental stewardship by employing advanced energy
management technologies and robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and
include the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by
CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Xiaohu Liu
4355 133d Ave SE, Bellevue, WA 98006

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:xiaohu4liu@yahoo.com
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From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: From A resident of somerset: Protest PSE"s statement in City Council
Date: Friday, May 06, 2016 3:40:11 PM

From: Yue Dai [mailto:daiyue@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2016 23:47
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: WangLe <wler@hotmail.com>
Subject: From A resident of somerset: Protest PSE's statement in City Council
 
Hello City Council,
 
                I am a resident of Somerset community, I am writing this mail to express my
*objection* to “Energize Eastside Willow 2” and *protest* to PSE’s statement in City
Council that residents next to “Energize Eastside willow 2” supports this project. That is
*NOT* true. We said *NO* clearly to PSE guys!

My home sits next to Newport way and the proposed willow 2 will be no more than
10 feet to my fence! It’s *Too Close* and those strong electromagnetic radiation will apply
long term *NEGATIVE* health impact to my family. And we strongly doubt any family/house
owner who lives next to new power line would say yes to the project.
 

                My address is 13516 SE 42nd Pl, Bellevue, WA. Following is a screen shot of my
house information from King county parcel viewer, for your reference.
Thanks,
Yue and Le

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
mailto:LBenson@esassoc.com
mailto:daiyue@hotmail.com
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mailto:wler@hotmail.com
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Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

Comments and alternate action about this project (objection for existing plan) 
1 message

Yue Dai <daiyue@hotmail.com> Sat, May 14, 2016 at 3:45 AM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

Hi,

                My name is Yue Dai, my address is 13516 SE 42nd Pl, Bellevue 98006. I am the house owner. Here is my
comment about the project:

I.                     This proposed project will across lots of resident neighborhood in Bellevue city, which will impact
the marketing value of those houses significantly. Marketing prices talks! It represents the attitude of
ordinary people about high voltage power line near their house. Houses are the most significant property of
every family, and they should be protected.

 

II.                   Residents on Redmond/Bellevue/Newcastle/Issaquah/Sammamish and Kirkland will be benefit from
this project, and they should all afford the cost and pain of this project, not only the people living alongside
the power lines.

 

III.                 Here is a map from google about which flags the high voltage power tower in king county area:

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?hl=en&mid=161U1C5rNHD_EbkTNIlKq2_uFTzA

 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?hl=en&mid=161U1C5rNHD_EbkTNIlKq2_uFTzA
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The blue pointers on pictures above show the existing high voltage power station in king county, and the line
in red is the proposed new project. It’s very obvious that PSE would like to build a circle power network in
eastside area, which may provide more power capacity and power stabilization for the citizens in
Redmond/Bellevue/Newcastle/Issaquah/Sammamish and Kirkland, with the price of losing house value of
those innocent residents living along the new proposed project. PSE would also benefit from selling more
power.

 

IV.                If you check the existing lines above, you will find most of the power towers are set in wild land or
far enough from residency house. But this new proposal contains lots of area which just above people’s
house or their yard. This is not local city power line; this is 115kv high voltage power lines.

I have questions to PSE:

a.       Will this project mainly benefit Bellevue city or all cities around (Kirkland, Bellevue, Newcastle, Issaquah,
Sammamish, Redmond). Which is the most beneficiaries? In commercial part or residential part?

b.       Bellevue city is developed since 1970s, and there is no significant empty land here. The only way of developing new
building is to replace old one. According to PSE’s expectation, this area is at a 2.4% growth per year in power need,
which means 160% of current consumption in 20 years. Does it mean there will be more high buildings in east Bellevue
area? Is it good to have a 115kv/230kv power line among them? Do we need to move them to underground then? Who
will pay that then?
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c.       Please provides the power outage summary of east side cities, which will help answer the question a) above.

 

My alternate action suggestion is:

Build the new power line completely underground, or at least in the area people live close than a number far enough (e.g.
500 feet). The cost should be afforded by people who got higher quality power supply, and who earn more money.

Thanks,

Myron



From: Liv Benson
To: Liv Benson
Subject: RE: Include Cense Plan 2B in EIS
Date: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:32:47 PM

From: Yun Li [mailto:yunlidi@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 22:08
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Include Cense Plan 2B in EIS
 
Dear Councilmembers,
I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and
green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s
Energize Eastside proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

 Say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines
should not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our
opportunity and responsibility to transparently develop best-practice
approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as
"Alternative 2B" which:

·         Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.

·         Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental
stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and
robust conservation.

·         Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.

·         Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that

attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include
the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the
EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous,
outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
 
Yun Li
8103 129th Pl SE
Newcastle WA

mailto:/O=ESA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIV BENSONE4F
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Energize Eastside Alternatives:  
   Distributed Energy Resources 

Presented to:  
City of Bellevue Washington 

 
 
Presented by: 

Ken Nichols 

 

 
 



For $130MM Eastside Peaks will not 
increase 



PSE Consultant 2015 Report:  
>200% benefit/cost ratio for  

Benefits (avoided capital costs)       
Transmission Deferral cost 155 $/kW-yr $220MM capital cost for Energize Eastside 
Generation Capacity Cost 184 $/kW-yr E3 based on SCCT $190/kW -yr levelized cost 
Distirbution costs 31 $/kW-yr Based on NWPCC value 
Flexibility (Ancillary Services) 99 $/kW-yr Strategen report 
Oversupply 1.4 $/kW-yr   
DER Benefit 470.4 $/kW-yr   
    

DER Cost $25 to $218 $/kW-yr 
High side cost is storage cost (2015 Strategen 
reportin the  EE EIS) 

    
Benefit/Cost ratio 216%    most expensive 

Southern California Edison procuring 250 MW of behind the meter storage. 
Vendors include: Advanced Microgrid Solutions, Stem, AES, NRG Energy 



SCE DER projects 

Southern California Edison 

Seller Resource Type MWs 
Number of 
Contracts 

NRG Energy Efficiency 102.5 8 

Onsite Energy Corporation Energy Efficiency 11 11 

Sterling Analytics LLC Energy Efficiency 16.7 7 

NRG Demand Response 75 7 

SunPower Corp. Behind-the-Meter Renewable 44 4 

Ice Energy Holdings, Inc. 
Behind-the-Meter Thermal Energy 
Storage 25.6 16 

Advanced Microgrid Solutions Behind-the-Meter Battery Energy Storage 50 4 

Stem Behind-the-Meter Battery Energy Storage 85 2 

AES In-Front-of-Meter Battery Energy Storage 100 1 

AES Combined Cycle Gas Fired Generation 1284 2 

Stanton Energy Reliability Center Peaking Gas Fired Generation 98 1 

TOTAL: 1891.8 63  



Eastside Cost Comparisons 



Eastside Load Forecast with 
Conservation 
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5/17/2016 Phase 2 EIS Public Comments 
My name is Russell Borgmann. I live at 2100 12oth Place SE. For the record, I do NOT live on 

any proposed route being considered for Energize Eastside. I am NOT a NIMBY. Alternative 1 

is the wrong solution for Puget Sound. Period. There are safer, more reliable, more 

economical and less environmentally damaging ways to provide for our electrical future. 

Is This Needed? 

I am troubled .... That the City has confused the public about the "NEED" for this project: 

• During PSE's Community Advisory Group (CAG) process, the public was told that 

determining "The Need" for the project was out of scope. 

• During the Phase 1 DEIS, the public was provided conflicting information: "Need" was 

initially a part of the Programmatic Phase 1 EIS. Then the public was told NO. "Need" 

was not part of the Phase 1 EIS. "The Need" had already been established by PSE. 

• Now during Phase 2, the public is being forced to focus comments solely on a route: 

Willows2. There is no discussion of "Need" .1 

• WAC 197-11-060 (3) (a) clearly states that a Programmatic EIS shall evaluate the 

project NEED. Yet the DEIS Comments Summary Report repeated states that "This EIS 

will not be used to reject or validate the need for the proposal." How does the City 

plan to address and reconcile this obvious conflict? 

• How is it that when the public is being faced (coerced) into funding a project to the 

tune of $1.5 BILLION over 40 years, we are not provided the opportunity to ask "IS 

THIS NEEDED?" 

• How is it that the public is faced with almost certain risk to public safety by 

performing heavy construction directly on top of aging petroleum and jet fuel 

pipelines, and we are not allowed to question "IS THIS NEEDED?" 

• How is it that a community as diverse and highly educated as the Eastside is reduced 

to commenting on "routing", "pole heights", and "vegetation mitigation"? That's akin 

to rearranging deck chairs on the Titanic. 

1 The WAC 197-11-060 (3) (a) clearly states that a Programmatic EIS shall evaluate the project NEED. Yet the DEIS Comments 
Summary Report repeated states that "This EIS will not be used to reject or validate the need for the proposal." How does the 
City plan to address and reconcile this obvious conflict? 



El imination of Alternatives 

I am troubled ..... By the City's confusing communication around the elimination of all 

alternatives except for Alternative 1 or "NO ACTION". Bellevue's educated, informed public is 

not fooled. We refuse to be treated like stupid cattle. We will NOT be forced down the cattle 

chute to accept a fate that numbs us to us to the pain of higher electricity rates, safety risks, 

and environmental destruction. Alternatives have been presented that are : 

• MORE ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE 

• ELIMINATES UNFAIR COST ALLOCATION 

• MORE RELIABLE 

• BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 

• MORE SAFE 

• INVESTS in the LOCAL ECONOMY 

How will the City include more progressive, safer, more reliable, more cost-effective 

alternatives into the current EIS process? 

Where Is New Info 

I am troubled .... That there is no new information in the public record upon which to 

comment. Thus far Phase 2 is a nonsensical repeat of Phase 1. Where are the details? Why 

did the City embark on a Phase 2 EIS prematurely before new information is ready to share 

with the public?2 

Lack of Tra nsparency 

I am troubled ..... by PSE's lack of transparency. Publically PSE says they are open to sharing 

information . All you need to do is obtain CEii clearance. Privately, PSE quietly denies CEii 

clearance to citizens seeking it. Denied not due to possible security concerns. Now PSE says 

the requests "do not pose a legitimate need and could compromise customer data". PSE acts 

in an opaque and misleading manner regarding information for this project. PSE has 

manipulated data to contrive a "Need". The evidence of this smokescreen is overwhelming to 

2 As recently as May 10, 2016 at the Renton Public Scoping Meeting, Carol Helland, Bellevue' s Director of Development Services 
stated that new EIS information would be posted on the EIS website. To-Date there is still nothing new to comment on. Where 
are the details? Where is the new information that is not a re-hash of what was presented in the Phase l EIS? Where is there 
something new to comment upon? 



the point of being considered fraudulent. How is the City going to rectify this obfuscation of 

data and force PSE to be transparent with information? 

Independent Stu dies 

I am troubled .... That the 5 reports that claim to have validated PSE's proposal all have 

significant deficiencies. The Exponent/Quanta/U.S.E/Stantec "independent studies" have 

PSE's fingerprints all over them. These are NOT independent analyses. These are analyses by 

PSE's hand-picked vendors with a mutual financial benefit in seeing Energize Eastside built. 

Vendors willing to stand up to PSE and speak the truth run the risk of being ostracized by the 

utility industry. This collusion is egregious to the citizens of the Eastside. The Lauckhart

Schiffman Report stands alone as the sole truly independent analysis. How is the City going 

to address this blatant conflict of interest? How is the City going to reconcile the 

discrepancies between PSE's reports and the Lauckhart-Schiffman Report?3 

Economic Impact 

I am troubled ..... by the true economic impact of Energize Eastside. The Economic Considerations 

Report shows that the biggest, most expensive project generates the most tax revenue for the City of 

Bellevue. However that project is NOT what is best for citizens. Why did PSE make recent routing 

alterations? As PSE states - to save homeowners' views? Or to save potential lost City Tax Revenue to 

the tune of $2.74 million annually? How will the City explain this Economic Considerations Report? 

Cost/Benefit Analysis 

I am troubled ..... That the EIS does not include a basic Cost/Benefit Analysis. YES, SEPA does clearly 

allows that a Cost/Benefit Analysis may be included in the EIS if the lead agency determines this 

information would be helpful in evaluating the proposal (WAC 197-11-440). When will the City be 

forthcoming about the true costs of this project? And who are the true beneficiaries? 

3 The City of Bellevue cites 5 studies that have been done to demonstrate need. However each one of those reports has been shown to have 

deficiencies, inaccurate/incomplete information, and/or flawed assumptions taken at face-value from Puget Sound Energy rather than 

validated via independent sources. Numerous questions have been asked during the EIS process to clarify the contents of those reports. 

Transparent answers have NOT been forthcoming to citizens. How/When will the City provide detailed/specific answers to the questions posed 

by citizens regarding issues with PSE's reports as well as with the 5 other studies (Exponent, PSE Needs Assessment Report, Quanta, U.S.E., 

Stantec)? How does the City reconcile the discrepancies between these reports and the Lauckhart-Schiffman Report? Since the question of 

"need" was not adequately evaluated in the Phase 1 EIS, it must be included as part of the scope of the Phase 2 DEIS. 



Add itional Issues 

I am troubled ..... by unfair Cost Allocation. Pipeline Safety. Health Effects. EPF designation. A 

deeply flawed EIS Process. State-mandated Low Impact Development (LID) principles that go 

into effect by the end of 2016. False advertising and false threats of "Rolling Blackouts" that 

border on fraudulent misrepresentation. Bellevue's Development Services Department is 

funded through PERMIT FEES, not tax revenue. Energize Eastside represents enormous permit 

fees. The list goes on and on, but I am out of time. How will the City explain away each one 

of these negative impacts in their pursuit of revenue? Is Bellevue for sale to the highest 

bidder? Is Bellevue pursuing a path of "Growth At Any Cost"? Or are we committed to 

smart, sustainable growth? 

PSE's preferred route is Willows2. Quite simply, ALTERNATIVE 1 IS THE WRONG SOLUTION 

FOR PUGET SOUND. Period. 

Thank you. 
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1                MR. NICHOLS:  I'll just introduce myself.  Ken      

2       Nichols.  I am a principal at EQL Energy.  I reside at --    

3       our offices are at 3701 Southeast Milwaukie in Portland,     

4       Oregon.                                                      

5                I am here to discuss the alternatives to Energize   

6       Eastside.  Here's some slides.  The point, I guess, I would  

7       like to make to this process and the City is that there are  

8       some changes happening in the utility industry, and these    

9       changes are happening in other parts of the country and      

10       other parts of the world.  I would say at an accelerated     

11       pace, at a faster pace than what's happening in the          

12       Northwest.                                                   

13                The Northwest has had a great resource, a hydro     

14       resource that provides about 60 percent of our power, and    

15       that hydro resource has the flexibility to provide power     

16       when peaks are needed.  But we've kind of come to the end of 

17       our ability to rely on that resource for capacity, which is  

18       why we are now looking to what other parts of the country    

19       have been doing, and they're involved in other distributed   

20       resources apart from energy efficiency.                      

21                Certainly energy efficiency and energy conservation 

22       has been the hallmark of the Northwest.  Puget Sound and the 

23       utilities in the Northwest have done a fantastic job of      

24       investing in and accumulating energy conservation in order   

25       to avoid building more power plants.                         
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1                My point is the time has come to begin looking at   

2       other distributed resources and to avoid, not just building  

3       power plants, but building transmission and distribution and 

4       other traditional forms of utility infrastructure this is    

5       happening in other parts of the country.  New York,          

6       California, Minnesota, all of these places are looking to    

7       distributed resources to do this.                            

8                And let me just explain what distributed resources  

9       are.  I think everyone understands what energy efficiency    

10       is.  There's something called demand response.  And          

11       basically demand response is like energy efficiency, but it  

12       has a time element to it.  So basically think of -- I've     

13       actually just joined a demand response program in Portland.  

14       The very first time.  I've been working in this for five     

15       years and now finally Portland is doing this with something  

16       called Nest.  Has everybody heard of Nest thermostat?  So    

17       Nest thermostat during the summer and the winter when they   

18       have a peak, Nest can basically -- let's call it winter.     

19       They can pre-heat my house and ride through peaks.  They're  

20       doing it with water heaters, et cetera, industrial customers 

21       participate, commercial buildings.  So it's technology that  

22       is fairly established in other parts of the country.  It     

23       just hasn't come here because we've had hydro.  But now the  

24       time has come.                                               

25                So the analysis that I've done to evaluate this     
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1       project suggests that there's a couple things.  One, the     

2       winter peak that's happening in the Eastside hasn't grown    

3       since 2008, yet Puget Sound does still forecast a winter     

4       peak growing in the Eastside.  That said, they are           

5       justifying this transmission project based on winter peak.   

6       So if you assume that you are going to get an increase in    

7       winter peak, and this graph basically is showing what they   

8       forecast to be their winter peak, the green is the winter    

9       peak with the hundred percent conservation, and the blue     

10       line is what I constructed with information from one of      

11       their Consultants E3 and with other information that we have 

12       from other projects around the country.                      

13                Puget Sound also hired a firm called Strategen to   

14       look at the ability of storage to play a role in their       

15       system.  And what they found is if you looked at the avoided 

16       costs, not just the avoided costs of generation, but avoided 

17       costs of transmission, distribution, et cetera, that you can 

18       get basically double the benefit in distributed resources    

19       versus building traditional infrastructure.                  

20                Can you go to the next one, Heidi?  Thank you.      

21                So here's the avoided costs that I was talking      

22       about.  So basically it's over 200 percent benefit cost to   

23       ratio prefers the distributed resources over transmission,   

24       generation, et cetera.                                       

25                My warning to this community is if you build -- if  
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1       you spend the 300 million to get transmission, what follows  

2       that is basically a path for other generations.  So I guess  

3       my point is now is your time to take that 300 million --     

4       and, actually, you could do that for half the cost and defer 

5       or avoid this transmission project.                          

6                Go to the next one.                                 

7                And let me just point out what's going on in        

8       Southern California.  In Southern California they have a     

9       nuclear plant called San Onofre.  And instead of building    

10       more transmission and generation, they looked to distributed 

11       resources, like energy efficiency, demand response, storage, 

12       combined heat and power, and dispatchable backup generation  

13       to basically replace that resource in the transmission.  So  

14       my point here is there are alternatives and I hope that the  

15       City will look to these alternatives.                        

16                And one more point.  I understand that it's a       

17       difficult position that the City is in because they can say  

18       no to this project, but they can't make Puget Sound do       

19       something.  And I guess I would offer methods of --          

20       political methods that they can use to get projects that I   

21       think will benefit this community.                           

22                One last point.  Besides liability and low cost,    

23       the reason New York and California are doing this is         

24       economic development.  And when I think of the Northwest and 

25       high tech and economic development, I think of this area.    
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1       These companies are being located in New York and            

2       California.  And if you spent the money here, you'd find     

3       these companies locating in this area.  Thank you for your   

4       time.                                                        

5                MR. HALVERSON:  My name is Warren Halverson and I   

6       live at 13701 Northeast 32nd Place.  I'm here as a 40-year   

7       resident of Bridle Trails and am current president of the    

8       Canter Green Homeowners Association.                         

9                I'm here to speak about need and alternatives.      

10       It's hard to imagine that this process began in 2014 with    

11       PSE enlisting PSE's Community Action Group, CAG.  At that    

12       time PSE provided an Eastside customer demand forecast as    

13       their quantitative analysis for basis for need.  It is hard  

14       to imagine not a question was asked nor explanations given   

15       about this significant document.  Yet the process drove this 

16       group over a 12-month period in the detail of PSE's          

17       transmission line alternatives.  I was part of that.         

18                While since continually questioning the assumptions 

19       in the actual forecast, answers and an update have not been  

20       provided.  It wasn't done when questioned and it wasn't done 

21       when comparing Lauckhart-Shiffman.  When CENSE was told that 

22       only persons with a C22 clearance could look at data, two of 

23       our members acquired this hard-to-get clearance only once    

24       again to be denied access to these facts.                    

25                Enough about the past.  How about today?  This year 
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1       PSE's 2015 annual 10K report shows their total number of     

2       customers grew 1.1 percent.  However, total customer usage   

3       declined 2.9 percent.  There's a decline of 1.8.  Business   

4       grew 1.1, industrial was flat, and other declined 3.7.  Last 

5       year PSE's 2014 annual 10K report showed their total number  

6       of customers grew the same amount, about 1.1 percent, but    

7       electrical consumption had declined 1.6 percent.  It has     

8       doubled in the decline in the last two years.  Declining     

9       usage year over year over year over year.  Just think what   

10       we could have done if we'd really tried?  That's a joke.     

11                Let's not look at the forecast for usage.  That's   

12       the past.  Let's look at the forecast for usage.  Last month 

13       PSE submitted their 2015 integrated resources plan to the    

14       Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission.  Within  

15       this plan PSE provided four key updates to the 2013 plan.    

16       The first major update was reduce system load forecast from  

17       1.7 to 0.7 growth, 134 percent decrease in their forecast,   

18       and peak load was reduced from 1.9 percent to 1.6 percent.   

19                PSE does state that the Eastside is growing more    

20       than the system and peak load growth for the Eastside is     

21       forecast to be 2.4 percent.  Parenthetically, this is the    

22       same 2.4 percent that appears in their 2013 plan.  But, in   

23       fact, the actuals between 2013 and 2015 do not demonstrate   

24       this high growth that they're forecasting into the future.   

25       In fact, studies show there is no correlation between        
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1       economic activity and energy demand.                         

2                PSE has provided a narrative that five studies have 

3       been completed justifying the need for Energize Eastside.    

4       Actually, the 2013 Quanta study is the only study that did a 

5       full load flow analysis.  It is the basis for the customer   

6       demand forecast and is cited currently in the DEIS           

7       supporting Energize Eastside.  Subsequent studies basically  

8       verified methodology.                                        

9                A lot of time has past.  Assumptions have changed.  

10       We have actuals rather than forecasts.  We have              

11       contradictory load flow studies and we have a significant    

12       downward forecast in usage.  For these reasons we request    

13       that during this phase the EIS team require a fair,          

14       accurate, thorough and, I might add, current analysis of     

15       PSE's demand forecast.  This updated analysis should include 

16       current load flow studies, information from their 2015       

17       annual report, and the detailed presentations and materials  

18       submitted to the Washington Utilities and Transportation     

19       Commission.                                                  

20                Let me close with a couple of comments about        

21       alternatives.  As noted in previous testimony, it would      

22       appear that alternatives have not been evaluated in a        

23       similar manner just this week.  The City of Bellevue         

24       requested the EIS team to evaluate PSE's proposal based upon 

25       a concept termed ecosystem service values.  This is to be    
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1       done because this project is huge and will have a            

2       devastating impact on the environment.  The City wants to    

3       know the economic impact of cutting down 8,000 trees,        

4       including such variables as water runoff, erosion, lighting, 

5       wildlife, forest canopy, CO2 impacts.  I assume the reason   

6       for quantifying this is to require PSE to pay money for      

7       mitigation.  If you look at the 148th mitigation, the simple 

8       answer is this one will cost 20 to 40 million dollars.  That 

9       is the answer.  But, interestingly, the economic discussion  

10       was never brought up in comparing Alternative 1a with        

11       Alternative 2 or 2b.  Like the City, though, we soundly      

12       support that comparative analysis.                           

13                Therefore, our second request is the EIS team       

14       provide a separate cost evaluation of each ecosystem value   

15       comparing the preferred transmission line against the CENSE  

16       2b alternatives.  None of this has been done.  To date this  

17       has been a descriptive passive study or exercise.            

18                By doing this type of evaluation, you will help     

19       ensure that alternatives are evaluated at a proper level of  

20       detail and in a comparable manner.  Only then, only then,    

21       only with this factual information concerning need and       

22       alternatives will we know what is the best, least intrusive, 

23       and most cost effective solution to meet Bellevue's          

24       electrical needs.  Thank you.                                

25                MR. ANDERSEN:  Todd Andersen, 4419 138th Avenue     
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1       Southeast.                                                   

2                Why is the Energize Eastside process so fraudulent? 

3       There are many causes.  Those at the City level, those at    

4       PSE level, those at the Bonneville Power level and, lastly,  

5       those wanting to build the last regional dam called Site C   

6       Dam in Canada.  This unbuilt dam was planned 80 years ago,   

7       and in the U.S. the local tribes are fighting this dam which 

8       cannot be built unless Energize Eastside is built.  As       

9       British Columbia and Washington are so oversupplied with     

10       power, the only place to sell the 1.2 gigawatts of power is  

11       California.  If that dam gets built, it will also kill off a 

12       massive food supply for the last remaining 80 Orcas.         

13                This PSE document, do you see these lines?  Do you  

14       see why they go up so much higher in massive pole height     

15       when the National Engineering standards to double their      

16       voltage only requires them going up five further feet?  I    

17       believe the reason why is once these lines are approved, PSE 

18       does not legally have to ask the City to energize those      

19       lines to 500 kilovolts.  Given PSE's last earnings report    

20       that I saw, they had earnings of only $6 million in profits  

21       with over 3 billion in sales.  A 0.2 percent return.         

22                Energize Eastside also solves a problem for         

23       Bonneville.  In fact, I believe Bonneville was the one that  

24       originally posed it to PSE.  After all, Hardeep Jude was     

25       formerly head of PSE's grid planning operations.  Oddly,     
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1       Hardeep unexpectedly retired from Bonneville in early 2015.  

2       Bonneville was so heavily penalized by other parts of the    

3       federal government, they want to stay off all radar screens. 

4       Part of the reason is not keeping up with redundancy         

5       standards.  Energize Eastside solves that problem from them  

6       with the PSE rate payers footing the bill and all the 137    

7       government run utilities not paying a dime.                  

8                In fact, the grid infrastructure is so haphazardly  

9       planned in Washington state, the federal government forced   

10       Bonneville, Seattle City Light, and PSE to go to the         

11       Columbia grid, a regional planning authority, only started   

12       in 2006.  Unlike California with its grid created a          

13       nonprofit ISO decades ago.  Why?  California has a great     

14       energy commission and we have a toothless utilities          

15       commission.  In fact, those Seattle City lights going right  

16       down 405 are not even used by Seattle City Light, but are    

17       leased for free by Bonneville for the last 15 years.  Those  

18       lines parallel two PSE lines for dozens of miles, mostly a   

19       mile apart.  In California that would be one set of lines.   

20       Here it's three.                                             

21                Worse yet, this is a giant pipeline and grid bomb   

22       waiting to go off at any moment.  Unbelievably, these three  

23       power lines and the jet fuel pipelines underneath the PSE    

24       lines cross at least once.  That's right.  A spot in Renton. 

25       We shut down the entire Puget Sound economy.  And as a       
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1       bonus, we fry one elementary school one block away.  A break 

2       in this spot accidentally or by earthquake or by terrorists  

3       will spill at least 280,000 gallons, instantly burning       

4       thousands of homes to the ground, shut down the airports of  

5       Seattle and Portland from lack of jet fuel, take out the     

6       Seattle City Light lines, take out the Puget Sound lines,    

7       shut off all gas delivery south of Bellevue all the way to   

8       the California border, including the Arco terminal at        

9       Seattle.  How many more spots are like this?                 

10                The Olympic pipelines, plural, takes ten minutes to 

11       shut down when the pumps are running, meaning that many      

12       neighborhoods would burn to the ground during an earthquake  

13       or other disaster.  New lines will cause an 8- to 16-fold    

14       increase in galvanic corrosion in pipelines which FERC has   

15       chastised the pipeline about.  But neither FERC nor Olympic  

16       Pipeline have any expert because this is a one-of-kind line. 

17       Congress has been trying to prevent things like this, like   

18       Energize Eastside since 2000.  This is the co-location of    

19       pipelines, concentrating energy infrastructure.  But         

20       for-profit government-granted monopolies have slowed its     

21       progress, and this is why we need to convert PSE into a      

22       public utility as Jefferson County did.                      

23                Currently 98 percent of Northwest utilities in a    

24       four-state region are government run, 137 out of 140, and    

25       they run far better than PSE.  According to NEEA, Northwest  
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1       Energy Efficiency Alliance, the average cost is 28 percent   

2       cheaper than PSE.  Even big government utilities like Tacoma 

3       Power are 21 percent cheaper than PSE.                       

4                I urge the audience to sign up for King PUD.org,    

5       King Pud.org, and get involved.  We need a leadership team   

6       to be organized there.                                       

7                We are currently in discussion with several public  

8       utilities, including Jefferson County, which converted part  

9       of its PSE into a PUD.  We are also in talks with the        

10       Canadian bankers which floated the bonds for Jefferson       

11       County.  And if we do so, we get utility rates 10 to 20      

12       percent cheaper from Bonneville than PSE can get because     

13       they are a for-profit.                                       

14                And lastly, I ask that Carol Helland resign for     

15       violations of the Washington state's Open Public Meeting     

16       Act, which takes precedent over all Washington state code,   

17       including the SEPA.  At Renton, the EIS like this, it's a    

18       public meeting where all parties are legally allowed to      

19       record.  Carol Helland, the attorney leading this EIS,       

20       swatted my camera out of my hand, which I have on video.     

21       Unbelievably, she also stated on video, quote, stated that   

22       the staff hired by the City supposedly to explain PSE's      

23       fraud -- I'm sorry, my mistake -- PSE's solution for the     

24       public are not for the public record.  Those explanations,   

25       those verbal explanations from numerous posters that you saw 
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1       out there PSE and the City have created for us in the        

2       hallway are not facts.  They are meant to make you shut up   

3       and go home.  And quoting from EIS staff members also on     

4       video, quote, We are not allowed to make any statements for  

5       public consumption or to be filmed for the record, unquote.  

6       You are pawns to be manipulated.                             

7                MR. ELWORTH:  Hello.  My name is Brian Elworth.  I  

8       live at 8605 129th Court Southeast in Newcastle.  I'm part   

9       of the Olympus Homeowners Association.                       

10                On August 18, 2015 PSE stated to the Newcastle City 

11       Council that if PSE doesn't get its way with this Energize   

12       Eastside project, and the opportunity occurs, PSE will cause 

13       blackouts.  And PSE stated during the Community Advisory     

14       Group, CAG, process that there's absolutely no reason for    

15       blackouts.  But PSE can and said they will induce those      

16       blackouts.  We need, but do not have, any protection of our  

17       interests from PSE, but together our Eastside cities can fix 

18       that.                                                        

19                On March 23rd, 2016, PSE stated to the Newcastle    

20       Planning Commission that if Newcastle tries to protect       

21       itself with setbacks, quote, We have 20 houses that we need  

22       to condemn and we'd zigzag through the corridor to make that 

23       happen.  That's the hazardous pipeline they're talking       

24       about.  In fact, 51 homes in the Olympus neighborhood alone  

25       are in jeopardy.  PSE's zigzag design across a hazardous     
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1       liquid pipeline is an extreme danger to our community.  We   

2       need, but do not have, adequate protection of our            

3       communities from PSE, but together our Eastside cities can   

4       fix that.                                                    

5                The NERC mission is to assure the reliability of    

6       the bulk power system in North America.  PSE's design fails  

7       miserably in meeting the spirit of NERC reliability.         

8       Co-locating 230 kilovolt circuits and the steel supporting   

9       towers, those are essentially lightening rods, with the      

10       hazardous liquid petroleum pipeline promotes the risk of     

11       collateral damage, cascading failure, and complete and       

12       long-term loss of the reliability PSE claims is needed.  We  

13       need, but do not have, an executable plan for grid           

14       reliability, but together our cities can fix that.           

15                The U.S. Department of Energy has very real cyber   

16       security risk concerns, specifically about ownership,        

17       control or influence by a foreign person and the resulting   

18       potential of undue risk to the common defense and national   

19       security.  The problem here is that some back door foreign   

20       cyber intrusion exists.  The problem is we left the front    

21       door wide open.  Our power generation, transmission and      

22       distribution is owned, controlled and manipulated by foreign 

23       interests.  We need, but don't have, sovereign protection    

24       and control of our own power grid, but together our Eastside 

25       cities can fix  that.                                        
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1                PSE is the dirtiest electrical utility in           

2       Washington.  Thirty-five percent of its energy is derived    

3       from one of the dirtiest sources in the U.S.  EPA ranks the  

4       Colstrip Power Plant among the worst in the nation for the   

5       mercury.  They also have greenhouse gases, mercury, and air  

6       toxic standards, controlled air pollutants, coals ash        

7       groundwater pollutants.  Those two were not identified in    

8       the EIS, by the way.  PSE's Energize Eastside project        

9       Alternative 1 aggravates all of those problems.  We need,    

10       but do not have, a way to stop and reverse PSE's Energize    

11       Eastside trend towards increased pollution, but together our 

12       Eastside cities can fix that.                                

13                PSE's predecessor was a private monopoly over half  

14       a century ago.  Possibly of some benefit and advantage to    

15       customers back then.  PSE is still a private monopoly.  As   

16       the Eastside Energy project shows, benefits and advantages   

17       of long ago have now been displaced with borderline waste,   

18       fraud and abuse.  The deck is stacked against us.  And as    

19       the dealer, PSE is not shy about dealing from the bottom of  

20       the deck.  We need, but don't have, transparency,            

21       accountability and control of our power grid administration, 

22       but together our Eastside cities can fix that.               

23                So how do the Eastside cities fix the multitude of  

24       problems caused by PSE?  One true and forward-looking        

25       alternative.  Public Utility District.  PSE is only          
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1       responsible to its owners.  A PUD is only responsible to its 

2       customers.  The consequential difference is PSE is squeezing 

3       maximum profit from its customers, whereas a PUD would be    

4       providing the best service and value to its customers.       

5       That's the difference between Seattle City Light being the   

6       greenest electrical utility and the neighboring utility PSE  

7       being the dirtiest.                                          

8                PSE's objective:  Profit.  PUD's objective:  Better 

9       forecasting, better management, better service, better       

10       efficiency, better environmental stewardship, better value,  

11       better reliability, better security and, for us victims,     

12       better security.  The Energize Eastside project would never  

13       come into existence under PUD control.                       

14                Ninety-five percent of Washington electrical        

15       utilities are public or co-ops.  In contrast, the Eastside   

16       under PSE's thumb is a major anomaly.  Across the country    

17       between 2004 and 2014 ten new public power utilities were    

18       formed from the service areas of investor-owned utilities.   

19       The 200 million plus interest wasted on Energize Eastside    

20       could instead apply towards gaining independence and control 

21       of our grid and our energy future.  PSE can keep Colstrip    

22       since that's a financial sink hole.                          

23                One more statement.  The Phase 1 draft EIS broadly  

24       evaluates the general impacts and implications associated    

25       with feasibility and reasonable options available.  A PUD is 
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1       a feasible and reasonable option that is very much           

2       available.  Together our Eastside cities can make that       

3       happen.                                                      

4                MR. MARSH:  My name is Don Marsh.  I'm the          

5       president of CENSE, the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods  

6       for Sensible Energy.  CENSE is a rapidly growing movement of 

7       thousands of concerned citizens, churches, businesses, and   

8       other civic organizations who understand that there are much 

9       better ways to power growth on the Eastside than what PSE is 

10       proposing.                                                   

11                Tonight I'm going to address three topics.  The     

12       project PSE has proposed; the process by which it is being   

13       evaluated; and what CENSE and its coalition partners will be 

14       doing going forward.                                         

15                The transmission line that PSE is proposing is not  

16       what the company claims.  PSE tries to position it as a      

17       reasonable upgrade to aging infrastructure that is necessary 

18       to maintain local reliability.  However, the numbers tell a  

19       different story.  In order to increase local capacity by 25  

20       percent, PSE is proposing a line that will increase regional 

21       transmission capacity through our neighborhoods by 500       

22       percent.  There are better ways to move regional power than  

23       building a very high voltage line through 29 neighborhoods.  

24                Lives and property would be endangered by           

25       increasing the current running too close to a half-century   
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1       old petroleum pipeline accelerating the rate of pipeline     

2       corrosion.  This is a huge safety risk for the thousands of  

3       people and homes, businesses, schools and parks within the   

4       danger zone of a pipeline explosion.  Eight thousand mature  

5       trees would be cut to clear the way for this project.  A     

6       significant setback to efforts to mitigate the impacts of    

7       urban heat islands, keep communities livable, and to attract 

8       businesses to the Eastside.                                  

9                For the past two years CENSE has been working to    

10       develop a better plan that avoids the numerous negative      

11       impacts of PSE's proposal.  CENSE engaged industry experts   

12       to develop a plan that reduces peak electricity use,         

13       electricity costs, and carbon emissions.  City officials     

14       admit that the CENSE plan may be feasible and attractive,    

15       but they say the City cannot compel PSE to build a better    

16       solution.  Our attorneys tell us otherwise.  The City does   

17       have legal tools that it can use to control and manage both  

18       the scope and the design of this project.  Do our elected    

19       officials have the will to use them?                         

20                We know that PSE prefers the transmission line      

21       because it will be more profitable for the company.  We know 

22       that PSE is under intense pressure by its Australian and     

23       Canadian investors to reverse their declining revenues.  We  

24       know that PSE will receive a guaranteed ten percent return   

25       on their investment for the next 50 years, so they prefer an 
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1       out-sized, expensive solution to a smaller solution that     

2       doesn't benefit their bottom line.  We know that PSE must    

3       prioritize the concerns of their investors over the safety   

4       and environmental concerns of their customers.               

5                The good news is that the CENSE movement is growing 

6       in strength and will be empowered to demand better           

7       solutions.  Those solutions are technical, but they also     

8       involve governance and process.  Let's devote our energies   

9       on finding and developing these better solutions rather than 

10       debating which trees to destroy and which lives to put in    

11       harm's way.                                                  

12                The alternative plan that CENSE has thoughtfully    

13       and thoroughly crafted will not easily be cast aside and     

14       ignored as your environmental review is apparently doing.    

15       Our plan meets existing and future demand better.  Our plan  

16       is safer and less costly.  Our plan is modern, smart and     

17       reasonable.  Dozens of growing cities across the country are 

18       using these technologies.  There is still time to include a  

19       detailed study of this plan in your review process.  Going   

20       forward with a single plan without analyzing any reasonable  

21       alternatives is not sensible and it will not stand.  Thank   

22       you.                                                         

23                MS. LOPEZ:  My name is Loretta Lopez, and I am the  

24       vice president of the Bridle Trails Community Club.          

25                I think it was a year ago, maybe it was two years   
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1       ago, a year and a half ago many of us were here for the      

2       first scoping meeting on the proposed PSE project.  And on   

3       that screen right there we saw the flow chart and we saw     

4       that we would have -- that the EIS would be in staged        

5       phases, Phase 1 and Phase 2.  What we expected is that we    

6       would have a final decision issued after Phase 1 of this     

7       project, of this EIS, which the City termed as the           

8       programmatic EIS.                                            

9                What we didn't understand then is in that flow cart 

10       there was no final decision.  There were lots of triangles   

11       and squares, but there wasn't a square with a final          

12       decision.  So what did we find out?  That Phase 1, the       

13       programmatic EIS, we would go through that and we would not  

14       have a final decision.                                       

15                What's the significance of that?  From the legal    

16       perspective, which is very important in this case, in this   

17       situation, that means that we could not ask for an           

18       administrative hearing.                                      

19                After a lot of discussion, it was clear that the    

20       City was not going to change its approach to the EIS         

21       process.  We were promised, we were told at the scoping      

22       meeting, at the public comment meetings in Phase 1 that this 

23       programmatic phase, once that was over we would go to Phase  

24       2 in which we would have project-specific details.  We all   

25       expected that.  We all wanted it.  Instead, not very many    
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1       days after the comment period for Phase 1 was completed,     

2       Phase 2 immediately began.  And what did we find out about   

3       Phase 2 and this project?  Nothing.  Almost nothing.         

4                Instead of detailed project-specific items so that  

5       the community, all these people who have spent thousands of  

6       hours would know, would have knowledge, would know where     

7       exactly is this line going, which tree is going to be cut,   

8       which house is going to be taken, instead of that we have    

9       confusion.  We have massive confusion.                       

10                And as one of the commentators said, there is a     

11       bunch of information on the website.  And I will repeat      

12       that.  A bunch.  Exactly.  As late as May 12th and 13th new  

13       information was posted on the website.  Well, we can say     

14       thank you, but we can also object to providing information   

15       in the process, in the Phase 2 process.  I ask the question, 

16       Does this mean that Phase 2 will be extended?  And the       

17       answer is no.  And we object to that.  We object.  We object 

18       to this process.  We have not been given the sufficient      

19       information in which we can make meaningful comments.        

20       Instead, we are here hour after hour spending thousands of   

21       hours when we could be with our families, we could be        

22       volunteering at schools, hospitals.  Instead, what are we    

23       doing?  We are here trying to make sure that the City runs   

24       this EIS in the way in which it should be done.  We have     

25       asked repeatedly.                                            
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1                As a lawyer I find process essential to the way in  

2       which we can govern and run our society.  It is near and     

3       dear to my heart.  And this process is unacceptable.  This   

4       process has made a mockery of SEPA, has made a mockery of    

5       what we -- how shall I say?  -- citizens for whom this       

6       matters to us.  Our city, our Eastside matters to us.  We    

7       would not be here, we would not have worked thousands of     

8       hours on this if it didn't matter.                           

9                And instead of having a meaningful process, we get  

10       Phase 2, which is confusing, which is objectionable, which   

11       contains almost nothing new from Phase 1.  We object and we  

12       want Phase 2 to restart with some specific detailed project  

13       information.  We demand that PSE provide its information     

14       with respect to where exactly the lines will go, where the   

15       poles will go, how high they are, all of those details.      

16       Thank you.                                                   

17                MS. BRADFIELD:  I believe that completes the        

18       speakers from organizations.  We'll be moving to             

19       individuals.                                                 

20                MS. THOMPSON:  Hi.  My name is Gloria Thompson and  

21       I have lived at 13917 Southeast 42nd Street in Bellevue      

22       since 2001.                                                  

23                As an accountant with over 25 years in financial    

24       reporting and analysis experience, including more than a     

25       decade working for top-tier financial services companies, I  
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1       naturally look at the numbers and the stories they tell.     

2       Tonight I'm here to comment on the lack of cost benefit      

3       analysis in the draft EIS, the limited analysis of project   

4       alternatives, lack of disclosure of total project costs, and 

5       the failure to disclose the cost of excess capacity.         

6                While not required, there is precedent to include a 

7       cost benefit analysis in an EIS for complex projects.  For   

8       example, in January of 2013 Steven Sarkozy, the former       

9       Bellevue City Manager, requested that the EIS for a          

10       different project include a clear assessment of the impacts  

11       of the proposal on property values, as well as the impacts   

12       on residential and commercial development, end quote.  Both  

13       of which would be essential to accurately measure the        

14       impacts, close quote.                                        

15                It is not only prudent, but ethical, transparent    

16       and practical to provide financial analysis for a project of 

17       this size and complexity.  However, PSE's stance is that the 

18       letter of the SEPA law does not require them to include such 

19       an analysis.  Basically they found a loophole.  I can        

20       guarantee you that a project of this size necessitates       

21       significant financial planning and analysis, and that PSE's  

22       management, board of directors, and investors are            

23       continually scrutinizing project forecasts.                  

24                So why isn't there a cost benefit analysis included 

25       in the EIS?  It is not only imprudent, but irresponsible for 
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1       our cities to approve this project without first insisting   

2       on a full economic impact analysis, including the financial  

3       impact on residents.                                         

4                Any EIS should also include a review of the project 

5       alternatives.  All we know about the financial side of PSE's 

6       project is that Energize Eastside will cost upwards of $300  

7       million and that PSE is expected to earn about a 10 percent  

8       return on this investment.  So there is a risk that PSE is   

9       biased when it comes to project alternatives.  They have an  

10       incentive to spend more so they earn more.  If you look at   

11       PSE's audited financial statements, that's what was said     

12       earlier.  You'll see the real need is for them to make more  

13       money.                                                       

14                The EIS doesn't even include the full project cost. 

15       For example, where is the criteria PSE will use to estimate  

16       the cost of replacing the 8,000 trees and the compensation   

17       to our friends and neighbors whose homes are torn down?  PSE 

18       needs to disclose the whole project cost, including          

19       environmental degradation, the trees, property values, lost  

20       tax revenues, et cetera.  I know that PSE knows these        

21       numbers.  They are just not sharing them.                    

22                I believe that they also, and as stated earlier,    

23       they're building in about five times the capacity that is    

24       needed.  They've estimated a 2.4 percent growth, which is    

25       six times the 0.4 percent growth that they put in another    
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1       project.  We need to make sure that they're building to the  

2       needs that we have and that they're not overbuilding.  Thank 

3       you very much.                                               

4                MS. HANSEN:  I'm Patricia Hansen.  I live at 3851   

5       136th Avenue Northeast in Bellevue.  I am a property owner   

6       who will be directly affected by this, I might add.  So it's 

7       a heartfelt thing I'm writing about or telling you about.    

8                The way the WUTC is structured to permit damage to  

9       private property before assessing need and cost needs to be  

10       changed.  For those who do not know, private property owners 

11       with these lines are not paid, we receive no benefit, only   

12       get to endure the wrecking ball and devastation to their     

13       property.                                                    

14                Yes, there has been an easement, but Bellevue has   

15       grown considerably since 1929, and we are in the City now    

16       with many homes in the areas affected.  This project will    

17       affect views and tree canopy on all of the properties, not   

18       just a few.  Please see that we are all treated fairly.  It  

19       is a crime that PSE is allowed to pass along to all of its   

20       customers the costs associated with this project to include  

21       light bulbs at our doors and advertising up the kazoo,       

22       especially if it's not needed.                               

23                As a long-time citizen of Bellevue I feel cheated   

24       that you, the City of Bellevue, are not protecting us as     

25       property owners and customers.  Instead, you seem to rubber  
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1       stamp whatever PSE asks for.                                 

2                Just off the record, I brought this as a prop       

3       tonight because this is a real estate magazine of the San    

4       Juan Islands, and as I look through here, I don't see any    

5       power lines.  And I think that that's the way Bellevue       

6       should look.  There's a picture that you have shown up here  

7       in the Bellevue council chambers and it is a City within a   

8       park, it's round, it's beautiful, it's taken clear out from  

9       Lake Washington shooting in.  There's not a City thing       

10       involved in that.  It's probably the point or whatever.  And 

11       in downtown Bellevue you see very few wires.  Please treat   

12       us all fairly.  We all pay property taxes and we want to be  

13       just like downtown Bellevue without wires.                   

14                There are dangers involved in this project and      

15       they've been talking about them this evening.  And I want to 

16       tell you that those pipelines are only like four to six feet 

17       at the very most underground.  And in our case where the     

18       trucks would be coming in to go through our property, they   

19       would be right on top of those pipelines with those big      

20       trucks.  So please, please protect us.  Don't just rubber    

21       stamp something and say, oh, yes.  We need to know where     

22       these power poles are going to go.  Thank you.  I think I've 

23       made my point.                                               

24                MR. ADCOCK:  James Adcock.  I'm an electrical       

25       engineer, graduate of MIT.  Address is 5005 155th Place      
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1       Southeast, Bellevue, Washington.                             

2                I've been a long time participant in the Puget      

3       Sound Energy's integrated resource planning project.  In the 

4       most recent round every two years the UTC, Utilities and     

5       Transportation Commission, on a state level says that Puget  

6       Sound Energy does need to include transmission planning in   

7       the integrated resource plans.  For the last four years, at  

8       least, I've asked Puget Sound Energy to include in this      

9       project in that vetting process.  Puget Sound Energy has     

10       refused to do so.  Now in recent letter findings Utilities   

11       and Transportation Commission says that Puget Sound Energy   

12       does need to do so.  I simply suggest that you send this     

13       back to the integrated resource planning process and get it  

14       publicly vetted before it goes any farther.                  

15                A simple example of this is that in the most recent 

16       round Puget Sound Energy proposed that they needed to build  

17       a natural gas peaker plant.  The engineers and other         

18       participants in that meeting said you don't need this.  We   

19       had a chance to respond.  Utilities and Transportation       

20       Commission agreed with us that Puget Sound Energy does not   

21       need to build this peaker plant.  The peaker plant is not a  

22       reasonable and prudent investment on part of Puget Sound     

23       Energy.  And, therefore, if Puget Sound Energy builds it,    

24       they don't get paid for it.  The same process needs to be    

25       applied to this transmission line.                           
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1                Further tonight I'll speak mainly to the Somerset   

2       area because that's the area I know best.  Tonight Puget     

3       Sound Energy is introducing new routes that have not been    

4       vetted as part of the neighborhood committee process.  This  

5       falsifies the neighborhood committee process, the houses and 

6       homeowners that are along the new routes have had no chance  

7       of representation within the neighborhood committee process. 

8       The fact that Puget Sound Energy is still coming up with new 

9       routes shows that Puget Sound still at this point in time    

10       has no idea what they are doing.                             

11                Now Puget Sound energy is proposing a new           

12       alternative through Somerset, a horizontal 230 kV line       

13       bringing 230,000 volts insanely near existing homes, say 20  

14       feet from homes, where a more typical engineering safety     

15       distance is not 20 feet, but 200 feet.                       

16                Pipeline corrosion.  These lines will increase      

17       pipeline corrosion.  A quarter mile blast zone takes out a   

18       high school, a middle school, an elementary school.  Does    

19       the City of Bellevue really want to have to tell hundreds of 

20       parents that today your children were killed at school?      

21                Finally, in the CENSE lawsuit in front of FERC, PSE 

22       swore under oath that this is strictly a local project.  Now 

23       PSE is claiming right on those bulletin boards outside your  

24       meeting room tonight that, oh, yeah, this isn't a local      

25       project, it's actually a regional project, after swearing in 
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1       front of FERC just the opposite.                             

2                Carrying power to and from Canada.  These same      

3       charts show that there are hundreds of additional lines in   

4       more rural areas which could be strengthened to carry that   

5       Canadian power, not this line through a neighborhood, a      

6       fully developed neighborhood where you're within 20 feet of  

7       homes.  Strengthen the existing 500 kV lines which can carry 

8       25 time more power than is going through Somerset.  Don't    

9       run 230 kV lines through packed neighborhoods where you've   

10       got to have these lines within 20 feet of houses.  Thank     

11       you.                                                         

12                MR. YU:  Good evening, everyone.  My name is Jim    

13       Yu.  I live at 13800 Southeast Newport Way, Bellevue.  I'm a 

14       computer software developer and I've been living in Bellevue 

15       since the year 2000, and I think Bellevue is a nice place to 

16       live and I love this city.  And, yeah, I want to live here   

17       until my last day.                                           

18                First, I would like to thank you for holding this   

19       meeting for us to voice our concerns over PSE's Energize     

20       Eastside project.                                            

21                Second, I would like to thank CENSE devoting so     

22       much time and effort in uncovering the truth of the PSE's    

23       project and for helping PSE to optimize the design.  They    

24       are sacrificing family times.  It's not easy for them.       

25                PSE's project is a monopolistic, oversized,         
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1       backward thinking, and an environment damaging project.  It  

2       cuts 8,000 mature trees and negatively impacts 29            

3       neighborhoods, schools and churches.  It creates tremendous  

4       uncertainty across the neighborhoods.  And the only          

5       certainty of this project is our rates will go up faster     

6       over the next 40 to 50 years.  It's a joke.                  

7                The power grid is a hundred-year-old legacy         

8       technology.  PSE's project tries to retrofit the old         

9       technology to save our energy needs.  It's a money-making    

10       project for a small group of investors at the expense of our 

11       residents.  CENSE's alternative is a better solution by      

12       employing new modern technologies and designs.               

13                The PSE's project will cost over a billion dollars. 

14       Those dollars should be wisely invested to invent and        

15       develop new technologies and solutions that as a result      

16       would create hundreds or even thousands of high-paying jobs  

17       across Puget Sound.  This should be our energy future.  I    

18       have a dream.  One day PSE will send the proposal to         

19       Bellevue City Council to bring down all the power lines,     

20       poles and towers by employing a more efficient and effective 

21       energy solution.  On that day we will be celebrating right   

22       here in this room.  Thank you.                               

23                MS. MA:  Good evening, everyone.  My name is        

24       Katherine Ma and I live at 13912 Southeast 44th Street,      

25       Bellevue.                                                    
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1                First let me show you a picture.  This picture was  

2       taken recently in our community.  Do you see a bald eagle    

3       here?  My whole family was amazed by the beauty of this      

4       nature, a huge bald eagle perched on this big tree.  It      

5       seems that this was their favorite spot.  We human beings    

6       preserve some trees, and the animals such as this bald eagle 

7       will live peacefully with us in this populous neighborhood.  

8       But this big tree likely has the same fate as the other      

9       8,000 trees.  It will probably be chopped down because it's  

10       on PSE's Energizing Eastside route.                          

11                You tell me what I should say to my kids when they  

12       ask me, Mommy, why did they cut down that tree?  Where will  

13       this bald eagle take a break?  We adults always educate our  

14       children to care about our mother earth.  I cannot believe   

15       our Bellevue government will allow PSE to cut down 8,000     

16       trees.  How will we face our children when we talk           

17       gloriously on how to protect our environment?                

18                We have options.  Proposals are greener,            

19       environment friendly nature plans.  The only problem for     

20       this plan is that PSE will not make as much money as they    

21       want.  We all know running a business is to seek the maximum 

22       profit by all means, but it cannot be based on sacrificing   

23       our precious environment.  Do not take for granted that      

24       global warming is far away from us.  It has already hit our  

25       Puget Sound.                                                 
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1                We all remember Dungeness crab season was closed    

2       last November due to dangerous levels of marine biotoxin in  

3       crabs.  Harmful algae blooms increase in warm conditions and 

4       produces poisonous marine biotoxins.  My kids love razor     

5       clam digging.  Harbor Beach is the closet beach for us to go 

6       digging, but it remains closed this year because the razor   

7       clams there have the highest levels of biotoxins during the  

8       peak of harmful algae blooms in 2015.  These are the         

9       beginnings of our deteriorating environment.                 

10                Our federal government is taking actions to combat  

11       climate change.  We believe our Bellevue government will     

12       join them to conserve our environment.  We urge our Bellevue 

13       government to put our environment and our communities in     

14       priority places.  We urge our government to object to PSE's  

15       Energizing Eastside plan and consider the CENSE alternative  

16       and to preserve and build for Bellevue like what its name    

17       means.  Thank you for your time and consideration.           

18                MR. KANER:  Dr. Richard Kaner at 6025 Hazelwood     

19       Lane Southeast, 98006.                                       

20                In the CAG process the question of need for         

21       Energize Eastside was raised and we were told that the       

22       purpose was to choose a route.  In Phase 1 of the DEIS we    

23       were told need was to be considered, but it was subsequently 

24       written that need was already established, the purpose was   

25       to look at the impact of Alternative 1a and the other PSE    
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1       proposed alternatives.                                       

2                Now we are in Phase 2 and we were told that         

3       Alternative 2b, which is proposed by CENSE, is still under   

4       consideration, but won't be publicly addressed since it      

5       distracts from that stated purpose of commenting on          

6       Alternative 1a.                                              

7                It is increasingly clear that need has been         

8       unilaterally determined by PSE in a nontransparent fashion.  

9       In an egregious affront to the Eastside citizenry, this has  

10       been accepted as fact without any discussion.                

11                How is it in the 21st century when other cities are 

12       embracing newer technologies, such as demand distribution,   

13       smart switches and storage to solve their energy demands,    

14       our only viable option is the same technology used a hundred 

15       years ago?  How is it that in a community as diverse and     

16       highly educated as the Eastside our voice is reduced to      

17       commenting on the height of poles and which shrubs should be 

18       planted around them?  How is it that when asked to fund a    

19       project involving millions to billions of dollars there is   

20       no opportunity to ask, Is this needed?                       

21                CENSE has shown that the perceived need for         

22       Energize Eastside is based on contrived, unrealistic data.   

23       When using the correct data that PSE actually presented to   

24       the regulatory authorities, there is no emergent need.       

25                We've raised awareness of the unconscionable risk   
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1       of a catastrophic accident involving high-pressure liquid    

2       jet fuel and high voltage electricity near our homes and     

3       schools.                                                     

4                CENSE has worked with experts to provide an         

5       Alternative 2b that meets the energy demands of the growing  

6       Eastside, saves rate payers money, and protects our          

7       environment.                                                 

8                PSE contends that people cannot be forced to behave 

9       in a reliable way, and therefore we need wires.              

10                It seems the consumers have reliably and            

11       predictably pursued conservation and will continue to do so  

12       with programs such as demand distribution.                   

13                Alternative 1a is the wrong solution.  That is my   

14       comment.  It is based on false information, puts our fellow  

15       citizens at an unacceptable risk, destroys 8,000 trees, and  

16       the adjoining areas adversely impacting our neighborhoods,   

17       and flying in the face of the LID project that Bellevue will 

18       be adopting for surface water management.                    

19                Alternative 2b should be seriously considered as an 

20       option that will be solving current demand, allow for        

21       expansion as needed, and minimize the impact on our          

22       neighborhoods.                                               

23                I'm a Bellevue resident of 53 years.  I'm not on    

24       the proposed corridor.  I have no view of this proposed      

25       monstrosity.  This is not a NIMBY issue.  This is about the  
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1       future and the legacy of the Eastside.                       

2                MR. DONG:  Good evening.  My name is Hu Dong.  I    

3       live at 13106 Southeast 47th Street in Bellevue.             

4                The most important concept here is do we really     

5       want to sacrifice our environment, take substantial risks    

6       and pay billions of dollars to get this project done?        

7                Alternative 2 would cut down more than 8,000 trees. 

8       According to the Journal of Forestry, average plant          

9       intensity target is 435 trees per acre for most species.     

10       Chopping down 8,000 mature trees is equivalent to a forest   

11       of 20 acres of natural forest.  For your information,        

12       Bellevue downtown park is about 21 acres.                    

13                PSE assumes the electricity demand annual growth    

14       rate of 2.4 percent, six times higher that the Seattle's     

15       forecast.  According to the U.S. Energy Information          

16       Administration residential energy consumption survey,        

17       aggregate energy consumption per household declined by 24    

18       percent between 1980 and 2009.  With the technology          

19       advancement we are going to consume less and less and less   

20       electricity, while PSE wants to build more and more and more 

21       capacity to meet some demand that is not generated by our    

22       locale.                                                      

23                If approved, we the rate payers would have to       

24       invest in infrastructure that we don't really need through   

25       our monthly bill payment, while PSE would very happily       
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1       guarantee the 10 percent annual return.  With your 401K, how 

2       much return can you bet each year?  It would be a huge win   

3       for the PSE's shareholders who live in Australia and Canada, 

4       while it would be the biggest loss for the rate payers and   

5       our local community.                                         

6                One of the purposes of the EIS process review is to 

7       identify the best alternative that is technically sound and  

8       cost effective, environmentally friendly, and is supported   

9       by the local community.  Since the proposed integrated       

10       resource plan, the plan was unfairly treated and not solidly 

11       analyzed.  As of today there are similar approaches in       

12       different places across the nation.                          

13                The preferred alternative is only preferred by PSE, 

14       not by the local community.  We request that you have the    

15       CENSE plan solidly analyzed with updated technology within   

16       the stage two draft of the EIS report, otherwise we can only 

17       support a no action alternative.  Only in this way can we    

18       identify the best solution to serve the Eastside for many    

19       years to come.  Thank you very much for your attention.      

20                MS. BRAUN:  Hello.  I'm Barbara Braun.  I live at   

21       13609 Southeast 43rd Place in Bellevue.                      

22                And my comments tonight are having to do with the   

23       process and I made these comments at the City Council as     

24       well.  So I wrote a letter to the City Council asking them   

25       why we dropped Alternative 2 and Alternative 2b from Phase 2 
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1       of the process, and I urged them to get involved and to      

2       rectify that.  And I received a letter back, actually on     

3       April 25th from Ken Stannert, the Assistant City Manager,    

4       and basically he says, one:  Thank you for your concerns,    

5       but basically the Bellevue City Council has no               

6       responsibility and is not directly involved in the           

7       preparation or the review of the EIS or the approval of the  

8       Eastside Energy Project.  The Council is very interested in  

9       the outcome, but they are not responsible.                   

10                So I was taken aback by that.                       

11                The second one that he said was:  In regards to     

12       Alternative 2b, that has not been eliminated from            

13       consideration in the ongoing EIS.                            

14                Basically he's saying you must be confused because  

15       you're only seeing that PSE's alternative is in the EIS.  So 

16       basically I don't know what is being considered.  And it     

17       seems like the whole Phase 2 is unclear, we don't know       

18       what's in scope, what's out of scope, we don't know who the  

19       decision makers are, we don't know what the process is.      

20                So I would like to request that, number one, we     

21       restart Phase 2, we make clear what the alternatives are, we 

22       specify them very specifically as we requested earlier, we   

23       add in 2b which has been discussed ad nausea here as the far 

24       better solution, and we do the documentation on all the      

25       alternatives that present themselves, and then I think we    
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1       should extend this comment period, and this whole process, I 

2       guess, should restart until we can make it clear.  Thank     

3       you.                                                         

4                MS. HENDRICK:  Hi, my name is Sarah Hendrick and I  

5       am a seventh grader at Tyee Middle School and I live in      

6       Somerset.                                                    

7                I may just be a kid and I may not know all the      

8       statistics, but from the pipeline safety studies, even I can 

9       see that PSE's project would greatly increase the danger of  

10       pipelines and that they can't guarantee we will be safe with 

11       these pipes around.  They have said that all the safety      

12       precautions are in place and that we won't harmed.  But in   

13       the Bellingham in 1999 a pipeline explosion killed three     

14       children.  That may not sound like a lot, but it isn't the   

15       number.  Think of the families changed and the communities   

16       shaken by those deaths.  I can't shake the thought of that   

17       happening to me or my family.                                

18                The only way to prevent that from happening in our  

19       community is to not build these transmission lines.  If PSE  

20       builds the transmission lines, I won't feel safe in my own   

21       home or my own school.  I don't want to have to worry about  

22       pipelines destroying my community.                           

23                The risks are real, so please join me in opposing   

24       the Energize Eastside Project.  Thank you for your time.     

25                MR. EVERED:  My name is Mike Evered.  I reside at   
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1       4502 Somerset Boulevard Southeast in Bellevue, Washington.   

2       I moved here in 1957.  There's some kind of an award there,  

3       I guess, someplace.                                          

4                I recently wrote an op-ed to the Puget Sound        

5       Business Journal.  I'd like to present that as a document    

6       for the EIS, and I'd like to read you a portion of that and  

7       then make a personal comment.                                

8                I raised my family and grew my business on the      

9       Eastside and believe that energy needs of the residents and  

10       businesses are aligned.  We all want reliable electricity at 

11       a reasonable cost powering our growth in a way that protects 

12       the safety and livability of our neighborhoods.  It enables  

13       businesses to recruit and retain employees attracted to our  

14       quality of life.                                             

15                High among our concerns is the increased risk posed 

16       by constructing oversized towers with high voltage           

17       transmission lines on top of two large jet fuel pipelines.   

18       Pipeline safety expert Dr. Frank Chin of the University of   

19       Calgary wrote that PSE's plan will significantly increase    

20       the risk of catastrophic pipeline fires.  Nobody wants the   

21       repeat of 1999 in Bellingham.                                

22                And here's a personal thought.  My good friend is   

23       Frank King.  His son was Wade King, one of the three boys    

24       killed in that fire.  I cannot conjure up how anybody could  

25       think of having their daughter or son killed in one of these 
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1       explosions, and I ask you to consider that with deep         

2       clarity.  Thank you.                                         

3                MR. HANSEN:  My name is Norm Hansen.  I live at     

4       3851 136th Avenue Northeast, and I've lived in Bellevue for  

5       43 years.                                                    

6                Several years ago I was representing the north part 

7       of Bellevue on what they call the CAG, that's the Community  

8       Advisory Group that was put together by Puget Sound Energy.  

9       At the time I thought that it was going to be very           

10       contrived, and it was, and they had a set plan of what they  

11       wanted to do and what the ultimate goal would be, and that's 

12       exactly what happened.  And then there was a minority report 

13       that really represented the neighborhoods and that was also  

14       put in.  And I was trying to understand why they would do    

15       all this.  And I understand they're a monopoly and I think   

16       it's very difficult dealing with monopolies.  I think Sound  

17       Transit has been very difficult for Bellevue and they're an  

18       example of another monopoly.  And I think that it's time     

19       that we sit down with them and try to find some common       

20       ground.  This has not been done.  Nobody wants to talk to    

21       each other.  I called their CEO some time ago and offered to 

22       sit down with various stakeholders and that wasn't in the    

23       cards.  So I would encourage the City of Bellevue to try to  

24       do that.                                                     

25                It seems like that PSE's in the driver's seat and   
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1       everybody else is in the back of the bus except for the      

2       neighborhoods.  We're tying to build a modern city here and  

3       this project is not cutting edge.  It's a step backwards.    

4       So I encourage the EIS to examine other alternatives.  And   

5       we have time.  I don't think that the 2018 date, from what   

6       I've seen and what the record's been, that you probably have 

7       five or ten years in which you can determine how Bellevue's  

8       going to look in the next 20, 30, 40, years.  Thank you.     

9                MS. THOMPSON:  Hi, my name is Maddy Thompson.  I    

10       live in Bellevue.  I am 13 years old and I have lived here   

11       my whole life.                                               

12                I am really afraid of all I hear about the huge     

13       power lines PSE wants to build.  It sounds like a really bad 

14       idea because it would put so many people, me and my family   

15       and friends and neighbors at risk of a pipeline explosion.   

16                I can't get out of mind pictures of the explosion   

17       that happened in Bellingham some years ago where three boys, 

18       two ten-year-olds and an eighteen-year-old were killed.      

19       Those boys would be 26 and 34 now.                           

20                That pipeline explosion is something no one thought 

21       would happen that killed those boys while they were down at  

22       the river.  The explosion was caused by a series of events,  

23       including a construction error that happened in the years    

24       earlier.  No one planned for the explosion and no one        

25       expected it.  Everyone probably said that it would never     
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1       happen.  But it did and it killed three kids, including two  

2       that were younger than me.                                   

3                An explosion could happen right here, too, where    

4       thousands of kids go to school, thousands of residents live. 

5       PSE wants to replace our power lines with super high power   

6       lines right on top of the Olympic pipeline.  This just       

7       doesn't make sense to me.  I know I'm just a kid, but if a   

8       13-year-old kid can see that this project is a really bad    

9       idea, why can't PSE?  And if PSE can't figure out that this  

10       project is a bad idea, then why do we think PSE will do a    

11       good job building it?  How do we know PSE isn't going to     

12       make mistakes or cause an explosion?  Maybe an explosion     

13       wouldn't happen right away.  Maybe the explosion won't       

14       happen for five years.  But how do we know another explosion 

15       won't happen, one that kills kids, kills families, kills     

16       students within 200 feet from the pipeline?                  

17                I guess people who work at PSE don't live here or   

18       maybe they don't have kids or family that they love and want 

19       to protect, otherwise why would they do this?                

20                Let's stop PSE from building this project.  I'm     

21       only 13 and I have my whole life ahead of me.  Don't let PSE 

22       take that away from me.  Thank you.                          

23                MS. STRONK:  Hello.  My name is Sue Stronk.  I live 

24       at 12917 Southeast 86th Place in Newcastle.  I live in the   

25       Olympus neighborhood adjacent to the PSE power line and the  
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1       Olympic pipeline corridor.                                   

2                Last week new information came to the EIS website   

3       about pole designs.  The Drawing H shows the Newcastle       

4       proposal of two 85-foot tall poles, one on each side of the  

5       petroleum pipelines within 100-foot of the right-of-way      

6       space.  If the pipelines were directly down the middle of    

7       the right-of-way, the tall poles would be less than 12 feet  

8       from the gas pipelines and within 30 feet of my house        

9       structure.  This is totally unsafe with tower footings 25 to 

10       50 feet underground along an earthquake fault zone.          

11                PSE says this meets all safety standards for        

12       construction.  Yet Chevron Pipeline Company suggests power   

13       poles need to be a minimum of 25 feet from hazardous fuel    

14       pipelines.                                                   

15                My solution for safety, minimizing visual impacts,  

16       and home devaluation is to run this project underground      

17       through Newcastle, not in the Olympic gas pipeline corridor, 

18       but along the Seattle City Light water pipeline trail that   

19       is flat and runs through the City of Newcastle.  Combining   

20       compatible utilities, power and water is much safer than     

21       combining power and jet fuel in close proximity.             

22                The cost of PSE buying homes along this corridor to 

23       make an overhead project safe by widening the right-of-way   

24       will more than pay to underground these lines all through    

25       Newcastle.  I say send PSE back to the drawing board.  If    
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1       PSE prefers a wired solution, then it must go underground    

2       and locate it away from the pipelines.                       

3                Safety is number one.  PSE cannot cut corners on    

4       our safety or devalue our properties for their profit.  They 

5       need to make this a win/win for all.  PSE will profit        

6       several billion dollars over the life of this project.       

7       Safety cannot be compromised for their monetary gain.  Thank 

8       you.                                                         

9                MR. BAKER:  Good evening.  I'm Jim Baker.  13314    

10       Southeast 41st Place.  A resident of Monthaven for the past  

11       43 years and past president of Monthaven Community           

12       Associates.                                                  

13                We have two proposals.  The first, and the most     

14       important, deals strictly with our area.  We want Puget      

15       Power to use alternative segment 2, DAK 2, which is down     

16       Factoria Boulevard.  This will also bypass some of the gas   

17       line that everyone has questioned.  That's our number one    

18       priority.                                                    

19                Our second priority, if you must come down Tyee,    

20       the side of Tyee to Newport Way and then go west to our      

21       entry Monthaven, 68 homes, which were originally built in    

22       the early 1960s, ours was '59, you have put a power pole     

23       about 15 feet from the entrance of Monthaven.  The only      

24       entrance to Monthaven.  How unsightly can you get?           

25                Our recommendation.  If you must use this system is 
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1       to move it, instead of on the east side of the Monthaven     

2       entrance, about 30 feet, 35 feet on the west side of the     

3       entrance of Monthaven.  From the standpoint of safety, you   

4       would then cross Newport Way overhead.  That area is         

5       divided.  It's a two-lane road, but it's divided by a green  

6       belt in the middle, and so it really is advantageous in that 

7       you can now make the corner going on down Newport Way,       

8       whereas before you're going to go over some houses or        

9       something.                                                   

10                Anyway, that's all I have to say.  Any extra time,  

11       please give it to the next people.  Thank you.               

12                MS. MEYER:  My name is Marlene Meyer.  Address 2408 

13       131st Place Northeast, Bellevue, 98005.  I am near the       

14       Bridle Trails area.                                          

15                I'm up here for the third time, and, yes, it seems  

16       like two years to speak.  We've tired out the reporters, I   

17       think.  And I give you all credit for the stamina in         

18       listening to all of us and many of us are still here because 

19       this is a very important issue.                              

20                I'm here for you to consider a different acronym    

21       for PSE.  Progressive, Safe, and Enjoyable.  This is what    

22       we'd like to see for our area.                               

23                When I stay progressive, I'm really looking at the  

24       City of Bellevue who does claim to be a progressive city.    

25       And progressive ought to, as many people tonight have spoken 
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1       about, should be new ways of energy sources.  They don't     

2       seem to be in this project.  Let's take a look at those      

3       before proceeding on.  When I go to Kirkland, when I go to   

4       other states and I see things that are happening with        

5       recycling, et cetera, et cetera, they say they're happening  

6       here, but not to the level of other cities.  Let's take a    

7       look at what progressive means.  Talk to your architects,    

8       talk to the tremendous talent we have in this area.          

9                "S" for safety.  Living in an area that is going to 

10       be bordering where this line is to go on top of pipelines    

11       where our neighborhood is seeing a growth in children and    

12       families, and the idea of walking in a neighborhood, birds   

13       and woodpeckers and eagles, the whole picture.  People are   

14       talking about helicopters flying in our area now that could  

15       possibly hit these lines and be a detriment and a real       

16       safety issue for people living and walking.  A new           

17       playground that was built in the area, what's going to       

18       happen to those children if there's any kind of incident?    

19       Very scary.                                                  

20                And lastly, enjoyable.  Enjoyable from the          

21       standpoint of feeling safe, a good looking city, a city that 

22       we all can be proud of.  This is something that I think we   

23       all want here.  We don't want to live in an area where we    

24       are having a safety issue.                                   

25                One other quick point.  I have a station right up   
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1       the street from us at 130th Avenue Northeast and Northeast   

2       24th that has a buzzing noise at midnight.  I still don't    

3       know.  I've called many times.  I don't know what it is.     

4       What's going to be the buzzing noise coming out of these     

5       high power lines that I don't know what they are?            

6                P-S-E.  Let's take a better look at the acronym.    

7       Thank you.                                                   

8                MR. CHATTERTON:  Good evening.  Thank you for       

9       taking the time to listen to us and talk about this.  I want 

10       to cover three quick points.                                 

11                My name is Ron Chatterton.  I live at 8449 129th    

12       Avenue Southeast in Newcastle, Washington.  We've lived      

13       there for 30 years with the power lines directly behind my   

14       house with a road running down between us and the other      

15       people behind us.                                            

16                It's been a little scary, to be honest with you,    

17       over the years.  You think about this power line out there.  

18       And when the power line blew up in Bellingham, it hit home   

19       pretty hard.  The pipes are ten feet deep.  There's a lot of 

20       water running underground.  The pipes are totally corroded.  

21       They're only going to get worse.  And now we're going to     

22       drive big trucks and put these big lightening rods right     

23       over the power pole.  To me that sounds like the perfect     

24       storm if there's an earthquake, if there's an accident,      

25       heaven forbid if there's a terrorist attack.                 
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1                In Bellingham we lost lives.  Here, if it blows up  

2       in a more densely populated area, what's acceptable          

3       collateral damage?  A hundred million?  A hundred homes get  

4       blown up?  The environment?  It doesn't take long to get to  

5       a hundred million dollars with one single accident.  There's 

6       millions and millions of jet fuel, natural gas, petroleum    

7       running through these pipe lines every week.  We know        

8       already that they're explosive, so let's not create that     

9       perfect storm.                                               

10                I noticed out front that there weren't any boards   

11       that talked about the safety aspect of these power lines     

12       going over the power poles.  To me that's something that I   

13       think would be right out there front and center, but it's    

14       not.  Why not?                                               

15                The next point I want to cover is the environmental 

16       impact.  We've heard a couple times tonight that it's 8,000  

17       trees.  That's kind of like the big dig under Seattle.  It's 

18       probably going to be more like 20,000 trees.  It's going to  

19       affect birds, it's going to affect deer, it's going to       

20       affect all of the wildlife, the streams, all of that type of 

21       thing.                                                       

22                The power poles are going to be above the tree      

23       line.  I was down in Olympia today and I saw power poles     

24       above the tree line.  They are not a good thing to be        

25       looking at in your City.                                     
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1                The options.  2018 is going to be here before we    

2       know it and I don't know that all of sudden we're going to   

3       need these big power poles to generate all this power.  The  

4       Pacific Northwest is the leader in technology.  Let's use    

5       our resources in the Pacific Northwest to develop clean      

6       power to be able to provide us what we need.  Puget Sound    

7       energy is in this for the profit.  They're really not too    

8       concerned about our city.                                    

9                I encourage you to vote for no action and I         

10       appreciate your time.  Thank you.                            

11                MS. MEDLEY:  Good evening.  I'm Janis Medley.  I    

12       live at 4609 Somerset Drive Southeast in Bellevue.           

13                I'm going to weigh in on the safety issue.  Rather  

14       than commenting on pole heights and visual impacts, I think  

15       it's far more important to discuss the poles massive         

16       foundations and the increased amount of power the lines will 

17       carry.  PSE states that the new steel monopoles will require 

18       foundations 20 feet deep and six to eight feet in diameter.  

19       PSE has not told us how wide the construction right-of-way   

20       needs to be for this job.  We do not know the size and       

21       weight of the many kinds of heavy equipment that will be     

22       used.                                                        

23                PSE acknowledges the risk of pipeline damage during 

24       construction, but PSE does not discuss the catastrophic      

25       pipeline failure that could occur months or even years after 
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1       construction.  Pipeline safety experts caution that pipeline 

2       integrity can be compromised when old brittle pipelines are  

3       exposed to the weight and vibration of heavy equipment.      

4                The 230 kilovolt transmission lines will carry up   

5       to quadruple the power.  This increased power will           

6       accelerate pipeline corrosion.  PSE has not told us what     

7       additional measures Olympic Pipeline Company will employ to  

8       prevent accelerated corrosion.  This is a concern because on 

9       several occasions the Office of Pipeline Safety has cited    

10       Olympic Pipeline for inadequate corrosion control, and I     

11       include the citations with my written comments.              

12                PSE launched an extensive PR program to create the  

13       allusion of engaging the public in a meaningful discussion   

14       about our electrical future.  PSE cobbled together a poorly  

15       designed integrated resource plan to create the appearance   

16       of responding to the public's request for a non-transmission 

17       solution.  To ensure that a quality integrated plan would be 

18       included in the EIS, CENSE contracted industry experts to    

19       design the CENSE plan.  This plan described by others        

20       tonight will completely avoid the safety risks posed by      

21       PSE's plan.                                                  

22                The EIS in which we are now engaged is merely going 

23       through the motions providing boilerplate platitudes that    

24       gives the allusion that environmental and safety concerns    

25       are being addressed.  I agree with Loretta in saying that it 
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1       is a mockery of the EIS process and the spirit intended for  

2       the SEPA Environmental Protection Act.                       

3                My primary concern is safety.  The primary concern  

4       of thousands of Eastside residents is safety.                

5                The CENSE plan will provide electricity in ways     

6       that will protect the integrity of our environment and the   

7       safety of our neighborhood and schools.  The CENSE plan is   

8       reliable and a safe alternative to PSE's proposal.  I ask    

9       that the CENSE plan be thoroughly studied in the EIS review  

10       process.  Thank you.                                         

11                MR. ZHANG:  My name is Yong Zhang.  My address is   

12       4511 141st Place southeast.                                  

13                Thank you for the opportunity to let me express my  

14       concern on the PSE project tonight.                          

15                Usually speaking out in public is not the thing I   

16       like to do, but tonight as father of two daughters I feel I  

17       have to stand up to express my words.                        

18                My daughters are seven and eleven years old and     

19       they will go to Tyee Middle School and Newport High School   

20       in the near future and they will spend most of their day     

21       time in seven years there.  And so after I know PSE's going  

22       to put a high voltage power line next to the two schools, I  

23       really started worrying about it.                            

24                It's well known that radiation from the high        

25       voltage power lines is something that can affect health of   
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1       people.  According to the research and the publications put  

2       out by the World Health Organization, EMF from the power     

3       line can cause, but not limited to, headaches, fatigue,      

4       anxiety, and even cancer, especially to kids.                

5                As we know, there is another gas line under the     

6       Tyee Middle School.  The combination of these two things     

7       definitely put a big risk condition.  So as a father, I      

8       really worry one day there is a big explosion in the school  

9       my daughters are in.  So we don't want to put any risk on    

10       our kids, do we?                                             

11                And I'm also concerned about the house value in the 

12       impacted area.  From my own experience, like two years ago I 

13       offered on a house, and we loved the house, everything about 

14       the house, and we signed the contract, but we found it's     

15       next to a high voltage power line.  So we did a lot of       

16       research about the impact, the negative impact, and we used  

17       the tool to measure the radiation, and it's way higher than  

18       the safety level and lots of negative things.  So it ended   

19       up we sacrificed more than $12,000 to back out of the        

20       contract.  It's bloody.  But I just want to point out that   

21       people do mind the high voltage power line when they choose  

22       a house.  So imagine after the power line is upgraded what   

23       the big impact along the line for the families.              

24                And last I would like to question the PSE folks.    

25       Do you like to send your kids to a school right next to a    
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1       high voltage power line plus gas line if you have other      

2       choices?  Do you like to live in a house right next to the   

3       high power voltage lines when you have other options?        

4       Please stop sacrificing thousands of families' interests and 

5       the beauty of our environment to satisfy the profit needs.   

6                So I see my neighbor put a sign on their driveway   

7       and it says drive as if your kids live here.  So I want to   

8       call out please plan the project as if your kids are living  

9       here, as if you live here.  Thank you.                       

10                MS. KE:  Good evening, Council Members.  My name is 

11       Liping Ke.  I live at 13810 Southeast Newport in Bellevue.   

12                Before knowing the EIS project and CENSE, I used to 

13       believe all of us, including the giant companies, will care  

14       for our kids.  But obviously it is not the truth for PSE.    

15                I'm standing here, not because I'm a software       

16       engineer, but because I'm a kid's mother, so I want to       

17       understand a few questions.                                  

18                First, do we really need the line?  PSE never       

19       provided us a convincible power consumption usage model.  If 

20       PSE wants to reduce the power outages by this mega project,  

21       in my mind making current massive overhead lines cleaner and 

22       wider may be a better choice.                                

23                Second, today is 2016.  Can we have better          

24       innovative technologies to building a transmission line?  Of 

25       course yes.  In order to cut the cost and to earn more money 
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1       PSE never tried.  A month ago when my parents came from      

2       Shanghai they were shocked to find overhead power            

3       transmission lines.  In China most of the high voltage lines 

4       will be set up in rural area far away from densely populated 

5       city for security concerns.  My mom told me they never       

6       experienced any power shortage or power overage in the past  

7       15 years in Shanghai.  You know Shanghai was recently hit by 

8       typhoon during summer.                                       

9                Third, lowering the pole to 65 feet is a fantastic  

10       improvement.  Where is the impact to the schools and houses  

11       directly under the line?  Some home owners told me they can  

12       hear the obvious noises during rainy days in the current of  

13       15 kV lines.  What we can expect is that our kids in Tyee's  

14       playground will soon hear louder buzzing sounds.  We have no 

15       data showing how the radioactivity will impact the kids, but 

16       as a kid's mother, I have to say I'm not happy.              

17                Fourth, the last one, PSE believes the current      

18       design is the best choice.  But before making the judgment,  

19       I urge we consider more facts.  Bellevue has developed into  

20       a modern city within the past 30 years.  Olympic pipeline is 

21       just a stone's away from our Tyee Middle School.  Oil        

22       pipelines just cause severe explosions within a few years on 

23       several occasions.  And an unprecedented earthquake is on    

24       the way.  Has PSE ever considered what will happen to our    

25       schools and communities near the combined underground        
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1       pipelines and overhead transmissions lines when an           

2       earthquake comes?                                            

3                I feel frustrated and pessimistic.  If the proposal 

4       turns into truth, I will be deeply sorry for those           

5       unfortunate kids who have to study in the worst located      

6       schools in the United States.  Thanks so much for your       

7       attention.                                                   

8                MR. BORGMANN:  Good evening.  My name is Russell    

9       Borgmann.  I live at 2100 120th Place Southeast.  For the    

10       record I do not live on any proposed route being considered  

11       by Energize Eastside.  I am not a NIMBY.  This is not a      

12       NIMBY issue.  This is about the future and legacy of         

13       Bellevue.                                                    

14                There are safer, more reliable, more economical,    

15       and less environmentally damaging ways to provide for our    

16       electrical future.  I am troubled that this City has         

17       confused the public about the need for this project.  During 

18       PSE's CAG process the public was told that the need for this 

19       project was out of scope.  During the Phase 1 DEIS, the      

20       public was provided conflicting information.  Need was       

21       initially a part of the programmatic Phase 1 EIS.  Then the  

22       public was told no, need is not part of the EIS, the need    

23       had already been established by PSE.                         

24                Now here we are in Phase 2.  The public is being    

25       forced to comment solely on route.  There is no discussion   
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1       of need.                                                     

2                WAC, the Washington Administrative Code, clearly    

3       states that a programmatic EIS shall evaluate project need.  

4       Yet the DEIS comment summaries report states that this EIS   

5       will not be used to reject or validate need for the          

6       proposal.  How does the City plan to address and reconcile   

7       the obvious conflict?                                        

8                How is it when the public is being faced with       

9       funding a project to the tune of $1.5 billion over 40 years  

10       we are not provided an opportunity to say, Is this needed?   

11                How is it that the public is faced with almost      

12       certain public safety risk by performing heavy construction  

13       directly on top of aging petroleum pipelines and we are not  

14       allowed to ask the question, Is this needed?                 

15                I am troubled by the City's confusing               

16       communications around the elimination of all alternatives    

17       except for Alternative 1 or no action.  Bellevue is an       

18       educated and informed public and we are not to be fooled.    

19       We are refused to be treated like stupid cattle.  We will    

20       not be forced down a cattle chute to accept the fate that    

21       numbs us to the pain of higher electricity rates, safety     

22       risk, and environmental destruction.                         

23                Alternatives have been presented that are more      

24       economically feasible, they eliminate unfair cost            

25       allocation, they are more reliable, they are better for the  
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1       environment, they are more safe, and they invest in the      

2       local community.  How will the City include more progress,   

3       safer, and more reliable alternatives in this current EIS    

4       process?  I am troubled by a great many things that we don't 

5       even have time to talk about here tonight.                   

6                Thus far Phase 2 is a nonsensical repeat of Phase   

7       1.  Where are the details?  Why did the City embark on Phase 

8       2 EIS prematurely before new information is ready to share   

9       with the public?  Thank you.                                 

10                MR. GREEN:  Hello.  My name is Russell also.        

11       Russell Green.  I live at 4413 133rd Avenue Southeast,       

12       Bellevue.                                                    

13                I've been following this the whole time and my      

14       hunch is this is a scam.  I am upset by this.  How this left 

15       Washington state is beyond me.  We should be the owners of   

16       this Puget Sound Energy, not some investors in Australia and 

17       Canada.  I'd like to know, is Mark Williamson going to get a 

18       bonus if this project goes through?  This is a lot of money  

19       out of our pocket.                                           

20                Our present lines, I was told by Puget Sound        

21       Energy, are running at 25 percent capacity.  The new lines   

22       are going to be at five percent capacity.  That's a lot of   

23       head room that we don't need.                                

24                Washington is the Switzerland of America.           

25                This project as proposed is unacceptable.  Energize 
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1       Eastside, it's a fake title.  It should be called Profitize  

2       Australia for Foreign Investors.  I don't want to be         

3       suckered into a billion dollar project.  You've all heard    

4       the term, War is Peace?  Well, that's how I view their       

5       title.  It's deception for profits, people.  It's a big      

6       ripoff.  It's an allusion.  Foreign investors owning Puget   

7       Sound Energy is unacceptable.  We should figure out a way to 

8       get this back in our ownership.                              

9                Bellevue means beautiful view.  And 18 miles of     

10       ugly poles, it's a billion dollar scam.  If they want to     

11       sell electricity through our back yards, as far as I'm       

12       concerned, they can pay for it themselves and put the wires  

13       in the lake.  We have the technology.  They can put them in  

14       the lake, figure out a way to get them as inconspicuously as 

15       possible from the first substation to the lake.  They can    

16       put them in the lake just like the wires go to Mercer        

17       Island.  You don't see those.  The whole system could be     

18       installed in the lake underwater without even touching the   

19       other system.  There would be no trucks, no trees cut down   

20       for the vast majority of it.  The whole system could be      

21       operational and the old wires could actually come down and   

22       be gone and you could have a substantial backbone put in the 

23       lake where we wouldn't see it.  That's all I have to say.    

24                MS. ELWORTH:  Hello.  My name is Mary Elworth.  I   

25       live at 8605 129th Court Southeast, Newcastle.               
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1                And I wasn't going to speak, but I heard a lot of   

2       amazing comments and I also wanted to contribute to that.    

3                So the first thing I'd like to say is that I see    

4       Energize Eastside, this project as Puget Sound Energy's      

5       business deal.  They are a company and this is a business    

6       deal.  They're going to make a lot of money on this.  And I  

7       just wanted to echo that point that I heard addressed a lot. 

8                Also I would like to say that this process, I heard 

9       several comments saying how confusing it is, like who's in   

10       charge, what are the options, what is being addressed in the 

11       environment impact statement?  So I think as far as it being 

12       so confusing, like it occurs to me that a lot of the         

13       residents are doing the job that the City should be doing.   

14       I think that the City is letting their citizens spend their  

15       time and their effort putting together all of these points   

16       that should be addressed, like the safety, the cost, the     

17       need.  These points should be addressed by the City, and yet 

18       residents are doing that job.  So I want to bring up that.   

19                I also would like to say that when I go off to      

20       college in the fall, I echo my fellow students who were here 

21       earlier saying I don't want to have to worry about my        

22       parents who live along this corridor.  Really.               

23                And I would like to close with the thought that     

24       these meetings to me do not provide open communication       

25       between the City and the residents.  Limiting people to      
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1       three minutes to say their comments is not acceptable.  I    

2       would also like to say that my dad, he presented something   

3       tonight, and he told me he had to whittle his presentation   

4       from about eight minutes down to five because he didn't have 

5       enough time to say everything that he wanted to say to you.  

6       So I don't think this is open communication and I don't      

7       think that's okay and I think that this process is not       

8       acceptable.  Thank you.                                      

9                MS. ELWORTH:  My name is Lori Elworth.  I live at   

10       8605 129th Court Southeast, Newcastle, Washington 98056.     

11                I want to thank you for this opportunity to speak   

12       and we appreciate the chance to be heard.  I want to thank   

13       all of you who are here tonight to support CENSE.org.        

14                CENSE is a very dedicated group of citizens who     

15       care about the well-being and the future of the Eastside.    

16       CENSE is comprised of citizens living along the entire       

17       Energize Eastside corridor, 18 miles from Renton to Bridle   

18       Trails and beyond.                                           

19                CENSE stands for Coalition of Eastside              

20       Neighborhoods for Sensible energy.  Eastside's energy future 

21       can be safer, cheaper, and greener by utilizing today's      

22       technology.                                                  

23                For those of you who came tonight so your voice     

24       could be heard but don't have a speech prepared, this is our 

25       three minutes.  Please make some noise now.  Support         
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1       CENSE.org.                                                   

2                MR. O'DONNELL:  I'm Steve O'Donnell.  I'm a         

3       co-founder along with Don Marsh of CENSE and past president. 

4       I'll keep my remarks really brief tonight.                   

5                First thing is I want to thank everybody for coming 

6       out tonight.  You were really fantastic.  We really          

7       appreciate the support.  And I especially just love the      

8       testimony of the young people.  They were just fantastic.    

9       So thank you very much.                                      

10                I would like to just summarize by what I call the   

11       five too's, and that is this project -- I think I'll put a   

12       little bit of a wrap on everybody's comments tonight.  This  

13       project is too out of scale with the need, it costs too      

14       much, it does too much environmental damage, it ignores too  

15       many of the great alternatives that are available to us, and 

16       it is too unsafe.  Thank you very much.                      

17                MR. YU:  I just went now to introduce this meeting  

18       to another group and they really support me.  I said I have  

19       another meeting.  They say, Hey, why don't you go back to    

20       give your talk in the meeting?  Sorry about being late.      

21                Dear Madams, good evening.  Thank you very much for 

22       this opportunity.  My name is J.D. Yu.  I live at 4501 138th 

23       Avenue Southeast, Bellevue, Somerset.                        

24                Tonight I want to talk about the potential conflict 

25       of interest in this Energize Eastside project.  On March 1st 
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1       many of the people came here, attended the Phase 1 public    

2       hearing here, including myself.  Many of the people shared   

3       their concern and show the data.  And also CENSE made a      

4       very, very smart proposal for this project.                  

5                In this Phase 2 scope it appears that the public    

6       input was not considered enough, so I'm wondering why?       

7                So since there's no good explanation about the      

8       scoping in Phase 2, I tend to assume that the motivation     

9       behind the PSE proposal of building this new transmission    

10       line is for the investment return and they use this capacity 

11       upgrade as the opportunity to do that.  Is it not true that  

12       the new transmission line will allow PSE to collect more     

13       money?  I believe that's true.                               

14                Unfortunately, the cost of this proposal is on the  

15       local residents, all of us in this room.  Not only on the    

16       money costs, but also the safety risk and environment        

17       impact.  So this to me is very obviously a conflict of       

18       interest.                                                    

19                I want to share with you what's on the PSE website. 

20       There's a statement for the PSE Primer:  During our more     

21       than 135-year history one thing has remained constant.       

22       PSE's focus on safe, reliable, affordable energy service.    

23       And we are proud of our legacy of commitment to great        

24       customer service in helping to make our communities a better 

25       place to live and work.                                      
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1                Unfortunately, the project proposal doesn't match   

2       the above statement.  So actually all of us here, we are     

3       proud of living in Bellevue.  On September 17, 2014, 24/7    

4       Wall Street identified Bellevue as the number two best city  

5       to live across the whole United States.  I believe that's    

6       the effort of all the people, including the city hall and    

7       the residents, their efforts.                                

8                And from the last time and this time, I believe the 

9       residents, including the organization like CENSE, have       

10       provided sufficient data to prove that the project need      

11       proposed by the PSE is an overestimate.  I believe what the  

12       residents provide in the proof and data is true because      

13       based upon the behavior, PSE's proposal and their statement  

14       on the website, they don't match, so I cannot believe their  

15       proposal in this project would match what they say that they 

16       want to help the local residents to make the community a     

17       better place to live and work.                               

18                So I would say we should say no to the new          

19       transmission line because it doesn't really make our         

20       community a better place to live and work.  That's my        

21       belief.  I hope you believe so, too.  Thank you very much.   

22                MS. WU:  My name is Ilene Wu.  I live at 4431 145th 

23       Avenue Southeast, Bellevue.  Both Steve and I serve on the   

24       Board of Somerset Community Association as volunteers for a  

25       few years.                                                   
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1                So I want to talk about trees tonight.  Well,       

2       there's a personal issue about trees and then I want to      

3       compare my personal issue with 8,000 trees that Puget Sound  

4       Energy wants to cut.                                         

5                So we live right next to a green belt, a privately  

6       owned green belt.  I was told that it's one of the two       

7       privately owned green belts in the city.  There's no         

8       residence, there's no house, there's no people living on it, 

9       and the owner does not maintain their trees, they don't do   

10       any regular assessment of the health of the trees.  After    

11       two big trees fell right close to our backyard, one in       

12       November, one in March when we had a big storm, I had 35     

13       arborists to check on the trees.  They are heavily covered   

14       by ivy and the bottom of it is rotten and both trees are     

15       leaning toward the house, and the arborists said these trees 

16       are extremely dangerous and they need to be removed right    

17       away.                                                        

18                So I had an attorney send a letter, a certified     

19       letter to the owner of the property.  Silence.  No response. 

20       I came to talk to the City.  Is there anything the City can  

21       do to enforce the owner to remove the trees?  I was told     

22       there's no law, it's a civil issue, there's no law, the City 

23       cannot intervene, and the only legal option for me is -- I   

24       can illegally remove the trees.  The only legal option for   

25       me is to wait for the trees to fall on my house and the      
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1       lives of us and our kids are at risk.  It's only a matter of 

2       time.  So I need a lot of good luck here.                    

3                So now how can the City justify giving the green    

4       light to PSE to remove perfectly healthy 8,000 trees and to  

5       demolish multiple families, many homes?  What happened to    

6       their civil rights?                                          

7                So the owner of the green belt has her civil        

8       rights.  There's no law requiring the City to do anything    

9       about the trees.  Why do we have to give PSE the green light 

10       to cut the trees that we love?  There's no danger and no     

11       risk, no threat to us.  That cannot be justified.  Thank     

12       you.                                                         

13                                * * *                               
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1                MS. ELWORTH:  Thank you for being here today.  The  

2       lightly attended meeting of the Phase 2 Scoping Meeting on   

3       Tuesday, May 10th, at Hazen High School in Renton is worth   

4       noting.  The public finds this two-phase EIS process         

5       confusing and frustrating.  It is incomplete and inadequate  

6       and, therefore, wasting our time.  The public doesn't know   

7       what to comment on in this phase.  Please note the volume of 

8       comments filed in Phase 1.  The public deserves a scientific 

9       and unbiased EIS process where the process is understood and 

10       performed properly.                                          

11                Alternative 1, the PSE preferred plan, demonstrates 

12       that PSE's current technology belongs in a museum as a relic 

13       of the past.  The CENSE plan, Alternative 2b, is a plan much 

14       like that vision in Bellevue's Comprehensive Plan.  The      

15       Eastside of today and the future is a plan to protect the    

16       environment.  The Eastside strives to be an innovative city, 

17       especially when it comes to saving money through energy      

18       efficiency.  The choices made today can impact how we live   

19       tomorrow, and by implementing the CENSE plan, we are         

20       changing the course to make a better future for our          

21       community.  Using an integrated approach, PSE could build a  

22       safer, cheaper, more reliable, and greener Energize          

23       Eastside.  Do not discard the best approach through an EIS   

24       that is broken.  Thank you.  And I would like to submit my   

25       comments, too.                                               
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1                MR. ELWORTH:  Hello, my name is Brian Elworth.  I   

2       live at 8605 129th Court Southeast in Newcastle.  I've got a 

3       few items I want to quote.                                   

4                BPA rules on fires.  Smoke and hot gases from a     

5       large fire can create a conductive path for electricity.     

6       When a fire is burning under a power line, electricity could 

7       arc from the wire, through the smoke and to the ground,      

8       endangering people and objects near the arc.  BPA does not   

9       permit burning within the right-of-way.  Field burning and   

10       other large fires in and around power lines can damage power 

11       lines and cause power outages.  Water and other chemicals    

12       used to extinguish those fires should never be directed      

13       towards a power line.                                        

14                I cite the reference at the bottom of the page.     

15                North Cascades fires starting in August of last     

16       year, the National Association of Conservation Districts     

17       stated:  The smoke from the fire was so thick that the       

18       particles in the air were conducting electricity.            

19                Seattle City spokesman, Scott Thomsen, explained at 

20       the same time:  You would have an arc of electricity that    

21       you could see bright flashes and sparks coming off the line  

22       as the electricity is trying to get to the ground and is     

23       trying to find a faster path to get to ground than going     

24       down the metal wire.  So if there's enough material around   

25       it, meaning smoke, that can conduct electricity and give a   
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1       short path to where it wants to go, it will follow that      

2       path.                                                        

3                I've got the citations at the bottom of that page   

4       also.                                                        

5                Great River Energy Co-Op, they're in Minnesota.     

6       Fires should not be started under a power line.  Smoke and   

7       hot gases from fires can create a conductive path for        

8       electricity.  It is possible that the power line could flash 

9       to the ground through hot air and smoke, which is a serious  

10       safety hazard.                                               

11                I have the citation for that at the bottom.         

12                The electrical Safety Handbook for Emergency        

13       Responders, Revised Fifth Edition, 2013, from the New Mexico 

14       Public Regulation Commission states:  In proximity to a      

15       fire, the arc-over hazardous zone is roughly 50 feet on      

16       either side of the 230 kilovolt power line.  The arc-over    

17       can be to the tower or directly to the ground.               

18                So we're talking about a 230 kilovolt line here.    

19       They're saying a 50-foot zone outside of it is essentially   

20       an electrocution zone.                                       

21                Also from the handbook, foam cannot be used on      

22       electrical equipment since it's conductive.  So what do you  

23       use on a petroleum fire?  This is a jet fuel at SeaTac,      

24       that's where that fuel is going.  They use foam.  Why do     

25       they use foam?  Because that is about the only method to     
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1       suppress a jet fuel fire.  You can't use that around         

2       electrical equipment because it's conductive.  So you have   

3       fire fighters that want to use the foam, they can't get      

4       within 50 feet because the smoke is causing arcing from the  

5       230 kilovolt power lines to them and their equipment, and    

6       they can't use foam to deal with the fire, so they just      

7       stand back and let it burn.  That is caused because of the   

8       proximity of these power lines to the petroleum pipeline.    

9                The mere presence of a co-located 230 kilovolt      

10       transmission line prevents any viable attempt at safely      

11       suppressing a pipeline fire.                                 

12                So here's a diagram roughly showing the extent of   

13       the zone pretty much directly behind my house and the        

14       electrocution zone.  No fire fighters, no foam, nobody to    

15       combat the fire.                                             

16                A PSE co-located 230 kilovolt transmission line     

17       failure could cause a catastrophic rupture of the hazardous  

18       liquid in the petroleum pipeline.  That same PSE co-located  

19       230 kilovolt transmission line could prevent any subsequent  

20       disaster recovery.                                           

21                In aerospace we conduct failure modes, effects and  

22       criticality analysis, FMECA.  We call it FMECA as a standard 

23       procedure.  And what it deals with is analyzing what can go  

24       wrong and what happens when it does, and from every one of   

25       those scenarios you have to mitigate that risk.              
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1                Since Bellevue states that safety is a priority, it 

2       must be performing an equivalent analysis as part of the     

3       impact statement.                                            

4                Qualitatively, it can be seen that failures and     

5       their criticality in either the pipeline or the transmission 

6       line may be limited when they're isolated if the two were    

7       separate, but those same failures become cascading and       

8       catastrophic in a co-location of those two systems.  So we   

9       have collateral damage, one damaging the other, and          

10       cascading also with that that cascades back to further       

11       damaging the original one.  We have immediate and latent     

12       mechanically induced failures, we have immediate and latent  

13       electromagnetically induced failures, and we have just       

14       natural events that can cause a sequence of failures.        

15                Since PSE is the sole design authority, safety risk 

16       is essentially unbounded.  The PSE zigzag design, six high   

17       voltage conductors crossing both hazardous liquid pipelines  

18       at the shallowest possible angle is one example of unbounded 

19       risk.                                                        

20                Those four zigzag traversals, which would be about  

21       the span of our association, assuming they use the same      

22       spacing of the poles that they have now, that would be four  

23       traversals, six conductors, that's 24 crossings across two   

24       hazardous liquid pipelines of very high voltage power lines. 

25       That just in the Olympus, my neighborhood alone.  No one     
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1       else on planet earth would do this.                          

2                This is what PSE has stated on record they will do  

3       if we try to establish safe margins to protect ourselves in  

4       Newcastle.                                                   

5                Safety margins must be absolute, not conditional.   

6       The pipeline and the 230 kilovolt steel tower transmission   

7       lines must be separated.  PSE's project cannot go forward    

8       safely until the pipeline is relocated.  The EIS must        

9       address that impact.  Thank you.                             

10                MS. HELLAND:  Do we have a couple of other people   

11       that wish to speak?                                          

12                MS. WAGONER:  We do.  We have Steve O'Donnell.      

13                MR. O'DONNELL:  Good afternoon.  I hope everybody   

14       is doing all right.                                          

15                My name is Steve O'Donnell.  I'm the past president 

16       of CENSE, Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible   

17       Energy at CENSE.org.                                         

18                I'm a lifelong resident of Washington.  I've been   

19       in the Eastside since '72.  And I thought what I would do is 

20       just kind of cover three things.  A little bit of my         

21       background, I think that adds some credibility.  Number two, 

22       what I call the five two's.  And number three, a little      

23       personal note.                                               

24                My background.  I mentioned that I'm a lifetime     

25       Washingtonian.  I'm an Eagle Scout.  I've been married to my 
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1       wife Julie for 46 years.  We have a son and daughter, adult  

2       children, and grandchildren.  I've lived on the Eastside     

3       since '72, in Somerset since '77.  I've been an active       

4       member of my community.  I've been either a board member or  

5       president of every organizations in Bellevue that you can    

6       think of from the YMCA to the Chamber of Commerce to the     

7       Rotary Club to the Philharmonic to the Community College,    

8       including Washington Women In Need and the Coalition for     

9       Public Trust.  I love my community.  I love Bellevue.        

10       Bellevue is beautiful view of the city in the park.  I've    

11       worked actively in my 30-year career and also volunteered    

12       for many activities, including the CAG, the Citizens         

13       Advisory Group, on this ill-fated project.                   

14                So enough about me, except that that's a little     

15       segue into the five two's.  Two years ago I had a hip        

16       replacement surgery, and my surgeon said, you know, there's  

17       five two's involved here.  There's a two-hour surgery, two   

18       hour recovery, two days in the hospital, and then two weeks  

19       later you're going to wish you'd done this two years ago.    

20                Well, I have five too's about PSE's Eastside Energy 

21       proposed industrial blighting project.  And it is a          

22       blighting project of residential neighborhoods.  But there's 

23       more to the story.                                           

24                The five too's.  It's too out of scale with the     

25       need.  And the need has not clearly been identified, even    
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1       though PSE says it has.  A lot about the need has been a     

2       verification or confirmation of the process, but not of the  

3       actual need.  And it is important to note that at the        

4       Integrated Resource Plan hearing at the UTC, Washington      

5       Utility Commission, PSE sent at least a dozen people there.  

6       I attended.  And Mr. Popoff related to the commissioners     

7       that PSE's system-wide growth, they were readjusting their   

8       long-term forecast of growth, I think, from 1.7 to 0.7.  I   

9       think there are a lot of issues with the need that need to   

10       be examined far more closely.                                

11                Another too is that it's too unsafe.  And I just    

12       came in a little bit late, but I heard Brian Elworth's       

13       comments and he's right on the mark.  Right on the mark.  In 

14       many places in the country you could not co-locate a project 

15       like this with 1000 PSI or higher.  I think the website says 

16       it even goes up to 1600 PSI with certain types of petroleum  

17       products.  But two pipelines carrying jet fuel from          

18       Anacortes to Portland and, perhaps, beyond, only four feet   

19       underground next to schools, next to day cares, next to      

20       churches, right through dozens of residential neighborhoods. 

21                In California you can't locate that within -- put a 

22       jet fuel pipeline within 1500 feet.  This turkey runs right  

23       by Tyee Middle School.  Maybe some of you have a 12- or 13-  

24       or 14-year-old at a junior high.  Can you imagine the size   

25       and scale and scope of a catastrophic explosion next to a    
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1       middle school?  It would be one of the United States'        

2       biggest disasters.                                           

3                It's too costly, is the third too.  It's too costly 

4       in many respects.  Two to three hundred million dollars is   

5       one thing, but that's not the half of it.  This turkey can   

6       run a billion four and maybe more.  Why?  Because PSE gets a 

7       guaranteed rate of return of nearly 10 percent for 40 to 45  

8       years.                                                       

9                Now, the folks sitting here don't get that money.   

10       This offshore hedge fund in Australia gets that money.  The  

11       investors get that money.  What do we all get?  Well, for    

12       one, does anybody in this room get more than about a quarter 

13       of a percent from their bank or Charles Schwab, Fidelity,    

14       their brokerage account?  I don't think so.  Why does the    

15       utility's investors get 10 percent guaranteed for 40 years   

16       on the backs of the customers?  Why?  It's crazy.  It's      

17       insane.                                                      

18                And then we have to live with all the construction  

19       on the project.  And what makes it even worse than that?     

20       Worse than a poke in the eye with a sharp stick, we get      

21       immediate and permanent reduction of our property values.    

22       How is that fair, right or reasonable?  The answer is it's   

23       not.  Not any reasonable person arrives at that conclusion.  

24                It ignores too much of the great technology that's  

25       coming at us like at the end of a fire hose.  The rapidly    
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1       advancing technologies cannot be ignored.  We have to study  

2       the other alternatives.  We can't ignore them because we     

3       want to allow these guys to put in an 18-mile line, 80 feet  

4       to 100-and-some-odd feet tall poles, and a monster mega      

5       transmission line just to make a bunch of money.  A          

6       one-hundred-year-old technology.  Yeah, there might be some  

7       fancy conductors, newer wires, but basically it's just old   

8       legacy project.  Quite frankly, it's embarrassing.  It's     

9       embarrassing.                                                

10                So it is too unsafe, it costs too much, it ignores  

11       technology too much, and it does too much environmental      

12       damage.                                                      

13                This turkey is going to clear cut, by PSE's own     

14       numbers, 8,000 trees, mature trees.  How long does it take   

15       for a tree to get to a mature tree?  Thirty, forty, fifty    

16       years?  Those trees that are along the corridor now, the     

17       right-of-ways pretty much obscure the 40- to 60-foot poles.  

18       But what happens when a lot of those trees, 8,000 are cut    

19       down, and what happens to the landscape which the canopy,    

20       the treescape, the view scape from over five cities over 18  

21       miles, the view from the city council room from the City of  

22       Bellevue?  Everywhere you look you're going to see this      

23       thing, this monstrosity above the tree canopy.  Is that a    

24       beautiful view?  Is that Bellevue?  Is that a city in the    

25       park?  I don't think so.  I think it's ghastly.  That's one  
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1       thing I think.                                               

2                CENSE has put together a heck of a team.  We have   

3       thousands of people reading our newsletters and              

4       communicating around the United States.  We have hundreds    

5       and hundreds of members.  We've raised hundreds of thousands 

6       of dollars.  We have incredibly educated and bright people,  

7       every much so as anybody at PSE.  We could replace all those 

8       people at PSE.                                               

9                And, by the way, there is something going on here.  

10       We have two PSEs going on here.  We've got one that we       

11       respect and admire.  The operational PSE.  The people that   

12       are providing our power, keeping our lights on that are      

13       doing the day and day hard work.  They're just average       

14       people, just like you and I.  And a lot of them don't even   

15       know what's going on over in this other parallel company.    

16                Yes, there's a parallel company here.  A group of   

17       people that I'm ashamed and embarrassed about what they're   

18       doing.  They ought to resign.  They ought go do something    

19       else.  I can't imagine that they would want their personal   

20       legacy to tell their children and their grandchildren what   

21       they did.  I can't imagine it.                               

22                When I think about your parents and grandparents    

23       and great grandparents did for this country, what mine did,  

24       and the legacy they left, I sure am not saying something     

25       like, Oh, my grandpa made a Halo Grand Theft Auto video game 
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1       number 37, and my grandpa put in a 18-mile turkey through    

2       five cities and they had an explosion and it killed 300      

3       children or blew up 200 homes, incinerated a couple hundred  

4       homes.  Is that what these people from this parallel         

5       company?  I know that many of the group of people at the     

6       main PSE don't want to have anything to do with that.  But   

7       to be part of something that is -- it is a farce, it is a    

8       charade, it is a joke, it is a con job, it's outrageous.     

9                And I can see it in the eyes of some of these       

10       people right here.  And I've seen it over for last three     

11       years that I've been involved in this.  They know it's       

12       wrong.  They wish they could be doing something else.        

13       They're here for their jobs.  They're marching to some       

14       orders from some foreign offshore guys saying get that done  

15       because we've got to sell this turkey.  That's what's going  

16       on here.  Put lipstick on a pig and get this thing put       

17       through so we can sell it to some other greater fool.        

18                When the alternatives that we have distributed      

19       generation, batteries, solar, wind, there's underground,     

20       there's submersible, there are peaker plants, particularly   

21       when all we're talking about here is a five- or ten-day      

22       severe weather period to shave the peaks off of the peak     

23       demand.  We can do that through a lot of different ways.     

24       Maybe reconductory, maybe a couple of new transformers at a  

25       far lower cost, maybe a battery farm site, requiring         
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1       Bellevue City Code that Carol Helland knows a lot about that 

2       for downtown Bellevue, new buildings in Bel-Red corridor and 

3       the Spring District.  Those architects love to win awards.   

4       They want to be lean and green.  They want a legacy that     

5       they can tell their grandchildren about.  They want to be    

6       like the Bullitt Building.  Zero footprint.  Zero.  Or you   

7       could be part of this turkey.  That's sad.  That's really,   

8       really sad.                                                  

9                Too unsafe, costs too much, does too much           

10       environmental damage, too much out of scale with the real    

11       need, doesn't address alternatives when reliable             

12       alternatives that are cost efficient and reasonable exist.   

13       And to put all of this on a million other people to benefit  

14       a hundred thousand in Bellevue, what a scam that is.  That's 

15       a pretty cool trick.  People in Newcastle say, What's going  

16       on here?  We get a whole bunch of the pain and none of the   

17       gain.  And I would much rather --                            

18                Let's go back to reliability for a second.  This    

19       transmission project is not going to create reliability.     

20       Most of PSE's over the last 10 or 20 years power outages are 

21       from what?  Does anybody know?  They're from tree strikes.   

22       One, two, three, four hours, six, eight hours.  Yeah,        

23       there's been a couple of multi-day outages, but not to the   

24       scale of what these guys are talking about.  So you trim     

25       some trees, you top some trees, you window some trees, but   
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1       you don't cut down 8,00 trees, and then you've pretty much   

2       solved your outage problem, the reliability issues.  This    

3       project is not about reliability.                            

4                So I appreciate your time.  I appreciate all of     

5       you.  Thank you for taking an extra careful review, being    

6       very thoughtful, and to challenge this project, and to be    

7       forward thinking, to not be old school.  Don't be            

8       embarrassed or ashamed about what it is that you're doing    

9       and change the world.  Do things for -- make a difference.   

10       Be innovative, be creative, and let's do a project that we   

11       can all be proud of.                                         

12                CENSE is for growth in Bellevue, growth of the five 

13       cities, we're for progress.  We're not naysayers, negativity 

14       boobs, or whatever it's called.  We want to be part of the   

15       future.  Not horse and buggy whips.  Part of the future.  So 

16       we need to do things that are right-sized, that are cost     

17       efficient, that we can grow into, we adopt new technologies. 

18       And we have really cool development downtown and the Spring  

19       District and Bel-Red corridor, really cool buildings,        

20       buildings that have their own distributed generation plants  

21       inside them or a cluster of those buildings.  And maybe in   

22       the doing, we'll save a billion dollars.  Maybe we save      

23       several hundred homes from being incinerated by, God forbid, 

24       a disastrous mistake of the pipeline.  Maybe we save         

25       hundreds of lives from a school being blown up, okay?        
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1       Maybe.  We don't know.                                       

2                MS. HELLAND:  Steve, we've been really              

3       lackadaisical with the time.                                 

4                MR. O'DONNELL:  Well, fortunately we have a small   

5       crowd here.                                                  

6                MS. HELLAND:  I know.  Your comments are getting a  

7       bit repetitive.  We get it.  We completely have gotten your  

8       comments.                                                    

9                MR. O'DONNELL: And that makes me feel so good that  

10       you guys get it.                                             

11                MS. HELLAND:  But they're a bit repetitive.  So can 

12       we ask if anyone else has comments?  And if there's new      

13       things that you think that you would like to provide, that   

14       would be great.                                              

15                MR. O'DONNELL:  I think I'm through.  I really      

16       appreciate it.  Thank you, guys.  Let's do the right thing.  

17                MS. HELLAND:  I think those were the last people    

18       that we actually had signed up, but, Casey, do you want to   

19       ask if there are others that want to speak?  Anyone else who 

20       wants to make comments?  There is anybody else that would    

21       like to speak this afternoon?                                

22                Thank you all again for coming.  We will stay.  We  

23       have some new boards now for the public meeting portion of   

24       the event that if you'd want to ask us questions, we're      

25       going to be here for a bit longer.  And thank you for again  
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1       coming today.  I appreciate giving your Saturday and we      

2       appreciate you taking the time to let us know what you       

3       think.  Have a good day.                                     

4                                 * * *                              
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1                 MR. JOHNSON:  Okay, is the timer running?

2      I'm Larry Johnson and I live at 8505 120th Avenue

3      Southeast in Newcastle.  And I'm president of an

4      organization called Citizens for Sane Eastside Energy.

5      I have in my hand here a document from CENSE.org called

6      Eastside Neighborhoods Say No to Puget Sound Energy's

7      Dangerous Mega-project.  And if I hand this to you will

8      this be part of the record and noted and officially?

9                MS. WAGONER:  Yes, thank you.

10                 MR. JOHNSON:  I think there's a reason why

11      there's so few people here.  You know, we had a really

12      big crowd at the elementary school last year.  Maybe it

13      was in the fall because people thought this would

14      actually do something.  But you know, we get to talk to

15      you and you get to pretend to listen to us.  We don't

16      know if you get our point or not.

17           This thing has been going for three years and

18      we've got nothing back from elected representatives and

19      bureaucrats working on this stuff to tell us, oh, you

20      know, you've got a good point there.  We'll have to

21      rethink this.

22           Or, you know, PSE is not unduly influencing us

23      when every sign shows that it definitely is.  As far as

24      I'm concerned, the politicians representing Bellevue

25      are in the tank for PSE and you're going to have to
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1      prove hard otherwise.  It's a project that benefits the

2      Chamber of Commerce of Bellevue possibly, but certainly

3      not Newcastle.

4           And I really commend Newcastle for standing up and

5      saying we are not going to -- we're having a moratorium

6      on permits until we realize for sure we have the right

7      program.  How can you even do an EIS on a project you

8      don't even know the scope of yet?  PSE went around with

9      people going house to house and phoning on the phones

10      last week running a political campaign run by a

11      politician type lawyer named Mark Williamson.

12           And he's got a website where he says I've done 70

13      of these projects and I run them like political

14      campaigns.  And I do propaganda and I buy myself

15      politicians and I do this and that so I get these

16      through.  I've done 70 projects and I can do this one

17      too.  So this is just all surreal.  It's in an

18      alternative universe.

19           You got a letter from Rick Aramburu, lawyer for

20      CENSE, a long time ago, Bellevue did, saying why are

21      you doing this?  You can't do an EIS until you get a

22      permit application.  And here's the proof of the

23      pudding:  PSE was at the Newcastle City Council

24      recently, and they said, well, we don't really plan to

25      condemn any homes.  And they were saying, wait a
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1      minute, you've got a 25-foot easement, it should be 50.

2      You've got these poles that can fall down and crush

3      houses and kill people.  You're probably going to have

4      to expand that before you consider that.

5           He said, if you do that, then we'll have to

6      destroy houses and we'll have to take one steel tower

7      and put it here and then go diagonally and go

8      crisscross and do all kinds of insane things.

9           And for you guys, this is just business as usual.

10      Look at a movie called Conspiracy.  It's got Stanley

11      Tucci in it, and a couple other great guys.  It's a

12      meeting in Wannsee, Germany 1942.  And all these guys

13      are getting together and having a very polite

14      discussion.  There's symphony music playing and they're

15      eating nice food while they discuss the engineering

16      difficulties of the Holocaust.

17           And this is what you guys are doing.  People can

18      get killed with this project.  People can die from an

19      exploding pipeline and do you even care?  How do we

20      know you care?  We've got to consider this thing and

21      that thing over there and the scientific thing and do

22      the soils thing.  Get real.

23           People are not here because they're fed up with

24      you.  And actually look at America today.  Government

25      is not responding.  You've got Donald Trump and Bernie
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1      Sanders because the whole system is rigged and nobody's

2      listening.  Well, you're going to get a touch of that

3      medicine.  I'm a lawyer and you don't want to dialogue

4      with us tonight, but you will in depositions.  I can

5      guarantee you that.  Thank you.

6                MS. WAGONER:  Todd Anderson.

7                MR. ANDERSON:  I would like to waive or pass

8      until the end.

9                MS. WAGONER:  Okay.  Sangeetha Rajendra.

10                MS. RAJENDRA:  Hi, my name is Sangeetha

11      Rajendra and I live in 86131 39th Court Southeast,

12      Newcastle.  We've lived in this house for 17 years.  We

13      come to several of these public hearings.  We're here

14      to reiterate our opinion.  There are three things.  One

15      is safety, the other one is the environmental impact,

16      and the third is the disruption of our neighborhood.

17           Regarding safety, I want to know like how is this

18      going to affect us.  Can I leave my daughter to go play

19      in the backyard now or I have to be worried that

20      something will happen?

21           And this is my biggest concern is safety.  Not

22      only just like first we were told that our house would

23      be broken down in the Phase 1 and I came in and pleaded

24      for that.  And then now they're saying that -- I don't

25      know.  I want a place to address my concern.  I want to
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1      know the specific concern for my house, like what's the

2      distance, what's the goal?  I mean who do I ask all

3      these questions?  You send pictures and all that stuff

4      but what about my house?  I want to know like every

5      specific detail.  And that is not going to be answered

6      if someone comes to my front door and gives me a

7      lightbulb.  That's not going to answer my questions.

8           The next is environment impact.  What about the

9      trees that are in the backyard, the neighbor's

10      backyard?  What about the trees that were tagged by

11      Puget Sound Energy, all the fruit trees, are they going

12      to bring that down?  Again, who's going to address my

13      concerns?

14           And then disruption of our neighborhood, our

15      livelihood.  How are you going to talk to each of the

16      people who are going to get impacted by this?  And then

17      I want to know what the purpose of these meetings are

18      because I don't think you guys have a goal because

19      we're coming again and again to these public meetings

20      and from three years like Larry said.

21           Where are we heading with this?  Where is this

22      going to end?  When is the stress going to end for us?

23      We want you to answer all of these for us.  And one

24      thing is, I will not stop fighting for my house.  I

25      will come to every of these meetings until you give me
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1      the proper answers.  Thank you.

2                MR. MERRILL:  I'm a John Merrill.  I want to

3      start by commenting on the process.  Number one, our

4      observation is that it is deeply flawed because there's

5      not based on the detailed information that is required

6      to begin a SEPA process which normally is included in a

7      permit application by the applicant.  Our attorney

8      tells us this is very unusual and illegal.

9           Second, you've really confused the public with the

10      two phase process.  And the impression that was created

11      during Phase 1 was that Phase 1 would include

12      substantive and unbiased study of alternatives, which

13      unfortunately just did not happen.

14           So from where we sit as your constituents, looks

15      like a rubber stamp.  Third, neither safety -- which is

16      a very, very real concern, you've heard that tonight

17      and you'll hear it again -- is not part of the EIS

18      process.  That's just a glaring flaw.

19           Nor is a cost benefit analysis.  The whole premise

20      of PSE's proposal is to increase reliability, yet no

21      one has really analyzed the increase in reliability

22      which PSE has greatly exaggerated.  We are talking just

23      a few hours a year that we're talking about here, if at

24      all, under very, very unusual circumstances.

25           No one has analyzed whether it's worth the money.
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1      We can take $250 million and create much, much better

2      reliability on the distribution system then spending it

3      on new transmission that is being built under

4      questionable circumstances.

5           I want to share briefly our concerns.  You have a

6      copy of our handout in there.  First, this is very,

7      very dangerous.  We do not want a repeat of what

8      happened in Bellingham in 1999 where three children

9      were killed.  The only reason that dozens, perhaps

10      hundreds of people weren't killed is because it

11      happened in a park.  And the liquid fuels got out of

12      the pipeline, flowed down a stream, and the three boys

13      were killed.

14           If that had been in one of our neighborhoods, it

15      would have been hundreds of people that would have died

16      and dozen and dozens of homes.  And your first

17      responders could not even get near that kind of

18      conflagration to begin dealing with it until it was

19      much too late.

20           It's massively oversized despite PSE's claims that

21      they're only increasing capacity by 25 percent.

22      They're actually increasing the capacity of the system

23      to float power through the east side, not to the loads

24      of the east side by about 600 percent.

25           It's environmentally damaging and degrades the
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1      livability of our neighborhoods.  I talked a little bit

2      about the reliability, the circumstances under which

3      reliability would increase are just so rare that it's

4      very, very unlikely to happen in anybody who's here's

5      lifetime.  Including the youngest of us, which I'm not.

6           And fifth, PSE's motives for building this are

7      purely profits driven.  And they're not aligned with

8      the best interest of our community.  So we look to you

9      as our elected leaders to represent the best interest

10      of our community.

11           And I say all this is the context of why would we

12      possibly do this when there is a much better

13      alternative which CENSE offered in Phase 1 which we

14      offered as Alternative 2B.  It's a system of flexible

15      and scalable 21st century solutions that are working in

16      other growing cities around the country.

17           And our attorney tells us that the city has the

18      power until the applicant submits a permit application

19      to change the EIS process in any way that the city

20      desires to do or has the will to do.  That's what our

21      attorney tells us.  We don't have any reason to

22      disbelieve that.

23           So we ask you to represent the best interests of

24      your constituents and advance Alternative 2B into Phase

25      II of the EIS and to study it in an unbiased,
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1      transparent and thorough way.  Thank you very much.

2                MR. CHATTERTON:  Ron Chatterton, I live at

3      8449 129th Avenue Southeast in Newcastle, Washington.

4      I've been there over 20 years.  I live on a -- thank

5      you for being here and hearing our concerns because

6      they are really -- they're safety hazards that just

7      scare the heck out me to be honest with you.

8           If I drive a big cement truck down the road behind

9      my house on the gas pipeline, I'd be pretty nervous

10      that those gas corroded pipelines are only 10 to

11      15 feet deep.  And there's a lot of water that runs

12      underground, all around my house as a matter of fact.

13      But if a truck falls down five, six feet, that's

14      pushing a lot of dirt down on some corroded gas

15      pipelines with hundreds and hundreds and thousands of

16      petroleum, of gas jet fuel, of natural gas go through

17      these pipes all the time.

18           Like John said, it's not going to take very

19      much -- he didn't say it, but I don't think it's going

20      to take a huge amount of -- you're taking these

21      ginormous trucks in there to put up these ginormous

22      power poles.  The ground is going to give.  And you

23      look at the environmental damage that it's going to do

24      like all through Newcastle, all up and down the

25      pipelines, beautiful.  And to create a pole, wherever
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1      you're going to put a pole on existing pipelines is

2      dangerous.

3           And from commonsense standpoint, it seems like

4      it's fairly obvious, and the disaster that happened in

5      Bellingham, like John said, if it happened somewhere

6      else whether accidentally or by some other unforeseen

7      means, it could be disastrous for our communities.

8           There's a lot of studies that are still out as far

9      as the effect of electromagnet rays on people's health.

10      There's a lot of people up and down the pipeline with

11      health -- and one of the things I can't seem to get an

12      answer is how dangerous is it living close to a power

13      line?  What do those magnetic rays to do your body?

14      That's a real safety concern.

15           Now we're going to boom, make them huge.  There's

16      no way that you're going be able to put these poles by

17      my house and my neighbor's house without the lines over

18      our yards.  And with the gas, I just don't see how

19      anybody could drill a hole and put a pole in mixed with

20      these pipelines down there.

21           To me it's very dangerous.  It's a huge safety

22      hazard, but I do appreciate you taking time and looking

23      at this as a serious matter.  There's other

24      alternatives.  There's batteries.  It's 2017 before we

25      know it.  There's going to be alternative uses.  Let's
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1      make sure this is something that has to be done and

2      done right away.  Thank you.

3                MS. STRONK:  Hi, my name is Sue Stronk and I

4      live at 12917 Southeast 86th Place in Newcastle.  There

5      are no project specific details to make comments.

6      While attending the public comments meetings for Phase

7      I, the City of Bellevue and the company running the EIS

8      stated that in Phase II, we would comment on the

9      specific project.

10           We don't know where the poles will be placed, if

11      our homes will be taken, how many trees will be cut.

12      How can we provide meaningful comments if we do not

13      know specific details.  I object to the City of

14      Bellevue's decision to allow this phase to proceed

15      lacking content.

16           Safety has not been addressed.  Risk of pipeline

17      failure and fire is too great.  Constructing tall poles

18      with 25- to 50-foot footings along two aging hazardous

19      gas pipelines within 100 feet from home to home is not

20      standard practice.

21           Industry standards call for one 230 KV line to

22      have 120- to 150-foot wide right of way and more

23      distance if two power lines are built.  Further study

24      would have to be taken into account for two pipelines.

25      PSE proposes a 230 kilovolt line built on 65-foot tall
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1      poles through Somerset.  Industry standard pole heights

2      are around 110 feet tall.  If 65-foot tall poles are

3      safe there, then make the entire project at 65-feet

4      tall.

5           We know that will never happen.  Corrosion experts

6      need to address power and pipelines running parallel

7      through for this distance, what are the impacts of

8      heavy equipment driving off road over these pipelines?

9      Where are the seismic studies?

10           PSE has not provided sufficient evidence to

11      support their inflated estimates of need.  This project

12      is overscaled.  Twenty-first century smart energy

13      solutions exist today to provide reliable power.  PSE

14      needs to get with current trends, away from poles and

15      wires.  Why risk safety, neighborhood destruction, home

16      values, and environmental damage unnecessarily?  The

17      east side deserves a better solution.  Thank you.

18                MR. ELWORTH:  Hello, my name is Brian

19      Elworth.  I live at 8605 129th Court Southeast in

20      Newcastle.  On February 16, 2016, the City of Newcastle

21      approved ordinance 2016-535 an ordinance of the City of

22      Newcastle, Washington adopting a six-month moratorium

23      on the application for intake of, review or issuance of

24      any permit or approval of the establishment of location

25      and construction of electric transmission facilities.
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1      This was done to protect the residents of Newcastle

2      from the immense safety risk imposed by PSE's

3      uncontrolled Energize Eastside project.

4           As a result the City of Newcastle Planning

5      Commission was tasked to establish safety requirements.

6      As is obvious most of all but PSE, the existing

7      100-food wide corridor is too narrow to accommodate

8      dual 230 kilovolt transmission line circuits.

9           Worse, the center 50 feet of the corridor is a

10      hazardous liquid pipeline right of way.  The

11      transmissions line corridor is effectively a 225-foot

12      wide corridor straddling two hazardous liquid

13      pipelines.  The Newcastle Planning Commission discussed

14      prudent and generally accepted setbacks to protect the

15      pipeline and thereby protect the residents of

16      Newcastle.

17           On March 23 in response to those planning

18      commission discussions PSE stated, and I quote, and so

19      for example, if a 50-foot setback is adopted, then

20      nonstandard designs would be necessary.  So under this

21      scenario if existing transmission lines that are behind

22      City Hall right now were to meet such a standard, then

23      we'd have about 20 houses we'd need to condemn.

24           And we'd zigzag through the corridor to make that

25      happen.  I'll give you the citation and the website and
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1      you can go see that part of the testimony on record by

2      the City of Newcastle.  This zigzag is so incredibly

3      dangerous, a pair of 230 kilovolt circuits, that's six

4      high voltage power lines crisscrossing, zigzagging back

5      and forth across the liquid hazardous pipeline.

6           It seems inconceivable that any engineering team

7      would ever come up with a solution.  Presumably these

8      are the best electrical, mechanical, and safety

9      engineers of PSE.  I'm quite shocked at that.  I will

10      give you the record of that.

11           Here's a drawing of what that zigzag will look

12      like to the best of what we can tell PSE tells us in

13      the locations they have for siting of towers.  You can

14      see that the lines crisscross at a rather oblique

15      angle.  Anybody, anybody in the industry will tell you,

16      cross power lines and pipelines as close to a 90-degree

17      angle as possible so the intersection is minimized.

18           Here they are oblique.  The path across the

19      pipeline is extended.  So PSE's zigzag solution, what

20      does that give us?  It greatly increases the

21      electromagnetic coupling and corrosion of the pipeline

22      because of the proximity of those wires directly over

23      the pipes.

24           It causes any failed conductor to fall directly

25      across the pipeline, if it breaks in the tower, if it
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1      breaks in the middle, if it breaks at the other tower,

2      anywhere along the length of the line, it will fall

3      directly across that right-of-way.

4           It also increases the lateral forces of each tower

5      towards the pipeline.  It's pulling those towers in.

6      They told us those towers are not designed subject to

7      continuous lateral loads.

8           So what we have here, do we have a weakened

9      structure that's going to fall into the pipeline?  I

10      don't know.  Essentially there's no technology to

11      protect the hazardous liquid pipeline, and therefore,

12      the residents from PSE's extremely dangerous zigzag bag

13      approach.

14           So how does Bellevue intend to assess the impact

15      of mitigation for these huge risks?  PSE also stated at

16      that same time, quote, as far as Energize Eastside, we

17      will build this project to meet the strict federal

18      standards that govern both pipeline and high voltage

19      transmission lines both in construction and as well as

20      in operation.

21           Even with all these strict standards there are

22      holes in the safety provisions literally large enough

23      for PSE to drive a truck through them.  So where is our

24      safety net?  Do we have none?  Given PSE's dangerous

25      zigzag approach, the only alternative is to move the
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1      pipeline safely away from the high voltage zigzagging

2      lines.  PSE stated at the CAG that the pipeline right

3      of way was secondary to PSE's right-of-way.  And PSE

4      would cause that pipeline to be moved if necessary.

5           With PSE's zigzag approach, the pipeline must be

6      moved.  This is a huge, huge impact, but there is no

7      other recourse.  Should the EIS be suspended until a

8      new pipeline relocation EIS is completed?

9           Again, how does Bellevue intend to assess the

10      impact from mitigation for these huge risks?  Thank

11      you.

12                MR. ANDERSON:  Hi, Todd Anderson, I guess I

13      want to start out with PSE does not know what they're

14      doing.  And as introduction to this, you'd think these

15      big utilities that tell you all this stuff, that they

16      know what they're doing.  They don't.

17           When Bonniville Power put in a line from the

18      Columbia River, 500 kilovolt line all the way down to

19      LA, they traveled it within a mile of southern

20      California Edison's power lines.  That line was a 500

21      kilovolt line and it was DC'd.  When they turned it on,

22      had this massive expanding electric field.

23           Kicked everything on the east side of the Sierra

24      Nevadas for Southern Cal Edison, kicked them off.  It

25      tripped their network, so their entire grid on the east
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1      side of the Sierra Nevadas for 300 miles went off.

2      Couple hours, got it back up.  Bonniville was testing

3      that line.  After about a week, they turned it back

4      off, collapsing magnetic field, electromagnetic field,

5      kicked Southern California Edison off again.

6           All those people off.  And one of the largest --

7      the largest R and D laboratory in the world is right

8      along that.  That's how I know about it.  And that

9      facility, I was an engineer where I did survivability

10      testing.  And so when you look at what PSE is doing,

11      further concentrating power along this corridor, we

12      already have a pipeline that if it gets cut will force

13      thousands of trucks bringing fuel to Sea-Tac as well as

14      Portland airport, that pipeline when you put 230

15      kilovolts on it is going to further increase the

16      galvanic corrosion that's been going on in that area.

17           And this is a topic that even the Navy who would

18      spend $10 million a year just in corrosion.  And

19      corrosion covers a whole bunch of different things.  We

20      consider corrosion when we build a new aircraft and we

21      make out a composite so you can put a titanium fastener

22      in there, you get galvanic corrosion.

23           So you have to have all these coatings in between.

24      And so that pipeline operates between 1000 PSI to 300

25      PSI.  That pipeline is like a big giant train.  You
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1      don't stop it quickly.  It takes just like a train, if

2      you stop it extremely quickly, that train is 300-miles

3      long.  If you take a two-mile train and try to stop it

4      quickly, about a mile.

5           Normal, take you three or four miles to stop it at

6      an accelerated rate.  So when that line pops, you will

7      have over a quarter of a million gallons of jet fuel

8      out where it pops.  I ran survivability testing

9      programs for B22 aircraft.  After the Forrestal fires

10      there was a massive fire protection program started.

11      It was 30 years long, and I caught the tail end of it.

12           By then we had limited the amount of fuel that we

13      would use on a concrete pad to do fire protection, we

14      have an aircraft out there, to 40 gallons.  And even

15      with 40 gallons and prepositioned A triple F foam, it

16      could take us 20 minutes to put out 40 gallons.

17           So now imagine the line popping in Renton or

18      popping in Newcastle or Bellevue with a quarter million

19      gallons, the fire department is not going to fight it.

20      They're going to cordon off an area.  They don't have

21      enough A triple F.  Even Sea-tac doesn't have enough.

22      A triple F stands for aqueous film form foam.  That's

23      how you fight a jet fuel fire.

24           And so you can't fight this and you're further

25      concentrating it.  And that galvanic corrosion, there
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1      is no other co-located facility like this in the world

2      where you have high power lines traveling for a 100

3      miles over an existing jet fuel line.  You might have a

4      couple miles where things cross over for natural gas or

5      other fuel lines, but nothing that goes that

6      concurrent.

7           I would encourage you to read a book that was

8      published, and the Navy helped publish this book.  And

9      it's called "Rust".  And after two centuries the Navy

10      finally put in charge an individual who is in charge of

11      corrosion control.  And even in the Navy they're in the

12      infancy in terms of understanding how corrosion works.

13      So you're getting ready to run one big giant experiment

14      by putting this in.

15           The last point I'll make is you're further

16      concentrating energy resources.  You're not making the

17      grid more resilient for this area, for the east side.

18      You're making it more brittle.  And by "brittle", what

19      I mean is if you just lose two or three points on the

20      east side -- and when I say the east side, I'm talking

21      parts of Bonniville -- you completely make the east

22      side go dark.

23           And there are -- with the alternatives coming down

24      the pipeline, with grid batteries, all the other

25      alternatives that are out there, solar and wind, you
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1      have a much more resilient system than you currently

2      have.  And so that's the last thing I'll leave you

3      with.

4           But that is seen by the Homeland Security as well

5      as a couple of guys in NERC and a couple of guys in

6      FERC, and I want the city to chase those folks down

7      because that department is just getting started where

8      they're looking at the concentration of energy

9      resources.

10           You have not only power, but communications.  And

11      I'm also told there's a big water main that goes

12      underneath that in various parts of the city.  So in

13      the defense department it took us more than 50 years

14      before we started building aircraft that were meant to

15      be shot at.  And that's where we started doing

16      vulnerability analyses on.

17           There's no vulnerability analysis going on in the

18      electrical grid at all when it comes to concentration

19      of different -- there'll be vulnerability analysis just

20      for the gas, natural gas.  Just for the petroleum, just

21      for electrical, but when those things all cross, no one

22      is doing that.  No one is in charge of that.

23           And you've even got fiberoptic lines going over

24      those poles.  So that's all I have to say.  Thank you.

25                MS. ELWORTH:  Thank you, Todd Anderson.  That
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1      was great.  My name is Lori Elworth.  I live at 8605

2      129th Court Southeast, Newcastle.  Thank you for

3      allowing me to go last so I can read my prepared

4      comments which are not -- what I want to address here

5      is safety.  It's my number one concern right now.

6           And Energize Eastside's preferred plan by PSE

7      through my neighborhood and shares the same narrow

8      corridor as the Olympic Pipeline is unsafe.

9      Co-locating these two utilities, electric and jet fuel

10      is unsafe.

11           The grass roots citizens group CENSE, CENSE.org

12      has submitted written and oral comments by qualified

13      experts on safety for this project.  I have attended

14      countless meetings where citizens and the City Council

15      expressed their concerns about safety.

16           I have listened to the employees of PSE.  I have

17      listened to Mark Williamson and Andy Wappler, Leanne

18      Kostky, Taylor Jackson, Kara Durbin, Kerry Dravitz, Dan

19      Koch, and others who I don't remember their names

20      speaking of safety.  Neither PSE or Olympic Pipeline

21      can guarantee this is safe.  The City of Bellevue can't

22      guarantee the safety of the citizens.

23           They do not have anyone qualified on their staff

24      to answer the questions of the City Council about the

25      safety.  PSE is a company that has been fined for
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1      altering gas safety records.  The aging high pressure

2      petroleum pipeline is a safety concern.  A corroded

3      nick caused by construction led to the 1999 Bellingham

4      explosion.

5           PSE's people can't guarantee our safety.  When

6      Mark Williamson spoke of PSE's Energize Eastside's

7      preferred plan at a Newcastle City Council meeting on

8      February 2, 2016, he said double down.  A term used by

9      gamblers when they want to double the risk to double

10      the profit.

11           In this case it would be our risk and their

12      profit.  It was also stated during the same meeting by

13      Mr. Williamson that if you were more than 50 feet from

14      a lattice tower or more than 25 feet from a single

15      monopole, which is what's been contemplated here, you

16      don't need to do any engineering studies.  That's far

17      enough that you can just be lassiez-faire and let it

18      go.

19           Lassiez-faire is an attitude or policy letting

20      things take their own course without interfering.  At

21      the Newcastle meeting on March 23, 2016, PSE's Kara

22      Durbin government affairs representative for PSE on the

23      EE project spoke of how PSE would use non-standard

24      designs like zigzags throughout the corridor and

25      condemn 20 houses to make that happen if a 50-foot
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1      setback is adopted.

2           Ms. Durbin emphasized PSE is confident they can

3      safely work in the existing corridor without

4      condemnation of homes as they are building to strict

5      federal and state codes regarding safety.

6           This is all recorded and part of the public record

7      for Newcastle.  Thankfully they record that for us.

8      There are a number of safety concerns.  The

9      construction phase where a pipe could be damaged

10      possibly leading to a repeat of Bellingham incident.

11      There are safety concerns over locating two utilities

12      together in a narrow easement like that in Olympus near

13      my house.  The CENSE report by Dr. Frank Cheng

14      submitted in Phase I by CENSE of the scoping confirms

15      co-locating the power lines and gas pipelines is not

16      safe.

17           In a letter from Kim West of the Olympic Pipeline

18      company to my neighbor, Dave Edmonds, a representative

19      of the CAG stated concerns about the project.  And that

20      letter was also submitted in the first phase, public

21      comment.

22           Jet fuel is extremely flammable and explosive.

23      Metal poles are conductive.  Is it safe to replace the

24      wooden poles along the shared corridor with metal

25      poles, essentially lightening rods?  Does the EIS
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1      address the safety of fighting a fire under electrical

2      power lines in a shared easement with jet fuel

3      pipelines.  Please address safety of our neighborhoods

4      and our fireman when co-locating these utilities.

5      Public safety should be the primary.  Safety needs to

6      be addressed.

7           I am in favor of no action at this time because it

8      seems to be the best alternative.  But CENSE.org put in

9      alternative plan 2B, they submitted that in Phase I

10      because it was less expensive, more reliable, and it's

11      green for the environment.  I think it's a better

12      option than PSE's preferred plan.  The east side cities

13      need to know the answers to these questions.

14           The project need hasn't been determined

15      independent of PSE.  When will the City of Bellevue

16      take responsibility of having an independent load flow

17      study done.  According to Nicolas Matz, a load flow

18      study costs about a million dollars.  I don't know if I

19      have his information, but he was very confident in

20      that, well, each one of our homes is worth at least a

21      million dollars to each of us that live along the

22      Olympus corridor.

23           So really I think that the City of Bellevue can

24      pay to have an independent load flow study done.

25      That's one that is done without PSE's help.  Thank you.
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1      I'm curious what happened to the alternative.  It

2      looked like they kind of disappeared.  The smart

3      technology was gone in what I read after Phase I.  And

4      PSE may not have had the expertise that the east side

5      requires for this project.  It's irresponsible to use

6      old technology when planning for the future of the east

7      side cities.

8           Where is the alternative siting analysis?  Where

9      are the project specific details?  Where is my read

10      about zigzag routing of the utility poles in my

11      neighborhood for Alternative I?

12           Phase II is incomplete without this information.

13      Where is the project application?  Citizens need to

14      know the project details to comment on Phase II.

15      Without this information, this EIS is incomplete.  The

16      EIS process is flawed and it's a waste of time.  The

17      two phase EIS is confusing and frustrating.

18           I went to the Newcastle library to find the EIS

19      Phase II reference on the shelf next the Phase I, but

20      there wasn't anything there.  And I'm not even sure

21      what I should be commenting on now.  Thank you though.

22                     (Meeting adjourned 7:35 p.m.)

23 ////

24 ////

25



Timestamp First Name Last Name Comment

5/26/2016 12:14:29 Allen Rauschendorfer

I live close to the proposed power line expansion and am very concerned about the public safety threat the proposed power line presents to my neighborhood. As you are 
aware, directly under the current and now more powerful proposed power transmission line presents an explosive condition as demonstrated by a fuel pipeline breach, huge 
neighborhood fire in Bellingham a few years back. I am an engineer by profession and understand the presence of high voltage power lines and a high pressure fuel pipeline 
occupying the same location is not an acceptable situation in all populated areas. Yes, the current situation is similar but as the voltage is stepped up, the risk of arcing during 
a fuel line rupture is not only possible but probable. I think PSE needs to better justify why this upgrade is needed and why I should accept this higher level of risk to my 
neighborhood. I do not accept the argument that has been presented so far. It has been shown by the experts hired by EnergizeEastside to review the proposal that the basic 
assumptions evaluating future need are unrealistic. Also, justifying the project has a provision to sell power to Canada which is not our responsibility. Health studies have also 
been conducted in areas of these high voltage power lines and concluded that to present health risks, especially in children.  News flash, our neighborhood is full of kids!!  
PSE has not done their due diligence to scope the project, consider public safety, realistically assessed the risk of the project to justify the location chosen. This project needs 
to be stopped!  

5/22/2016 19:12:25 Allison Saw

My name is Allison, and am a seventh grade student at Tyee Middle School. I am extremely concerned about the proposal to construct new high voltage transmission lines 
through our school. Although the power lines will bring more energy to many areas, it is unecessary because we already have enough energy to power houses and buildings. 
On top of this, the electromagnetic fields from the transmission lines will cause radiation throughout many days of more than one thousand students and staff in Tyee. Also, if 
weather disaster strikes, the additional power lines may fall and be more fatal than the ones that already run near my school.. Please consider that our lives matter too and find 
other alternatives that do not require building a new transmission line through our school and neighborhood.

5/30/2016 18:27:06 Amy Faith

Dear EIS Representatives,

I am writing to voice my concerns about the proposed 18 mile power line project . 

1. Power lines and gas lines don't mix. The power lines and gas lines would be too close together, posing high risk of explosion. 

2. Load study. PSE manipulated data when doing their load study. Their manipulated data makes it look like this prject is needed when it is not. 

3. Loss of 8 thousand mature trees. This is NOT acceptable. 

4. Other, environmentally friendly, financially reasonable options exist, like those  supported by 
Cense. 

5. PSE would be exporting power to Canada. The power produced should be this local area, not sent to Canada at Washington ratepayers' expense. 

6. PSE stands to make a 10% profit each year from this project while rate payers are stuck with the huge bill. This is not acceptable. 

We can do better than what PSE is proposing. We can work together to develop and implement a plan that is both financially reasonable and environmentally friendly while 
ensuring that our energy needs are met not only now, but  well into the future.

Amy Faith 

5/25/2016 15:24:36 Ann Osterberg

The City of Bellevue should require PSE to analyze Alternative 2 (Integrated Resource Approach) in the EIS review process.  As the Northwest Power Council Seventh Power 
Plan makes clear a carefully developed plan would beat PSE's preferred alternative in cost, safety and support for the environment.  I do not understand or accept that the City 
has not fairly evaluated the 21st Century solution that CENSE is proposing.

5/31/2016 21:10:57 Ann Ross-Clarke

I am very concerned with the plan that involves new construction around the gas pipeline next to Tyee Middle School. The consequences of potential loss of life of 11 - 14 year 
olds and their teachers and surrounding neighborhood if the gas pipeline is damaged during construction for new poles are too tragic to even risk. Please find another route 
that is not near the pipeline and / or a school. I also am concerned about high voltage lines being so close to a school and the risk of one coming down during a storm. I do not 
believe this project is necessary now and object to it.

5/19/2016 10:28:04 Anne Kim

I do not want this project running through my neighborhood.  I am concerned about safety during construction and whether this project is really needed, like PSE has stated.
I would ask, as our elected officials, that you research this properly.  As I witnessed regarding the proposed transmission lines along 148th, when Mayor Claudia Balducci 
asked the council members to make a decision and members said they hadn't read through the report, or understood everything, it was clear that members didn't have a firm 
grasp on what the consequences were to building these lines.
If you must, please run these poles and wires down in the Factoria corridor where there are already tall pole and wires.
I don't even know why you had the Community Advisory Group in place other than for PSE to say that they DID receive community input.  It was a joke.  Why even go through 
that process?
PSE saying "WE MUST HAVE A DECISION".  The people have stated that the decision is: "WE DON'T WANT THIS AND MORE STUDIES AND RESEARCH ARE NEEDED!".  
We are just ordinary people living in suburbia, trying to raise our families.  We aren't experts in this and you are asking us to make a decision to condemn homes and put us all 
in harm's way with increased construction over an aging pipeline, and higher poles and wires that will constantly buzz in our ears, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  On top of 
cutting down trees and being unsightly for years to come.  I will have to sell my house at probably a fraction of what it's worth today if this occurs.  I don't want to live near 
those lines and put me and family in harm's way during construction.
There was NO CAG decision made to state that WILLOW 2 would be the "Preferred Route".  PSE just decided to make that up.
Were any of you council members present at that ridiculous meeting where the outcome was basically forced upon the Group while a majority of them said they didn't know or 
didn't want the project in their backyard at all?  The ones that refused to pick a line were basically disqualified from the vote.
PLEASE come up with a different alternative.  It may cost more but the cost of saving lives, keeping our neighborhood whole and safe should be more important than cost.

5/30/2016 8:24:44 Barbara Bromwell

The Seattle Times recently published many pictures of fallen trees, broken power lines and fires caused by high winds and lightning strikes during the March 13, 2016 
windstorm. What could be more dangerous than fires burning near a gasoline pipeline? The proposed route for the Energize Eastside project is downright dangerous and 
irresponsible. PSE is acting like a monopoly, no competitive bidding process, no cost constraints, no concern for the people who will pay all the costs for this unnecessary 
adventure, with or without an eventual disaster.  
I am strongly opposed and wish to beg the Bellevue City council members to select the Alternative option recommended by the CENSE organization.



5/14/2016 8:46:12 Ben Sharpe

I am a resident of Bellevue and concerned about the impact of this proposed project:

A.) Safety concerns with adding large towers along the Olympic Pipeline and the plethora of liability that exists both during the project and beyond for catastrophic failure.  Has 
the City of Bellevue Risk Management assessed the liability the City of Bellevue will take on by approving this project?
B.) Based upon research I've done, this project isn't needed except to move power OUTSIDE of the City of Bellevue and the State of Washington.  Why are we doing this?
C.) Destroying the park-like settings throughout the course of the project.
D.) Potential environmental impact along protected watersheds such as Kelsey Creek and potential damage to fish and wildlife as a result of this massive project.
E.) Another blight on our City that's dangerous and unnecessary.  Why are we allowing this to proceed???

5/31/2016 17:45:12 Bert He

I saw your simulation. It actually convinced me that your new transmission line is going to block the view from my home and many of my neighbors' houses. 

I do not understand why you guys want to build a high-voltage power line in densely populated areas. Because of your project, many homes on the Eastside will be negatively 
affected. You are degrading the Eastside, rather than energizing the Eastside! 

5/14/2016 10:51:32 Carole Muth

The placement of the gigantic poles and wires are detrimental to the neighborhoods through which they would pass. If indeed there is a need for more power, and I seriously 
doubt it. then alternative methods need to be pursued. I also have a concern for the placement so close to the Olympic Pipeline. It is a disaster waiting to happen. Please 
consider all factors in making a decision. 

5/27/2016 11:39:37 Carole Muth

I am appalled by the placement of lines and poles in the Willow 2 proposal. The placement of 80 foot high transmission lines on Newport Way AND along Factoria Blvd will 
negatively impact the views of those os us living in lower Somerset. We chose to live in Somerset some 54 years ago because of the promise of underground wiring. Your 
rampant disregard of us and the consequent lowering of our property values is disgraceful.

5/26/2016 21:04:07 Charles Bofferding

This project just doesn't make sense to me and I favor either canceling it or changing it to have only a single low path across Somerset hill.
* The need is overstated - it uses a projected growth rate multiple times higher than the current industry consensus
* It puts private profit ahead of public safety - PSE is a private company that makes a guaranteed 10% on capital improvements (significantly higher than the 2% margin on 
power) and power lines over pipelines is a risk especially near the schools along the path.
* It lags where the industry is going - power distribution is shifting from large distribution to distributed distribution; we are extending a dying methodology and going to pay for 
it for 50 years.
* We should be removing the lines cutting across Somerset rather than increasing their height - it makes best sense to not split the lines and take one high and one low across 
the Somerset hill. A better plan (certainly cheaper) is to run a single line down low and remove the lines crossing the hill up high.



May 29, 2016

Mr. John Stokes, Mayor
Ms. Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue

Dear Mayor Stokes and EIS Program Manager Bedwell,

As a citizen of and property owner in Bellevue, I strongly urge that the City of Bellevue take the “no action alternative” with respect to PSE’s proposal to install new high power 
transmission lines through Bellevue and alongside the aging Olympic Pipelines, traversing broad swaths of the Seattle Fault in the South Bellevue (U.S. Geological Service – 
Pacific Northwest Urban Corridor Geologic Mapping Project) as well as areas of potential liquefaction along Coal Creek Parkway (King County Local Hazards Map).  

With all due respect and not withstanding all of the other issues and concerns about PSE’s proposal, to allow a new project of this magnitude to be built in this seismically 
active area in Bellevue with the Olympic Pipelines nearby would be the height of irresponsibility in my opinion.  I cannot imagine that City of Bellevue officials would approve 
this if they considered what could be sacrificed to create profits for PSE through the sale of energy to Canada.

As part of the EIS process, extensive testimony from independent experts and other documentation has already been submitted that demonstrates that the proposed PSE 
project is unsafe for many reasons, unneeded, expensive, and will visually blight Bellevue and Eastside neighborhoods that it touches.  

Demonstrating their contempt for the citizens of Bellevue, PSE’s preferred route – Willow 2 Route – has a segment (Segment 2) that would string high power transmission lines 
(built to 230,000 volt standards) in Bellevue along narrow SE Newport Way over or near churches, schools, daycare, residential neighborhoods, bus stops and walking paths 
for middle school students and other residents.  This is in addition to other lines to be built on steep slopes in the Somerset area, impacting views and lowering property values 
for many homeowners.  The Willow 2 Route is completely unacceptable and represents a threat to safety as well as a huge denigration of the quality of life for neighborhoods 
and citizens not only in South Bellevue, but along the entire length of the proposed high transmission line corridors.

To be frank, it has been disheartening to see the actions to date of the City of Bellevue compared to other municipalities, such as Newcastle.  The City of Bellevue adopted the 
“Energize Eastside” slogan of PSE for its EIS website providing an air of endorsement at worst or creating confusion at best.  The PSE website is www.energizeeastside.com, 
while the city’s website sounds almost exactly the same: www.energizeeastside.org. Some Bellevue citizens believe that the City has endorsed the PSE proposal from the very 
start and that City officials view the EIS merely as a nuisance required by law.   

Bellevue citizens are questioning if City officials are capable of representing the interests of the public in a fair and open manner on a wide variety of issues in dealings with 
PSE.  Some people wonder if this entire EIS process is nothing more than a charade to provide cover for PSE and government staff who want to keep their jobs and make it 
appear as if they are taking the public’s views into account.  

I honestly hope that I can put my faith in you both and the City Council and that the City of Bellevue will make the right decision on behalf of the citizens.  Please advise on 
what is determined.

Sincerely,

Charles Barnes
13305 SE 43rd Street
Bellevue, Washington  98006

5/26/2016 12:14:17 Cheryl Shannon

I am a native of Seattle, Washington for 70 years, now residing on the Eastside.  Our area and its residents have appreciated our beautiful Northwest environment and have 
been the leader in the U.S.  of initiating many programs to preserve our beautiful area.  I am appalled that our leaders, who are elected to represent the will of the citizens, are 
considering such a dangerous installation of PSE transmission lines which threaten the safety and health of our citizens and damage our environment and its beauty.  We 
demand SAFE ALTERNATIVE INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS for the transmission of electricity !

5/14/2016 18:00:59 Chit Saw

I cannot overstate the grave concerns I have over the proposal to construct new transmission poles through Tyee Middle School. This is a densely packed school with a 
projected enrolment in future years exceeding 1000 students. Already it is operating beyond physical capacity which will require the use of portable classrooms. Beyond the 
disruption and traffic impacts that will result from construction around the school, the co-location with the Olympic pipeline should have made this route choice a non-starter 
from the beginning. You should already be well aware of the 3 young lives lost in Bellingham due to the Olympic pipeline explosion in 1999. One of the contributing factors to 
this disaster was damage to the pipeline from construction. The lives of 1000+ students and staff are just too much to risk for this project. Safer alternatives that do not require 
construction in the vicinity of the Olympic pipeline and schools and residences should be considered instead.

5/22/2016 18:12:44 Chit Saw

I have attended public meetings during the Phase 2 scoping period and what I have seen/heard does not give me confidence that the city isn't just going to rubber-stamp PSE's 
proposed project. If this is the case, I must again re-iterate my concerns about safety, and particularly the proposal to replace the existing lines through the Somerset 
neighborhood and Tyee Middle School with higher voltage lines and poles. Pipeline safety during and post-construction and ongoing exposure to EMF are of particular 
concern especially considering that 3 of the 4 PSE-proposed alternatives (Oak2, Willow1 and Willow2) will run through this very crowded school and densely-populated 
residential neighborhood. If this project must be forced upon the residents and children of this neighborhood against their will, then the only remaining alternative that should 
even be remotely considered would be Oak1, that leaves the aforementioned section of the existing line undisturbed. However, the new segment that would run parallel with 
the existing line through Factoria should be underground. This is a reasonable alternative and is a common practice in other projects of this scale when running lines through 
densely populated residential and commercial areas.

BarnesCharles5/29/2016 6:25:30



5/27/2016 13:23:34 Cliff Jones

We are extremely against the Willow 2 proposed plan.  The proposed 80 feet high transmission poles and wires along Newport Way will negatively impact our views and 
property values as homeowners living in lower Somerset area.  To pick this area to be the least effected to scenic views, has not seen the beautiful views that we have and 
would be destroyed by this plan. The beautiful tree lined Newport Way will be an eye sore and have a negative environmental impact to the gateway of our beautiful residential 
neighborhood. This would also hurt our property values because who wants a view of an ugly (no matter how you try to pretty t up) 80 foot massive pole.  There is also oil 
pipeline safety concerns being adjacent to the transmission lines that are not being considered strongly enough.  We also feel that EIS fundamental basis for moving forward 
due to Eastside electricity demand has been overestimated and not warranted.  With all of these concerns, it is clear that the CENSE plan needs to be adopted by EIS as a 
strong viable alternative!

Thank you for your consideration,
Cliff and Kathy Jones
Homeowners in the Somerset area since 2001

5/28/2016 16:36:41 Clint Whitney

As the General Manager of Glendale Country Club and on behalf of our Board of Trustees I wanted to make the few following comments with regard to the project as it passes 
along side our property.  
1.  It would be our preference that the number of poles be limited to 1 as opposed to 2 in our area and the height be determined in a manner that would provide for the fewest 
number of total poles possible in our area.  
2.  Will we have the ability to spot the placement of poles as to ensure that the poles do not create a negative visual impact to the entrance of the club or conflict with important 
areas of our property.
3.  Will our current driving range netting that is under the current power lines be grandfathered, allowing this to remain in place as it is important to the operation of the course 
and driving range.
4.  Will all landscape disruption be fully replaced and will all costs of restoration be the responsibility of PSE?
5.  We want to insure that these will not be any expansion to the right of way and that no property currently owned by the club will be lost of effected.

We appreciate your interest in and response to these questions and look forward to being a part of the process as it comes to the involvement of our club and the work in its 
proximity.

Sincerely,

Clint S. Whitney
General Manager

5/27/2016 9:43:55 Cristina Kapela Dugoni

Please reconsider your route. Mixing deadly pipeline with high voltage lines especially considering the dire warnings regarding this region being long overdue for a large 
earthquake.  In addition, it is important that PSE be held accountable to the same standards as everyone else re: the EIS process including providing an Alternative Siting 
Analysis.   There are also non-wire alternatives that PSE has failed to provide information on.

5/14/2016 15:48:49 Dale Hall

I oppose this boondoggle project that recklessly builds a massive electrical power lines over a gas pipeline.

Please add me to the civil suit in the courts against our representatives that sign off on this disaster.  Please add the advocates of this project to liable responsibilities in case 
of likely catastrophic consequences.  

Please think of 21st Century green solutions to our energy needs.

Don't be afraid of this hedge-fund, non-USA, organization.

5/30/2016 14:42:59 Darlene Czajka
I believe that a company that makes so much company should be able to find a solution to their problem without causing their paying customers to be angry with them.



5/26/2016 9:42:42 David Schwartz

I sincerely oppose the proposed project on the following grounds.

o Bellevue energy consumption in recent years has been flat or near-flat. Seattle Light is projecting 0.4% annual growth in consumption for the foreseeable future. What then 
justifies a project that will increase throughput by 500% only a small portion of which will be available to local ratepayers due to transmission and distribution plans? PSE’s 
claim of 2.4% annual growth is unverified and simply incredulous.

o Construction around 45-55 year old pipelines in which hazardous waste flows at extreme pressures is a recipe for disaster.

o Increasing the voltage along the proposed path will likely increase the corrosion of the above mentioned old pipelines.

o This plan is all-or-nothing when technologies that permit a more cost-effective add-as-you-go approach are available.

o Adding a natural gas generation plant, which is part of the overall Energize Eastside proposal unnecessarily (per the preceding point) adds GHG to our environment.

o Felling or limbing 8,000 mature trees runs counter to our goal of living in green spaces.

o Energize Eastside is nothing more than a huge transfer of wealth from Eastside residents to the Macquarie Group to the tune of >$1,000,000,000 over the next 50 years. Our 
grandchildren will be paying for this unnecessary project.

o  Ownership of PSE is held in a closed-end fund managed by The Macquarie Group which will be forced to close the fund in 2019 and seeks to maximize the value of their 
asset regardless of local needs and interests.

PSE has not been forthcoming with requested information and changes their EIS participation eg meetings with little to no advance notice with little objection by the City.

I find it deeply regrettable that City staff fail to advocate for the residents they purport to represent and, instead, choose instead to carry PSE’s water.

I strongly oppose Energize Eastside as currently configured as as it’s currently being executed.

5/30/2016 5:33:02 David Roberts
I sincerely hope PSE can consider those alternatives presented by CENSE and the Bellevue community generally.  There are many viable alternatives to putting in larger 
power lines.

5/27/2016 7:20:36 Delores Smith

We live across the driveway from the power lines.  Why is the Bellevue Council not listening to experts and the residents?  The upgrade is not needed for years and to remove 
so many trees is not necessary.  We have lived here since 1967 and have seen what is happening to Bellevue.  Progress is inevitable but to allow the high-rise  buildings to be 
built out to the street is inexcusable with many of them too close together.  They cast shadows and cut out the sunlight.  Bellevue's Old Main has been forever destroyed and 
parking  and traffic is a big problem.  Perhaps instead of granting new power lines Bellevue should work on the roads which are too narrow.  Too many people for the current 
traffic patterns. I do not think the Council is listening to the residents who wish to live and work here.  Listen to Cense and deny this project if it is not needed.  

5/10/2016 20:05:22 Dennis Kurosaki
Why is there no underground option being looked into why kill the view of many view homes with messy lines if you are truly going to upgrade underground is the way and 
while yes more expensive much more stable in the long run don't be so short sided . 

5/26/2016 10:43:49 Dietrich Orlow
PSE's plans for energy transmission are based on a singularly outdated model energy delivery and also ignores all of the very relevant safety, aesthetic, and environmental 
concerns very legitimately raised by CENSE.

5/26/2016 20:41:14 Don Hansen

I think the Energize East Side is a great idea since it'll help a ton of people out in the Renton area.  This is an opinion that is shared between myself and most of my neighbors 
but the "neighborhood watch" in orange is bullying us around and we can't express this opinion without contempt.  I think there is a greater good here however, the 
shortsightedness of a few snobs is going to prevent help for those who need it most.  Go Energize East Side!

5/28/2016 12:16:06 Donald Young

I oppose (do not support) Alternative 1 (any variation) because of the combination of up-front negative impacts; risk of even more significant future harm to people and the 
environment; failure to make responsible use of technology and resources that are more efficient, lower impact, and lower cost; and unnecessary/wasteful costs of the 
proposed Alternative 1 project.  I support Alternative 2 as the most prudent, effective, flexible, and efficient alternative.  If the only alternatives remaining in this unsatisfactory 
process are Alternative 1 and No Action, I support the No Action Alternative.

5/27/2016 17:01:54 Dongdong Huang I hope the pipeline go underground. No more pip

5/26/2016 14:29:07 Doug Kendall

Willow 2 and the brand new (never previously vetted) Segment P along Newport Way will have adverse impacts on views and property values of lower Somerset neighborhood 
homes, remove trees, and cause visual blight.  The current height of the distribution poles on Newport Way are 40 feet high, and, according to the Energize Eastside website, 
the proposed height of the new transmission poles will be 80 feet high. Property value mitigation will be necessary. The viewshed and visual resources (lake, mountain and city 
views of downtown Seattle and Bellevue skylines) will all be adversely impacted by the brand new Segment P.
  
Traffic conditions are already crowded on Newport Way as it is a heavily traveled road for residents and school children traveling to work and schools (Newport High School, 
Tyee Middle School, Puesta del Sol in the Monthaven neighborhood, and Somerset Elementary.) The construction impact of building a transmission line on Newport Way will 
create nightmarish traffic conditions which will be hard to mitigate.  

Furthermore, lower Somerset homes, Tyee Middle School and Newport High School are too close to the aging Olympic Pipeline, and a construction accident could cause 
catastrophic loss of life and property (even months after construction, as occurred in Bellingham in 1999.) If the City of Bellevue allows PSE to construct Energize Eastside, it 
will be putting the profits of a privately-owned utility ahead of the interests of the people who live and work in our beautiful city. I support the CENSE alternative.

5/29/2016 18:45:58 Dwight Elgin

The Willow 2 and the new 80 feet high transmission poles and wires on Newport Way will negatively impact our views and property values as homeowners living in Somerset. 
Also, the view is also going to be destroyed driving along Newport Way. The best location with the least impact should stay in the existing route if it is determined that an 
increase in power lines are needed. I am also concerned about pipeline rupture during construction since I live below the pipeline.



5/26/2016 9:46:03 Eric Zhuang

The pipeline and power lines go trough 50 feet away from my house. 
I don't want the repeat of 1999 Bellingham pipeline explosion happening next to my backyard or anybody's backyard/house, not mentioning the numerous schools along the 
proposed PSE power lines. 
If a non-electric project could cause the 1999 pipeline explosion, what could PSE do to guarantee 100% there is no risk of this now 50-year-old pipeline being worked with 
230KV high voltage project not 20 feet from it?
Furthermore, the higher voltage created a higher risk and faster corrosion of the pipeline, who will help to defend the powerless potential victims against powerful corporation if 
there is an accident in the future?

5/31/2016 20:57:19 Erica Halford

My main concern with the Energize Eastside project proposal is the proposed reverse progress on reducing our carbon footprint. The State of Washington and King County 
take pride on promoting environmental responsibility and stewardship, working towards mitigating damages inflicted in past history and preventing further damage. We have 
the opportunity to be leaders in progressive technologies, strategic thinking, and principled decision making based on a goal of a clean energy future. We need to work 
towards reducing our carbon footprint by both reducing energy consumption and looking towards alternate ways of producing/storing/transporting energy (in this case 
electricity). This does not include increasing the production, line capacity and consumption of electricity. Offsets and compensatory mitigation may have been referred to by the 
project.This premise would be more acceptable if the project was geared towards clean energy and reducing environmental impact.  By increasing capacity, the proposed 
project would both encourage and enable the continued widespread and growing overuse of unclean energy rather than support alternative sustainable options and 
conservation. (Currently published on their website, 59% of PSE's 2014 electric supply was fueled by fossil fuels: 35% coal and 24% natural gas.)
Thank you for allowing me to comment.

5/31/2016 22:22:52 Esther Moloney

What a shame that PSE has to resort to secrecy, distortion of data, unreasonable arguments and building high voltage lines that will deteriorate fuel pipes and more 
importantly the health and well-being of residents living near them  in order to secure a 9 % gain for their investors. 
The latest Twist on their plan is to provide two lines in the Somerset area - but then we find that one of them is a 115 kV line which just a replacement of a present line.  The 
230kV line will still run thru Somerset in the same locations as the current line over the fuel pipelines but they will only be on poles 60-65 ft. tall down from the original planned 
130 ft.
Originally PSE 130 ft. were said to be necessary because the EMFs produced by the wires would be " almost" dissipated.  But --- What happens to those EMFs with 60 ft 
poles?????  There is significant evidence the EMFs can  significantly reduce immune health resulting various cancers as well degrading certain metals - even those in 
pipelines.
We are especially concerned that these 230kV lines/pipelines would be placed very near our middle school and the Somerset pool and recreation area.
I know  the anxiety to parents, relatives and friends of a bone cancer probably related the EMFs from power lines in Somerset.  My eight(8) year old nephew lived adjacent to 
one of the power lines in Somerset.  He was diagnosed in a very rare bone cancer that the specialist mentioned that the only time he's been aware of this type of cancer 
occurring was in children living near power stations. 
We don't want anyone to have to face a possible disaster from these power lines that must be placed elsewhere or a significantly updated power plan must be developed. 
Thank you.
Esther and Robert Moloney, 4551 135th Pl SE, Bellevue, WA 98006

5/22/2016 18:28:19 Ethan Saw

I will be a student next year at Tyee Middle School and will also be spending my time there for the next three years. I am extremely concerned about the proposal to construct 
new high voltage transmission lines through our school. In addition to the questionable safety of being exposed to EMF by being in such close proximity to these lines while at 
school all day, I am also concerned that these lines are located right on top of an aging fuel pipeline that could be a recipe for disaster should any damage occur to the 
pipeline during or after construction, or in an earthquake. Please consider that our lives matter too and find other alternatives that do not require building a new transmission 
line through our school and neighborhood.

5/31/2016 11:11:45 Fang Cui

Some people.said the high-voltage transmission lines does NOT hurt human being, This is Irresponsible. If so, why states like California Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota 
….    spent more money buried the high-voltage transmission lines??!   Every research  discovered that electric and magnetic fields have negative effective on human and 
plants, even with those who said that very low magnetic fields MAY NOT have much negative effective  or can use some methods to reduce it. But nobody can confirm that the 
high-voltage transmission lines does NOT hurt human being. This kind of effective is accumulated and usually slowly and graduately hurt human being. 

Who would like to live the area with high-voltage transmission lines?!  Who  would like to get is health at risk or bet his health on that?!  

More serious and important question arises here -  if PSE insists doing this, of course, PSE has to take the responsibility for future health problems!! But we also need to know 
who are the specific people thinking that there is no negative effective on human,  Please list the names!!

One more question  for this decision maker-- Do you want to live the area with the high-voltage transmission lines on your top (especially NOT high enough) or in your front 
yard/ back yard??

5/31/2016 11:42:08 Fang Cui

In the meeting we have in Summerset,  the introduction from PSE said ’New Technologies  Unmatured’  ,is this a true statement?  (By the way,  he did NOT explain what 
specific Tech he indicated.) 

First, the high-voltage transmission lines is from 18 century. So every thing after that should be or called ‘ New’ or ‘Newer’.  So that sentence should include the Underground 
Technology which  is widely used 19 century and now.   But I do NOT think he meant the underground method  is Unmatured,  right?

Second,  I heard  that  battery method started  using by more and more place, such as Oregon.  If PSE meant  battery method is Unmatured,   why people use it and getting 
more more use!!

Actually, nowadays It is HARD to hear or see to create new  towers/poles  to transmit high-voltage through resident places!! Why PSE insists using the VERY OLD technology 
which would damage the beautiful area and  human health? Not familiar with the new tech? money?  Or….?! Do PSE leaders and related people ever think  this may be the 
last  one or two projects in United States or entire world that use high-voltage transmission lines ? ! It would become the joke in the energy field if PSE insists!!



5/28/2016 14:50:24 Gary Albert

There has always been suspicion about the "need" PSE professes and the impending emergency to get the Energize Eastside project done before we experience blackouts. 
We were told in meetings with PSE that if anyone could get clearance, I think they call it CEll, we could have access to their actual data on how this "need" was constructed. 
My understanding is there are now two individuals who have obtained the necessary CEll clearances but now PSE says they no longer have the 'need to know' because there 
have been several independent studies of their data that proves their need for EE. However, those independent studies only looked at the methodology of the data - how the 
data was used not where the data came from. If erroneous assumptions were made to develop the data, then the data is corrupt and needs to be voided. For example, if power 
was being sent to Canada instead of made available to the Eastside....they have stated the EE project is for Eastside need only not international use....that would corrupt the 
data. If they under utilized the local peaker power plant full capacity that PSE owns.....that would corrupt the data. So what are they hiding, what don't they want an outsider to 
know, what are they afraid we will find out? We need someone actually independent of the Western Electrical Power 'Good Old Boy' Club to look into this data and construct to 
determine if there is a real need in 2017-18 or if it is a scam to get new transmission infrastructure built to line the pockets of PSE's owners and really isn't needed until 2035 or 
2050. With energy use declining and new power alternatives discovered maybe we may never need to put new transmission lines up on the Eastside.

5/31/2016 22:42:42 Geng Tan The high power line close to Tyee middle school will endangers us kids' health. My family is totally against it, we need to find alternative safe route.
5/26/2016 19:07:18 Grace Huang This proposed line goes through middle school and residential area, it will cause health and safety issues. I am strongly against this project

5/26/2016 12:15:32 Heather Caterson

I am adamantly apposed to the proposal to install Willow 2 and the new 80 feet high transmission poles and wires on Newport Way as these will have a very negative impact 
on my home views (which are currently unobstructed by any wires or poles) which will in turn have a negative impact on property values as a homeowner living in lower 
Somerset.  The increased height wires/transmission poles are unnecessary & alternate options that do not impact views & property values have been proposed by the 
community.  

5/26/2016 15:43:31 Holly Senaga

On behalf of the Chestnut Hill Academy students, families, and community, we would like to respectfully request that special attention be paid to EMF levels in relation to the 
school, and that throughout the project, EMF levels in proximity to the school be monitored closely.  Additionally, we would like to minimize the impact of construction on our 
school traffic, and request proactive communication in relation to construction schedules, especially in regard to road closures and traffic delays on Kamber Road, and 
increased noise levels at the substation.  Thirdly, we would like to request that efforts be made to mitigate impact on tree canopy and coverage in between the school and 
substation. Lastly, we'd like to have a representative from PSE speak and educate our parent community on the changes that are to occur.

5/7/2016 11:49:30 hong zhang

I am a dad of a 7 year old and an 1 year old.  I purchased my house for the safety and education of my children. The PSE's project will ruin the health and safety of my 
children. If the project were passed, my children would have to grow up in a home close to high voltage power line and have education in Tyee middle school and Newport 
High School that are both close to the line.  Please do not let thousands of children's health, safety, and life be ruined by this project, just for saving money. There are safe 
alternatives.

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside 
proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines 
to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and 
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:
Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Hong Zhang
Worried dad of two young children
4603 135th pl se
Bellevue, WA 980066

5/30/2016 21:44:18 howard stein

This  project is unnecessary.  The existing lines include two sets of polls with six lines each. There is sufficient existing capacity.  If PSE is interested in modernizing and 
expanding capacity it should work on increasing efficiency.  When and if capacity is actually needed PSE should  be required to go underground for safety, durability and an 
increased useful life.  No one can morally discount the aesthetic and EMF impacts of this proposed project.  Our neighborhood has solidified around these issues and will vote 
accordingly.  

5/31/2016 14:04:29 Hui He Segment 2: Willow 1 is better, more cheaper and impact less. So agree with willow 1 solution.

5/26/2016 20:13:15 Isaiah Bier

PSE is not serious about the no new power lines option which can is partly justified by conservation. This is clearly evident from their cynical attitude to conservation. They 
spend money on advertising on TV promoting use of LED lighting, but, unlike other cities, practically do not subsidize purchases of LED lights. (In the San Diego area one 
receives $2.50 for every LED bulb purchased). Their only intent is to increase revenues and profits by increasing investments paid for by consumers. THEIR PROPOSALS 
HAVE TO BE REJECTED BY THE CITIES INVOLVED, AND THE CENSE PROPOSALS SHOULD BE ACCEPTED!!!

5/26/2016 10:48:06 Jacqueline Becker

I have great concerns about safety of this project.  It is SO near the pipeline.  This makes no sense.  It could be a catastrophe if anything goes wrong and it should not be 
allowed. My FAMILY lives very near it!  - Also, I do not believe PSE's projections about the need for the project.  Read about PSE - they only make money for shareholders if 
they build new stuff.  They want to make money on the backs of people on the eastside!  - You government folks need to do your jobs and not just believe what PSE tells you. 
This whole project should be scrapped.  Better alternatives are available that are safer, cheaper, more efficient, and less ugly. I AM TOTALLY OPPOSED TO THIS PROJECT 
AND I VOTE IN EVERY ELECTION.   



5/31/2016 20:29:19 Jana Hobbs

Bulldozing a line through the Lake Hills Greenbelt is not a viable alternative. Our greenbelts are set aside to provide natural habitat, water quality, and buffering between urban 
spaces, not to provide an easy out for projects some NIMBY takes exception to.
If you have disagreements with the East Bellevue Community Council, work it out with them. Don't sacrifice one of our irreplaceable green spaces for your short-term 
convenience.

5/16/2016 22:57:52 Jane Chung

I am writing to strongly oppose the construction of higher towers and wires in the Eastside.  After much research with neighbors, attending meetings both conducted by PSE 
and the City of Bellevue, I feel these higher poles and wires will be detrimental to our neighborhoods (visually) as well as to our health for YEARS TO COME.  I also feel that 
the public will be in the UTMOST DANGER if there is construction happening anywhere near the underground oil pipeline.
The City of Bellevue and PSE needs to do a better job of exploring other alternatives instead of just trying to push the "cheapest" option and the City of Bellevue really needs 
to determine whether this project is needed at this time.  The City, the State of Washington, and the Federal Government have endorsed and encouraged implementation of 
solar panels to individual's homes.  As I drive through neighborhoods, I see more and more neighbors with solar panels.
This is an effort on our part to reduce our demand on the system and leave a smaller carbon footprint yet none of this is being reflected in the research and completely 
ignored.
I feel that this whole process has been ridiculous and very 1-sided.
Why are these routes designated as "Oak" and "Willow"?  Does anyone know what that really means?  Why can't it be outlined as "Higher poles and wires that cut through 
Bridle Trails, Woodridge, Somerset, & Woodridge?"  Also, I think it's ridiculous that you've added the names of these routes but don't have a map to show them.
Furthermore, I am flabbergasted that a "Willow 2" line was "added" recently by PSE as an alternative.  Who voted for that?  I sure didn't.
We are not being heard.  CENSE is not being heard.
I am concerned not only for the construction phase (a worker hitting the oil pipeline as my house sits only a few houses away from the pipeline) but also the constant BUZZING 
NOISE that these wires will emit due to the increased electrical current running through them.  Neighbors that live near these wires have already stated that they can hear the 
buzzing.  What's going to happen when you increase more electricity through them?  The sounds is going to increase for everyone living in these neighborhoods.  It will be a 
constant buzz in our ears and our children's ears.
I am a hard-working, tax paying citizen just trying to raise my family here.  It is EXHAUSTING to attend these meetings at night during school nights.  I am not an expert in this 
field nor do I have millions of dollars like PSE has to throw at this type of project.
I don't know how many comments I have to make, how many people must come to these meetings before you will START LISTENING to us.  WE DO NOT WANT THIS IN 
OUR HOMES AND BACKYARDS!!!  You MUST find a better alternative than creating higher poles and wires that will be detrimental to the land, to the views, to the HEALTH 
of our families.  LIVES are at stake.  If a worker happens to hit that line and 5 years later when there's a surge of oil running through that pipe, it WILL weaken that knick in the 
line and BLOW UP HOMES AND PEOPLE.
In this day and age, you CAN do better than this.  Don't throw up your hands and say "We need it and everyone else just has to accept this."  SHAME on you for not 
representing the people who you said you would serve.

5/31/2016 5:40:48 Jayme Barry

I am a homeowner in the lower Somerset neighborhood of Bellevue, WA. Somerset residents Patricia Magnani, Stephanie Kristen, and Tanya Franzen (Somerset Community 
Association President) had a walking tour of lower Somerset with three PSE representatives, including Keri Pravitz, PSE Community Projects Manager, on 4/20/16 to assess 
the environmental impact of PSE's new preferred Energize Eastside route called "Willow 2" on the viewshed and property values of lower Somerset homeowners who currently 
enjoy unobstructed views of Lake Washington, the mountains, and downtown cityscapes of Seattle and Bellevue.  Willow 2 introduced a brand new segment, referred to as 
Segment P, to be constructed on Newport Way which would replace existing 40 feet high distribution poles and wires with transmission poles and wires that are double the 
height, at 80 feet high, and which will negatively impact homeowners' views and property values.  

At this meeting, Ms. Pravitz promised that Andrew Lightfoot, PSE Project Engineer, would be made available to take photo simulations in order for homeowners to truly be able 
to assess the full impact of Willow 2 on the visual resources of the lower Somerset neighborhood.  An email with the names and addresses of three homeowners, the Mocks, 
the Barrys, and the Campbells, was furnished to Ms. Pravitz on 5/3/16..  There was no response, and follow up emails were sent on May 27 and May 30th.  PSE's failure to 
arrange the promised photo simulations before the May 31st deadline of the Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS means lower Somerset residents have been deprived of the 
opportunity to comment on the full known impact of preferred route Willow 2 on our views and property values, and we maintain this represents a violation of the Phase 2 EIS 
scoping process.  

This is frustrating, since the public comment period for Phase 2 of the EIS ends tomorrow, Tuesday, May 31st, which means lower Somerset homeowners have been deprived 
of the opportunity to truly assess and comment on the environmental impact of the new Segment P on Newport Way on lower Somerset views and property values.  

Keri, can you please provide an update?

Sincerely,
Kevin and Jayme Barry



5/18/2016 11:38:22 JD Yu

Dear Madam/Sir,

I want to talk about the potential conflict of interest in the Energize Eastside project.
On March 1st, many of people attend the phase 1 public hearging here, including me. We raised our concerns, showed the data, and CENSE made a smart proposal for the 
project. In this phase2 scope, it appeared that the public inputs were not considered enough. I am wondering why? 

Without a good explanation, I tend to assume that the movitation behind PSE proposal of building new transmission line is for the investment return, and they use capacity 
upgrade as an opportunity. Is it not true that the new transmission line will allow PSE to collect more money? Unfortunately, the cost of this proposal is on the local residents, 
not only the money cost, but also the safety risk and environment impact. This to me, is very obviously a conflict of interest.

On PSE's web site, there is a statement for PSE Primer:
"During our more than 135-year history one thing has remained constant: 
PSE's focus on safe, reliable, affordable energy service. And we're proud of our legacy: a commitment to great customer service and helping to make our communities better 
places to live and work."
Unfortunately their project proposal doesn't match the above statement! 

We are proud of living in Bellevue, On 9/17/2014, 24/7 Wall Stree identifies Bellevue as the no.2 best city to live across United States. This achievement was accomplished by 
the efforts of city of Bellevue and Bellevue residents.

I will say No to the new transmission line because it doesn't make our community a better place to live and work. I trust you will make right recommendation and decision.

Thank you very much!

5/23/2016 21:12:35 Jeff Callison
Not enough weight given to safety of construction near the Olympic Pipeline and home devaluation due to intrusion of existing easements. Opposing studies show a lack of 
need for this construction.

5/12/2016 23:16:42 Jeffrey Byers

The construction and operation of transmission lines directly above petroleum pipelines is quite simply putting people's lives at risk. This is a heavy burden and responsibility 
that the EIS committee must take into consideration. When transmission lines are put in the same area as petroleum pipelines, several criteria are considered to establish risk 
level, e.g., separation distance, HVAC power line current, collocation length, collocation angle. For those four criteria, Energize Eastside would be considered "high risk" per 
industry standards. [Finneran S. (2015), Criteria for Pipelines Co-Existing with Electric Power Lines, DNV GL, http://www.ingaa.org/File.aspx?id=24732] But this is what Mark 
Williamson, representing PSE, had to say about the collocation of the transmission line and petroleum line: "You don't need to do any engineering studies. [25 feet of 
separation is] far enough that you can just be laissez-faire and let it go." This flippant attitude from PSE is disgusting and, quite frankly, frightening. At this point, the EIS 
committee seems to be the last line of defense protecting the cities of the Eastside from this threat, please don't let us down.

Instead of cutting a swath for dangerous transmission lines through the middle of an urban area, please consider low-impact, incremental solutions like:
•	Energy Efficiency Initiatives: EQL Energy from Portland has estimated that the Eastside can save 30 MW through energy efficiency
•	Distribution Efficiency: This can be achieved through substation upgrades and is already being used in some of PSE's substations
•	Combined Heat and Power: EQL Energy estimates that 30 MW could be saved by generating electricity from the waste heat produced when natural gas is burned to heat or 
cool buildings
•	Energy Storage: Battery storage is getting less and less expensive and, as a result, is being used in more and more localities to provide peak shaving benefits. Southern 
California Edison is funding a project to install batteries with 250 MW of capacity. We would need far less to eliminate the need for these transmission lines.
•	Demand Response: Demand response programs in which a utility compensates customers for reducing their electricity use during periods of high power prices or when the 
reliability of the grid is threatened have proven highly effective in many places around the world. Recently, Australian utility United Energy conducted a trial in its 640,000-
customer service territory using a mobile app to more effectively engage its customers in Demand Response and found that the app helped achieve greater than 30% load 
reduction for peak events in 2015-16. [http://cleantechnica.com/2016/05/05/bidgely-demand-response-trial-averaged-30-load-reduction-peak-events/]
•	Vehicle to Grid (V2G): Energize Eastside is taking a long view on energy usage, so we need to consider alternative technologies to the transmission lines that are in 
development and will be ready in the not too distant future.  V2G technology allows electric car owners to sell electricity back to the grid. Nissan is currently running a V2G trial 
in the UK and notes that if all 18,000 Nissan electric vehicles in the UK were connected to the energy network, they would generate the equivalent output of a 180 MW power 
plant. [http://insideevs.com/nissan-brings-largest-v2g-trial-ever-to-the-uk-but-will-it-go-mainstream/] With more and more Eastside residents purchasing electric vehicles, we 
wouldn’t need new power lines, peaker power plants, or battery storage facilities when the battery storage is sitting in our garages.

5/30/2016 20:13:05 Jeffrey Mock

This project would negatively impact our residence. We invited PSE to do a photo simulation from our location and they never responded. Photo simulation done by CENSE 
from our location indicates that the power lines would appear to be approximately as high as the buildings in downtown Seattle. PSE should remediate this impact by putting 
the proposed Energy Eastside lines on poles no higher than those that now exist on Factoria Boulevard and Coal Creek Parkway. Thank you for your consideration of our 
concerns.



5/29/2016 13:28:50 Jennifer Keller

     I appreciate that a process exists for gathering comments about "Energize Eastside." It seems very appropriate that the public should have multiple opportunities to 
comment, and I appreciate having this opportunity. 
     I also expect the requests for comments to include the alternatives that truly are in front of us at this moment. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for 
Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers, and we are working together to ensure that the comment process serves the public and that the good alternatives that exist--
the true choices that are in front of us--are included in the process.
     Therefore, it would be unethical for me to put on blinders and pretend that we have only two options, "No Action" or "Alternative 1." Other alternatives exist and have been 
described well, and at least one is supported by a large segment of the population. Regardless of the words placed on the web site through which I'm submitting this comment, 
I believe we cannot ethically pretend that the alternative known as "Alternative 2B," which CENSE hired industry experts to develop, does not exist. This alternative does exist, 
and I will now speak to it. 
     It's abundantly clear that in these times, whenever we're considering building energy infrastructure, we must consider climate impacts. We owe it to ourselves, to the young 
people of today, and to future generations. Climate impacts are real--we experienced an unprecedented summer drought in western Washington in 2015, and this year, we've 
already had record-busting temperatures that the Seattle Times called "August in April." Climate impacts also extend to the Sound and the ocean--to the oyster beds, and the 
food webs that support our much-loved salmon and orcas. With too much carbon dioxide, all of this (and more) is at risk. When considering building energy infrastructure, we 
must take climate impacts seriously.
     What does that mean for this DEIS? The DEIS should look very closely at whether this project is aimed at the things we need most right now. We really need things like 
energy efficiency, a smart grid, and the fantastic batteries that even now are becoming more useful and affordable. Alternative 1 is clearly backwards in this respect--it's time to 
stop investing in the old kinds of infrastructure, such as extended high-voltage lines, and instead turn to the new. Alternative 2B is far better in this respect.
     And right now, we need a huge number of living trees. James Hansen, the climate scientist, has emphasized that what's necessary right now is not just a transformation of 
our energy infrastructure--we also need to take care of the forests we have (and wetlands and farmland, which can also absorb CO2) -- and expand them quickly, planting 
trees by the billions. Alternative 1, as described in 6.6.3.1.1 of the DEIS I saw in March, would likely result in a serious loss of "canopy cover," that is, trees. That DEIS 
describes a loss of a minimum of 43 acres of trees, possibly up to a loss of 131 acres of trees--that's a huge number of established trees, in important wildlife corridors and 
near our parks. Cutting these trees means going the wrong direction completely. We might think, oh, cut a tree, plant a tree, it doesn't matter, but a large healthy tree makes a 
layer of wood all over its big trunk and big branches, every year, and in doing that captures a significant amount of CO2. A newly-planted, smaller tree doesn't compare. 
     I urge that we take seriously the reality of the situation we're in today, in relation to greenhouse gases and climate. This is not a time to pretend as if Alternative 1 and "No 
Action" are the only alternatives before us. Instead, it means emphasizing Alternative 2B, or similar approaches, and focusing the majority of attention on that kind of 
alternative. Our goal should be to secure a better energy future for our community and for our children. Thank you.
Jennifer Keller

5/26/2016 9:34:20 Jenny Choi
We do not want these electrical lines built near Tyee middle school, Newport High school, or south Bellevue area due to safety, harming the environment ,  and destroying 
trees.  Listen to the residents!

5/31/2016 23:27:00 Jiandan Zheng

The pole is right in my back yard, I am worrying so much about the whole family's health. The olympic pipeline is right next to the poles in my back yard, I am really worried 
about any earthquake that could lead catastrophy due to the colocate of high voltage electricity pole and the oil pipeline. The alternative plan will also destroy my house's 
value as it will be right in my views to washington lake and seattle downtown. This project will completely put my house and the entire community changes from one of the most 
beautiful desirable community to the most dangerous community.

5/31/2016 9:33:26 JIll Sulzberg

PSE must start to act in good faith--better demonstrate there is a need for Energize Eastside and then present credible alternatives to safely meet that need. DO SOME REAL 
WORK BETWEEN PHASES, PSE. Does this really need to be done over a pipeline? If so, PSE must work with the pipeline company to implement state-of-the-art safety 
measures, not the least of which will be definitely pinpointing the original easement locations for the power poles and pipeline. PSE must determine if the structures that exist 
now (and those planned) meet current safety guidelines and common sense in the real world in their real locations and not just on abstract plat maps.  

From the beginning Energize Eastside has seemed like a "done deal," a spoiled child getting what it wants. Local jurisdictions must stop bering the indulgent parents and  PSE 
must show more cooperation and respect for neighborhoods and homeowners before radically changing the structures on our easements. 

5/26/2016 14:15:55 JoAnne Strom

I'm concerned about our Somerset Community as well as all the neighborhoods that would be affected by the proposed power lines.
I feel decisions are already a foregone conclusion.  The concerns of the citizenry have not been a concern for PSE, EIS, and the Bellevue City Council members.  They ask for 
the citizenry to express their concerns but PSE, EIS and the Bellevue City Council do not really care.  You're all about big business, big money, getting reelected.  

5/16/2016 14:19:58 Joe Tassia
Very concerned regarding building anything (much less monstrous powerlines) directly on top of of the pipeline which puts the homes directly along the pipeline at enormous 
risk should anything go wrong. Strongly support PSE having to condemn/purchase homes along the pipeline should this route be chosen. 

4/25/2016 10:53:44 JOHN LATINO

Where is the evidence to support the need to upgrade transmission lines? Increased demand due to population growth? Per US census data, the rate of population growth in 
Bellevue is slowing, from 26.1% growth in 2000 to 11.7% in 2011, and a projected growth of 11.5% now. Why spend so much money and cause so much impact on the 
environment when the capacity is more than sufficient to handle slowing growth?

5/11/2016 12:26:47 John Swanson
PLEASE don't continue with this project!  Bellevue is one of the most beautiful communities in WA and these unsightly towers replacing so many of our old trees will ruin 
Bellevue.  The Eastside needs many things but this project is NOT one of them.

5/31/2016 17:04:27 John Davis

I have attended the majority of the  meetings since April of 2014. It was voted that Oak 1 should be the first choice route in Section 2. I agreed since the majority of it is 
commercially zoned and as opposed to Willow, which not only is residentially zoned but places the poles at the highest point on the Eastside, not only blocking the views of 
many residents such as my self but also making an eyesore for the many other neighborhoods on the Eastside to see and even Mercer Island. Just as I was against Willow 1 
as the voted backup route, I am adamantly against the inclusion of the new alternatives such as Oak 2 and Willow 2 as the new lines no matter what high will still block as 
many views and be just as much of an eyesore since they still will be higher than the remaining existing flora/trees that have not been cut down for this project. 

In addition, the visual impact simulations done by PSE on Willow were taking at the most sellable vantage points. No visual impact simulations have ever been done from my 
house or the 40+ some houses that line Somerset Drive SE, all of which will have the lines parallel to the view sides of the houses. 

5/17/2016 15:46:39 Joy Phelps

PSE has not shown adequate concern for conservation and generation of electricity in the current Energize Eastside initiative.  While its representatives acknowledge that 
Washington State law and regulations enable citizen ownership of solar energy generation projects, PSE is doing nothing to encourage citizens to initiate and own shares in 
projects of this type.  Our utility company should take measures, whether profitable or not, to generate energy from the sun, as well as the wind, before building more power 
lines to carry power from outside the region.



5/30/2016 19:56:50 Judy Mock

I am a homeowner in the lower Somerset neighborhood of Bellevue, WA. Somerset residents Patricia Magnani, Stephanie Kristen, and Tanya Franzen (Somerset Community 
Association President) had a walking tour of lower Somerset with three PSE representatives, including Keri Pravitz, PSE Community Projects Manager, on 4/20/16 to assess 
the environmental impact of PSE's new preferred Energize Eastside route called "Willow 2" on the viewshed and property values of lower Somerset homeowners who currently 
enjoy unobstructed views of Lake Washington, the mountains, and downtown cityscapes of Seattle and Bellevue.  Willow 2 introduced a brand new segment, referred to as 
Segment P, to be constructed on Newport Way which would replace existing 40 feet high distribution poles and wires with transmission poles and wires that are double the 
height, at 80 feet high, and which will negatively impact homeowners' views and property values.  

At this meeting, Ms. Pravitz promised that Andrew Lightfoot, PSE Project Engineer, would be made available to take photo simulations in order for homeowners to truly be able 
to assess the full impact of Willow 2 on the visual resources of the lower Somerset neighborhood.  An email with the names and addresses of three homeowners, the Mocks, 
the Barrys, and the Campbells, was furnished to Ms. Pravitz on 5/3/16..  There was no response, and follow up emails were sent on May 27 and May 30th.  PSE's failure to 
arrange the promised photo simulations before the May 31st deadline of the Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS means lower Somerset residents have been deprived of the 
opportunity to comment on the full known impact of preferred route Willow 2 on our views and property values, and we maintain this represents a violation of the Phase 2 EIS 
scoping process.  

Judy Mock
I am commenting in support of PSE's plan to bring 230kV transmission lines substantially though a right of way it already owns. It is the only alternative that is rationale and 
GUARANTEES the electrical needs of our region. 

In full disclosure I am a former employee of PSE who left on voluntary and amicable terms. I was involved in the early stages of this project (I changed positions in 2012) and 
used to live close to the Lakeside substation on property that had the existing PSE 115kV lines upon it. In my professional life at PSE and beyond, I perform and supervise 
easement and property acquisition and hold the SR/WA professional certification from the International Right of Way Association.

My comments will be broken into two parts, one to address land use and the other pipeline safety. 

Land Use: PSE, in consultation with its CAG group, wisely proposes to utilize an existing utility corridor. While the need for 230kV through PSE's main load center is needed, it 
also needs to be placed intelligently. It is quite clear that several people in communities that willingly purchased land adjacent to an existing transmission system, feel quite 
strongly this needs to go somewhere else, or simply not constructed at all. I have watched nearly every youtube video on the subject, from a gentleman who is fond of making 
videos comparing PSE to Nazi's, or Mr. Wappler to a robot to folks in orange shirts demanding the City of Bellevue "do something about these easements". The City of 
Bellevue ought not be persuaded by these voices that speak not from sound land policy but a selfish interest to prevent vital infrastructure from being placed to serve an entire 
region, but primarily due to their core load. 

When land is purchased that has an existing utility easement, in many places consuming whole backyards, one has to wonder why otherwise educated and well meaning 
individuals would assume the owner of said easement right would never change or modernize their use. Allowing the narrative of NIMBY to penetrate the decision making 
process would be a truly self defeating act for five city's that very much advertise wanting to be on the cutting edge of technology and industry. 

Further, if PSE were somehow persuaded to create a new corridor though virgin land, it would create ecological outcomes that simply do not need to be. It is much better for 
PSE to remove vegetation along the existing right of way than to duplicate that elsewhere. 

Pipeline Safety: In reading, watching and listening to landowner feedback, I do understand the public's concern towards pipeline safety. As you know, PSE owns and operates 
a vast network of natural gas pipelines and has relationships with the transmission providers that supply them. PSE is totally capable of mitigating safety concerns, and will 
undoubtedly produce plans to protect the integrity of pipelines within their operating corridor. That said, the public's concern on the matter warrants dedicated pipeline safety 
measures at all times during construction and restoration of their project. The City, in its capacity as SEPA lead, should inquire to or appoint a neutral pipeline safety 
consultant to review each of PSE's proposed pole locations and their installation plans. In conclusion, thousands of miles of coincident transmission lines and pipelines 
traverse this country moving millions of cubic feet of fuel/gas and megawatts. PSE has the expertise and professionalism to handle this project.

Please refine the scope of this project to PSE's proposed alternative and work with them to build a rationale plan to serve electrical loads every individual in the 5 city area 
contributes to.
Respectfully,

Kelly McGill SR/WA

5/28/2016 11:24:34 Kenneth Yamamoto

I have just started inquiries into how many people living near the PSE power line.  The first set data is quite a surprise.  Of 5 consecutive homes on 135th Ave SE,  4 homes 
had reported cancer.  One home had two members with cancer.  Four members have died. Two members are recovered.  Now with the proposal for double voltage, the height 
of the proposed power line will be radiating a much more dangerous affect.

I am not  yet saying that the poiwerline is resposible, however, it should be seriously reserched.
Along with the gas line, it would be foolish to risk any powerline in this area.

5/5/2016 11:19:17 Laura Stevenson

Chestnut Hill Academy, a private day school serving more than 200 children, resides directly next to the Lakeside substation and power lines (Address: 13633 SE 26th Street). 
This substation will be impacted by all proposed options.

EMF readings done by PSE in 2013 on the site show levels of EMF exposure today which are above the EPA's recommended 1.0 mG threshold and go as high as 18 mG. 

What accommodations and interventions does PSE plan to employ to ensure the health and safety of these children when the power running through the lines doubles in 
2018? Is the company planning to install higher lines around this area? Will "transposed" phasing/split phasing be employed? Will there be regular testing in the weeks and 
months after this change to ensure the health and safety of the children and staff at this and any other schools impacted by this project?

McGillKelly4/28/2016 19:32:48



5/30/2016 12:21:26 Lawrence Chiu

I have concerns on PSE's Willow 2 Energize Eastside route. I live in lower Somerset and in addition to concerns about construction and higher voltage lines over an aging 
Olympic pipeline and the proximity to residential and school areas, Willow 2 with its new 80 feet high transmission poles and wires on Newport Way will negatively impact the 
views and property values of lower Somerset residents such as myself. If you do a quick survey of house prices on lower Somerset, we get a significant boost in property 
values from having great views. By having noticeable power poles and lines that cut across our views, our house values will be negatively impacted. I recall during the initial 
community consultation that alternate routes that were along business/industrial areas such as Factoria were recommended over residential areas such as Somerset. Please 
consider alternate routes such as Oak 1 or Oak 2 that impact less residents and safer as they are farther away from the pipeline. 

5/31/2016 23:06:58 Le Wang It's ridiculous that HV transmission line will be built above the oil pipeline. Do we need to wait until people killed by accident, then regret in the future?

5/31/2016 22:04:44 Lei Wang

The proposed path would go through a few schools. As parents , I am concerned about hazards to both environment and  health  of our students. PSE should meet with all 
families who have students in Schools along the proposed route, and provide detailed plans to reduce environment hazard to minimum, as well as emergency plans in case of 
natural disaster.

5/26/2016 13:38:53 LI JIAN Yu

Hi
PSE’s project is a money wasting, over-sized, backward thinking and environment damaging project.  It cuts 8000 mature trees, and negatively impacts 29 neighborhoods, 
schools and churches.  It creates tremendous safety uncertainty across the neighborhoods.  And the only certainty of this project is our rates will go up faster over the next 40-
50 years.

The PSE project will eventually cost over a billion dollars.  Those dollars should be wisely invested to invent and develop new technologies and solutions that, as a result, will 
create hundreds or even thousands of high paying jobs across Puget Sound.   This should be our energy future.
   
Power grid is a 100 year old legacy technology.  PSE’s project tries to retrofit the old technology to serve our energy needs.  It is not an innovative solution, instead, it is a 
money making project for a small group of investors at our residents’ expenses.   CENSE’s alternative is a better solution by employing new modern technologies and designs.

I reject PSE's proposed "Energize Eastside" solution.   Please involve CENSE to improve PSE's solution.

Thank you

5/26/2016 10:10:45 Linda Taylor

I have listened to and read about both sides of the issue. I firmly believe that it would be wrong for PSE to go across the Olympus neighborhood ( and other neighborhoods) 
with the planned lines. They are not taking pipeline safety seriously enough and they are not considering the tremendous impact the project would have to those who live next 
to or under it. Like everyone in this neighborhood , I absolutely believe that the plans for this project are not well thought out. I am against PSE doing this project.
Thank you,
LInda Taylor
Newcastle WA

5/16/2016 13:37:49 Liping Ke

I have many questions that have not been answered:
1.	Do we really need the line? PSE never provided correct usage/consumption model. I believe each power overage was caused by the trees cut down the overhead lines? If 
PSE can consider how to make the overhead lines fewer and stable is the first priority improvement.
2.	It’s 2016. Do we have better design with so many renovated technologies? The answer is obviously yes. Though PSE never directly told us, but we can clearly understand 
the only reason is “we want to build the line, using 30 years ago technology, reusing the facilities as much as possible, to cut the cost and earn more money”. You know what, 
a month ago, when my parents came from shanghai, they were scared by the overhead power transmission lines. Now even in China, most of the high-voltage lines will be 
setup in the area far away from the densely-populated area for security reasons. My mom told me they never experienced any power overage in the past 15 years. You know 
SH was easily hit by typhoon during summer.
3.	Is the proposal “lowering 65 feet is really the fantastic improvement”. Obviously no. Will the lowering feet impact the schools and houses directly down the line? I heard from 
the home owners they can clearly heard some sounds during rainy days even under current 115 kv lines. Do we expect our kids heard louder sounds and explosion right upon 
their play ground in the near future?
4.	PSE said that the current design can reuse the current facilities so it will be the best choice. Is it the truth? Have they ever considered the huge changes in the past 30 
years. Now Bellevue has developed from a small rural area to a highly populated modern city. And we have several huge Olympics pipelines going through Tyee, we clearly 
knew several explosions caused along the oil pipeline. And we’re looking forward to the unprecedented earthquake happening sooner. Now experts are questioning about 
whether our houses can survive from the earthquake. Has PSE every considered what will happen to Tyee’s kids with the combined underground pipeline and overhead 
transmission lines under the earthquake conditions?

5/31/2016 21:53:25 Liping Ke
It's unacceptable to have another dangerous line across our Tyee middle school. Just because the school belongs to the government use, we will sacrifice the kids' safety. It's 
totally irresponsible and horrible. Combined the estimation of incoming earthquake, before taking action, give a thought for our kids!

5/14/2016 13:48:15 Loan Tong

I want to voice my concerns and questions for the PSE Energize Eastside project. I want to know more about the proposed substations: whether they are clean, whether they 
can be cited elsewhere, whether PSE will be building these stations (and thus making money from it)? Their studies have concluded that conservation is not enough. What 
about a combination of other remedies that should be considered like energy conservation along with new technologies like distributed power generation (e.g., rooftop solar) 
which don't require transmission lines? 

Additionally, are there other communities, besides the one listed on the Eastside, who are the beneficiaries of the new transmission line? 

How will the utility stand to profit from this project? What recourse do I and other Eastside residents have if the growth of electricity demand that PSE has projected and is 
using justify the need for this transmission line fails to materialize?  Utilities have a tendency to overbuild and if they don't sell enough electricity (or put it differently, if demand 
is as high as they projected), they will try to make up the difference by asking regulators to increase rates. So are Eastside residents like myself protected from these future 
rate increases? 



5/31/2016 21:32:51 Lori Elworth

The need for this Energize Eastside project must be determined independent of PSE. The city of Bellevue has a responsibility to conduct an independent load flow study. 
CENSE has hired experts and the citizens deserve an EIS process that is valid. The two phase EIS is failing and the purpose and need question is valid. Why does the EIS not 
allow purpose and need to be questioned when the city of Bellevue has not verified this independently of PSE? Will the city of Bellevue answer this and pay to complete an 
independent load flow study? It seems this question has been asked repeatedly. I have checked the library several times for the printed copy of the phase 2 EIS and it doesn't 
exist. I would expect it would be next to the printed 715 page DEIS phase 1 on the shelf. This is confusing and I'm not sure what to comment on with no document to review. My 
concerns are valid. Why is safety not the top priority? There is a report submitted by CENSE on the collocation of powerlines and high pressure petroleum gas pipelnes by Dr 
Frank Chang. PSE doesn't address the safety of collocation factually or scientifically in the DEIS. PSE is planning to zigzag over the gas pipeline through a narrow shared 
easement next to 52 homes in my neighborhood. if there is an explosion or a fire how will the firefighters respond? Where is the data showing that my family, my neighbors, my 
first responders, and my property will be safe or do we just rely on best practices will be used by PSE? This project is not just local. SCL and PSE need to work together. The 
UTC won't step in when it is a "local" project. Electric utilities are not considered an Essential Public Utility no matter how many times PSE says it is. The lights and not going 
to go out  as PSE keeps threatening. Does the city of Bellevue believe these to be true? When will the city of Bellevue employ a qualified staff to vet this project? Energize 
Eastside is unsafe, out of date technology, and too expensive, as well as not necessary. 

5/26/2016 14:29:46 LT Tong

Willow 2 and the brand new (never previously vetted) Segment P along Newport Way will have adverse impacts on views and property values of lower Somerset neighborhood 
homes, remove trees, and cause visual blight.  The current height of the distribution poles on Newport Way are 40 feet high, and, according to the Energize Eastside website, 
the proposed height of the new transmission poles will be 80 feet high. Property value mitigation will be necessary. The viewshed and visual resources (lake, mountain and city 
views of downtown Seattle and Bellevue skylines) will all be adversely impacted by the brand new Segment P.
  
Traffic conditions are already crowded on Newport Way as it is a heavily traveled road for residents and school children traveling to work and schools (Newport High School, 
Tyee Middle School, Puesta del Sol in the Monthaven neighborhood, and Somerset Elementary.) The construction impact of building a transmission line on Newport Way will 
create nightmarish traffic conditions which will be hard to mitigate.  

Furthermore, lower Somerset homes, Tyee Middle School and Newport High School are too close to the aging Olympic Pipeline, and a construction accident could cause 
catastrophic loss of life and property (even months after construction, as occurred in Bellingham in 1999.) If the City of Bellevue allows PSE to construct Energize Eastside, it 
will be putting the profits of a privately-owned utility ahead of the interests of the people who live and work in our beautiful city. I support the CENSE alternative.

5/17/2016 16:17:39 Lynette Martin

My home has the PSE easement in my backyard.  It also has the Olympic pipeline.  The proposed project by PSE has me quite concerned about pipeline safety, the impact on 
the environment, and the safety of the proposed power lines.  I know the organization CENSE has put several alternatives on the table.  In any other organization, there would 
be compromise, meet in the middle. This project contains no compromise.  Why is this enormous company being allowed to dictate to our city, our citizens how it is going to do 
things.  My beautiful property will be destroyed.  My health and safety at risk.  And the council sits by and does nothing?  This is wrong in so many ways.  Please listen to your 
citizens, your taxpayers, your voters.  This project is a danger.  Please hear us!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

5/29/2016 16:35:09 Lynn Ang

Hi PSE,

I hope you will consider not to build a high voltage power line right by our house. I am concern about the EMF since the line will be just above us. It will be detrimental to our 
health for my family and my young son. Also, the pipeline is just around the corner. Besides, this 18 miles will be building along many schools. Please consider CENSE 
proposal or build it somewhere around less densely populated area.

5/31/2016 22:03:44 Mark Houglum

Thank you for taking comments.  I have been a resident for 15 years.  By trade, I am a counselor.  I have been following the proposed new power line conversation since I 
became aware of it. I live near 148th Avenue and often drive part of the route that included in the project.  I was at the recent meeting where you received comments.  I 
appreciated the exhibit and explanations by attendents who were in the hallway.  

I want to register deep concerns I have over this project.  I have been concerned about the trees coming down ever since I first became aware of it.  I drive on 148th frequently, 
as do many, many people.  It is like driving through a park-like environment.  I place a high value on that.  I suspect that it helps lower the stress of what is sometimes 
significant commuter traffic, and may actually contribute a greater sense of well-being.  Taking down the trees and putting up the towers that are planned destroys the 
character of the neighborhood.  More recently I have begun to be seriously concerned about the safety of the project, so much so that I would need to consider relocating if the 
project goes forward. Under the right conditions, it seems like a catastrophe waiting to happen.  What risk are we willing to carry? And if other options are available, why would 
we choose to so? 

Beyond these two major concerns is a question that has emerged for me:  can I trust PSE to act in our community's best interest?  I need to hear why it is that newer alternative 
ways of meeting energy needs have either not been explored or rejected.  From what I have learned, it makes no sense not to do so -- especially in this (I would like to think) 
forward looking, innovative community.  The project as proposed seems archaic, simply plugging in an old solution into an existing need -- if there is a need at all (I was 
shocked to arrive at this question after viewing the exhibits).   I do not want to conclude that the reason for this particular proposal is that there has been a failure of 
imagination and/or just satisfies the need of PSE to make a profit.  After reviewing the exhibits, its difficult not to come to these conclusions.  Are we at a moment in time where 
we need to create a locally owned utility company?

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment.  I still trust the process, and that you represent our community's best interests.  I need to believe that you are not a political 
arm of PSE, but provide an independent review that will challenge them as necessary.  I look forward to your updates and hearing how you are processing and responding to 
the many comments you have received.  Thank you for your work on this.

5/26/2016 11:17:18 Mary Lynne Poole

I think you should choose the NO ACTION alternative.  The current proposal is unneeded and dangerous.  We do not need huge towers of wires going through our residential 
areas just to send electricity to Canada. We neeed a better plan that adopts 21st century best practices in advanced energy management and conservation.

5/20/2016 12:42:30 Marylou Haugland

This project is entirely too big; there is no research that proves such a large and expensive undertaking is advisable and warrants the expense.
Safety is of grave concern:  the proposed paths run through neighborhoods with high voltage transmission lines
Environmental damage is apparent; just the removal of trees; again, not necessary
I see no evidence of other examined reliable/cost effective and efficient alternatives that warrants such a huge expensive and unnecessary undertaking.

5/31/2016 8:46:17 Matt Deasy
I am concerned with PSE power lines running down Newport way.  First I question the need as questioned by cense.  Secondly the proposed power lines may impact my view 
and thus my property values.  



5/27/2016 6:59:42 Melinda Miller

Get with the times and stop forcing your giant power poles on us. Look abroad and see how other countries deal with their high power needs (Solar, underground wires in 
places not next to pipelines, wind, etc..)  You'll jeopardize whole neighborhoods by digging next to old underground pipelines. There is no way you can ensure our safety when 
dealing with old pipelines underground!!! All so you can sell your power to Canada.  This isn't even for Bellevue and lets be real about that. Plus, why have a community 
outreach program for input, when you knew all along you'd be choosing this corridor. The bottom line is just don't care about the destruction of homes, home values, way of 
life, trees, wildlife and the environment! It's all about greed! Why should we all have to suffer so you can reap the benefits? We get nothing but misery from this "proposed" 
project. Start REALLY looking into the impact this will have on the people that live along your planned route. 

5/27/2016 11:13:58 Michele Brown-Ruegg

I live in Somerset and I expect voted officials to represent voters and say NO to PSE's Dangerous Mega-Project And “Yes” to Safe, Green, Smart Energy Solutions!

I'm against Puget Sound Energy’s project to construct an towering poles and high voltage electricity transmission lines impacting 29 neighborhoods including mine in 
Redmond, Kirkland, Bellevue, Newcastle, and Renton.

5/26/2016 10:35:42 Pamela Johnston

1.	Cutting 8,000 mature trees is contrary to the Comp Plan. 
“EN-12. Work toward a citywide tree canopy target of at least 40% canopy coverage that reflects our “City in a Park” character and maintain an action plan for meeting the 
target across multiple land use types including right-ofway, public lands, and residential and commercial uses” (Comp Plan Environmental section under volume 1 page 258)
The tree canopy has been declining, 20% cumulative loss since 1986. -- Environmental Stewardship Initiative, Strategic Plan, 2013-2018, 
https://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/PCD/ESI_Strategic_Plan_2013-2018_FINAL_Dec2013.pdf
2.	Cutting 8,000 mature trees increases our costs for stormwater. PSE is putting that cost on the citizens of Bellevue. It is not LID.
Bellevue’s tree canopy provides many benefits including $20.6M in stormwater management (http://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Parks/park_board_minutes_3-8-
16_approved.pdf). Trees reduce and filter stormwater. Low Impact Development has specific goals approved by City Council to enhance tree canopy in transportation facilities.
3.	Cutting 8,000 mature trees is contrary to the King County commitment to re-tree King County to the maximum extent practical
Planting trees is a target action in King County’s 2015 Strategic Climate Action Plan, a road map for how King County will reduce carbon pollution, increase transit, protect 
open spaces, and prepare communities for the impacts of a changing climate “ In cooperation with public and private partners, plant at least one million trees in King County 
over the next five years and develop a 30-year plan to re-tree King County to the maximum extent practical while accommodating population growth and multiple land uses.”.
4.	Cutting 8,000 mature trees is huge hit to the City Street Tree and Arterial Landscape Program
This program encompasses approximately 10,000+ trees.. http://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Parks/park_board_minutes_3-8-16_approved.pdf

5/26/2016 13:28:27 Patricia Magnani

Willow 2 and the brand new (never previously vetted) Segment P along Newport Way will have adverse impacts on views and property values of lower Somerset neighborhood 
homes, remove trees, and cause visual blight.  The current height of the distribution poles on Newport Way are 40 feet high, and, according the Energize Eastside website, the 
proposed height of the new transmission poles will be 80 feet high. Property value mitigation will be necessary.  The viewshed and visual resources (lake, mountain and city 
views of downtown Seattle and Bellevue skylines) will all be impacted by the brand new Segment P.  Traffic conditions are already crowded on Newport Way as it is a heavily 
traveled road for local residents and school children traveling to work and schools (Newport High School, Tyee Middle School, Puesta del Sol in the Monthaven neighborhood, 
and Somerset Elementary.)  The construction impact of building a transmission line on Newport Way will create nightmarish traffic conditions which will be hard to mitigate.  
Furthermore, lower Somerset homes, Tyee Middle School and Newport High School are too close to the aging Olympic Pipeline, and a construction accident could cause 
catastrophic loss of life and property (even months after construction, as occurred in Bellingham in 1999.)  If the City of Bellevue allows PSE to construct Energize Eastside, it 
will be putting the profits of a privately-owned utility ahead of the interests of the people who live and work in our beautiful city.   I support the CENSE alternative.

5/30/2016 18:03:42 Patricia and Jerry Magnani

I am a homeowner in the lower Somerset neighborhood of Bellevue, WA. Somerset residents Patricia Magnani, Stephanie Kristen, and Tanya Franzen (Somerset Community 
Association President) had a walking tour of lower Somerset with three PSE representatives, including Keri Pravitz, PSE Community Projects Manager, on 4/20/16 to assess 
the environmental impact of PSE's new preferred Energize Eastside route called "Willow 2" on the viewshed and property values of lower Somerset homeowners who currently 
enjoy unobstructed views of Lake Washington, the mountains, and downtown cityscapes of Seattle and Bellevue.  Willow 2 introduced a brand new segment, referred to as 
Segment P, to be constructed on Newport Way which would replace existing 40 feet high distribution poles and wires with transmission poles and wires that are double the 
height, at 80 feet high, and which will negatively impact homeowners' views and property values.  

At this meeting, Ms. Pravitz promised that Andrew Lightfoot, PSE Project Engineer, would be made available to take photo simulations in order for homeowners to truly be able 
to assess the full impact of Willow 2 on the visual resources of the lower Somerset neighborhood.  An email with the names and addresses of three homeowners, the Mocks, 
the Barrys, and the Campbells, was furnished to Ms. Pravitz on 5/3/16..  There was no response, and follow up emails were sent on May 27 and May 30th.  PSE's failure to 
arrange the promised photo simulations before the May 31st deadline of the Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS means lower Somerset residents have been deprived of the 
opportunity to comment on the full known impact of preferred route Willow 2 on our views and property values, and we maintain this represents a violation of the Phase 2 EIS 
scoping process.



5/24/2016 15:14:42 Paul Gilmartin

I am a parent of a child who will attend school along what PSE designates Segment M.  I understand that, as part of Energize Eastside, PSE considered proposing to install a 
high voltage power line primarily through one of two segments within the Southern sub-area: either Segment L or Segment M.  PSE now proposes only Segment M.

Why did PSE remove Segment L as an alternative with no discussion of the number of school children impacted by PSE’s action?  Further, why did PSE suppress data 
regarding the impact on school children (i.e. number of students attending near a corridor)?

Segment M requires constructing the new 230kv transmission line on or adjacent to numerous school grounds.  Segment M would impact, among others, high school and older 
students at Renton Technical School, young grade school students at Sierra Heights Elementary School, and numerous infants and toddlers attending other schools and care 
centers along Segment M.  In contrast, Segment L does not appear to pass on or adjacent to any school.  (I dislike that PSE’s process pits one neighborhood against another.)

In fact, the PSE published South Sub-Area Workshop #2 data table, dated 4/24/14, indicates there are 11,254 students attending near Segment M.  This number eclipses the 
number of students along any other corridor.  Segment L shows 0 students.  
	•  Why did this data  and the evaluation of the impact on students disappear from consideration following publication of the April 24, 2014 data table?  
		o  Notably, data regarding the number of students near a corridor was not included in the Community Advisory Group Blind Evaluation Data Table (used by advisory group 
members to score the full selection of route options) or the Community Advisory Group route options data table (used to justify PSE’s route selection).  
	•  Why did PSE suppress the data regarding the number of students that may be impacted?

Although PSE states “research has not established that exposure to power frequency EMF causes adverse health effects” 
(http://pse.com/safety/ElectricSafety/Documents/4243_EMF.pdf), the deliberated response of a number of communities, states, and nations (See e.g. 
http://www.maine.gov/mpuc/legislative/Reports/ATTACHMENT%201%20-%2011-30-13.pdf) is enough for me to question building high voltage lines near schools.  

Since there appear to be no schools located along Segment L, I ask that PSE renew review of Segment L --or another alternative-- and not Segment M.  I ask that PSE not 
assume the  liability of risking the health of my child, the health of over ten thousand other children attending schools along Segment M, and the health of the innumerable 
number of children that will attend schools along Segment M.

On May 24, 2016, I submitted a comment to Energize Eastside for Phase 2 Scoping.  Separately, on May 25, 2016, I forwarded a copy of that comment to Tim McHarg, 
Director of Community Development, City of Newcastle.

I wish to enter into public comment a copy of the May 25, 2016 email I submitted to the City of Newcastle.  The body of the May 25, 2016 email, with body of the May 24, 2016 
public comment, is copied below.

Regards,

-----Original Message-----
From: 
To: timm <timm@ci.newcastle.wa.us>
Sent: Wed, May 25, 2016
Subject: May 24 email regarding Energize Eastside public comment for Phase 2 Scoping

Dear Mr. McHarg, 

Yesterday, I submitted a comment to Energize Eastside for Phase 2 Scoping.  I copied you on the submission to bring your attention to an issue that may cause a significant 
harm to the City of Newcastle.  I believe PSE suppressed data that could have caused the route through Newcastle (Segment M) to have been viewed less favorable than 
other alternatives.

As I noted yesterday, PSE's data indicates 11,254 students attend school near Segment M.  This number eclipses the number of students along any other corridor.  Fore 
example, Segment L (the Segment M alternative) impacts 0 students.

PSE's data appeared in the South Sub-Area Workshop #2 data table, dated 4/24/14 but was thereafter suppressed.  
Notably, data regarding the number of students near a corridor was not included in the Community Advisory Group Blind Evaluation Data Table (used by advisory group 
members to score the full selection of route options) or the Community Advisory Group route options data table (used to justify PSE’s route selection).  

Perhaps if PSE had not suppressed data regarding the number of students impacted by the route options, PSE would not be reviewing a route through the City of Newcastle.

I do not know if my public comment will arrive at the proper time in the EIS process to impact route selection.  I believe it may be too late to alter the proposed route.  Further, I 
doubt my comment alone will change a process already steamrolling through our community.  I copied you, and am writing today, because the City of Newcastle, collectively, 
may be harmed the most by PSE's data suppression.  Again, if data regarding the impact on school children was not suppressed, PSE might not be seeking to construct new 
power lines in the City of Newcastle, in line with the Olympic pipelines.

Regards,

5/31/2016 23:12:58 Qing Ye 
For every resident's safety, especially every kid, teacher and stuff at the Tyee middle school.
Please fully and carefully considering the phase 2!!!

GilmartinPaul5/31/2016 16:30:22



5/31/2016 23:13:10 Qing Ye 
For every resident's safety, especially every kid, teacher and stuff at the Tyee middle school.
Please fully and carefully considering the phase 2!!!

5/19/2016 9:58:08 Rachel Saw

I object to this PSE proposed Energized Eastside megaproject due to safety concerns. The projects puts our Bellevue neighborhood especially schools including Tyee Middle 
School, which is located so close to both the oil pipeline and the high transmission poles, put our kids and teachers at risk. I urge the city to reconsider other viable options. 
Put safety a priority. 

5/26/2016 12:32:47 Randy Chung

The information being presented by PSE and the city of Bellevue appear to be heavily weighted towards pushing PSE's preferred option. The science and math behind their 
proposal is faulty, and not giving other, reasonable proposals equal representation makes the entire project appear to be driven by corporate profit motives, rather than what's 
right for the community's needs. This leaves a bad taste in my mouth for all the city officials who've been a part of this process, as this should be something worth their time 
and attention to address. 

5/31/2016 17:11:31 Ranjit Prabhu
Need visual impact simulations on west viewing section of Somerset in Bellevue. Also projections on compensation for economic loss to homeowners from direct and indirect 
impact to views, including a projection on contingency reserve for future losses to homeowners that are above and beyond initial prediction.

5/27/2016 9:59:30 Reiner Decher

While the topic selected is the visual one, the underlying threat of tree removal is a great concern.  I hope that PSE will not use the arguments to remove tree from the corridor 
that it uses to butcher the trees under the lower voltage power lines in the BT neighborhood.  What Asplundh does is an abomination.  While I understand that really high 
voltage lines need to be aerial for cost reasons, PSE should think about a plan to bury all power lines that carry a certain voltage or lower. Sacrificing the neighborhood for 
PSE profits is obscene. 
Somerset Recreation Club
4445 Somerset Blvd SE, Bellevue, WA 98006
May 31, 2016

The Somerset Recreation Club (SRC) has been a Recreational Facility for the Somerset Residential Community and surrounding neighborhoods since 1963. As a cornerstone 
in the community, we have been following the Energize Eastside (EE) project and attempting to determine the impacts on SRC if the new high voltage lines are installed along 
the existing PSE corridor. The following are SRC’s Scoping Comments for the Phase 2 DEIS. 

Overall Project-The Club submitted comments on the Phase I DEIS and anticipated receiving comprehensive responses during the Phase 1 FEIS. However, these comments 
will not be addressed in the Phase 1 FEIS, since it is not going to be prepared.  We would like to have an explanation of why the Phase 1 FEIS is not being separately 
prepared and instead, a Phase 2 DEIS and a combined FEIS is being generated. This process is not consistent with WDOE SEPA guidelines and we would like an 
explanation, legal justification, and examples of other DEIS (for similar proposed actions) that have been recently prepared following that same approach.  In addition, SRC is 
requesting that all of our comments regarding the Phase 1 DEIS and these scoping comments be answered in the Phase 2 DEIS (We have attached a copy of SRC’s Comment 
Letter.). In addition, a justification for this project needs to be included in the FEIS.

Preferred Alternative- We would like an explanation of why the preferred alternative was selected without addressing the comments from the Phase 1 DEIS. We do not agree 
with the COB selecting Willow 2, as the Preferred Alternative. Somerset Recreation Club is concerned about the contents of the DEIS not addressing the significant 
environmental and operational impacts of the PSE proposed project, especially Willows 2’s impacts on the club. It should also be noted that there were no mitigation measures 
that will provide significant solutions to SRC, for both short term construction and long term location and operational/maintenance impacts due to the potential removal of the 
115kv poles and/or transmission lines, and replacement with 230kv poles and transmission lines. Also, the Phase1 DEIS stated that COB anticipated no cumulative or 
significant adverse impacts to natural resources (removal of 8000 trees) from any of the alternatives, which needs to be addressed.

Siting- SRC is concerned about the specific plans with regard to locating the 85’ to 130’ poles that would support the new, higher voltage power lines. Specifically, where 
precisely would the poles be located (vis-a-vis the existing PSE power poles on SRC property)? Will the existing poles be removed or retained? If so, how much more of our 
property would be taken and/or what effect would the larger poles/wires have on our Clubhouse/pool? Can our existing tennis courts stay below the new, higher voltage lines? 
According to the Phase 1 DEIS the new higher voltage power lines will require a widening of the existing corridor by as much as 50’ and that no buildings or houses will be 
allowed within the easement and/or below the lines. If this is true, then the Somerset Recreation Club, a recreation facility that has been in use for more than 50 years, may 
literally have to close its doors, because we would not be able to comply with the new expanded corridor requirements as our current clubhouse, tennis courts and possibly our 
pool would sit below these lines. As a result of these impacts to SRC, what mitigation will you provide?

Also, the overhead transmission lines and pole location were discussed. The DEIS did not mention ways to mitigate through design, location, and/or minimize the impacts 
associated with the removal of the 115 kV system and upgrading it to 230kv. This upgrade has significant impacts such as: the foundation location and size and the pole height 
on the SRC which is located in the existing transmission corridor. The Phase 1 DEIS does not identify major issues nor provide significant mitigation measures to prevent 
damage to the SRC facility from poles and powerlines collapsing and the Olympic pipeline breaking due to significant seismic and/or storm events. In addition, construction 
impacts due to removing the old poles, the access to locations where the poles are located, and replacing them in the same location may adversely impact the SRC 
property/facility. 
 
Lastly, SRC currently has a T-Mobile cell antenna on a PSE pole located on SRC property. SRC receives substantial revenue from T-Mobile and we will need to be assured 
that none of the EE alternatives would impact the continued operation of the cell antenna.   

5/30/2016 12:29:19 Rick Gratzer



ELEMENTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT- The following elements need to be evaluated in the Phase 2 DEIS

Natural Environment
Earth-SRC is on a steep hill and adjacent to the Fault that is located along I-90. Potential impacts and significant mitigation measures identified to prevent damage to the SRC 
facility from poles/powerlines collapsing and the Olympic pipeline breaking due to significant seismic, construction, and/or storm events. 
Water Resources -SRC has been impacted by a significant amount of storm water runoff from the hill/roadway along Somerset Blvd and mitigation needs to be described. 
Plants and Animals- An overview of the aquatic and terrestrial habitat within the entire study area needs to be included. In addition, the impact of the potential removal of 8000 
trees in the corridor should be comprehensively evaluated and what is the value of each tree, climate change impact to the region, habitat degradation and what type of 
birds/animals will be permanently impacted or killed?

Energy & Natural Resources- An assessment of the validity of this project, comment letters/studies provided during the Phase 1 DEIS must be included and evaluated to 
determine if this project is justified and if this is a viable option for the City.

Built Environment
Environmental Health-The environmental health for this proposed project includes Electric Magnetic Radiation, Hazardous Materials, Corona Ionization, and Noise need to be 
assessed. The Phase 1 DEIS concluded that there were “No cumulative adverse impacts to environmental health as anticipated”, this is incorrect and needs to be addressed. 
The impact of the existing power lines upon residents’ health (note: A number of residents on the corridor have experienced significant health issues (e.g. Cancer).) should be 
evaluated in order to ensure residents that the new higher voltage lines won’t potentially exacerbate health issues. 

In addition, PSE needs to assure SRC that none of the potential EE alternatives will pose a danger to the operation of our pool, including the potential expansion of the pool to 
6 lanes. SRC has been considering other options for renovating the facility and we would want to be assured that EE will not impact our options for renovation.

Noise-This element (Per SEPA), should be listed under Environmental Health element.)There is a significant noise issues due to the existing transmission system along the 
corridor and needs to be addressed. 

Land Use & Housing –This section needs to provide a detailed overview of the changes in Land Use, proposed action and alternative alignments compliance with COB’s 
codes and regulations  and key mitigation measures.

Views & Visual Resources –The views from all structures along the alignment need to be evaluated and quantified in the Economic section of the DEIS. It must assess the 
impacts on the property values and tax consequences to each parcel.

Recreation- The impact to SRC’s facility and other key private/community recreation facilities need to be assessed in the DEIS and a discussion on the potential siting options 
that to avoid placing overhead lines in recreation sites. 

Historic & Cultural Resources- SRC and many of the homes/structures in the corridor 
could be considered as a historic structures, so potential mitigation options need to be  considered.   

Transportation-SRC is located on Somerset Blvd and key potential transportation impacts to the SRC facility need to be assessed. 

Public services-In order for SRC to operate per governmental requirements, Police, Fire, and Emergency Response services must be able to access SRC facilities. So any and 
all potential construction activities will have to ensure access to the site and the facility- what mitigation measures can be offered.
 
Utilities-The existing transmission lines, proposed transmission line upgrade, and co-located Olympic Pipeline have to be evaluated with potential impacts/mitigation measures 
provided. 
Elements of the Environment that were not included- Economics-An Economic analysis is often included in a DEIS and is an allowed part of the SEPA process. This element 
should be included in the Built Environment Section of Phase 2 DEIS, so that the impacts on the property values and property taxes need to be described for properties in the 
corridor or properties that  view it. 
Thank you for reviewing this scoping comment letter. We look forward to receiving comments through the Phase 2 EIS process that adequately address our questions and 
concerns.

Regards,

Somerset Recreational Club and its Members
RIck Gratzer- President SRC5/30/2016 12:29:19 Rick Gratzer



To: Energize East Side Reviewer
E-mail: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org

I have lived at my present address for over 15 years. I was attracted to this area from California by lush green environment, high tech employment, multi-cultural 
neighborhoods, and a great place to raise my children (great schools, parks, easy access to lakes / mountains / culture). I have truly enjoyed the city, and have been 
impressed by well-managed growth, maintaining natural beauty, and new friends we have made in Bellevue.

Over the last 18 months, I have watched the Energize East Side program completely alienate our wonderful neighborhood. It all started with our first meeting with PSE where it 
was 100% clear these meetings were to railroad a plan through without truly collecting any feedback. They attempted to put neighbor against neighbor with different routes and 
required seating to simply try to say no one was interested in addressing the problem, but was only interested in not having the power lines in their neighborhood. They were 
completely not interested in looking at any alternatives, explaining why they felt this was necessary, or willing to listen to comments. They actually would not allow many 
neighbors to even speak. The reality is our neighborhood is truly interested in maintaining reliable power, cost effective solutions, 21st century innovative grid, and avoiding 
costly (in dollars and lives) mistakes of others. However, PSE actions make it very difficult to either trust them or work successfully for anything other than rubber-stamping 
their proposal.

Luckily, our family was able to at least get information from the neighborhood grass routes organization – CENSE.org. I came to the Northwest to find a great place to live, but 
also wanted a great place to learn. I have worked in Seattle, Bellevue, and Redmond for Vulcan, AMD, Microsoft, and now SpaceX.  I have written over 50 patents in 15 years 
in Bellevue to add to over 50 in Munich Germany and Mt. View CA. I have designed products that have sold over 2 billion units. I have always tried to learn new things, and 
invent solutions that have helped people. I have found this culture at many of the companies in this area, but I must admit that PSE is one of the most uninterested in learning 
anything other than how to move the neighborhood out of the way to allow them to move forward with a plan that has practically no neighborhood participation.

Let me try to explain some of the things I have seen. First, this seems to be mostly about finding an alternative to long-term profit for their Australian parent company. The 
present plan appears to be mostly about maximizing the infrastructure costs (100s of millions of US dollars) to gain a long-term (potentially 50 year) 10% return on the largest 
amount of capital possible. In general, I understand the laws attempting to support capital for public infrastructure, but I also feel there is an obligation of the government 
bodies to truly look at alternatives to solve the true problems our city and neighborhood face. Only a detailed analysis of the alternatives from professionals with experience in 
21st century energy production and distribution can avoid very long-term financial consequences.

- I ask have we really looked at lower cost alternatives that meet power needs for example:
o Have we looked at battery power (like Tesla Power Grid storage) for peak demand?
o Have we looked closely at probability of PSEs worst case winter, early morning, and all peaking plants not working carefully.
• Is this a reasonable scenario?
• Can we get power form others, or increase transformer capability?
• Can we use small (practically portable container power) as an alternative?
• Can local business who have generation provide power during high need circumstances?
• Can local business pre-heat or pre-cool when these high demand circumstances occur?
• Can we use smart heating / cooling in homes to throttle thermostats or pre-heat when necessary?
o Have we looked at how to incentive neighbors to invest in our power?
• Why not fully support WA state solar power rebate to promote / subsidize more solar power?
• Why not subsidize or incentivize local Telsa Power Wall solutions in homes? Even better – tie these incentives to helping peaking power demands?
- Why not truly work with Seattle City Light to potentially leverage their infrastructure?
o Why not consider even forming a public utility either with Seattle City Light or independently?
- Why build something 5X what we have today when the need for power is slightly increasing to flat?
o Why not build in even more reliable distributed power near sub-stations (gas for peaking) or solar / wind for overall power?
- If PSE wants to move power to / from California from / to Canada, why not build this route away from the second (I405 after I-5) most dense corridor in the state?
o Couldn’t far cheaper alternatives be found either in Eastern WA or other states? 
- No one other than the neighbors and CENSE seem to be interested in understanding how PSE came up with the demand and growth models.
o Why have the cities and public agencies not investigated these potentially overestimated / inflated / unrealistic situations?
o Why not use the CENSE data? Are we blind to looking at data from people who were experts in the field? I sure would like to have other groups findings on the table to learn 
from. Wouldn’t you?

Second, after the Bellingham pipeline explosion, one would think that a terrible tragedy so close to us would have a bigger impact on planning the proposed solution. The jet 
fuel pipelines line significant portions of the route from the information I have seen. These are old, below ground, and difficult to fully protect infrastructure that could easily be 
damaged causing unimaginable loss of life and property along routes with homes, schools, parks, business, and recreation centers. I realize PSE says there will be no issues, 
but this was clearly the same situation in Bellingham where the dangers were seen years later from an accident that all said was appropriately solved. The safest solution is to 
not having a significant risk along such a sensitive stretch of Bellevue and other neighborhoods. It also appears PSE is mostly interested in this route due to existing right of 
ways (allowing quick access) versus the potential dangers to the community. 

5/31/2016 22:45:52 Rod Fleck



5/31/2016 22:45:52 Rod Fleck

 I have the following questions on safety?
o Does PSE have a plan to make sure we do not have accidents like what happened in Bellingham?
o Does PSE even have the insurance or capability to pay for damages / loss of life that could occur when this unnecessary solution is taken?
o How will PSE train, manage, and inspect all activities around the pipeline? Given their safety record to date, why do we feel self-management of this is adequate or 
appropriate? Does PSE see an overseeing body at planning, implementation, inspection, and maintenance? Why shouldn’t the neighborhoods not participate in the safety 
planning of something so risky?
o Are we trained on what to do if the worst were to happen? What steps are in place to monitor, alert, train, evacuate, and protect us from harm?
o Can PSE ensure we will not be left paying for their liabilities (whether theirs directly or via sub-contractors)? If we the people do not support the project, why should the 
people pay if PSE doesn’t or cannot due to lack of funds? Will PSE put up long-term collateral / external insurance that will cover 100% of ANY damages that could occur to 
the pipeline, homes, or other property of lives?
o Has the owner of the pipeline signed up to this plan? Do they participate in the risk if anything goes wrong? Will they also take responsibility for safety of their asset? Will try 
simply move all liability to PSE, the city, or the subcontractor (with no ability to pay)?
o Has PSE done studies on safety building this amount of power, this size of poles, or on top of this type of pipeline? What is the data to say we will not have another 
Bellingham disaster killing our kids?
o Last, PSE says there is no issue here with safety, but is unwilling to show any work on their side to support this. This seems careless on their side. It also seems our city 
should be far more interested in them supporting in technically rich information, proving the risk not only negligible but safety measures are sufficient / practical, and insuring 
that this is the case.

Next, I do not understand how solutions that are great for the environment, far more economical, and leveraging far more 21st century technology are not truly being 
investigated. It seems PSE is just putting extreme, non-practical, out of date, and poorly thought through proposals to simply say their plan is the only reasonable alternative.

5/31/2016 22:45:52 Rod Fleck

- Why doesn’t the city really investigate the already paid for alternatives by CENSE.org?
- Why are we not trying to go to get bids from top firms in this space to get practical alternatives?
- It seems the city has hired a firm with experience on the EIS process, but don’t we need (or also need) firms with 21st century technology background who will also find / 
propose solutions that are cleaner, safer, and potentially more reliable (distributed power).
- Last, PSE has not put in a permit to date. It seems funny to have an EIS process when we don’t even know exactly what PSE is planning. Shouldn’t the people (the ones 
paying potentially over $1billion in interest payments) get to know exactly what is planned before the EIS is closed?
o What data is being used to truly understand the impact of the proposal without a solid plan and permit?
o It seems from the recent news stories last week that significant differences exist between PSE and neighborhood representatives on the impact. Who is right? Who is even 
looking at both of these? PSE say almost no trees are impacted, but CENSE says 8000. PSE says we are going to have rolling black-outs, but there appears to be no data to 
support this. It seems like false advertising to say something without the facts, but if they are so clear why are they afraid to even allow the Bellevue City Council to have 
everyone heard on both sides without 100s of restrictions on our representatives and neighbors. If we are truly being heard, why is the process so questioned by everyone I 
talk to? Overall, it seems there is no responsible way to continue under the present situation. Maybe we simply need to put a moratorium on furthering the process until all 
sides are genuinely heard.
o Why don’t we wait until PSE shows the entire solution? Why don’t we wait the appropriate amount of time thereafter (like a year) to truly investigate all the potential 
alternatives for a billion+ (mostly interest) program that we have to pay for? In other words, if PSE wants this kind of investment, we should be able to have the entire data, 
thoughtful responses that are heard, and pick the best alternative for our neighborhood potentially even via a ballot initiative.
o Why don’t we get some real practical alternatives on the table?
• We expect these to avoid the safety risks of the present route.
• We expect to leverage battery, low-impact peaking, smart power grid, participation / incentives for local businesses and residents to participate, and etc.
o Why can’t we invest as neighbors with our city’s government to push more conservation together?

I hope that many of the questions (and those of other neighbors) that have been asked are addressed in this process. I hope the neighborhood city boards work together for a 
better solution than the present old technology and outdated solution proposed by PSE. I also realize that our local business’ and employers also need a solution for growth, 
but I also think they are proactive, innovative, and would like to support a far lower cost, safer, more community supported, and likely more successful solution.

Thank you,
Rod Fleck

5/30/2016 8:19:07 Ronald Bromwell

The Seattle Times recently published many pictures of fallen trees, broken power lines and fires caused by high winds and lightning strikes during the March 13, 2016 
windstorm. What could be more dangerous than fires burning near a gasoline pipeline? The proposed route for the Energize Eastside project is downright dangerous and 
irresponsible. PSE is acting like a monopoly, no competitive bidding process, no cost constraints, no concern for the people who will pay all the costs for this unnecessary 
adventure, with or without an eventual disaster. I am strongly opposed and wish to beg the Bellevue City council members to select the Alternative option.

5/27/2016 10:21:22 Roy McMurtrey      Please underground all utilities



5/27/2016 23:53:11 Russell Green

Greetings Puget Sound Energy,

I am writing to let you know of the negative environmental impact of the Willow 2 Energize Eastside route. It will have a damaging and detrimental presence on us as 
homeowners in lower Somerset. This is not a wise route, from I-90 going south it runs directly through a peaceful neighborhood and extremely close to a grade school, it is 
also very near two aging high pressure jet fuel lines. Then Willow 2 turns on Newport Way and goes through another neighborhood winding down towards Factoria Blvd. 
These substantially taller poles and wires will certainly be seen by many of us who presently have no view of transmission wires. It is not logical to run down residential 
Newport Way, we don't want it, please eliminate this route. Please help us in our quest to preserve the natural beauty of our homes and neighborhoods.

Please keep these high voltage wires away from our homes and neighborhoods.

We are very concerned about construction over an aging pipeline (as we live below the Olympic Pipeline!)

Willow 2 and the new 80 feet high transmission poles and wires on Newport Way will absolutely negatively impact our views and property values as homeowners living in 
lower Somerset. Please choose an alternate route (Oak 1 or Oak 2 or Lake Washington). 

The best option to preserve the natural beauty of Washington State is to hide the wires in Lake Washington.

Putting high voltage transmission wires on Newport Way is of no benefit, it is only negative, it is also a very illogical route for PSE.

We currently do not see the poles and wires on Factoria Blvd. However, if they were made to be so tall that they interfered with our intimate, peaceful and unobstructed view of 
Lake Washington and Mercer Island, this would be extremely disheartening, especially after decades of investment and working so hard to improve the beauty of our home, 
only to have our cherished clear view scarred by transmission wires.

4/14/2016 12:43:31 Ruth Marsh

Many comments submitted during the Phase 1 EIS comment period included the very reasonable request that cheaper, less intrusive alternatives (Alternative 2) be explored 
before any approval of PSE's Alternative 1 "solutions". Shockingly, the Alternatives listed in EIS Phase 2 include NO ALTERNATIVE 2 options AT ALL. How is it possible that 
PSE's customers can be required to pay for Alternative 1 without ANY fair and open review of alternatives other than oversized, unnecessary transmission lines? The lead 
agency (Bellevue) should require PSE to explore and compare Alternative 2 options (such as those already presented in the Phase 1 comment period) that involve significantly 
less costly ways of improving the capacity and reliability of the Eastside's electricity grid than ANY of the Alternative 1 "solutions".  Simply dismissing ALL Alternative 2 options 
does not constitute a fair and open review.

The best way to reduce risk of colocating giant transmission lines with the Olympic Pipeline is to abandon Alternative 1 altogether and pursue right-sized, appropriate, and 
economical (for the rate-payers) solutions such as those proposed during the Phase 1 comment period. There is NO EVIDENCE than ANY of those suggestions have been 
considered in the context of the Energize Eastside EIS. It is the responsibility of the lead agency (Bellevue) to see that the BEST solution for the Eastside is implemented. 
PSE's proposed 230kV transmission line has been the WRONG solution from the start - benefitting their own bottom line at the expense of their customers. 

4/14/2016 13:31:27 Ruth Marsh

It's SHOCKING that PSE appears to have dropped ALL considerations of Alternative 2: Integrated Resource Approach for the Phase 2 EIS. In fact, Alternative 2 ISN'T EVEN 
MENTIONED ABOVE as having been eliminated. This GAPING omission from the Phase 2 EIS makes a complete SHAM of the process.

Another shocker: the most recent EE mailing from PSE shows the Willow 2 route with not just one but TWO paths through the Factoria/Somerset area, including a never-
before proposed SEGMENT: P. This segment goes down Newport Way between Tyee Middle School and Newport High School. Seriously??!!!?? This segment was never 
presented as part of ANY previous alternatives and has had no review/input from the community. 

So, now PSE is IGNORING the clarion call from the community (see Phase 1 comments) to get with the program and seriously consider advanced energy technologies that 
can be used to BEST and most ECONOMICALLY meet the energy needs of the Eastside (Alternative 2), while at the same time MAXIMIZING ways to UGLIFY our beautiful 
city.

5/30/2016 6:10:30 Samuel Esayian

Regarding an environmental impact of the PSE proposed Alternative 1 Option A with regard to recreation:
 
The Somerset Recreation Club has been around for many years. The pool and club house are built around the existing power pole structures and the tennis courts are 
positioned under the 115kV wires. 
Any alteration of this footprint could potentially result in the closing of this much used recreational facility. 

Samuel Esayian
4601 135th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006-3005



5/30/2016 6:41:57 Samuel Esayian

If this is truly about the environmental impact of the proposed PSE EE project and of their preferred Willow 2 route and the construction of a transmission line with 230kV, let 
us look at the area as it has developed. 
In the late 1920's the 115kv line poles were placed along the Eastside. In the 1970's the Olympic Pipelines were added to this easement. In the late 1950's residential 
neighborhoods were developed - in particular spanning out from central Bellevue. 
If you look at a photo of the Somerset hill from that time period of development you would see lots of bare ground with minimal vegetation.  Fast forward to today and you will 
see that home owners have added multiple layers of vegetation around their homes - adding to the vision of Bellevue - a City in a Park. 
In many cases for homes built along the current PSE easement, the homes and landscaping have been positioned to hide or face away from the current power lines. 
And the wildlife has responded to this increased vegetation and tree canopy. 
And as residential neighborhoods have been added further east and south and north, the wildlife have responded even more - we now have deer, rabbits, coyotes and bobcats 
roaming our back and front yards, and I'm sure raccoons and possums and other nighttime creatures. 
 
Consider this:  Permanent clear zones would be required under the PSE EE proposed Alternative 1 Option A. And the clear zones might be between 120-150 feet wide, 
requiring clearance of up to 327 acres of vegetation. (Reference: Chapter 11.6.3.5.1 of the DEIS)   PSE may keep changing their story line about clear zones, but this still 
looms in the background. 
Chapter 6.4.1.5 of the DEIS describes what would happen to the tree canopy and vegetation with Alternative 1 Option A, PSE's preferred route. 
Chapter 6.6.4.2 describes the limited impact of Alternative 2, distributed generation.

5/26/2016 13:25:50 Sean Cox
Please reflect all of the same concerns that I submitted for EIS phase I and the Willow route for the new Willow II route. With this alternative the risks only increase as now 
there are two lines and paths that need to be mitigated versus just the single path. 

5/31/2016 23:21:03 Sharon Chen Strongly against building a high power transmission line around Tyee middle school. Will cause health problem to both students and staff. 

5/31/2016 5:56:04 Stephanie Kristen 

I am a homeowner in the lower Somerset neighborhood of Bellevue, WA. Somerset residents Patricia Magnani, Stephanie Kristen, and Tanya Franzen (Somerset Community 
Association President) had a walking tour of lower Somerset with three PSE representatives, including Keri Pravitz, PSE Community Projects Manager, on 4/20/16 to assess 
the environmental impact of PSE's new preferred Energize Eastside route called "Willow 2" on the viewshed and property values of lower Somerset homeowners who currently 
enjoy unobstructed views of Lake Washington, the mountains, and downtown cityscapes of Seattle and Bellevue.  Willow 2 introduced a brand new segment, referred to as 
Segment P, to be constructed on Newport Way which would replace existing 40 feet high distribution poles and wires with transmission poles and wires that are double the 
height, at 80 feet high, and which will negatively impact homeowners' views and property values.  
 
At this meeting, Ms. Pravitz promised that Andrew Lightfoot, PSE Project Engineer, would be made available to take photo simulations in order for homeowners to truly be able 
to assess the full impact of Willow 2 on the visual resources of the lower Somerset neighborhood.  An email with the names and addresses of three homeowners, the Mocks, 
the Barrys, and the Campbells, was furnished to Ms. Pravitz on 5/3/16..  There was no response, and follow up emails were sent on May 27 and May 30th.  PSE's failure to 
arrange the promised photo simulations before the May 31st deadline of the Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS means lower Somerset residents have been deprived of the 
opportunity to comment on the full known impact of preferred route Willow 2 on our views and property values, and we maintain this represents a violation of the Phase 2 EIS 
scoping process

5/16/2016 22:42:31 Steven Reines

I am in strong opposition to your Willow 2 proposal. These new towers will be an eyesore, negatively impact my view, and significantly reduce my property value. I have 
determined from all available information that the motivation for this project is not sustaining local energy availability, but for the sale of this energy to distant populations. Use 
your projected profits to bury these lines below ground to avoid any negative financial or safety impacts to your customers.

5/26/2016 12:21:30 Thomas Caterson

Please look at alternative options! Please explore thoroughly and do the right thing for our communities.

From a personal perspective, the proposed, Willow 2 line (+ Proposed Factoria line) will negatively impact our views of our beautiful region - not to mention our home value.

If these proposed lines were truly a final and absolute, critical need, we would be willing to do whatever it takes to power our region. HOWEVER, the CENSE organization has 
done such a remarkable job in exposing the truth behind the claims PSE has made. 

There are other solutions; future-looking, environmentally-responsible solutions, all outlined within CENSE-led research.

Please do the right thing - for the customers you serve as opposed to an objective of Australian profitability.

Thank you. 

5/26/2016 21:30:10 Thomas Campbell
The commitee reviewing the alternatives need to incorporate The CENSE  option the that rejects the do nothing plan and does not endorse the high energy plan that benefits 
the hedge fund which owns PSE.

5/30/2016 20:31:52 Thomas Campbell

I am a homeowner in the lower Somerset neighborhood of Bellevue, WA. Somerset residents Patricia Magnani, Stephanie Kristen, and Tanya Franzen (Somerset Community 
Association President) had a walking tour of lower Somerset with three PSE representatives, including Keri Pravitz, PSE Community Projects Manager, on 4/20/16 to assess 
the environmental impact of PSE's new preferred Energize Eastside route called "Willow 2" on the viewshed and property values of lower Somerset homeowners who currently 
enjoy unobstructed views of Lake Washington, the mountains, and downtown cityscapes of Seattle and Bellevue.  Willow 2 introduced a brand new segment, referred to as 
Segment P, to be constructed on Newport Way which would replace existing 40 feet high distribution poles and wires with transmission poles and wires that are double the 
height, at 80 feet high, and which will negatively impact homeowners' views and property values.  
 
At this meeting, Ms. Pravitz promised that Andrew Lightfoot, PSE Project Engineer, would be made available to take photo simulations in order for homeowners to truly be able 
to assess the full impact of Willow 2 on the visual resources of the lower Somerset neighborhood.  An email with the names and addresses of three homeowners, the Mocks, 
the Barrys, and the Campbells, was furnished to Ms. Pravitz on 5/3/16..  There was no response, and follow up emails were sent on May 27 and May 30th.  PSE's failure to 
arrange the promised photo simulations before the May 31st deadline of the Energize Eastside Phase 2 EIS means lower Somerset residents have been deprived of the 
opportunity to comment on the full known impact of preferred route Willow 2 on our views and property values, and we maintain this represents a violation of the Phase 2 EIS 
scoping process.  



5/31/2016 21:28:48 Thomas Campbell

The EIS needs to evaluate the Community Alternatives. The Community is a diverse background of highly educated people who care what is best for the community. The EIS 
should also require PSE to tag all the trees they need to remove to implement their option. The EIS also needs to evaluate the motivation behind this costly project. Public vs 
Profit for Hedge Fund Investors. Energy technology from what I have read is moving towards more local distribution alternatives during a peak stress condition. The big bulky 
solutions are not required for an energy solution but are required for a Financial profit solution.

5/26/2016 14:51:51 Tomiko Teramoto
We should have a right to live in safe environments. It must be very dangerous constructions. Also, why should we move out for PSE projects that are harmful and profits 
pursue?  

5/26/2016 20:40:07 Tracy Bury

We do not support, nor do we want, giant utility poles through lovely neighborhoods!  '

Do not continue with this high voltage project with enormous towers. 
- no above ground giant towers
- no high voltage lines within 1/2 mile of any schools
- no high voltage line towers next to gas lines

Please, save the region from transmition tower views that carry electricity between Canada and California - destroying our lovely region's charm. 

Do not continue with this project!
5/31/2016 23:24:08 Weiyu Zhu Propose no action alternative.

5/31/2016 21:29:38 Xiaofei Wang

Our house is less than 100 meters from the pipeline and high voltage electricity transmission lines. We are very concerned about pipeline safety and EMF effects! We protest 
strongly Puget Sound Energy’s Dangerous Project! Construction on pipeline is a crazy and unsafe idea and we don't trust PSE! One little tiny mistake will kill hundreds, 
thousands people! 

We vote for "no action" or any option of "keep the same" in Somerset area. There are thousands people live in somerset. WHY build high voltage electricity transmission lines 
in thousands of people's neighborhood??? WHY can't they find a route far away from people's houses???

We love Somerset community a lot. We have a one year old little kid and we hope he can grow happily and healthily! Please, please don't let PSE ruin our community! 

Thank you very much!

5/29/2016 16:19:17 Xiaohu Liu
Even in most developing countries, more and more power lines are away from cities. We have enough poles in Bellevue and we don't want more. Somerset is highly evaluated 
as a good neighborhood because of the great view. Adding more and tall power line is unnecessary, dangerous and hurt our environment. 

5/7/2016 11:38:58 Xinrong Qiang

I am a mom of a 7 year old and an 1 year old.  I purchased my house for the safety and education of my children. The PSE's project will reuin the health and safety of my 
children. If the project were passed, my children would have to grow up in a home close to high voltage power line and have education in Tyee middle school and Newport 
High School that are both close to the line.  Please do not let thousands of children's health, safety, and life be reuined by this project, just for saving money. There are safe 
alternatives.

I’m appalled that City of Bellevue planners threw out the only safe, smart, and green option in the environmental impact study for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside 
proposal. I am part of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE) and its 3,000 followers.

We are mobilizing residents, businesses, community leaders, and organizations in 20 neighborhoods along PSE’s proposed chain of mega-towers and high transmission lines 
to say “No!” to a flawed process and a bad option.

An 18-mile scar through the Eastside constructed on top of jet fuel pipelines should not be our only option. And the City of Bellevue should not limit our opportunity and 
responsibility to transparently develop best-practice approaches that are being embraced by growing cities worldwide.

CENSE hired industry experts to develop a better option known as "Alternative 2B" which:
Meets our projected energy needs at lower cost, with greater reliability.
Aligns with our core values of innovation, livability and environmental stewardship by employing advanced energy management technologies and robust conservation.
Puts safety first, reducing the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
Preserves 8,000 mature trees and the neighborhood character that attracts businesses and employees to the Eastside.
We demand the Council take steps to re-open the conversation and include the safe, smart, and green option, Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE, in the EIS. 

We cannot afford to rush approval of an excessively expensive, dangerous, outdated plan for our future.

Signed,
Xinrong Qiang,
Worried mom of two young children
4603 135th pl se
Bellevue, WA 98006

5/26/2016 8:33:18 DO not need ugly "his rise poles" in the neighborhood. Promoting consideration is a lot cleaner and cheaper alternative.Anonymous
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